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Abstract	
	
	
	 In	this	thesis,	Francis	of	Assisi's	vocation	of	humility	is	given	its	unique	place	in	the	
heritage	of	Christian	humility,	and	situated	in	relation	to	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	
humility	that	followed	and	the	Bonaventurian	vocation	of	humility	that	then	concluded	the	
infancy	of	First	Order	Franciscan	development.	
	 Francis's	vocation	of	humility	was	constituted	by	a	unique	blend	of	subjection,	self-
sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	worldly	constraints.	The	characteristics	that	these	
elements	gave	rise	to	included:	living	the	Gospel	and	the	Rule,	seeking	to	be	the	Lesser	
Brother	in	every	sense,	loving	and	honouring	all	brothers	equally,	obedience,	humility	in	
deeds	and	words,	and	the	exhibition	of	humility	that	could	not	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	
strength	or	determination.	These	elements	and	characteristics	form	a	framework	with	
which	to	analyse	the	subsequent	early	First	Order	vocation	of	humility	and	the	vocation	of	
humility	under	Bonaventure.	
	 Studying	these	three	vocations	highlights	continuities	and	divergences	in	formation	
and	complexion.	Varying	levels	of	reference	to	earlier	ideas	of	Christian	humility	are	
detected,	as	are	differing	approaches	to	challenges	posed	by	the	temporal	and	ecclesiastical	
spheres.	Of	particular	interest	are	diverse	responses	to	four	points	of	contention	that	have	
preoccupied	other	contributors	to	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility:	the	optimal	exemplars	
for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	internal	humility;	humility	as	
abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power;	spiritual	advancement	through	
grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	merit;	and	the	extent	and	
level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	Christian	humility.	The	
responses	of	Francis,	the	early	First	Order,	and	Bonaventure	to	these	points	of	contention	
differentiate	them	from	each	other,	and	their	theological	ancestors,	and	provide	a	fresh	
perspective	on	early	Franciscan	Order	history.		
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1	
INTRODUCTION	
	
	 The	term	vocation	implies	a	transformative	state,	a	spiritual	calling,	and	a	physical	
way	of	being,	not	simply	a	virtue,	ideal,	mindset,	or	even	ruled	way	of	life.	This	thesis's	
conception	of	a	vocation	is	based,	to	some	extent,	on	Giorgio	Agamben's	discussion	of	the	
Franciscan	'form	of	life'	as	opposed	to	a	Rule:	'The	form	is	not	a	norm	imposed	on	life,	but	a	
living	that	in	following	the	life	of	Christ	gives	itself	and	makes	itself	a	norm.'1	Within	such	a	
definition,	the	quest	becomes	identification	of	the	aspect	of	Christ's	being	and	life	that	most	
informs	and	shapes	Francis	of	Assisi's	(1181/2-1226)	lived	norm.	Even	a	brief	survey	of	
subsequent	writing	about	him	by,	for	instance,	Jacobus	de	Voragine,	Bernard	of	Besse,	and	
Bonaventure,	provides	very	good	reason	for	asserting	that	some	type	of	poverty	was	at	the	
heart	of	Francis's	Christocentric	vocation.2	When	describing	Francis	fifteen	years	or	so	after	
his	death,	John	of	Perugia,	the	presumed	author	of	'The	Anonymous	of	Perugia',	writes:		
The	Lord	led	him	on	a	straight	and	narrow	path.	Desiring	to	possess	neither	gold	nor	
silver,	nor	money	nor	any	other	thing,	he	followed	the	Lord	in	humility,	poverty,	and	
the	simplicity	of	his	heart.3		
	
	 	
																																																						
1	Giorgio	Agamben,	The	Highest	Poverty	-	Monastic	Rules	and	Form-of-Life	(Stanford,	CA:	Stanford	University	
Press,	2013),	60-1,99,105.	
2	Jacobus	de	Voragine,	The	Golden	Legend	-	Readings	on	the	Saints	Volume	II,	William	Granger	Ryan	(trans.)	
(Princeton,	N.J.:	Princeton	University	Press,	1993),	222-3;	Bernard	of	Besse,	Liber	de	Laudibus	Beati	Francisci,	
David	G.	Amico	(trans.)	in	A	Translation	and	Historical	Introduction	for	Bernard	of	Besse's	"Liber	de	Laudibus	
Beati	Francisci",	David	G.	Amico	(trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	St.	Bonaventure	University,	1985),	25,28;	
Bonaventure,	'The	Major	Legend	of	Saint	Francis	(1260-1263),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	
–	The	Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	
(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	7,	pp.	577-85;	'The	Assisi	Compilation	(1244-1260),'	in	Francis	of	
Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	–	The	Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	
Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	9,	p.	123;	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	
O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	‘General	Introduction,’	in	Francis	of	
Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	–	The	Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	
Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	11-2;	Paul	Sabatier,	Life	of	St.	
Francis	of	Assisi,	Louise	Seymour	Houghton	(trans.)	(London:	Hodder	&	Stoughton	Ltd,	1894),	125;	John	
Herkless,	Francis	and	Dominic	and	The	Mendicant	Orders	(Edinburgh:	T.	&	T.	Clark,	1901),	49,77.	
3	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	John	of	Perugia,	'The	Anonymous	of	Perugia	or	The	Beginning	or	
Founding	of	the	Order	and	The	Deeds	of	Those	Lesser	Brothers	who	were	the	First	Companions	of	Blessed	
Francis	in	Religion	(1240-1241),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	–	The	Founder,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	I.8,	p.	37;	Armstrong,	Hellman,	&	Short,	‘General	Introduction’,	14;	Anne	M.	Scott,	'The	
Enigma	of	"Lady	Poverty":	Beautiful	Ideal	or	Loathly	Lady?'	in	Interpreting	Francis	and	Claire	of	Assisi	-	From	
the	Middle	Ages	to	the	Present,	Constant	J.	Mews	&	Claire	Renkin	(eds.)	(Mulgrave,	Vic.:	Broughton	Publishing,	
2010),	54-74.	
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The	account	of	Francis's	death	supplied	by	'The	Assisi	Compilation',	a	collection	of	stories	
based	on	material	gathered	from	the	mid	1240s	to	1260,	graphically	demonstrates	the	
poignant	extent	to	which	Francis	took	this	personal	physical	poverty,	encapsulated	by	its	
description	of	the	'tunic	in	which	he	was	buried',	made	for	him	by	the	brothers	and	
adorned,	at	his	insistence,	with	'pieces	of	sackcloth...as	a	sign	and	example	of	most	holy	
humility	and	poverty.'4		
	 Nevertheless,	in	addition	to	practicing	personal	physical	poverty,	Francis	of	Assisi	
was	contemporaneously	renowned	for	modelling	servanthood	to	societal	outcasts,	as	
highlighted	by	the	collected	memories	of	his	companions,	Leo,	Angelo,	and	Rufino,	in	a	
compilation	from	the	mid	1240s:		
With	the	help	of	God's	grace,	he	became	such	a	servant	and	friend	of	the	lepers,	
that,	as	he	testified	in	his	Testament,	he	stayed	among	them	and	served	them	with	
humility.5		
	
An	element	of	service	to	the	lowliest	members	of	society	is	also	emphasised	in	later	
writing.6	However,	this	thesis	argues	that	critical,	externally	apparent	symbols,	such	as	
physical	poverty	and	service	to	outcasts,	should	be	viewed	as	just	that,	important	external	
representations	of	the	much	deeper,	more	fundamental	vocation	that	was	Francis's	
humility.	Further,	the	thesis	establishes	and	stresses	the	criticality	of	humility	to	
immediately	succeeding	Franciscan	vocations,	up	to	Bonaventure's	death,	and	situates	
																																																						
4	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	8,	p.	123;	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	
William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	to	the	'The	Assisi	Compilation	(1244-1260),'	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	
Documents,	Volume	II	–	The	Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	
William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	113-5;	Adrian	House,	Francis	of	Assisi	
(London:	Chatto	&	Windus,	2000),	4.	
5	'The	Legend	of	the	Three	Companions	(1241-1247),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	–	The	
Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	
(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	IV.11,	p.	74;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Our	Blessed	Father	Francis,'	
Timothy	J.	Johnson	(trans.),	in	Jacques	Dalarun,	The	Rediscovered	Life	of	St.	Francis	of	Assisi	-	Thomas	of	
Celano,	Timothy	J.	Johnson	(trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2016),	Seventh	
Reading,	8,	p.	5;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	9,	p.	123;	Armstrong,	Hellman,	&	Short,	'General	Introduction',	16;	
Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	
to	the	'The	Legend	of	the	Three	Companions	(1241-1247),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	–	
The	Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	
(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	63.	
6	Bernard	of	Besse,	25;	Armstrong,	Hellman,	&	Short,	'General	Introduction',	11-2;	John	of	Perugia,	Chpt	
VIII.37,	p.	52;	James	Adderley,	Francis	The	Little	Poor	Man	of	Assisi	-	A	Short	Story	of	the	Founder	of	the	
Brothers	Minor	(London:	Edward	Arnold,	1901),	38,40;	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	'Foreword	to:	Francis	of	Assisi,	a	life	
for	all	seasons,'	by	F.P.	Longford	(London,	1978),	xiv.	Item	13,	Vol.1	in	Works	of	Eric	Doyle,	(St	Bonaventure,	
N.Y.,	1987).	
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these	vocations	of	humility	within	their	own	societies	and	the	longer	heritage	of	Christian	
humility	in	which	they	sat.		
	
Francis	of	Assisi's	Vocation	of	humility		
	
	 'The	Assisi	Compilation'	records	an	occasion	on	which	Francis	was	staying	at	a	church	
alone,	and	Brother	Pacifico	had	a	vision	of	Francis	on	Lucifer's	throne.	Rather	than	speaking	
to	Francis	directly	about	his	vision,	Brother	Pacifico	asked	him:		
"What	do	you	think	of	yourself,	brother?"	Blessed	Francis	responded:	"It	seems	to	be	
that	I	am	a	greater	sinner	than	anyone	in	this	world."	And	immediately	Brother	
Pacifico	was	told	this	in	his	heart:	"In	this	you	can	know	that	the	vision	you	saw	is	
true.	For	as	Lucifer	was	cast	down	from	that	throne	because	of	his	pride,	so	blessed	
Francis	will	merit	to	be	exalted	and	to	sit	on	it	because	of	his	humility."7		
	
Francis's	vocation	of	humility	is	omnipresent,	the	one	consistent	ingredient	in	the	above	
contemporary	accounts,	but	has	often	been	under-represented	or	conflated	with	its	
outward	manifestations	in	Franciscan	historiography.8	Conflation	of	Francis's	humility	with	
its	outward	manifestations	is	understandable,	given	a	medieval	context	in	which	poverty	
attracted	a	broad,	multi-faceted	definition.	This	broader	definition	of	poverty	was	
occasionally	remarked	upon	in	Franciscan	historiography	during	the	twentieth	century	but	
has	only	relatively	recently	been	articulated	at	any	significant	length,	highlighting	the	value	
of	now	studying	Francis's	core	vocation	of	humility	in	more	fruitful	detail.	
	 Writing	in	1901,	John	Herkless	states	that:	'Poverty	for	Francis,	as	for	Dominic,	was	
not	simply	a	question	of	property	or	money:	it	meant	for	them	the	sum	of	the	virtues	or	
graces	in	the	character	of	Jesus	Christ.'9	Toward	the	end	of	the	twentieth	century,	William	R.	
Cook	and	Ronald	Herzman	similarly	define	poverty	in	the	medieval	period	as	a	'means	of	
aligning	themselves	by	direct	imitation	with	the	Christ	of	the	Gospels.'10	Closer	
consideration	of	this	broader	definition	of	poverty	has	encouraged	increasing	precision	in	
more	recent	scholarship,	with	the	result	that	the	centrality	of	humility	in	Francis's	vocation	
is	gradually	becoming	more	apparent.	Marilyn	Hammond's	analysis	of	the	varied	levels	on	
which	Francis's	understanding	of	Biblical	principles	operated,	published	in	a	book	chapter	in	
																																																						
7	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	65,	p.	168;	de	Voragine,	224.	
8	Bernard	of	Besse,	28,31;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt		9,	p.	123	&	Chpt	14,	p.	130.	
9	Herkless,	49.	
10	William	R.	Cook	&	Ronald	B.	Herzman,	The	Medieval	World	View	-	An	Introduction	(New	York:	Oxford	
University	Press,	2nd	ed.,	2004),	243-4.	
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2004,	is	significant	in	this	regard.	Francis,	Hammond	explains,	expected	not	just	one	type	of	
poverty	of	the	Franciscans,	but	four:	
• 'material	poverty'	('having	only	the	bare	necessities	of	clothing,	eating	whatever	
food	was	set	before	them,	accepting	no	money	or	coins	but	instead	receiving	
sustenance	for	the	body	from	their	work,	having	ownership	of	no	thing...');	
• 'interior	poverty'	('which	is	humility.	The	root	word	of	humility	is	humus,	which	is	
the	soil,	the	earth.	A	humble	person	is	"down	to	earth",	real,	genuine,	honest,	
true,	sincere	about	who	and	what	one	is...');	
• 'moral	poverty'	('which	is	compassion,	and	means	to	"suffer	with".	They	are	to	be	
united	in	solidarity	and	welfare	of	all	the	brothers,	and	to	live	peaceably	and	
non-judgmentally	with	everyone	else');	and	
• 'spiritual	poverty'	(which	involved	'totally	serving	God	in	poverty	and	humility,	
which	brings	the	kingdom	of	heaven,	the	fullness	of	life').11	
	
Hammond	provides	a	convincing	framework	by	which	the	full	extent	of	Francis's	poverty	
may	be	appreciated.	However,	her	findings	also	stress	the	centrality	of	humility	to	all	forms	
of	that	poverty	and	lend	credence	to	the	six	characteristics	of	Franciscan	vocations	of	
humility	that	will	be	proposed	and	expanded	on	through	the	course	of	this	thesis.	
	 But	perhaps	the	culmination	of	this	recent	work	is	found	in	Giorgio	Agamben's	The	
Highest	Poverty	-	Monastic	Rules	and	Form-of-Life	(2013),	in	which	he	describes	Franciscan	
poverty	as	thinking	of	'life	as	that	which	is	never	given	as	property	but	only	as	a	common	
use.'12	Agamben's	overall	concern	is	with	the	relationship	between	religious	life,	Rules,	and	
the	law.	However,	in	this	statement,	Franciscan	poverty,	in	its	broadest	sense,	is	translated	
into	the	ultimate	state	of	humility,	through	the	implication	that	one's	very	existence	is	not	
																																																						
11	Marilyn	Hammond,	'Saint	Francis	as	Struggling	Hermeneut,'	in	Francis	of	Assisi	-	History,	Hagiography	and	
Hermeneutics	in	the	Early	Documents,	Jay	M.	Hammond	(ed.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	2004),	213-4;	Eric	
Doyle,	O.F.M.,	'Saint	Francis	and	Theology,'	in	The	Cord.	Date	unknown,	110.	Item	46,	Vol.2	in	Works	of	Eric	
Doyle	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.,	1987).		
12	Agamben,	xiii,	93-4,110-2,143.	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	articulates	a	similar	relationship	between	material	poverty	
and	internal	humility	in	Francis's	thinking:	'His	material	poverty	was	the	permanent	sacrament	of	his	self-
donation	to	God.	It	was	not	therefore	an	end	in	itself,	but	the	outward	sign	of	a	spiritual	reality:	his	
relationship	with	God.	There	is	no	way	to	proclaim	more	radically	that	we	belong	to	God.'	(Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	
'Franciscan	Life	and	the	Evangelical	Counsels,'	in	The	Cord,	May	1980,	139.	Item	14,	Vol.1	in	Works	of	Eric	
Doyle,	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.,	1987)).	Regis	J.	Armstrong	concurs	with	this	idea	in	his	article,	'Minority:	The	
Sacramental	Intuition	of	Francis,'	when	he	analyses	Francis's	idea	of	material	poverty	as	being	about	living	
'without	anything	that	is	my	own	or	without	anything	proper	to	me.	From	this	perspective	material	poverty	
becomes	"sacramental,"	an	outward	sign	expressing	an	inner	reality	as	well	as	an	outward	sign	leading	to	an	
inner	reality.'	(Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	'Minority:	the	sacramental	intuition	of	Francis	of	Assisi,'	in	
Collectanea	Franciscana,	Vol.	74,	No.	3-4	(2004),	481).	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	'The	writings	of	
Francis,'	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	2012),	39-40;	Krijn	Pansters,	Franciscan	Virtue	–	Spiritual	Growth	and	the	Virtues	
in	Franciscan	Literature	and	Instruction	of	the	Thirteenth	Century	(Leiden:	Brill,	2012),	140-2,195.	
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one's	own.	This	idea	of	life	underpins	the	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	that	will	be	
discussed	in	this	thesis.13		
	 Related	to	the	above	definitional	issue,	Franciscan	historiography	has,	in	the	past,	
also	exhibited	a	curious	habit	of	identifying	Francis's	humility	as	significant	but	not	pursuing	
it	in	any	great	detail,	and	certainly	not	as	his	vocation.	John	Moorman,	active	in	Franciscan	
historiography	in	the	mid	twentieth	century,	is	an	example	of	this	phenomenon.	In	The	
Sources	for	the	Life	of	S.	Francis	of	Assisi	(1940),	he	simply	points	out	that	five	of	'The	
Admonitions'	are	about	humility,	whereas	only	two	are	about	poverty.14	In	another	book,	he	
gestures	to	the	centrality	of	humility	in	Francis's	vocation	when	quoting	Brother	Leo:	
As	Brother	Leo	writes:	"The	most	holy	father	did	not	wish	his	friars	to	hanker	after	
learning	and	books,	but	taught	them	to	build	their	lives	on	holy	Humility,	to	practise	
pure	Simplicity	and	devout	Prayer,	and	to	love	Lady	Poverty,	on	which	the	saints	and	
first	friars	had	established	themselves."15		
	
The	cultivation	of	all	these	characteristics	were,	in	fact,	in	aid	of	Francis's	well-established	
commitment	to	imitating	Jesus's	example,	as	per	Herkless's,	and	Cook's	and	Herzman's,	
observations.	But	note	humility	is	mentioned	first.	Even	if	this	passage	is	assumed	to	be	
affording	simplicity,	prayer,	and	poverty	equal	status	with	humility,	Chapter	Two	of	this	
thesis	will	show	that	the	preponderance	of	evidence	from	early	sources	confirms	humility	as	
Francis's	vocation,	a	foundation	stone	for	other	aspects	of	his	life.	As	with	the	previously	
discussed	definitional	issue,	recent	scholarship	has	expanded	investigations	into	this	
criticality	of	humility	to	the	earliest	Franciscan	vocation,	a	fact	evident	from	Regis	F.	
Armstrong's	work.	Writing	in	2004,	he	observes	that:	
Analyzing	the	significance	of	being	fratres	minores	from	the	perspective	of	poverty	is	
certainly	valid.	Francis'	writings,	however,	are	not	so	clear.	In	fact,	he	gives	the	
impression	that	minor	refers	more	to	a	position	of	humility.16	
	
Further,	in	an	essay	in	their	2010	publication,	The	Franciscan	Tradition,	Armstrong	and	
Ingrid	Peterson	mention	Francis's	'program	of	holiness',	consisting	of	'poverty,	humility,	and	
																																																						
13	Agamben,	93-4,110-2,143.	
14	John	R.H.	Moorman,	The	Sources	for	the	Life	of	S.	Francis	of	Assisi	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	
Press,	1940),	20.	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	suggests	an	even	greater	connection	between	the	concept	of	
minority	and	'The	Admonitions'	(Armstrong,	'Minority...',	469-91).	
15	John	R.H.	Moorman,	Richest	of	Poor	Men	-	The	Spirituality	of	St	Francis	of	Assisi	(London:	Darton,	Longman	&	
Todd,	1977),	63-4;	John	R.H.	Moorman,	A	History	of	the	Franciscan	Order	from	its	Origins	to	the	Year	1517	
(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	1968),	3.	
16	Armstrong,	'Minority...',	470.	
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consequent	patient	endurance	of	Jesus.'17	However,	they	conclude	their	piece	by	quoting	
Francis's	Canticle,	highlighting	its	emphasis	on	humility.18	Nevertheless,	J.	Hoeberichts'	
Paradise	Restored:	The	Social	Ethics	of	Francis	of	Assisi.	A	Commentary	on	Francis'	
"Salutation	of	the	Virtues",	written	in	2004,	remains	one	of	the	few	recent	publications	that	
treats	Francis's	humility	extensively,	both	its	theoretical,	Biblical	roots	and	practical,	Assisian	
context	and	application.19	
	 Another	work	of	vital	importance	in	this	field	is	Krijn	Panster's	2012	book,	Franciscan	
Virtue	-	Spiritual	Growth	and	the	Virtues	in	Franciscan	Literature	and	Instruction	of	the	
Thirteenth	Century.	Drawing	together	both	the	above	historiographical	issues,	of	the	
definition	of	humility	within	early	Franciscanism	and	humility's	criticality	to	early	
Franciscanism,	Panster's	project	is	a	direct	antecedent	of	this	thesis.	Commonalities	
between	Panster's	work	and	this	thesis's	intent,	include:	seeking	to	comprehend	the	fluidity,	
similarities,	and	differences	in	understanding,	emphasis,	and	practice	of	virtues	from	Francis	
through	to	Bonaventure;	deciphering	contemporary	writing	as	reflections	of	mentality;	and	
recognition	of	the	foundational	quality	of	Francis's	humility.20	Panster's	book	encompasses	a	
range	of	'essential	virtues	according	to	Francis',	one	of	which	is	humility.21	In	the	course	of	
examining	these	virtues,	Pansters	documents	an	'intellectual	history'	of	'moral	spirituality...'	
in	the	early	Franciscan	context.22	He	claims	that:	
concepts	and	schemes	of	virtues,	in	particular,	are	essential	elements	in	the	
developing	culture	of	early	Franciscanism,	defining	the	social	spiritual	spearheads	of	
the	arising	fraternity,	directing	the	emerging	process	of	the	Franciscan	Order,	and	
shaping	early	Franciscan	thought.23	
	
Further,	the	significance	of	spiritual	morality	is,	he	claims,	that	it	enfolds	both	relationship	
to	God	(spiritual)	and	relationship	to	others	(morality).24	The	purpose	of	this	thesis	is	both	to	
																																																						
17	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.	&	Ingrid	J.	Peterson,	O.S.F.,	'The	Franciscan	Tradition,'	in	The	Franciscan	
Tradition,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.	&	Ingrid	J.	Peterson,	O.S.F.,	(eds.)	(Collegeville,	MN:	Liturgical	Press,	
2010),	xix,xxv-xxvii.	
18	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘The	Franciscan	Tradition’,	xix,xxv-xxvii.	
19	J.	Hoeberichts,	Paradise	Restored:	The	Social	Ethics	of	Francis	of	Assisi.	A	Commentary	on	Francis'	"Salutation	
of	the	Virtues"	(Quincy,	IL:	Franciscan	Press,	2004).	
20	Pansters,	1-9,138-42,196,202-4. 
21	Pansters,	11.	
22	Pansters,	24-5.	
23	Pansters,	24-5.	
24	Pansters,	24-5,138-9.	
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narrow	down	and	build	on	this	work.	I	take	up	Pansters'	suggestion	that	debate	about	
poverty:	
has	exaggerated	the	historical	significance	of	this	virtue	at	the	expense	of	the	virtues	
that	are	at	least	as	important	in	a	moral	and	spiritual	sense.	It	is	now	their	turn	to	be	
studied	in	the	context	of	late	medieval	order	and	society,	in	much	the	same	way	as	
has	been	done	with	poverty,	so	that	a	more	complete	historical	picture	of	Franciscan	
virtue	may	be	drawn.25	
	
However,	my	interest	in	humility	is	not	as	a	virtue,	but	as	an	articulated	and	lived	vocation,	
embedded	in	both	passionate	and	mundane	writing,	both	the	minutiae	of	a	medieval	friar's	
life	and	the	governmental	decisions	made	on	behalf	of	many.	Franciscan	humility	did,	as	
Pansters	observes,	change	from	early	generation	to	early	generation,	and	theoretically	and	
practically	shape	Franciscan	relationships	with	God	and	with	others.	But	as	Agamben	
intimates,	this	humility	was	also	their	life,	the	state	in	which	they	gave	up	their	very	
existence	to	God.26	The	extension	of	these	ideas	are	explored	in	the	thesis,	as	are	early	
Franciscan	humility's	reciprocal	relationships	with	the	longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility	
and	the	worlds	in	which	it	operated.		
	
The	Thesis	
	
	 Wider	debates	about	the	precise	nature	of	Francis	vocation,	and	variations	between	
Francis's	vocation	and	the	vocations	present	in	the	early	Franciscan	Order,	materialise	
consistently	in	Franciscan	historiography.	Examples	of	this	work	include	contributions	by	
Paul	Sabatier,	John	Moorman,	Rosalind	B.	Brooke,	Théophile	Desbonnets,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	
Michael	J.P.	Robson,	Giorgio	Agamben,	William	J.	Short,	David	Flood,	and	Neslihan	Şenocak,	
just	to	name	a	few	of	those	available	in	English	let	alone	the	important	scholarship	
accessible	only	in	other	languages.	
	 Seeking	to	engage	with	such	scholarship,	but	also	redefine	some	of	its	underlying	
assumptions,	this	thesis	argues,	first,	that	Francis	of	Assisi's	vocation	of	humility	was	the	
core	of	his	religio.	Second,	by	acknowledging	this	largely	unexplored	notion	and	delineating	
the	elements	and	characteristics	of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	he	may	be	placed	in	a	
longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility.	Third,	by	then	demarcating	the	other	First	Order	
																																																						
25	Pansters,	196.	
26	Agamben,	xiii,	93-4,110-2,143.	
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vocations	of	humility	at	play	up	to	and	including	Bonaventure,	Francis's	first	successors	also	
take	their	own	unique	places	in	that	heritage	of	humility,	separate	from	Francis.	Attention	
will	remain	on	the	First	Order.	Discussing	the	distinctive	experiences	of	the	Second	and	
Third	Orders	would	require	two	additional	theses.	Three	distinct	vocations	are	identified	
and	discussed;	those	belonging	to	Francis,	the	early	First	Order	(defined	for	purposes	of	the	
thesis	as	contemporaries	of	Francis	in	the	1220s	to	the	advent	of	Bonaventure	as	minister	
general	in	the	late	1250s),	and	the	First	Order	under	Bonaventure.	Rather	than	stages	of	
development	of	the	same	vocation,	the	evidence	indicates	they	are	separate	but	related.	
Fourth	and	finally,	re-centring	early	Franciscan	history	on	vocations	of	humility	also	
facilitates	a	complementary	addition	to	the	more	prominent	and	extensive	discussions	of	
physical	poverty	as	the	heart	of	the	Franciscan	vocation	and	those	strains	of	historiography	
that	have	sought	to	prove,	disprove,	or	explain	the	early	Order's	deviation	from	Francis's	
ideals,	including	humility	and	poverty.27	These	four	enquiries	are	not	simply	natural	next	
steps,	in	the	light	of	recent	Franciscan	historiography,	but	also	hold	significant	value	for	
historical	understanding	of	the	early	Franciscans	in	their	medieval	world.		
	
Wider	Context	
	
	 Indeed,	several	wide-ranging,	interrelated	dynamics,	reciprocal	with	the	Order's	
early	development,	provide	additional	impetus	to	the	above	analysis.	The	arrival	on	the	
European	medieval	social,	religious,	and	political	landscape	of	Francis	of	Assisi	and	the	early	
Franciscan	Order	coincided	with:	the	throes	of	religious	reform	initiated	by	Innocent	III	at	
the	Fourth	Lateran	Council	in	1215;	attempts	by	the	Church	to	manage	the	rise	of	varying	
manifestations	of	lay	piety	whilst	countering	heresy	in	the	west	and	conducting	Crusades	in	
the	east;	continual	conflict	and	cooperation	between	Church,	empire,	and	monarchy	in	
various	configurations	across	the	continent;	and	the	birth	of	town	life,	industry,	and	politics,	
with	its	consequential	effects	on	societal	demographics,	values,	and	alliances.28	In	the	
																																																						
27	See	pp.	1-7	and	Chapter	Two	of	this	thesis.		
28	Herbert	Grundmann,	Religious	Movements	in	the	Middle	Ages	-	The	Historical	Links	between	Heresy,	the	
Mendicant	Orders,	and	the	Women's	Religious	Movement	in	the	Twelfth	and	Thirteenth	Century,	with	the	
Historical	Foundations	of	German	Mysticism,	Steven	Rowan	(trans.)	(Notre	Dame,	IN:	University	of	Notre	Dame	
Press,	1995),	58-67;	Colin	Morris,	The	Papal	Monarchy	-	The	Western	Church	from	1050	to	1250	(Oxford:	
Clarendon	Press,	1989),	417,433-51,484-5,490-1;	Gordon	Leff,	Heresy	in	the	Later	Middle	Ages	-	The	Relation	
of	Heterodoxy	to	Dissent,	c.	1250	-	c.	1450,	Vol.	II	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1967),	449-50;	
Gordon	Leff,	Heresy	in	the	Later	Middle	Ages	-	The	Relation	of	Heterodoxy	to	Dissent,	c.	1250	-	c.	1450,	Vol.	I	
(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1967),	15,37-8;	Steven	P.	Marrone,	'Medieval	philosophy	in	
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Order's	first	few	decades	of	existence,	the	Franciscans	became	a	well-organised	and	
educated	group	that	spread	across	Western	Christendom	and	beyond,	influencing	the	
everyday	decision-making	by,	and	world	perspective	of,	all	sectors	of	and	situations	in	
society,	including	newly	forming	town	governments,	monarchies,	the	papacy,	and	
universities.29	The	Franciscans	were	integral	to	peace	making	and	maintenance,	to	creating	
a	shift	in	the	religious	balance	of	power	away	from	the	secular	clergy	and	older	monastic	
orders	and	towards	increased	and	better	informed	lay	involvement	in	the	Church,	to	the	rise	
of	the	universities	as	centres	of	enquiry	and	learning,	and	to	machinations	between	
monarchs,	feudal	vassals,	and	the	papacy.30	Such	a	context	more	than	validates	the	need	to	
crystallize	the	vocations	behind	such	a	force,	especially	if	those	vocations	would	appear,	at	
first	glance,	to	embody	passivity	and	powerlessness.	The	final	part	of	the	Introduction	
outlines	the	chapters	of	the	thesis	and	their	respective	roles	in	this	examination.	Key	
authors	and	sources	are	mentioned	in	the	following	overview	and	discussed	in	further	
																																																						
context,'	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Medieval	Philosophy,	A.S.	McGrade	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	2003),	30;	Brenda	Bolton,	Innocent	III:	Studies	on	Papal	Authority	and	Pastoral	Care	
(Aldershot,	Hampshire:	Variorum,	1995),	187-91;	Herkless,	10-15;	Cook	and	Herzman,	191-2,204-5;	Rev.	John	
R.H.	Moorman,	The	Grey	Friars	in	Cambridge	1225-1538	-	The	Birkbeck	Lectures	1948-9	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	1952),	2;	Sean	L.	Field,	'Franciscan	ideals	and	the	royal	family	of	France	(1226-
1328),'	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	2012),	208-23;	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	'Bonaventure	as	Minister	General,'	in	A	
Companion	to	Bonaventure,	Jay	M.	Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jared	Goff	(eds.)	(Leiden:	
Brill,	2014),	544-5.	
29	Jordan	of	Giano,	'The	Chronicle	of	Brother	Jordan,'	in	The	Coming	of	the	Friars	Minor	to	England	and	
Germany.	Being	the	Chronicle	of	Brother	Thomas	of	Eccleston	and	Brother	Jordan	of	Giano.	Translated	from	
The	Critical	Editions	of	A.G.	Little	&	H.	Boehmer	by	E.	Gurney	Salter	(London:	J.M	Dent	and	Sons	Ltd.,	1926),	3-
6,	pp.	132-5	&	21-8,	pp.	151-8;	G.E.	Weare,	A	Collectanea	relating	to	the	Bristol	Friars	Minors	(Gray	Friars)	and	
their	Convent,	together	with	A	Concise	history	of	the	Dissolution	of	the	houses	of	the	four	Orders	of	Mendicant	
friars	in	Bristol	(Bristol:	W.	Bennett,	Printer,	1893),	vi-vii,ix-x;	Rev.	R.M.	Serjeantson,	A	History	of	the	Six	Houses	
of	Friars	in	Northampton	(The	Black,	White,	Grey	and	Austin	Friars,	the	Friars	of	the	Sack,	and	the	Poor	Clares)	
(Northampton:	Jos.	Tebbutt,	King	Street,	1911),	6-7;	Rev.	William	Trollope,	A	History	of	the	Royal	Foundation	
of	Christ's	Hospital,	With	an	account	of	the	plan	of	education,	the	internal	economy	of	the	institution,	and	
memoirs	of	eminent	blues:	preceded	by	a	narrative	of	the	rise,	progress,	and	suppression	of	the	convent	of	the	
Grey	Friars	in	London	(London:	William	Pickering,	1834),	6-8;	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	
Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction	to	Cum	secundum	of	Honorius	III	(1220),'	in	
Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	
O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	560-1;	Honorius	III,	'Cum	
secundum	of	Honorius	III	(1220),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	560-1;	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	'Introduction,'	in	The	Greyfriars	of	England	(1224-
1539)	-	Collected	Papers,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Padova:	Centro	Studi	Antoniani,	2012),	14;	
Kenneth	Rowlands,	The	Friars	-	A	History	of	the	British	Medieval	Friars	(Lewes,	Sussex:	The	Book	Guild	Ltd,	
1999),	69-70.	The	above	are	some	of	the	many	references	to	the	changing	nature	of	the	early	Order.		
30	References	to	the	Order's	impact	on	its	societies	during	various	stages	of	its	early	history	may	be	found	in	
the	immediately	preceding	two	footnotes	and	those	in	Chapters	Two,	Three,	and	Four	of	this	thesis.			
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detail,	as	needed,	in	their	respective	chapters.	A	full	literature	review	for	the	entire	thesis	
would	be	unmanageable	and	unhelpful	in	the	Introduction,	given	the	wide	scope	and	
extensive,	but	quite	distinctly	variant,	bibliography	that	contributes	to	each	chapter.	
	
Overview	of	Thesis	Chapters	
	
Chapter	One	-	Christian	Heritage	and	Secular	Context	
	
	 Francis	of	Assisi’s	vocation	of	humility	was	a	distinctive	composite,	formed	from	his	
personal	experience	of	God,	his	understanding	of	the	Bible,	the	Western	Church’s	
accumulated	teaching	about	and	history	of	Christian	virtue,	burgeoning	strains	of	socially	
active	lay	spirituality,	and	the	competitive,	polarising,	and	increasingly	temporal	
environment	at	work	in	Western	Europe	during	his	lifetime.	Chapter	One	introduces	these	
formulating	influences	on	Francis's	vocation	of	humility:	first,	the	political,	social,	and	
religious	environment	in	which	his	vocation	was	formed,	focusing	on	earlier	lay	penitential	
and	poverty	movements	and	the	complexities	of	thirteenth-century	Italian	town	life;	
second,	the	long	heritage	of	Christian	humility	that	preceded	Francis,	for	our	purposes	
commencing	with	Jesus	Christ.	
	 The	discussion	of	Francis's	political,	social,	and	religious	environment	has	been	
drawn	mainly	from	the	plentiful	secondary	scholarship	on	medieval	Italian	history	and	
Francis's	social	and	religious	context,	although	primary	sources	reproduced	by	the	
secondary	sources	have	been	included	for	emphasis.	Useful	volumes	have	included:	Beyond	
Florence	–	The	Contours	of	Medieval	and	Early	Modern	Italy	(2003)	edited	by	Paula	Findlen,	
Michelle	M.	Fontaine,	and	Duane	J.	Osheim;	The	Towns	of	Italy	in	the	Later	Middle	Ages	
(2000)	edited	by	Trevor	Dean	(ed);	Italy	in	the	Age	of	Dante	and	Petrarch	1216-1380	(1980)	
by	John	Larner;	A	History	of	Early	Renaissance	Italy	–	From	the	Mid-Thirteenth	Century	to	
the	Mid	Fifteenth-Century	(1973)	by	Brian	Pullan;	and	The	Italian	City-Republics	(1988)	by	
Daniel	Waley.	Work	by	Herbert	Grundmann,	Gordon	Leff,	and	Frances	Andrews	has	been	
referred	to	for	an	understanding	of	the	penitence	and	poverty	movements	that	predated	
Francis.	Several	well-researched,	evocative	histories	permit	a	window	into	Francis's	own	life	
and	circumstances.	Examples	include:	Arnaldo	Fortini’s	Nova	Vita	di	San	Francesco,	
translated	by	Helen	Moak	in	1985;	Raphael	Brown’s	book	The	Roots	of	St.	Francis	–	A	
Popular	History	of	the	Church	in	Assisi	and	Umbria	Before	St.	Francis	As	Related	to	His	Life	
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and	Spirituality	(1982);	and	Dominic	V.	Monti’s	chapter	on	Francis’s	Assisi	in	his	book	Francis	
and	his	Brothers:	A	Popular	History	of	the	Franciscan	Friars	(2009).	
	 The	origins	of	Christian	humility,	as	experienced	by	Francis,	and	the	place	of	Francis's	
vocation	of	humility	within	its	larger	religious	context	are	illuminated	by	consideration	of	
three	people	that	played	decisive	roles	in	defining	many	facets	of	theology	and	religious	
practice.	These	figures	are	Augustine	of	Hippo	(354-430	AD),	bishop	and	writer	of	the	Rule	
of	St.	Augustine,	Benedict	of	Nursia	(c480-547	AD),	author	of	the	Rule	of	St.	Benedict,	and	
Bernard	of	Clairvaux	(1090-1153	AD),	abbot	of	the	Cistercian	abbey	of	Clairvaux	and	advisor	
to	the	papacy.	Treatment	of	these	figures	is	constructed	on	a	selection	of	their	primary	
sources,	including	letters,	sermons,	and	treatises,	with	special	reference	to	those	dealing	
with	humility.	However,	consideration	of	all	writing	pertaining	to	humility,	in	any	form	or	
context,	by,	in	particular,	Augustine	of	Hippo	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	would	be	impossible	
within	the	constraints	of	a	thesis,	especially	one	where	the	primary	focus	sits	elsewhere.	
The	large	field	of	primary	sources	necessitates	use	of	a	selection	only,	as	background	to	
discussion	of	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility.	Historians	referred	to,	in	support	and	
complication,	include	Adriaan	Bredero,	Peter	Brown,	John	Burnby,	Donald	X.	Burt,	Gillian	
Clark,	Herbert	Deane,	Robert	Dodaro,	G.R.	Evans,	Philip.	F.	Esler,	Etienne	Gilson,	George	
Lawless,	and	Jean	Leclercq.	Points	on	which	these	secondary	sources	are	particularly	
helpful,	or	on	which	the	thesis's	position	diverges	from	them,	are	generally	raised	as	
footnotes,	so	as	not	to	distract	from	the	central	content	of	the	chapter.	
	 These	earlier	Christian	ideas	about	humility	informed	Francis's	vocation	but	also	
provided	ideas	and	practices	against	which	he	reacted.	The	monastic	tradition	was	
especially	influential	through	its	contribution	to	Francis's	vocation	but	also	through	the	
constituents	he	chose	not	to	incorporate.31	In	fact,	Francis's,	the	early	First	Order's,	and	
Bonaventure's	vocations	of	humility	must	each	be	recognised	as	unique	combinations	of	
continuation	of,	deviation	from,	and	return	to	previous	Christian	tradition,	and	their	own	
places	in	that	heritage	acknowledged.	Humility-related	points	on	which	earlier	Christian	
thinkers	and	leaders	differed	from	each	other	are	introduced	as	a	means	of	understanding	
																																																						
31	John	Burnby,	Amor	Dei	–	A	Study	of	the	Religion	of	St.	Augustine	(The	Hulsean	Lectures	for	1938)	(Norwich:	
The	Canterbury	Press,	1938),	79;	Dom	John	Chapman,	Saint	Benedict	and	the	Sixth	Century	(New	York:	
Longmans,	Green	and	Co,	1929),	35;	Sabatier,	xviii;	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	'The	Rule	and	life	of	the	Friars	
Minor,'	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	2012),	57-9.	
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and	differentiating	between	these	three	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility.	The	points	are:	
the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	internal	
humility;	humility	as	abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power;	spiritual	
advancement	through	grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	
merit;	and	the	extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	
Christian	humility.	
	
Chapter	Two	-	Francis's	Vocation	of	Humility	
	
	 The	novelty	of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility	was	its	centrality	to	his	religio	paired	
with	its	unique	combination	of	familiar	elements.	Regarding	the	centrality	of	humility	to	
Francis's	religio,	this	is	evident	from	sources	written	during	or	just	after	his	life	and,	most	
tellingly,	in	Francis's	own	writing.	Evidence	for	this	assertion	has	been	mentioned	earlier	in	
the	Introduction	and	will	be	covered	in	further	detail	in	Chapter	Two.	The	incalculable	
contribution	made	to	this	thesis	by	the	three	volume	set	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	
edited	by	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	and	William	J.	Short	must	be	
mentioned.32	Meaningful	incorporation	of	such	a	wide	variety	of	relevant	primary	sources	
would	not	have	been	possible	without	these	volumes'	comprehensive	repertoire	of	well-
researched	translations	and	accompanying	scholarship.	The	extent	and	themes	of	secondary	
scholarship	about	Francis,	and	conjecture	about	his	vocation,	are	here	explored	primarily	
through	footnotes	as	relevant.	Particularly	important	are	older	contributions	by:	James	
Adderley,	G.K.	Chesterton,	John	Herkless,	A.G.	Little,	John	Moorman,	and,	of	course,	Paul	
Sabatier.	More	recent	participants	in	this	field	include,	but	are	by	no	means	limited	to,:	
Regis	J.	Armstrong,	Ingrid	J.	Peterson,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	William	J.	Short,	William	R.	Cook,	
Michael	F.	Cusato,	David	Flood,	Cajetan	Esser,	Jay	M.	Hammond,	J.	Hoeberichts,	Adrian	
House,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	Giacomo	Todeschini,	Kenneth	Baxter	Wolf,	
and	Richard	Trexler.	
	 Regarding	the	unique	combination	of	familiar	elements	with	which	Francis's	vocation	
of	humility	were	constructed,	these	elements	were	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	
freedom	from	worldly	constraints.	All	four	elements	had	recognisable	roots	in	earlier	
Christian	thinking	about	humility	but	the	accents	with	which	Francis	endowed	them	created	
																																																						
32	Especially	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	and	Volume	II	–	The	Founder.	
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a	unique	vocation	of	humility,	partly	confirmation	of	and	partly	reaction	to	the	existing	
Christian	tradition,	combined	with	environmental	factors	and	influences.	To	help	
personalise	these	elements	to	Francis's	world,	this	chapter	introduces	and	explains	six	
characteristics	of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility.	In	effect,	these	characteristics	form	a	
scaffold	for	later	Franciscan	humility	and	so	constitute	the	basis	for	analysis	of	the	early	First	
Order's	and	Bonaventure's	vocations	of	humility	in	Chapters	Three	and	Four.	These	six	
characteristics	are:	living	the	Gospel	and	the	Rule;	being	the	Lesser	Brothers	in	every	sense;	
loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally;	obedience;	humility	in	deeds	and	words;	and	
humility	that	may	not	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination.	Note	
commonalities	between	this	list	and	the	four	types	of	poverty	identified	by	Marilyn	
Hammond	(pages	3-4	of	this	thesis).	Investigation	on	these	points	allows	the	early	First	
Order	and	Bonaventurian	vocations	of	humility	to	be	placed	in	their	own,	exclusive	but	
linked,	positions	in	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility.	In	addition,	humility	receives	the	
attention	and	prominence	in	early	Franciscan	history	that	it	deserves.		
	
Chapter	Three	-	The	Early	First	Order	Vocation	of	Humility,	and	
Chapter	Four	-	Humility:	A	Formula	Shifting	under	Bonaventure?		
	
	 Chapters	Three	and	Four	are	largely	chronological,	with	Chapter	Three	covering	the	
First	Order's	early	period	up	to	and	slightly	including	Bonaventure's	minister	generalship	
and	Chapter	Four	focusing	almost	exclusively	on	Bonaventure.	The	early	First	Order	and	
Bonaventurian	vocations	of	humility	are	differentiated	from	Francis's	vocation,	and	each	
other,	and	new	light	is	shed	on	parts	of	the	Order's	early	history.	For	example,	both	
vocations'	responses	to	the	age-old	issue	of	imitation	of	Christ	versus	emulation	of	Christ	
was	to	place	stress	on	motivation	and	intention,	rather	than	external	signs,	in	preserving	
humility,	thereby	promoting	potential	harmony	between	growth,	change,	and	continued	
humility.33	Stress	on	intent	and	motivation,	which	reoccurs	throughout	the	thesis,	may	be	
connected	to	Giorgio	Agamben's	idea	that	'the	Franciscan	promise	is	neither	a	promising	of	
the	rule	nor	a	promising	to	life	according	to	the	rule,	but	an	unconditional	and	indivisible	
promise	of	the	rule	and	of	life....'34	Perhaps,	for	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventure,	'it	is	
																																																						
33	See	also	discussion	on	pp.	97-102	and	125-36	of	this	thesis.	
34	Agamben,	61.	
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life	that	is	to	be	applied	to	the	norm	and	not	the	norm	to	life.'35	Such	a	perspective	would	
explain	how	their	respective	vocations	could	remain	grounded	in	humility	but	vary,	as	the	
thesis	agrees	they	do,	in	appearance	and	sound.	The	ultimate	case	study	of	these	issues,	
Quo	elongati,	is	examined	in	this	light,	as	is	Bonaventure's	particularly	extensive	use	of	the	
longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility.	
	 Like	Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventurian	vocations	
of	humility	evolved	in	reaction	to	their	environment,	reconciling	Francis's	scaffold	of	
humility	with	challenges	to	doctrine,	the	need	to	cultivate	organisational	unity,	and	a	
requirement	to	support	the	Church.	In	these	respects,	all	three	vocations	were	akin	to	the	
situations	and	ideas	of	Augustine	of	Hippo,	Benedict	of	Nursia,	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux.	
However,	the	early	First	Order	vocation	of	humility	was,	by	necessity,	especially	matter-of-
fact	and	concrete	in	orientation,	whilst	the	Bonaventurian	vocation	took	the	practical	
conciliations	reached	earlier	in	the	Order's	history	and	built	on	them	through	clarification	
and	theology.	
	 In	keeping	with	these	characterisations,	Chapter	Three	utilises	mostly	empirical,	
example	based	accounts,	such	as	those	from	Salimbene,	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Jacques	de	
Vitry,	and	Matthew	Paris.36	Reference	to	the	wealth	of	contemporary	commentaries	
available	had	to	be	narrowed	down	to,	in	the	main,	Hugh	of	Digne	and	John	Pecham.	The	
Franciscan	Institute	Publication	series,	Early	Commentaries	on	the	Rule	of	the	Friars	Minor,	
edited	by	David	Flood	was	invaluable	for	its	translations	and	accompanying	scholarship.37	In	
terms	of	secondary	literature,	as	with	Francis,	far	more	has	been	written	than	could	ever	be	
referenced	in	a	doctoral	thesis.	Many	exceptionally	useful	and	diverse	works	on	aspects	of	
early	Franciscan	governance,	activities,	and	spirituality,	are	available,	such	as	those	by:	John	
Moorman,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	Ilia	Delio,	Rosalind	B.	Brooke,	Maurice	Carmody,	William	R.	
Cook,	E.	Randolph	Daniel,	David	Flood,	Neslihan	Şenocak,	William	J.	Short,	Dominic	V.	
																																																						
35	Agamben,	61.	
36	These	chronicles	and	accounts	hold	interest	in	their	own	right,	in	terms	of	their	value	to	and	function	within	
the	burgeoning	Order,	that,	unfortunately,	will	not	be	able	to	be	covered	in	this	thesis.	An	example	of	
scholarship	about	this	field	is	Annette	Kehnel's	'The	Narrative	Tradition	of	the	Medieval	Franciscan	Friars	On	
the	British	Isles.	Introduction	to	the	Sources,'	in	Franciscan	Studies,	Vol.	63	(2005),	461-530.		
37	Hugh	of	Digne,	'Hugh	of	Digne's	Commentary,'	in	Early	Commentaries	on	the	Rule	of	the	Friars	Minor	–	1242	
Commentary,	Hugh	of	Digne,	David	of	Augsburg,	John	of	Wales,	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	(St	Bonaventure,	
N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2014);	John	Pecham,	'A	Commentary	on	the	Rule	of	the	Friars	Minor,'	in	
Early	Commentaries	on	the	Rule	of	the	Friars	Minor	-	Volume	II:	Peter	of	John	Olivi	and	John	Pecham,	David	
Flood,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2017).	
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Monti,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	Bert	Roest,	and	Giacomo	Todeschini	(again	to	name	but	a	few).	
However,	the	extensive	studies	of	the	early	Franciscans	in	England,	commenced	by	A.G.	
Little	and	others	in	the	late	nineteenth	and	early	twentieth	century,	and	continued	to	the	
present	day	by	scholars	such	as	Michael	J.P.	Robson	and	Jens	Röhrkasten,	make	England	a	
natural	case	study	to	weave	through	the	thesis.		
	 Chapter	Four,	on	the	other	hand,	is	based	primarily	on	Bonaventure's	theological	
and	administrative	writing.	The	Works	of	St	Bonaventure	series	from	Franciscan	Institute	
Publications	was	critical	here,	particularly	Dominic	V.	Monti's	translation	of	documents	
pertaining	to	Bonaventure	and	the	Order.38	Bonaventure	is	relatively	rarely	treated	on	his	
own	in	secondary	literature.	Books	available	in	English	such	as	Etienne	Gilson's	study	of	his	
philosophy,	Timothy	J.	Johnson's	book	about	his	theology,	and	the	general	companion	
volume,	edited	by	Jay	M.	Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	and	Jared	Goff,	are	scarce,	a	
surprising	situation	given	the	consensus	about	his	importance.39	Therefore,	in	
Bonaventure's	case,	some	of	the	most	relevant,	insightful	literature	accompanies	
translations,	for	example	the	commentary	provided	by	Dominic	V.	Monti	in	the	above	
volume,	and	Zachary	Hayes	in	others	from	the	series.	The	amount	of	illustratively	useful	
written	material	omitted,	for	brevity's	sake,	from	both	Chapters	Three	and	Four	must	
remain	a	regret,	as	must	my	inability,	for	the	same	reasons,	to	cover	the	wonderful	world	of	
Franciscan	art	from	the	Order's	early	period.				
	
The	Conclusion	
	 	
	 The	Conclusion	draws	together	the	threads	of	the	thesis,	congregating	findings	
about	all	three	early	vocations	of	Franciscan	humility	and	putting	them	into	context	with	
each	other	and	the	earlier	heritage	of	Christian	humility.	The	results	are	a	better	
appreciation	of	the	centrality	of	humility	to	early	Franciscan	religio	and	history,	and	a	sense	
																																																						
38	Bonaventure.	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order.	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	
and	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1994).	
39	In	the	'Introduction'	to	their	A	Companion	to	Bonaventure,	Jay	M.	Hammond	and	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	
O.F.M.	Conv.,	outline	the	extent	of	twentieth	century	scholarship,	especially	conference	proceedings	(Jay	M.	
Hammond	&	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	'Introduction,'	in	A	Companion	to	Bonaventure,	Jay	M.	
Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.,	&	Jared	Goff	(eds.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2014),	1-5).	Etienne	Gilson,	The	
Philosophy	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Dom	Illtyd	Trethowan	&	Frank	J.	Steed	(trans.)	(Paterson,	N.J.:	St.	Anthony	Guild	
Press,	1965);	Timothy	J.	Johnson,	Bonaventure	-	Mystic	of	God's	Word	(Hyde	Park,	N.Y.:	New	City	Press,	1999).	
Discussion	of	Bonaventure's	importance	to	the	Order	is	included	at	the	start	of	Chapter	Four	of	this	thesis.	
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of	each	vocation's	unique	contribution	to	the	overall	development	of	the	idea	of	humility	
within	Western	Christianity.			
	
Concluding	Remarks	
	
	 The	deep-rooted,	most	elemental	force	at	work	in	Francis's	revolutionary	way	of	life	
was	humility,	a	characteristic	with	a	strong	Christian	heritage	but	also	one,	as	Chapter	One	
will	show,	that	ran	distinctly	counter	to	Francis's	temporal	environment	and,	ironically,	
somewhat	challenged	the	Church	tradition	into	which	he	was	born.	Francis	largely	rejected	
previous	ways	of	religious	life	and	went	directly	back	to	Christ's	humility	as	his	model.	
Humility,	to	Francis,	was	not	complicated.	It	did	not	involve	a	series	of	steps,	or	additional	
rules	about	how	to	treat	each	other.	It	was	a	simple	matter	of	surrendering	one’s	will	to	
God.40	If	he	and	everyone	in	his	group	did	this,	they	would	be	able	to	live	in	step	with	the	
guidance	and	examples	of	the	New	Testament,	taking	into	consideration	humankind’s	
inherent	restrictions	to	achieving	perfection.	Bonaventure,	on	the	other	hand,	rejected	
unqualified	imitation,	even	of	Christ	or	Francis,	and	instead	constructed	a	similarly	inspiring	
but	intricate	and	additionally	documented	vocation	of	humility,	drawing	on	Biblical	sources,	
the	Church	fathers,	and	the	Western	monastic	tradition	that	Francis	had,	for	the	most	part,	
avoided.41	My	thesis	will	elaborate	on	these	two	humility-centred	vocations,	as	well	as	
tracing	the	First	Order	vocation	of	humility	at	work	between	those	two	points,	allowing	a	
better	appreciation	of	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	in	the	context	of	its	Christian	history	as	
well	as	its	own	time.	
	
	 A	number	of	conceptual	lists	are	presented	in	the	thesis,	some	of	which	have	been	
foreshadowed	in	this	Introduction.	To	assist	with	easy	reference	during	reading,	these	are	
summarised	on	the	following	page.		
	 	
																																																						
40	Agamben,	xiii;	Pansters,	140-2.	
41	References	for	these	contentions	are	available	in	Chapter	Four	of	this	thesis.	
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Summary	of	lists	presented	in	the	thesis	
The	four	points	of	
common	ground	on	
which	Christian	
ideas	of	humility	
met:	
(pp.	20-24)	
The	four	issues	
about	humility	
which	divided	
Christian	thinkers	
before	Francis:	
(pp.	43-51)	
The	five	factors	in	
the	early	
Franciscan	
vocations:	
(pp.	54-5)	
The	four	
elements	of	
Francis's	
vocation:	
(pp.	55-62)	
The	six	
characteristics	of	
Francis's	
vocation:	
(pp.	62-77)	
1. Humanity	flawed	
and	God	as	
source	of	all	
good.	
1. Optimal	
exemplars	of	the	
life	required	of	
internal	
humility.	
1. Centrality	of	
humility	to	
Francis’s	
religio.	
1. Subjection.	
	
1. Living	the	
Gospel	and	the	
Rule.	
	
2. Humility	
therefore	
relational	and	
required	action	
on	both	parts.	
2. Humility	as	
abrogation	of	
power	versus	
humility	as	
source	of	power.	
2. The	four	points	
of	common	
ground	on	
which	Christian	
ideas	of	
humility	met.	
2. Self-
sacrifice.	
	
2. Being	the	
Lesser	
Brothers	in	
every	sense.	
	
3. Humility	before	
God	first	
necessary.	
3. Spiritual	
advancement	
through	grace	
versus	the	
possibility	of	
attaining	it	to	
some	degree	
through	merit.	
3. The	abstract	
and	practical	
issues	this	
common	
ground	raised.	
	
3. Inversion.	
	
3. Loving	and	
honouring	
each	other	
equally.	
	
4. External	displays	
of	humility	
started	with	
internal	humility,	
requiring	some	
level	of	
knowledge	of	
God	and	oneself.	
4. The	extent	and	
level	of	
involvement	in	
the	temporal	
world	
compatible	with	
Christian	
humility.	
4. Relevant	
features	of	the	
contemporary	
social,	
economic,	
political,	and	
religious	
climate.	
4. Freedom	
from	
worldly	
constraints.	
	
4. Obedience.	
	
	 	 5. The	four	points	
of	contention	
about	humility	
which	divided	
Christian	
thinkers	before	
Francis.	
	 5. Humility	in	
deeds	and	
words.	
	
	 	 	 	 6. Humility	that	
may	not	be	
mistaken	for	
lack	of	
strength	or	
determination.	
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CHAPTER	ONE	-	CHRISTIAN	HERITAGE	AND	SECULAR	CONTEXT	
	
Introductory	Remarks	
	
	 Chapter	One	provides	vital	background	to	the	thesis	by	outlining	the	heritage	of	
Christian	humility	into	which	the	early	Franciscan	vocations	fit,	and	the	social,	political,	and	
religious	environment	at	play	when	Francis	formed	his	vocation	of	humility.	While	the	Old	
Testament	contains	numerous	references	to	humility,	the	New	Testament	fully	reveals	Jesus	
Christ	and	his	early	apostles,	the	role	models	Francis	of	Assisi	wished	to	lucidly	and	simply	
imitate.1	So	the	New	Testament	serves	as	the	starting	point	for	this	thesis's	heritage	of	
Christian	humility.	The	lives	and	theological	contributions	of	Augustine	of	Hippo,	Benedict	of	
Nursia,	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	are	then	used	to	raise	and	illustrate	points	relevant	to	the	
later	discussion	of	Francis	and	the	early	Franciscans.		
	 Augustine,	Benedict,	and	Bernard	flow	in	and	out	of	the	thesis	throughout,	to	help	
identify	and	discuss:	
• the	interconnected	points	constituting	the	common	ground	on	which	Christian	ideas	
of	humility	met;	
• the	abstract	and	practical	issues	this	common	ground	raised	for	Christians,	with	the	
temporal	world	and	within	the	Western	Church;	
• the	points	of	difference	between	Christian	thinkers	about	humility,	which	become	
points	of	differentiation	between	the	three	Franciscan	vocations	in	chapters	Two	to	
Four.	
Unfortunately,	discussion	of	Augustine,	Benedict,	and	Bernard's	writing	are,	by	necessity,	
limited	to	information	that	sheds	light	on	the	above	framework.	The	much	greater	depth	
and	breadth	of	each	figure's	work	on	humility,	and	theology	in	general,	is	acknowledged.	
Augustine,	Benedict,	and	Bernard	are	included	in	this	brief	survey	precisely	because	of	their	
foundational	place	in	Christian	thinking	and	influential	effect	on	later	Christian	
																																																						
1	Erich	Auerbach	makes	a	case	for	the	importance	of	the	perceived	vulgarity	of	the	message	and	form	of	the	
Scriptures	during	Christianity's	formative	period.	The	Scriptures	exhibited	a	humility	in	their	content	and	
expression	appropriate	to	Christianity's	less	educated,	peasant	follower	base	but	abhorrent	to	the	'educated	
pagan	public',	creating	a	clear	point	of	differentiation	and	unification.	In	this	respect,	the	New	Testament	
created	a	fresh	societal	discourse	of	humility,	as	well	as	establishing	the	Christian	definition	of	it	(Erich	
Auerbach,	Literary	Language	and	Its	Public	in	Late	Latin	Antiquity	and	in	the	Middle	Ages,	Ralph	Manheim	
(trans.)	(London:	Routledge	&	Kegan	Paul,	1965),	45-66);	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	'Saint	Francis	of	Assisi	and	the	
Christocentric	Character	of	Franciscan	Life	and	Doctrine,'	in	The	Cord,	Vol.	31,	No.	11	(1981),	336-8,341,345-6.	
Item	48,	Vol.2	in	Works	of	Eric	Doyle	(St.	Bonaventure	University,	1987).	
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consideration	and	practice	of	humility.	However,	exploring	all	facets	of	this	thinking	and	
effect	would	direct	the	thesis	away	from	its	focus	on	Francis	of	Assisi	and	the	early	
Franciscans.	Further,	difficulties	arise	when	elements	of	these	figures'	thinking	and	practice	
are	lifted	out	of	their	theological	and	historical	context	and	compared,	or	contrasted,	to	
others	from	different	periods	of	time.	These	complications	are	also	acknowledged.	
Throughout	the	thesis,	attempts	are	made	to	retain	context	around	Augustine,	Benedict,	
and	Bernard	when	they	are	discussed	in	relation	to	Francis	and	the	early	Franciscans.	
However,	the	possibility	of	more	clearly	understanding	Francis's	place	in	even	an	
imperfectly	conceived	Christian	heritage	of	humility	is,	I	believe,	more	constructive	and	
enlightening	than	analysing	him	simply	as	a	product	of	his	own	place,	time,	and	mind.		
	 Having	said	this,	as	with	Augustine	of	Hippo,	Benedict	of	Nursia,	or	Bernard	of	
Clairvaux,	Francis’s	environment	was	a	contributing	dynamic	to	his	unique	vocation.2	As	
David	Temple	writes:	‘To	know	him	truly	it	is	necessary	to	see	him	in	the	midst	of	it	and	to	
know	well	his	roots.’3	'The	Legend	of	the	Three	Companions'	describes,	in	explicit	terms,	the	
state	of	affairs	Francis	faced:	'Lust	for	the	flesh,	greed	for	the	world,	and	pride	of	life	was	so	
widespread,	that	the	whole	world	seemed	to	be	engulfed	in	these	three	malignancies.'4	The	
interdependent	and	interconnected	social,	political,	economic,	and	religious	context	in	
which	Francis	developed	his	understanding	of	humility	was	one	in	which	humility	had	
become	distinctly	devalued,	making	it	the	most	unexpected	but	also	the	most	perfect	virtue	
on	which	to	base	an	alternative	way	of	life.5	The	contemporary	challenge	to	humility	in	
																																																						
2	J.	Hoeberichts'	book	Paradise	Restored...	demonstrates	the	integration	of	Francis's	spiritual	theology	and	
practical	philosophy	with	his	world,	the	interactions	and	reactions.	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	‘Foreword,’	in	Poverty	
in	the	Middle	Ages.	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	(Werl/Westf:	Dietrich-Coelde-Verlag,	1975),	9;	Michael	F.	
Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'Wall-to-Wall	Ministry:	Franciscan	Ministry	in	the	Cities	of	Thirteenth-Century	Italy,'	in	Spirit	
and	Life:	A	Journal	of	Contemporary	Franciscanism	-	True	Followers	of	Justice.	Identity,	Insertion,	and	Itineracy	
among	the	Early	Franciscans,	Vol.10	(2000),	34-7;	Lester	K.	Little,	‘Evangelical	Poverty,	the	New	Money	
Economy	and	Violence,’	in	Poverty	in	the	Middle	Ages,	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	(Werl/Westf:	Dietrich-Coelde-
Verlag,	1975),	11-26;	Arnaldo	Fortini,	Francis	of	Assisi,	translation	of	Nova	Vita	di	San	Francesco,	Helen	Moak	
(trans.)	(New	York:	Crossroads,	1985),	1;	Morris,	452-3;	Sabatier,	28;	House,	xiv.	
3	Fr	David	Temple,	‘Foreword,’	in	Raphael	Brown,	Secular	Franciscan,	The	Roots	of	St.	Francis	–	A	Popular	
History	of	the	Church	in	Assisi	and	Umbria	Before	St.	Francis	As	Related	to	His	Life	and	Spirituality	(Chicago:	
Franciscan	Herald	Press,	1982),	xvii;	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	Francis	&	His	Brothers	-	A	Popular	History	of	the	
Franciscan	Friars	(Cincinnati,	OH:	St.	Anthony	Messenger	Press,	2009),	2.	
4	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	Chpt	IX.33,	p.	88.	
5	Paula	Findlen,	‘In	and	out	of	Florence,’	in	Beyond	Florence	–	The	Contours	of	Medieval	and	Early	Modern	Italy,	
Paula	Findlen,	Michelle	M.	Fontaine,	&	Duane	J.	Osheim	(eds.)	(Stanford,	CA:	Stanford	University	Press,	2003),	
26;	Carol	Lansing,	‘Concubines,	Lovers,	Prostitutes	–	Infamy	and	Female	Identity	in	Medieval	Bologna,’	in	
Beyond	Florence	–	The	Contours	of	Medieval	and	Early	Modern	Italy,	Paula	Findlen,	Michelle	M.	Fontaine,	&	
Duane	J.	Osheim	(eds.)	(Stanford,	CA:	Stanford	University	Press,	2003),	88;	Robert	L.	Cooper,	‘The	Hermit	
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thirteenth-century	Italy	arrived	from	two	distinct	directions:	firstly,	countervailing	urban	
values	that	directly	contested	humility’s	fitness	for	purpose;	and,	secondly,	observations	of	
and	reactions	to	the	Western	Church,	and	this	institution's	perceived	lack	of	humility.	
Human	society	forms	a	constant,	influencing	backdrop	in	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	
so	relevant	cultural	issues	or	contexts	will	be	addressed	where	germane.	At	the	close	of	
Chapter	One,	then,	a	heritage	of	Christian	humility	in	which	to	place	Francis	and	his	
successors	will	have	been	established,	and	an	appreciation	of	the	foundational	factors	
behind	his	unique	vocation	of	humility	developed.	
	
The	heritage	of	Christian	humility's	common	ground	
	
	 Four	interconnected	points	constitute	the	common	ground	on	which	Christian	ideas	
of	humility	met	in	the	time	period	between	Christ	and	Francis	of	Assisi.6	All	these	points	
flow	from	a	first	fundamental	point.	As	Augustine	of	Hippo	expresses	it,	humility	before	God	
was	required	because	everything	good,	not	just	personal	salvation,	came	from	God,	and	
therefore,	without	God,	humans,	with	their	insufficient,	inadequate,	and	flawed	post-Fall	
nature,	could	do	or	possess	nothing	good,	including	humility.7	The	evidence	for	this	
																																																						
Returns	–	Sanctity	and	the	City	in	the	March	of	Ancona,’	in	Beyond	Florence	–	The	Contours	of	Medieval	and	
Early	Modern	Italy,	Paula	Findlen,	Michelle	M.	Fontaine,	&	Duane	J.	Osheim	(eds.)	(Stanford,	CA:	Stanford	
University	Press,	2003),	133;	John	Larner,	Italy	in	the	Age	of	Dante	and	Petrarch	1216-1380	(London:	Longman	
Group	Limited,	1980),	225,228;	Trevor	Dean	(ed.),	The	Towns	of	Italy	in	the	Later	Middle	Ages	(Manchester:	
Manchester	University	Press,	2000),	64;	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	'Introduction,'	in	The	Cambridge	
Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	
Press,	2012),	5-6.	
6	The	four	interconnected	points	I	propose	here	somewhat	echo	Regis	J.	Armstrong's,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	argument,	
made	through	close	attention	to	'The	Admonitions',	that	Francis's	minority	was	Biblically	based,	fundamentally	
located	in	God's	nature,		humankind's	nature,	and	the	relationship	between	the	two	(Armstrong,	'Minority...',	
478-91).	
7	Augustine,	'Sermon	4a	–	Two	Fragments	from	a	Sermon	on	“The	Three	Rods”	-	First	Fragment	from	Bede	and	
Florus	on	1	Corinthians	1,’	in	Augustine,	The	Works	of	Saint	Augustine	–	A	Translation	for	the	21st	Century,	Part	
III	–	Sermons,	Volume	I:	Sermons	1-19,	Edmund	Hill,	O.P.,	(trans.	&	notes),	John	E.	Rotelle,	O.S.A.,	(ed.),	
(Brooklyn,	N.Y.:	New	City	Press,	1990),	206;	Augustine,	'The	Confessions,'	in	Augustine,	Basic	Writings	of	Saint	
Augustine	–	Volume	1,	Whitney	J.	Oates	(ed.,	intro.,	&	notes)	(New	York:	Random	House,	1948),	Book	X,	Chpt	
IV,	p.	149;	Peter	King,	‘Introduction,’	in	Augustine,	On	the	Free	Choice	of	the	Will,	On	Grace	and	Free	Choice,	
and	Other	Writings,	Peter	King	(ed.	&	trans.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2010),	xv;	Herbert	A.	
Deane,	The	Political	and	Social	Ideas	of	St.	Augustine	(New	York:	Columbia	University	Press,	1963),	18-20,42;	
Etienne	Gilson,	The	Christian	Philosophy	of	Saint	Augustine,	L.E.M.	Lynch	(trans.)	(London:	Victor	Gollancz	Ltd,	
1961),	143,151-2;	Jennifer	A.	Herdt,	'Christian	Humility,	Courtly	Civility,	and	the	Code	of	the	Streets,'	in	Modern	
Theology,	Vol.	25,	No.	4	(October	2009),	551-3;	Carol	Harrison,	'Augustine,'	in	The	Early	Christian	World	-	
Volume	II,	Philip	F.	Esler	(ed.)	(London:	Routledge,	2000),	1209-11;	Robert	Dodaro,	Christ	and	the	Just	Society	
in	the	thought	of	Augustine	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2004),	9,27-30,35,96-7,112-3,143,162-
3,166,217;	Donald	X.	Burt,	O.S.A.,	Friendship	and	Society	-	An	Introduction	to	Augustine's	Practical	Philosophy	
(Grand	Rapids,	MI:	William	B.	Eerdmans	Publishing	Company,	1999),	14-5,48-9,54;	Alister	E.	McGrath,	Christian	
Theology	(Malden,	MA:	Blackwell	Publishing,	4th	ed.,	2007),	18-9,149-50,364-9;	Bonnie	Kent,	'The	moral	life,'	
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formulation	is	plentiful	in	Augustine’s	writings.8	Bernard	of	Clairvaux’s	agreement	with	it	is	
signaled	by	his	description	of	humility	as	having	two	feet:	‘appreciation	of	divine	power	and	
consciousness	of	personal	weakness.’9	
	 Further,	humility	was	an	integral	characteristic	of	the	help	offered	by	God,	in	Christ's	
life	and	death.10	In	the	Biblical	book	of	Matthew,	Christ	is	reported	as	saying:	‘Take	up	my	
yoke	upon	you,	and	learn	of	me,	because	I	am	meek,	and	humble	of	heart:	And	you	shall	
find	rest	to	your	souls.’11	Christ	died	a	humiliating,	defeating	death,	but,	to	the	early	
Christian,	his	example	of	submission	to	God	in	death	and	his	teaching	about	servanthood	in	
life	was	to	guide	their	attitude	to	God	and	those	around	them.12	Christ's	was	therefore	a	
triumphant	humility,	or	as	Augustine	expresses	it:	
																																																						
in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Medieval	Philosophy,	A.S.	McGrade	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	
Press,	2003),	232-5;	Pansters,	121-2.	
8	Augustine,	'On	the	Free	Choice	of	the	Will,'	in	Augustine,	On	the	Free	Choice	of	the	Will,	On	Grace	and	Free	
Choice,	and	Other	Writings,	Peter	King	(ed.	&	trans.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2010),	Book	2,	p.	
69;	Augustine,	'Reconsiderations	1.9,'	in	Augustine,	On	the	Free	Choice	of	the	Will,	On	Grace	and	Free	Choice,	
and	Other	Writings,	Peter	King	(ed.	&	trans.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2010),	132;	Augustine,	
'On	Reprimand	and	Grace,'	in	Augustine,	On	the	Free	Choice	of	the	Will,	On	Grace	and	Free	Choice,	and	Other	
Writings,	Peter	King	(ed.	&	trans.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2010),	2.3,	p.	186;	Augustine,	'On	
The	Spirit	and	the	Letter,'	in	Augustine,	Basic	Writings	of	Saint	Augustine	–	Volume	1,	Whitney	J.	Oates	(ed.,	
intro.,	&	notes)	(New	York:	Random	House,	1948),	Chpt	IV,	p.	463	&	Chpt	XVII,	p.	473.	
9	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	'Letter	217	–	To	William,	Patriarch	of	Jerusalem,'	in	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	The	Letters	of	
St.	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	Bruno	Scott	James	(trans.)	(London:	Burns	Oates,	1953),	3,	p.	296;	Bernard	of	
Clairvaux,	'On	Loving	God,'	in	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	-	Selected	Works,	G.R	Evans	(trans.)	
(New	York:	Paulist	Press,	1987),	II-III,	3-7,	pp.	176-9;	G.R.	Evans,	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	(New	York:	Oxford	
University	Press,	2000),	83,85.	
10	Augustine,	'The	Confessions',	Book	X,	Chpt	XLIII,	p.	181.	Richard	Rohrbaugh	explains	that	John's	Gospel	
consistently	encourages	its	readers	to	recognise	Jesus's	authority	as	from	'the	one	who	sent	him',	rather	than	
from	Jesus's	accomplishments	or	family	background,	the	latter	two	being	less	than	impressive	in	societal	terms	
(Richard	L.	Rohrbaugh,	‘The	Jesus	Tradition:	The	gospel	writers’	strategies	of	persuasion,’	in	The	Early	Christian	
World	–	Volume	I,	Philip	F.	Esler	(ed.)	(London:	Routledge,	2000),	221-4).	Herdt,	550;	Ellen	T.	Charry,	By	the	
Renewing	of	Your	Minds	-	The	Pastoral	Function	of	Christian	Doctrine	(New	York:	Oxford	University	Press,	
1997),	139-42;	McGrath,	331-2,349-50;	Evans,	Bernard...,	83,85;	Rev.	Frank	P.	Cassidy,	Molders	of	the	Medieval	
Mind	-	The	Influence	of	the	Fathers	of	the	Church	on	the	Medieval	Schoolmen	(Port	Washington,	N.Y.:	Kennikat	
Press,	Inc,	1944,	reissued	1966),	25-6;	Pansters,	112,122.	
11	Matthew	11:29	quoted	from	latinvulgate.com.	All	subsequent	Biblical	quotes	are	from	this	source.	
12	See	Philippians	2:8	-	‘He	humbled	himself,	becoming	obedient	unto	death,	even	to	the	death	of	a	cross.’	
Augustine	highlighted	the	“lowly”	nature	of	Jesus’s	mission	when	he	spoke	of	Jesus’s	decision	to	surround	
himself	with	‘low-born	men,	few	in	number,	inexperienced	and	unrefined….For	he	had	come	to	teach	humility	
and	overturn	pride.	God	had	come	in	humility;	in	no	way	would	he	here	first	seek	the	high	and	mighty	when	he	
had	come	so	humbly	himself….So	he	chose	the	weak,	the	poor,	the	unlearned….’	(Augustine,	‘Sermon	4a...',	
214).	Augustine,	'The	Confessions',	Book	X,	Chpt	XLIII,	p.	181;	Augustine,	'The	Enchiridion	on	Faith,	Hope	and	
Love,'	in	Augustine,	Basic	Writings	of	Saint	Augustine	–	Volume	1,	Whitney	J.	Oates	(ed.,	intro.,	&	notes)	(New	
York:	Random	House,	1948),	Chpt	CVIII,	p.	722; Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	'In	Praise	of	the	New	Knighthood,'	Conrad	
Greenia	(trans.),	in	The	Works	of	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	–	Volume	Seven	(Kalamazoo,	MI:	Cistercian	Publications	
Inc,	1977),	Chpt	XI.27,	pp.	160-1;	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	'On	the	Steps	of	Humility	and	Pride,'	in	Bernard	of	
Clairvaux,	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	-	Selected	Works,	G.R.	Evans	(trans.)	(New	York:	Paulist	Press,	1987),	I.1,	p.	102,	
&	VII.20,	pp.	116-7,	&	IX.25,	p.	121.	Gillian	Clark,	speaking	in	the	context	of	wider	Roman	society,	says	that:	
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Wherefore	God	also	hath	highly	exalted	Him	from	the	dead,	and	given	Him	a	name	
above	every	name;	that	at	the	name	of	Jesus	every	knee	should	bow…and	that	every	
tongue	confess	that	Jesus	Christ	is	Lord,	to	the	glory	of	God	the	Father.13	
	
In	De	Doctrina	Christiana,	Augustine	summarises	the	situation	as	follows:	‘Because	human	
beings	fell	through	pride	it	[God]	used	humility	in	healing	them.	We	were	deceived	by	the	
wisdom	of	the	serpent;	we	are	freed	by	the	foolishness	of	God.’14	So	the	first,	most	basic,	
point	held	in	common	in	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	was	that	humankind	needed	help	
and	God	offered	it,	including	through	the	humility	of	Christ's	life	and	death.		
	 The	second	point	is	that	humility	before	God	was,	consequently,	top	priority	for	the	
Christian.	Acknowledging	the	first	point,	detailed	above,	required	the	subsequent	
development	and	exhibition	of	humility	before	God	first.	As	Christ	remarks,	also	in	
Matthew,:	‘Whosoever	therefore	shall	humble	himself	as	this	little	child,	he	is	the	greater	in	
the	kingdom	of	heaven.’15	One	must	be	humbled	by	God	and	then	humble	oneself	in	order	
to	receive	the	prize	of	eternal	exaltation.16	Accordingly,	in	a	number	of	places	in	the	New	
Testament	in	the	Vulgate	version	of	the	Bible,	humility	is	expressed	in	Latin	as	a	noun	but	
accompanied	by	a	passive	construction	of	a	verb,	signifying	that	the	person	must	be	
humbled	before	God	or	is	humbled	by	God;	in	this	way	indicating,	firstly,	that	humility	was	a	
relational	idea,	and,	secondly,	that	humility	required	action	on	both	parts.17	
	 This	is	the	third	point.	Humility	was	relational	and	required	action	on	both	parts,	
from	both	God	and	humankind.	It	commenced	with	a	particular	recognition	of	God’s	nature	
and	history,	often	prompted	in	some	way	by	God,	and	was	marked	by	resulting	repentance,	
																																																						
‘“Humility”,	literally	“lowliness”,	is	a	distinctively	Christian	virtue,	inspired	by	recognition	of	the	humility	of	
Christ…’	(Gillian	Clark,	Christianity	and	Roman	Society	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2004),	75-6).	
Deane,	23;	Seán	Freyne,	'The	Galilean	World	of	Jesus,'	in	The	Early	Christian	World	-	Volume	I,	Philip	F.	Esler	
(ed.)	(London:	Routledge,	2000),	129;	W.H.C.	Frend,	'Martyrdom	and	Political	Oppression,'	in	The	Early	
Christian	World	-	Volume	II,	Philip	F.	Esler	(ed.)	(London:	Routledge,	2000),	819;	Cassidy,	25-6;	Auerbach,	41-5;	
Herdt,	551;	Charry,	42.	
13	Augustine,	'The	Confessions',	Book	VII,	Chpt	IX,	p.	100	&	Book	X,	Chpt	XLIII,	p.	181.	
14	Augustine,	De	Doctrina	Christiana,	R.P.H.	Green	(ed.	&	trans.)	(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	1995),	Book	1.28,	p.	
25;	Burnby,	171-2;	Charry,	43.		
15	Matthew	18:4.	
16	‘Be	humbled	in	the	sight	of	the	Lord:	and	he	will	exalt	you.’(James	4:10);	‘Be	you	humbled	therefore	under	
the	mighty	hand	of	God,	that	he	may	exalt	you	in	the	time	of	visitation.’	(1	Peter	5:6).	Augustine,	'On	The	
Spirit...',	Chpt	IV,	p.	463	&	Chpt	LXVI,	p.	518;	André	Louf,	O.C.S.O.,	'Humility	and	Obedience	in	Monastic	
Initiation,'	Br	John	de	Paor	(trans.),	in	Cistercian	Studies,	No.	18,	Vol.	4	(1983),	261-82;	Pansters,	112,122.	
17	For	example:	‘And	whosoever	shall	exalt	himself	shall	be	humbled;	and	he	that	shall	humble	himself	shall	be	
exalted.’	(Matthew	23:12).	The	equivalent	quotation	from	Luke	(14:11)	uses	a	similar	passive/active	
construction.	Burnby,	172,228-9.	
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submission,	and	obedience	on	the	part	of	the	person.18	Significantly,	this	humility	may	or	
may	not	then	sacrificially	accommodate	other	people,	depending	on	whether	humility	
before	God	was	likely	to	be	compromised.19		
	 The	fourth	point	is	that	external	displays	of	humility	started	with	the	cultivation	of	
internal	humility,	which	in	turn	involved	developing	some	level	of	knowledge	of	God	and	
oneself.20	Augustine	of	Hippo,	for	example,	was	eager	to	comprehend	and	know	God,	and	
himself	in	relation	to	God.21	Deducing	that	he	could	not	save	himself	or	become	closer	to	
God	by	his	own	efforts,	his	self-pride	was	to	be	replaced	by	humility	before	God.22	In	his	
treatise	'On	the	Steps	of	Humility	and	Pride',	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	appropriates	Benedict	of	
Nursia’s	steps	to	humility,	which	will	be	discussed	further	into	this	chapter,	setting	up	
corresponding	steps	to	pride	so	one	can	'retrace	your	footsteps.	Go	up	by	the	same	steps	by	
which	you	came	down	in	your	pride.’23	Arrogant,	frivolous,	or	deceptive	behaviour	in	
community	appears	to	have	been	of	particular	concern	but,	despite	this	spotlight	on	
outward	behaviour,	Bernard	also	contends	that:	‘Humility	is	the	virtue	by	which	a	man	
recognises	his	own	unworthiness	because	he	really	knows	himself.’24	Humility	therefore	
started	with	internal,	personal	awareness,	then	manifested	in	a	person's	manner	of	life	and	
interaction	with	others.25	In	this	sense,	Bernard	continued,	but	also	expanded	on,	
Augustine’s	preoccupation	with	understanding	oneself	in	relation	to	God	as	a	way	of	
cultivating	and	deepening	personal	humility,	but	adapted	it	to	Benedict’s	Rule-based	
monastic	environment.	As	Chapter	Four	will	show,	Bonaventure	later	builds	on	this	
foundation	to	attribute	large-scale,	external	transformative	effect	to	personal,	internal	
humility,	giving	breadth	and	depth	to	Francis's	more	simple	motivation-action	dichotomy	
																																																						
18	This	configuration	is	illustrated	by	the	conjoined	stories	of	Mary	(the	mother	of	Jesus)	and	Elizabeth	(the	
mother	of	John	the	Baptist)	as	reported	in	the	Bible,	in	particular	the	manner	in	which	Mary	reacts	to	the	
foretelling	of	their	sons’	purposes	and	destinies	(Luke	1:48-55).	Charry,	4,36,43.	
19	An	example	of	this	assertion	is	Paul's	attitude	in	Acts	20.	Nothing	takes	priority	over	the	ministry	God	has	
given	him.	His	relationship	to	others,	allies	and	enemies,	is	based	first	on	his	humility	before	God.	
20	Pansters,	121-2.	
21	Gilson,	The	Christian	Philosophy...,	3;	Ivor	Davidson,	'Later	Theologians	of	the	West,'	in	The	Early	Christian	
World	-	Volume	I,	Philip	F.	Esler	(ed.)	(London:	Routledge,	2000),	624;	Harrison,	1208;	Charry,	120-
2,128,130,146-7;	Dodaro,	144;	Burt,	2,49-50;	McGrath,	149-50;	Robert	Pasnau,	'Human	nature,'	in	The	
Cambridge	Companion	to	Medieval	Philosophy,	A.S.	McGrade	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	
2003),	208-9;	Cook	and	Herzman,	70.	
22	Augustine,	'The	Confessions',	Book	IV,	Chpt	VI,	p.	42	&	Book	V,	Chpt	III,	p.	59;	Herdt,	551;	Charry,	139;	
Dodaro,	71,73-4,143;	Burt,	13-5,49-50;	McGrath,	18-9.	
23	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	'On	the	Steps...',	IX.27,	p.	123;	Charry,	177;	Evans,	Bernard...,	24,39.	
24	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	'On	the	Steps...',	I.2,	p.	103	&	X.28,	p.	123	to	XXI.51,	p.	139;	Evans,	Bernard...,	39-41.	
25	Charry,	177-8;	Evans,	Bernard...,	39-41.	
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epitomised	by	his	companion	Giles	of	Assisi's	claim	that:	'No	one	can	attain	knowledge	of	
God	except	through	humility.	The	way	up	is	to	go	down.'26		
	 The	first	part	of	the	chapter	has	therefore	outlined	the	largely	common	ground	on	
which	Christian	conceptions	of	humility	stood	by	the	thirteenth	century.	27	Humanity	was	
flawed	and	God	was	the	source	of	all	good,	including	the	provision	of	Christ	whose	life	and	
death	was,	in	effect,	the	Christian	definition	of	humility.	Humility	was	therefore	relational	
and	required	action	on	both	parts,	from	God	and	humankind.	Further,	humility	before	God	
first	was	necessary.	Significantly,	this	humility	may	or	may	not	then	accommodate	other	
people,	depending	on	whether	humility	before	God	was	likely	to	be	compromised.	Lastly,	
external	displays	of	humility	started	with	the	cultivation	of	internal	humility,	which	in	turn	
involved	developing	some	level	of	knowledge	of	God	and	oneself.		
	
Abstract	issues	arising	from	the	common	ground	on	humility	
	
		 Stemming	from	this	common	ground,	Christian	thinkers	and	leaders	spanning	the	
period	from	Christ	to	Francis	continually	wrestled	with	abstract	issues	that	were	somewhat	
analogous,	despite	differing	social,	political,	and	religious	environments.	These	issues	
centred	on	two	areas:	firstly,	around	reconciliation	of	humility	with	the	fundamentals	of	
human	society,	such	as	the	tendency	toward	hierarchy,	desire	for	power,	and	the	
inevitability	of	diverging	views;	secondly,	within	Western	Christianity,	for	example	doubts	
about	humility	as	a	vocation	that	centred	on	humankind's	inability	to	live	humility	as	Christ	
had	done.28	The	search	for	other	examples	of	humility	to	follow	persisted	throughout	the	
																																																						
26	Giles	of	Assisi,	'The	Dicta	or	Golden	Words,'	Kathryn	Krug	(trans.),	in	The	Earliest	Franciscans	-	The	Legacy	of	
Giles	of	Assisi,	Roger	of	Provence,	and	James	of	Milan,	Paul	Lachance,	O.F.M.,	and	Pierre	Brunette,	O.F.M.,	(ed.	
&	intro.)	(New	York:	Paulist	Press,	2015),	Chpt	4,	p.	14.	
27	Writing	in	the	late	twentieth	century,	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	eloquently	demonstrates	the	Order's	link	to	these	
four	points	with	the	following	description	of	humility:	'Humility	liberates	because	it	is	a	virtue	that	springs	from	
truth	and	the	truth	sets	us	free.	It	has	nothing	in	common	with	subservience	or	cringing.	Humility	
acknowledges	the	inherent	value	and	proper	dignity	of	every	being.	In	humility	the	Son	of	God	respects	our	
dignity	as	free	creatures	of	God.	He	appeals	to	us	in	our	freedom	and	he	awaits	our	response.	Indeed	he	waits	
until	we	are	ready	to	surrender	to	his	love.'	(Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,'St.	Francis	and	God's	humility,'	in	The	
Troubadour.	Date	unknown.	Item	20,	Vol.2	in	Works	of	Eric	Doyle	(St.	Bonaventure	University,	1987)).	
28	'Abstract'	is	used	to	differentiate	these	concerns	from	more	'concrete',	essentially	literal	and	potently	
visible,	ones	that	might	result	from	them	and	are	discussed	subsequently	as	'practical'.	'Abstract'	is	used	in	the	
sense	that	the	Oxford	English	Dictionary	defines	it:	'b.	Existing	in	thought	or	as	an	idea	but	not	having	a	
physical	or	concrete	existence;	conceptual.	Frequently	opposed	to	concrete.'	("abstract,	adj.	and	n.".	OED	
Online.	June	2019.	Oxford	University	Press.	https://www-oed-
com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/view/Entry/758?rskey=8LdC3b&result=1&isAdvanced=false	(accessed	June	
17,	2019)).	
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period	up	to,	and	after,	Francis,	but	this	matter	will	be	explored	in	more	detail	further	into	
the	chapter.		
	
Reconciliation	of	humility	with	the	fundamentals	of	society	
	 Abstract	issues	between	Christian	humility	and	the	fundamentals	of	temporal	society	
varied	depending	on	time	and	place,	but	the	enduring	nature	of	these	issues	is	indicated	by	
constant	attention	to	three	concepts	that	Augustine	of	Hippo	highlighted	-	God	as	the	
source	of	power,	intellect,	and	peace,	cited	by	him	in	his	work	'Concerning	the	Nature	of	
Good':	
Let	us,	therefore,	bring	before	our	minds	good	things	however	great,	which	it	is	
fitting	that	we	attribute	to	God	as	their	author,	and	these	having	been	eliminated	let	
us	see	whether	any	nature	will	remain.	All	life	both	great	and	small,	all	power	great	
and	small,	all	safety	great	and	small,	all	memory	great	and	small,	all	intellect	great	
and	small,	all	tranquility	great	and	small,	all	plenty	great	and	small,	all	sensation	
great	and	small,	all	light	great	and	small,	all	suavity	great	and	small,	all	measure	
great	and	small,	all	beauty	great	and	small,	all	peace	great	and	small,	and	whatever	
other	like	things	may	occur,	especially	such	as	are	found	throughout	all	things,	
whether	spiritual	or	corporeal,	every	measure,	every	form,	every	order	both	great	
and	small,	are	from	the	Lord	God.29		
	
Augustine's	preoccupations	and	findings	here	reflect	the	New	Testament	but	also	the	
intellectual	environment	in	which	he	was	writing,	highlighting	the	aspects	of	life	
contemporaries	sought	to	account	for	in	a	religion	or	system	of	thinking.30	As	constant	
factors	in	the	Christian	construction	of	humility,	God	and	humankind's	respective	roles	in	
power,	intellect,	and	peace	were	also	critical	issues	for	Western	Christendom	in	the	
thirteenth	century,	and	central	to	Francis's,	the	early	First	Order's,	and	Bonaventure's	
vocations	of	humility.31	
	
	 	
																																																						
29	Augustine,	'Concerning	the	Nature	of	Good,'	in	Augustine,	Basic	Writings	of	Saint	Augustine	-	Volume	1,	
Whitney	J.	Oates	(ed.,	intro.,	&	notes)	(New	York:	Random	House,	1948),	Chpt	XIII,	p.	435;	Gilson,	The	Christian	
Philosophy...,	93.	
30	Augustine,	'The	Confessions',	Book	V,	Chpt	VII,	p.	65;	Augustine,	'On	the	Predestination	of	Saints,'	in	
Augustine,	Basic	Writings	of	Saint	Augustine	-	Volume	1,	Whitney	J.	Oates	(ed.,	intro.,	&	notes)	(New	York:	
Random	House,	1948),	Conclusion,	p.	817;	Cardinal	Edward	Clancy,	God's	Trailblazers	-	Great	Figures	in	the	
Early	Church	(Strathfield,	N.S.W.:	St	Paul's	Publications,	2005),	13-22;	Charry,	42-3;	Burt,	7-9,28,129,169-73.	
31	Peter	Brown,	Religion	and	Society	in	the	Age	of	Saint	Augustine	(New	York:	Harper	&	Row,	1972),	28.	
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Power	and	Peace	
	 Nowhere	is	the	impact	on	Christian	humility	of	power	and	peace	more	glaringly	
obvious	than	in	twelfth-	and	thirteenth-century	Assisi,	where	vying	societal	forces	struggled	
for	dominance,	the	existing	structures	having	been	destabilised	by	a	newly	emerging	social,	
political,	and	economic	order.	Thirteenth-century	Italy	featured	calls	on	an	individual's	
attention	and	loyalty	from	sometimes	divergent	and	sometimes	unifying	forces:	the	
temporal	ruler,	such	as	the	emperor,	king,	duchy,	lord,	consuls,	or	podestà	or,	usually,	a	
combination	of	these,	and	the	pope,	generally	represented	by	the	local	bishop	but	also	
religious	orders,	which	were	a	significant	presence	in	many	cities	and	towns.32	Even	in	a	
town	as	relatively	unimportant	as	Assisi,	there	were	eleven	monastic	communities	for	men	
and	seven	for	women.33	None	of	these	forces	could	afford	to	concede	to	another	without	
benefit:	not	the	emperor,	not	the	pope,	not	the	bankers,	not	the	merchants,	not	the	
bishops,	not	the	civic	leaders,	not	each	town	against	the	neighbouring	one.34	An	example	of	
the	consequences	is	found	in	1198,	when	the	emerging	townsmen	of	Assisi	ejected	the	
German	count,	representative	of	the	emperor	and	ruling	nobility,	from	his	home	above	the	
town.35	Balancing	mutually	enriching,	but	also	competing,	interests,	was	what	built	and	
sustained	these	towns,	rather	than	collective,	complementary	interests,	as	perhaps	still	
																																																						
32	William	R.	Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi	–	The	Way	of	Poverty	and	Humility	(Preston,	Vic.:	Mosaic	Press,	1989),	22;	
Bryan	Ward-Perkins,	‘The	Medieval	Centuries	400-1250:	A	Political	Outline,’	in	The	Oxford	Illustrated	History	of	
Italy,	George	Holmes	(ed.)	(Oxford:	Oxford	University	Press,	1997),	51-3;	Raphael	Brown,	Secular	Franciscan,	
The	Roots	of	St.	Francis	–	A	Popular	History	of	the	Church	in	Assisi	and	Umbria	Before	St.	Francis	As	Related	to	
His	Life	and	Spirituality	(Chicago:	Franciscan	Herald	Press,	1982),	106,137;	Daniel	Waley,	The	Italian	City-
Republics	(Harlow,	Essex:	Longman	Group	UK	Limited,	1988),	32,41-2,55,69,90;	Maureen	C.	Miller,	
‘Topographies	of	Power	in	the	Urban	Centers	of	Medieval	Italy	–	Communes,	Bishops,	and	Public	Authorities,’	
in	Beyond	Florence	–	The	Contours	of	Medieval	and	Early	Modern	Italy,	Paula	Findlen,	Michelle	M.	Fontaine,	&	
Duane	J.	Osheim	(eds.)	(Stanford,	CA:	Stanford	University	Press,	2003),	182-3;	Brian	Pullan,	A	History	of	Early	
Renaissance	Italy	–	From	the	Mid-Thirteenth	Century	to	the	Mid	Fifteenth-Century	(London:	Allen	Lane,	1973),	
17,60-1,87-8,95,98;	P.	Lino	Temperini,	‘Foreword,’	in	Arnaldo	Fortini,	Francis	of	Assisi,	translation	of	Nova	Vita	
di	San	Francesco	(1959),	Helen	Moak	(trans.)	(New	York:	Crossroads,	1985),	viii-ix;	Marc	Bloch,	Feudal	Society,	
L.A.	Manyon	(trans.)	(London:	Routledge	&	Kegan	Paul,	1962),	116,360-1,372,375,377;	Marrone,	28-9;	
Herkless,	1;	House,	29-30,36-7;	Little,	‘Evangelical…',	11;	Larner,	20,32;	Findlen,	26-7;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	
Brothers…,	4;	Fortini,	173;	Morris,	420-6;	Sabatier,	10-11.	
33	André	Vauchez,	Francis	of	Assisi	–	The	Life	and	Afterlife	of	a	Medieval	Saint,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	
(trans.)	(New	Haven,	CT:	Yale	University	Press,	2012),	4;	Fortini,	16-7;	House,	63.	
34	Ward-Perkins,	51-3;	Brown,	The	Roots…,	143-4;	Waley,	81;	Pullan,	20-2;	Dean	(ed.),	64-5;	Lino	Temperini,	
viii-ix;	Fortini,	158;	Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	37.	
35	Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi...,	21-2;	Brown,	The	Roots…,	126-7,137,143;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	10-1;	
Fortini,	9;	Vauchez,	11;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘The	Franciscan	Tradition’,	xvii;	House,	38;	Michael	F.	Cusato,	
O.F.M.,	'Francis	and	the	Franciscan	movement	(1181/2-1226),'	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Francis	of	
Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2012),	18-9;	Cusato,	
'Wall-to-Wall...',	37.	
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nurtured	villages	and	rural	communities.36	Humility	was	an	incongruous	civic	value	in	such	a	
context.	People	fought	for	their	place	within	the	commune	and	communes	fought	for	their	
place	amongst	other	communes.37	
	 At	town	level,	the	range	and	extent	of	employment	available	created	what	Dominic	
V.	Monti	calls	‘class	polarization’.38	Communities	could	be	divided	between	wealthy	
business	families	and	poor	working	families,	the	two	living	in	very	different	conditions	in	the	
relatively	small	space	of	a	medieval	town.39	The	upper	end	of	the	social	and	economic	
spectrum	bred	pride,	in	both	civic	and	familial	appearance.	Wealthy	families	and	groups	
contributed	ornate,	daunting	buildings	to	show	off	both	their	prosperity	and	dominance,	
and	commissioned	artwork	to	adorn	these	buildings	and	the	churches	that	they	
patronised.40	The	churches	and	religious	orders	benefited	directly	from	this	wealth,	
generally	complicit	in	the	values	of	the	town	rather	than	shunning	them.41	The	religious	life	
of	a	central	Italian	town	in	this	period	was	therefore	characterised	by	a	strange	interrelated	
but	also	dichotomous	relationship	between	traditional	Western	Christianity	and	what	has	
been	termed	civic	religion.42	The	dichotomous	element	of	the	relationship	was	the	demands	
of,	fundamentally,	two	different	masters	–	the	town	and	God	(or,	perhaps	more	correctly,	
the	Church).	However,	the	interrelated,	or	shared,	aspects	predominated.	These	included	
practices	related	to	imagery	and	architecture,	as	well	as	collective	organisation	and	binding	
legislation,	and	the	pursuit	of	common	goals,	such	as	unity	and	obedience.43	Civic	religion	in	
Italian	towns	therefore	did	not	replace	Christianity	but	appropriated	parts	of	it	(such	as	
processions	and	saints’	days),	ran	alongside	it	in	other	parts	(such	as	poor	relief),	and	
challenged	it	on	others.44	Natives	of	Assisi	would	have	grown	up	with	knowledge	of	their	
local	saints,	including	St.	Rufinus,	St.	Victorinus,	and	St.	Felician,	because	devotion	to	saints	
was	a	strong	tradition	in	Central	Italy:	continual	dissension	over	the	two	cathedrals	in	the	
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town	and	the	role	of	saints	in	encouraging	pilgrimage	revenue	are	relevant	indicators	of	
this.45	However,	Raphael	Brown	notes	that	Francis	chose	to	focus	on	earlier	Christian	
martyrs	rather	than	the	Umbrian	saints,	due	perhaps,	in	part,	to	his	rejection	of	civic	
religion.46	He	sought	to	distance	himself	from	the	civic	religion,	just	as	he	did	its	economic	
and	social	equivalents.	
	 At	the	other	end	of	the	social	and	economic	spectrum,	the	towns	also	attracted,	or	
helped	create,	people	who	had	little	means	of	support	or	were	dependent	on	begging.47	
Such	people	lived	on	the	edge	of	the	competitive	cauldron,	along	with	other	potentially	
frightening	or	disruptive	groups,	most	notably	lepers.48	Lepers	were	especially	distinct,	
marked	by	complete	separation.	Sufferers	were	not	even	allowed	into	the	society	of	a	town	
because	of	the	spiritual	and	physical	danger	they	were	deemed	to	represent.49	Francis's	
humility	was	to	be	practiced	in	this	increasingly	demarcated	world,	divided	between	those	
that	could	see	no	reason	to	cultivate	humility	and	those	that	effectively	had	no	choice	but	
to	embrace	it.	The	latter	was	the	group	to	whom	Francis	would	come	to	attach	himself	and	
his	followers,	morally	and	physically.50		
	 The	above	chasms	between	segments	of	society	also	created	opportunities	for	
humility.	Francis	was	not	novel	in	his	desire	to	explore	them.	Whilst	Christian	humility	was	
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largely	incompatible	with	full	immersion	in	Italian	town	life	of	this	period,	it	was	not	
unpracticed	or	unrecognised.	Some	people	and	groups,	such	as	the	Humiliati,	were	already	
convinced	of	the	need	to	put	core	religious	or	human	values	ahead	of	participation	in	the	
emerging	communal	configuration.51	Such	groups	perched	on	the	edge	of	orthodox	thought	
and	practice,	and	differed	on	a	range	of	theological	topics,	but	one	point	on	which	most	
converged	was	some	type	or	understanding	of	humility.52	Religious	communities	continued	
to	grow	in	number	and	diversity	of	focus,	lay	religiosity	rose	in	prominence	and	extent,	and	
was	exhibited	in	groups	the	Church	recognised	as	legitimate,	such	as	the	Humiliati,	and	
others	it	did	not,	such	as	the	Cathars.53	The	Church	in	Italy	was	particularly	sensitive	to	
heterodoxy	as	it	struggled	to	retain	political	control	against	strengthening	non-religious	
forces,	for	example	the	emperor	and	the	office-holders	of	communes,	and	improve	the	
quality	of	its	preaching	to	harness	the	rise	of	lay	piety	and	other	avenues	of	learning	about	
and	showing	devotion	to	God.54			
	 In	addition,	giving	to	the	poor,	both	the	voluntary	and	involuntary,	and	embracing	
some	level	of	poverty	oneself	were	previously	accepted	methods	of	showing	devotion	to	
God	in	penitential	movements.55	Those	that	now	had	the	means	to	give	more	lived	side	by	
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side	with	others	who	were	increasingly	needy.56	Priority	was	therefore	divided	between	
continually	improving	one’s	own	situation	in	this	competitive	society,	perhaps	embracing	a	
respectful	level	of	voluntary	poverty,	as	well	as	supporting	those	that	did	so	(such	as	
enclosed	religious	communities),	and	helping	the	involuntary	poor	(such	as	beggars	and	
lepers).57	It	was	a	complicated	situation,	graphically	illustrated	by	the	description	of	Milan	in	
1288	provided	by	Bonvesin	da	la	Riva,	a	contemporary	Humiliati:	
There	are	also	in	the	city	and	suburbs…ten	hospitals	for	the	sick	poor...Among	these	
the	chief	is	the	hospital	of	[Santo	Stefano	in]	Brolo…Here,	as	the	brothers	of	the	
hospital	attest,	are	sometimes	counted...more	than	500	sick	poor	on	the	beds	and	a	
greater	number	not	on	beds.	All	are	fed	at	the	expense	of	the	hospital.	Besides	
these,	there	are	in	its	care	over	350	infants	in	the	hands	of	wet	nurses.	All	of	these	ill	
poor	people,	except	the	lepers	for	whom	another	hospital	is	dedicated,	are	received	
there	and	are	made	strong	again	through	kindly	and	copious	provision	of	food	and	
board.	All	the	poor	in	need	of	surgery	are	diligently	treated	by	three	surgeons	
specially	seconded	for	this	and	in	receipt	of	salaries	from	the	commune.	No	one	in	
misery	is	turned	away	or	refused…There	are	also	in	the	city	and	contado	houses	of	
the	second	order	of	Humiliati,	of	both	sexes,	reaching	the	number	220,	in	which	a	
large	number	of	people	lead	a	religious	life	while	working	with	their	own	
hands…There	are	also	large	numbers	of	houses	of	poverty	[i.e.	mendicant	houses]:	
first	the	numerous	convent	of	the	Dominicans,	then	the	Franciscans	(beside	their	
main	convent,	there	are	nine	houses	of	these	in	the	contado),	third	the	Eremitani,	
fourth	the	Carmelites…All	are	fed	by	alms.	There	are	also	some	houses	of	poor	nuns;	
among	them	the	most	noble	nuns	of	Sant	‘Apollinare	of	the	order	of	San	Francesco	
excel	for	their	honesty,	sanctity,	nobility	and	numbers…58		
	
To	assume	that	somewhere	like	Milan	in	the	late	Middle	Ages	was	entirely	mercenary	would	
clearly	be	incorrect.	The	opportunities	to	think	and	act	with	humility	are	evident,	
counterbalancing	the	value	placed	on	the	essentially	selfish	activities	of	increasing	wealth	
and	political	domination.59	Like	other	Christian	thinkers	and	groups	before	him,	Francis's	
conception	of	humility	was	partly	formed	by	the	human	contest	for	power	raging	around	
him	and	the	constant,	unfulfilled	quest	for	peace,	at	a	personal	and	societal	level.	Evident	
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here	are	the	core	temporal	issues	mentioned	earlier:	the	tendency	toward	hierarchy,	desire	
for	power,	and	the	inevitability	of	diverging	views.	
	
Intellect	
	 In	regards	to	the	second	of	this	trio,	intellect,	the	early	Franciscan	relationship	to	
learning	will	be	covered	more	fully	in	later	chapters	but	Augustine	of	Hippo,	Benedict	of	
Nursia,	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	all	shared	a	similar	view	that	the	only	knowledge	genuinely	
worth	having	was	about	God,	that	this	was	true	knowledge	and	revealed	by	God	with	
limited	input	from	humans.60	Such	a	position	leads	to	a	certain	level	of	dismissal	or	
subjugation	of	other	types	of,	or	methods	of	acquiring,	knowledge,	for	instance	other	sorts	
of	philosophy	in	Augustine’s	case	and	scholasticism	in	Bernard’s	case.61	Both	Augustine	and	
Bernard	wrote	with	conviction	about	the	importance	of	authority	as	the	most	trusted	
source	of	knowledge	and	the	inferiority	of	information	unconnected	to	a	person’s	Christian	
identity.62	In	a	letter	to	a	man	who	had	decided	against	becoming	a	monk,	Bernard	
encapsulates	his	thoughts	on	the	relative	importance	of	temporal	and	religious	knowledge:	
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You	deceive	yourself,	my	son,	if	you	think	you	can	learn	from	the	masters	of	this	
world	what	is	a	gift	of	God	and	can	be	obtained	only	by	those	who	follow	Christ	and	
scorn	the	world.	This	is	a	knowledge	imparted,	not	by	books,	but	by	grace;	not	by	the	
letter	but	by	the	Spirit;	not	by	mere	book	learning	but	by	the	practice	of	the	
commandments	of	God.63	
	
These	thoughts,	although	not	stated	overtly,	are	also	found	in	Benedict	of	Nursia’s	edicts	
about	the	use	of	monks'	time	and	their	preferred	reading.64	Intellectual	humility	was	
evidently	an	important	element	of	behavioural	humility	within	a	religious	community,	a	
position	that	Francis	was	to	return	to	and	the	medieval	Franciscans	were	to	struggle	with	in	
their	social	and	religious	circumstances,	just	as	Augustine	and	Bernard	had	before	them.	
	
Practical	issues	arising	from	the	common	ground	on	humility	
	
	 Power,	peace,	and	intellect	are	abstract	concepts	in	themselves	but	their	pursuit	and	
application	in	the	world	gives	rise	to	literal,	practical	issues	that	may	be	identified	and	
studied	as	such.	Practical	expressions	of	these	abstract	preoccupations	with	humility	were	
evident	in	both	the	Christian's	relationship	to	the	temporal	world	and	within	the	Church	
environment	itself.		
	
Practical	issues	arising	in	the	temporal	world	
	 In	the	temporal	world,	Christian	humility	resulted	in	a	voluntary	giving	up	of	place,	
status,	and	influence	in	society,	accompanied	by	the	potential	for	conflict	with	temporal	
leaders	and	society	in	general.	The	consequences	of	humility,	as	foreshadowed	in	Christ’s	
life	and	death,	were	difficult	from	the	birth	of	Christianity	because,	in	mid	to	late	Antiquity,	
people	were	valued	and	placed	in	society	according	to	the	honour	attached	to	them,	and	by	
extension	their	family	and	particular	community,	whether	by	birth	or	achievement.65	To	
resituate	one’s	honour,	or	to	purposely	denude	oneself	of	it	and	give	it	to	someone	or	
																																																						
63	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	'Letter	110	-	To	Thomas	of	Saint	Omer,	after	he	had	broken	his	promise	to	become	a	
monk,'	in	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	The	Letters	of	St.	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	Bruno	Scott	James	(trans.)	(London:	
Burns	Oates,	1953),	2,	p.	166.	
64	See,	for	example,	Benedict	of	Nursia,	RB	1980	The	Rule	of	St.	Benedict,	Timothy	Fry,	O.S.B.	(ed.)	(Collegeville,	
MN:	The	Liturgical	Press,	1981),	Chpt	42.3-7,	p.	243	&	Chpt	47.2-4,	p.	243.	
65	Philip	F.	Esler,	'The	Mediterranean	context	of	early	Christianity,'	in	The	Early	Christian	World	-	Volume	I,	
Philip	F.	Esler	(ed.)	(London:	Routledge,	2000),	16-7;	Wayne	A.	Meeks,	The	Origins	of	Christian	Morality	–	The	
First	Two	Centuries	(New	Haven,	CT:	Yale	University	Press,	1993),	41-2;	Bruce	J.	Malina,	'Social	levels,	morals	
and	daily	life,'	in	The	Early	Christian	World	-	Volume	I,	Philip	F.	Esler	(ed.)	(London:	Routledge,	2000),	374;	
Clark,	75-6;	Herdt,	550;	Charry,	55;	Rohrbaugh,	211-2.	
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something	else,	was	a	revolutionary	attitude	based	on	the	clear	line	drawn	in	Christianity	
between	the	temporal	world	and	heaven.66	One	may	be	the	lowest	on	earth	but	the	highest	
in	heaven.67	
	 The	havoc	such	a	commitment	to	humility	before	God	generated	in	Francis's	life	is	
palpable	on	examination	of	the	writings	by	and	about	him.	It	is	seen	in	his	father’s	
determination	to	preserve	his	family's	wealth,	societal	position,	and	reputation	at	the	
expense	of	his	son,	and	Francis's	role	in	Assisi’s	continual	conflict	with	nearby	Perugia,	both	
of	which	had	a	formative	effect	on	Francis.68	His	father’s	anger	at	Francis’s	actions	became	
an	opportunity	to	exercise	humility	for	Francis,	as	he	returned	the	goods	his	father	had	
given	him	and	repaid	his	father	for	cloth	Francis	had	stolen	to	sell,	in	order	to	give	money	to	
the	local	church.69	As	in	Antiquity,	human	value	in	thirteenth-century	Italy	was	assigned	by	
status,	occupation,	position,	and	wealth,	and	family	was	the	vital	first	unit	of	society.70	The	
individual	was	judged	on	their	family	in	relation	to	these	points.	Hence	the	heartbreaking	
narrative	of	his	father	demanding	judicial	satisfaction,	ostensibly	for	financial	loss	but	also	
for	the	pride	lost	in	his	son’s	actions.71	That	humility	was	not	valued	highly	in	early	
thirteenth-century	Assisi	is	further	evident	in	the	town’s	reaction	to	Francis’s	actions	after	
																																																						
66	See	Richard	Rohrbaugh's	enlightening	discussion	of	'ascribed'	and	'assigned'	honour,	the	Gospels'	differing	
assertions	about	the	basis	for	Jesus's	honour,	and	the	relation	between	these	claims	and	the	Gospels'	
respective	audiences	in	Rohrbaugh's	essay	(198-230).	In	his	work	Literary	Language	and	Its	Public,	Eric	
Auerbach	explains	the	meanings	that	humilis	carried	with	it	in	Roman	literature	and	society	prior	to	
Christianity	and	the	concept's	stabilisation	as	a	positive,	both	in	meaning	and	modes	of	expression,	with	the	
widespread	establishment	of	Christianity.	Central	to	this	was	Christ's	agreement	to	become	man	and	die	as	he	
did	(39-66).	Herdt,	550-1,557;	Charry,	43-4;	Dodaro,	64-5.	
67	Luke	14:11;	Herdt,	557.	
68	Richard	Trexler's	Naked	Before	the	Father	-	The	Renunciation	of	Francis	of	Assisi	dissects	the	possible	reasons	
for	Pietro's	reported	behaviour	when	Francis	left	the	family,	and	why	the	various	near-contemporary	accounts	
of	the	renunciation	differed	as	they	did.	Regardless	of	whether	the	money	or	goods	at	issue	came	from	his	
father	or	his	mother,	or	indeed	Francis	himself,	there	seems	little	doubt	that	it	was	a	potentially	harmful	and	
embarrassing	situation	for	Francis's	father	(Richard	C.	Trexler,	Naked	Before	the	Father	-	The	Renunciation	of	
Francis	of	Assisi	(New	York:	Peter	Lang,	1989),	10-58).	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	13;	Brown,	The	
Roots…,	143;	Fortini,	129,159,166,172-3;	Bloch,	1.	
69	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	Chpt	VI.19-20,	pp.	79-80;	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.	&	Ingrid	J.	
Peterson,	O.S.F.,	'Francis	of	Assisi	(c.	1182-1226),'	in	The	Franciscan	Tradition,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.	
&	Ingrid	J.	Peterson,	O.S.F.,	(eds.)	(Collegeville,	MN:	Liturgical	Press,	2010),	2;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	
14-5;	Robson,	St	Francis…,	36;	Fortini,	217-30;	Vauchez,	26-7;	Trexler,	33-5;	Sabatier,	60-2;	Baxter	Wolf,	19.	
70	Jones,	13;	Waley,	123;	Larner,	65;	Fortini,	219-20;	Vauchez,	9,26-7.	
71	John	of	Perugia,	Chpt	I.8,	p.	37;	Jacques	Dalarun,	The	Misadventure	of	Francis	of	Assisi	-	Toward	a	Historical	
Use	of	the	Franciscan	Legends	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2002),	113-4;	
Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Francis	of	Assisi’,	2;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	13;	Larner,	65;	Monti,	
Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	14-5;	Robson,	St	Francis...,	26;	Fortini,	219-27;	Vauchez,	9;	Trexler,	32-4;	House,	70;	
Moorman,	A	History...,	7.	
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his	conversion.	He	was	mocked	and	physically	attacked,	at	least	in	the	first	instance.72	His	
new	attitude,	publicly	visible	in	his	choice	of	simple	clothing	and	his	new	practice	of	begging	
from	old	acquaintances,	was	not	appropriate	to	its	environment,	which	emphasised	
ostentatious	show	and	financial	independence.73	Further,	the	conflict	with	Perugia,	a	means	
towards	Francis’s	original	goal	of	earthly	glory,	led	to	his	imprisonment	in	the	skirmish	of	
1202,	consequent	ill-health,	and	reconsideration	of	his	relationship	to	others	and	God.74	
	 In	summary,	Francis’s	family,	background,	and	environment	were	not	conducive	to	
humility	before	God	or	others,	but	Francis	used	these	experiences	to	create	a	new,	personal	
world	within	the	old,	larger	one	that	he	eventually	invited	others	to	join,	in	the	hope	that	
humility	would,	in	due	course,	become	a	vocation	rediscovered,	re-encouraged,	and	re-
practiced	in	the	wider	temporal	world.75		The	values	of	Assisi,	primarily	riches	and	
connections,	were	replaced	by	humility	before	God.76	Francis	determined	to	trust	God	for	
everything,	the	ultimate	state	of	Christian	humility	and	the	antithesis	of	his	new	commercial	
urban	society.77	Amongst	the	bewildering	array	of	calls	on	people’s	allegiance	in	early	
thirteenth-century	Assisi,	Francis	declared	that	only	one	authority,	and	that	of	His	
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York:	Crossword,	1994),	15;	Foot,	41-2;	A.G.	Little,	Franciscan	Papers,	Lists,	and	Documents	(Manchester:	
Manchester	University	Press,	1943),	5;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	15;	Robson,	St	Francis…,	35-6;	
Fortini,	219-20,246-7,250-1;	Vauchez,	40.	
74	Steven	J.	McMichael,	O.F.M.,	Conv.,	'Francis	and	the	encounter	with	the	sultan	(1219),'	in	The	Cambridge	
Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	
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Italy,	Paula	Findlen,	Michelle	M.	Fontaine	&	Duane	J.	Osheim	(eds.)	(Stanford,	CA:	Stanford	University	Press,	
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representative	on	earth,	mattered.78	When	God	told	Francis	to	go	and	repair	His	church,	
Francis	humbled	himself	to	that	call,	literally	one	brick,	then	later	one	soul,	at	a	time.79	In	
this	same	attitude	of	humility	towards	God	before	others,	counter	to	all	societal	
expectations,	he	renounced	his	earthly	family,	and	town,	and	paved	the	way	for	a	religious	
family	and	community	entirely	based	on	humility.80	
	
Practical	issues	arising	in	the	Church	 	
	 Within	the	Church,	practical	expressions	of	an	abstract	preoccupation	with	humility	
included	the	assumption	of	responsibilities	and	obligations	of	humility	between	and	within	
different	parts	of	the	Church,	as	well	as	a	willingness	to	engage	in	doctrinal	battles	and	
defence	of	the	Church.	
	
Humility	between	and	within	different	parts	of	the	Church	
	 According	to	the	New	Testament,	Christians	were	to	share	their	humility	before	God	
and	recognise	their	mutual	dependence	in	it,	actively	supporting	each	other	as	a	body	of	
believers,	prioritising	each	other’s	needs,	and	exhibiting	respect	in	disagreement.81	The	
apostle	Paul	was	particularly	significant	in	establishing	these	tenets	through	his	interactions	
with	early	Christian	congregations.	In	letters	to	the	Colossians,	Ephesians,	Romans,	and	
Philippians,	he	encourages	them	to	treat	each	other	with	humility,	‘charity’,	deference,	and	
respect,	as	vital	members	of	the	one	body,	but	also	to	take	care	in	their	treatment	of	
everyone:	‘to	no	man	rendering	evil	for	evil.	Providing	good	things,	not	only	in	the	sight	of	
God	but	also	in	the	sight	of	all	men.’82	It	is	as	this	humble,	well-intentioned	body	that	
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80	Armstrong,	St	Francis...,	15;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Francis	of	Assisi’,	2;	Brentano,	72;	Robson,	Franciscans	
in	the	Middle	Ages,	13;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	15;	Robson,	St	Francis...,	26-8,34,36;	Fortini,	222-30;	
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81	Rohrbaugh,	223-4;	W.H.C.	Frend,	The	Rise	of	Christianity	(Philadelphia:	Fortress	Press,	1984),	54;	Charry,	
41,46,48-9.	
82	Colossians	3:12,14;	Ephesians	4:2;	Romans	12:16;	Philippians	2:3.	These	sentiments	are	echoed	in	1	Peter	3,	
which	talks	about	‘being	lovers	of	the	brotherhood,	merciful,	modest,	humble’	and	being	moderate	in	speech	
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Christians	began,	in	the	centuries	after	Christ’s	death,	to	organise	and	to	form	socially	
inclusive	common	purposes	for	which	they	would	be	known	up	to	and	including	Francis’s	
time,	such	as	aid	for	the	poor	and	attention	to	the	outcasts	of	society.83	Such	active,	
external,	visible	displays	motivated	by	inner	humility	before	God	is	a	familiar	hallmark	of	
Francis's	later	vocation.	This	will	be	evidenced	in	Chapter	Two's	discussion	of	Francis.	
	 The	equivalent	criticality	of	Christian	humility	within	the	Church,	directed	inwards	
rather	than	outwards,	should	not	be	surprising	when	we	consider	that	Augustine	of	Hippo,	
in	common	with	Paul	before	him,	believed	the	state	and	unity	of	the	Church	to	be	crucial.	
Bruce	Malina	defines	the	early	Christians	as	a	'fictive-kinship'	group,	as	opposed	to	other	
types	in	their	society,	as	a	means	of	explaining	their	particular	behaviour	and	attitudes.84	Of	
especial	note	is	Malina's	contention	that	God's	honour	was	of	paramount	importance	to	the	
group	so	'values	and	lines	of	behaviour'	which	supported	'group	cohesion	were	considered	
positive	values,	virtues...',	while	others	that	were	'detrimental'	were	'vices'...'.85	He	asks	us	
to:	'Notice	that	all	the	ethical	inventories	were	essentially	and	fundamentally	concerned	
with	the	maintenance	and	strengthening	of	group	cohesion	centred	in	God	revealed	in	
Jesus.'86	Such	an	account	explains	the	perennial	nature	of	the	Church's	concern	with	internal	
humility	and	reflects	the	aforementioned	common	ground	of	humility	before	God	first.	The	
Church	was	Christ’s	‘body’	and	‘his	bride’	and	featured	‘many	members	who	perform	
different	tasks,	in	a	bond	of	unity	and	love	like	a	healing	bandage.’87	God	may,	as	Augustine	
states,	‘train’	and	‘purge’	it	to	ensure	fitness	for	purpose,	a	proposition	that	explains	
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Augustine's	willingness	to	engage	in	battles	over	doctrine,	which	will	be	discussed	in	the	
next	section.88	
	 Bernard	of	Clairvaux's	many	letters	to	abbots	and	monks	of	other	Orders	
demonstrate	his	beliefs	about	the	importance	of	humility	at	every	level	of	the	Church	and	
the	need	to	put	humility	before	God	ahead	of	consideration	of	others.	An	example	of	the	
latter,	the	need	to	put	humility	before	God	ahead	of	consideration	of	others,	is	his	missive	
to	Suger,	Abbot	of	St.	Denis,	in	which	Bernard	praises	the	abbot	for	improving	the	
environment	of	his	abbey	from	a	place	that	‘rendered	to	Caesar	his	dues,	but	not	with	equal	
enthusiasm	what	was	due	to	God.’89	Like	Augustine	of	Hippo,	Bernard	placed	humility	
before	God	ahead	of	his	relationship	with	the	abbot,	writing	about	both	before	and	after	
the	abbey’s	transformation.	An	example	of	the	former,	the	importance	of	humility	at	every	
level	of	the	Church,	is	Bernard’s	remarks	in	his	treatise,	'An	Apologia	to	Abbott	William',	
about	the	differences	of	opinion	between	the	Cistercian	and	the	Cluniac	Orders,	in	which	he	
states	that	the	Church	needed	different	types	of	orders,	all	emerging	from	a	common	but	
varied	heritage,	because	no	one	order	is	the	correct	option	for	everyone.90	Monks	were	
wrong	to	be	proud	of	their	strictness	and	others	wrong	to	revel	in	luxury,	as	neither	was	
imitating	Christ’s	humility;	but	it	was	also	wrong	to	judge	each	other	on	such	exteriorities.91	
As	he	states	in	the	'Apologia':	‘Surely	humility	in	furs	is	better	than	pride	in	tunics.’92	
Evidence	therefore	abounds	for	the	value	placed	on	humility	within	and	between	different	
levels	and	parts	of	the	Church	before	Francis's	arrival.		
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Humility	in	defence	of	the	Church	
	 The	second	point	about	humility	within	the	Church	was	a	willingness	to	engage	in	
doctrinal	battles	and	defence	of	the	Church.	Humility	before	God	could	involve	appearing	to	
lack	intellectual	humility	before	others,	in	the	service	of	doctrinal	truth	or	the	Church's	
strength	and	stability.	Augustine	of	Hippo	was	often	convinced	that	he	was	right	and	others,	
for	example	the	Donatists,	Manichaeans	and	the	Pelagians,	were	wrong	and,	what	is	more,	
dangerous	in	their	capacity	to	divert	those	seeking	God	away	from	true	knowledge.93	In	
particular,	Augustine	was	concerned	with	such	groups’	humility	before	God	because	he	
believed	alternate	theologies	challenged	the	key	accepted	positions	that	humankind	was	
flawed	and	that	God’s	grace	was	given	freely	and	not	allocated	based	on	merit,	both	points	
of	view	which	would	have,	in	his	mind,	undermined	not	only	the	very	nature	of	God	as	
understood	from	the	Bible	but	also	the	fledgling	Church’s	teachings	and	unity.94	Augustine	
considered	it	his	task	to	point	these	errors	out	to	such	groups	in	whatever	ways	would	
encourage	them	to	listen	and	change,	which	included	using	the	Church’s	position	in	society	
to	have	both	papal	and	temporal	sanctions	placed	on	them,	at	least	in	the	case	of	the	
Donatists	and	Pelagians.95	Many	of	his	works	are	preoccupied	with	this	mission,	liberally	
littered	with	passionate	appeals	that	such	groups	and	individuals	recognise	and	repent	of	
their	errors.96	In	humility	before	God,	Augustine	was	to	love	his	enemies	and	‘pity’	them	as	
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those	‘separated’	from	God.97	However,	indulging	people	would	do	them	no	good,	as	
Augustine	explains	to	a	correspondent,	Nectarius,	in	a	telling	passage:	
Finally,	when	you	plead	with	us	on	their	behalf,	we	are	pleading	with	God	for	them,	
that	he	might	turn	them	towards	him,	and	he	might	purify	their	hearts	by	faith	and	
teach	them	to	embrace	true	repentance,	which	will	keep	them	safe.	Notice	how	
much	more	appropriate	and	beneficial	is	our	love	for	these	people	than	yours…98	
	
To	Augustine,	this	was	a	position	of	integrity	rather	than	arrogance.	If	one	was	humble	
before	God,	acknowledging	God’s	nature	and	humankind’s	situation,	God’s	purposes	came	
before	the	world’s,	and	one	would	attempt	to	bring	others	to	a	similar	understanding.99	As	
explained	immediately	below	and	in	Chapter	Four,	the	passionate	tone	of	his	writing	was	
mirrored	by	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	and	Bonaventure	in	their	much	later	but	just	as	strident	
railings	against	alleged	misjudgements	or	heresies.	
	 Bernard	of	Clairvaux’s	attitude	to	those	on	the	periphery	of	the	Church	resembled	
Augustine's.	He	counselled	Pope	Eugene	that	‘heretics	and	schismatics’	were	extremely	
dangerous	and	must	either	be	corrected	‘lest	they	perish…’	or	restrained	‘lest	they	destroy	
others’.100	He	referred	to	sects	that	Augustine	opposed,	such	as	the	Pelagians,	in	a	number	
of	the	letters	that	he	wrote	about	Peter	Abelard,	a	monk	and	teacher	in	Paris	with	whom	
Bernard	fervently	disagreed	on	many	points.101	His	attitude,	in	general,	to	Peter	Abelard,	in	
writing,	appears	anything	but	humble:	
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Master	Peter	Abelard	is	a	monk	without	a	rule,	a	prelate	without	responsibility.	He	is	
neither	in	order	nor	of	an	Order.	A	man	at	variance	with	himself:	a	Herod	within,	a	
John	without;	a	most	doubtful	character,	having	nothing	of	the	monk	about	him	
except	the	name	and	the	habit.102	
	
Like	Augustine,	Bernard	expressed	his	opposition	in	terms	of	the	injustice	he	felt	was	being	
done	to	God,	particularly	God’s	authority	and	previous	revelation.103	He	took	the	Church’s	
work	of	giving	Christians	clear,	coherent,	and,	in	his	mind,	correct	doctrine	very	seriously.104	
In	fighting	these	battles,	Bernard,	like	Augustine	before	him,	placed	his	humility	before	God	
ahead	of	any	obligations	to	others.	So,	as	with	Augustine,	ruthless	rhetorical	and	political	
methods	were	used	to	sideline	or	eliminate	alternative	points	of	view.105	His	letters	indicate	
a	realistic	appreciation	of	curial	politics	and	he	reportedly	attempted	to	have	Gilbert	of	
Poitiers	condemned	at	the	Council	of	Rheims	in	1148.106	Bernard,	like	Augustine,	evidently	
considered	such	means	justified	in	protecting	the	greater	good	of	the	Church.	Chapter	Four	
will	address	Bonaventure's	unique	place	in	this	aspect	of	Christian	humility's	heritage.	
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	 However,	by	the	thirteenth	century	in	Italy,	additional	difficulties	existed	with	both	
humility	within	the	Church	and	management	of	heterodoxy	on	its	edges.	The	Church	
claimed	supremacy	over	temporal	rulers,	primacy	in	people’s	lives,	and	control	over	
varieties	of	Christian	thought	and	practice.107	In	many	cases,	its	secular	clergy	or	most	
powerful	regular	allies,	such	as	the	Cistercians,	did	not	live	in	a	humble	manner	anymore.108	
Rather,	they	were	an	integrated	element	of	the	civil	society,	often	seeking	the	same	
financial	security,	social	advantages,	status,	and	power	as	any	other	privileged	member	of	
that	society.109	The	influence	of	the	Church	in	local	politics,	for	example,	is	ably	
demonstrated	by	Innocent	III’s	interference	in	the	election	of	podestà	Girardo	di	Giliberto	in	
Assisi	in	1204.110	The	agreement	reached	averted	the	excommunication	of	di	Giliberto,	and	
the	commune,	but	ensured	the	Pope’s	candidate,	Ugolino,	was	made	podestà	and	that	he	
and	the	leading	citizens	of	the	town	pledged	loyalty	to	the	pope.111	Both	religious	and	non-
religious	rulers	exercised	real	power,	in	the	form	of	land	ownership,	judicial	jurisdiction,	
claims	on	fealty,	but	also,	in	the	case	of	the	Church,	control	over	access	to	the	sacraments,	
which	determined	the	quality	of	a	person’s	social	and	eternal	existence.112	
	 Predictably,	some	lay	people	began	to	follow	the	example	of	slightly	earlier	religious	
people	and	groups	in	reacting	against	the	Church’s	excesses,	corruptions	and	shortcomings,	
by,	for	example,	organising	themselves	into	places	or	groups	in	which	they	could	live	as	
Jesus	or	the	Apostles	had,	or	more	broadly	according	to	the	precepts	laid	down	in	the	
Gospels.113	In	the	late	twelfth	and	early	thirteenth	centuries,	those	perceived	as	heretics	
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represented	a	clear	threat	to	the	Church's	authority,	legitimacy,	and	power	because	
orthodoxy	was	the	underpinning	of	participation.114	For	some,	alternative	groups	
represented	a	rare	choice	to	think	and	exist	differently.115	Indeed,	those	viewed	by	the	
Church	as	heretics	did	not	necessarily	intend	to	undermine	the	Church.	In	some	cases,	such	
as	the	Waldensians,	the	initial	aim	was	to	support	and	improve	the	Church.116	The	
Waldensians	did	this	by	opposing	the	Cathars.117	Nevertheless,	by	steering	their	own	course,	
these	groups	were,	ironically,	viewed	as	not	behaving	with	appropriate	humility	and	in	
danger	of	leading	others	away	from	the	accepted	path.	The	Waldensians,	or	at	least	some	
elements	of	the	movement,	were	accused	of	this	when	they	impinged	on	the	traditional	
roles	of	the	secular	clergy,	for	example	by	preaching	without	permission.118	The	
aforementioned	Humiliati	were	branded	heretical	by	the	papacy	in	1184	but	allowed	to	
return	to	the	Church	by	1201.119	They	were	active	during	Francis	of	Assisi’s	formative	years	
and	epitomised	the	paradox	at	issue,	being	useful	preachers	against	what	the	Church	
regarded	as	heresy	but	also	appearing	to	lack	an	attitude	of	humble	submission	to	the	
Church’s	authority,	as	the	following	extract	from	The	Laon	Chronicle	highlights:		
	
In	the	year	of	grace	1178	[1179]….	At	that	time	there	were	certain	citizens	of	
Lombard	towns	who	lived	at	home	with	their	families,	chose	a	distinctive	form	of	
religious	life,	refrained	from	lies,	oaths,	and	law	suits,	were	satisfied	with	plain	
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clothing,	and	argued	for	the	catholic	faith.	They	approached	the	pope	and	besought	
him	to	confirm	their	form	of	life….	To	whom	the	pope	granted	everything	[they	did]	
should	be	done	with	humility	and	honesty,	but	he	expressly	forbade	them	to	hold	
private	meetings	or	to	presume	to	preach	in	public.	But	spurning	the	apostolic	
command,	they	became	disobedient,	for	which	they	suffered	excommunication.	
They	called	themselves	Humiliati	because	they	did	not	use	colored	cloth	for	clothing,	
but	restricted	themselves	to	plain	dress.120		
	
This	passage	might	almost	be	describing	Francis	of	Assisi’s	establishment	of	the	early	
Franciscan	Order,	except	that	Francis	succeeded	in	demonstrating	humility	to	both	sets	of	
perceived	demands:	from	God	and	the	pope.121	Note	the	meanings	ascribed	to	humility	and	
honesty	by	the	Church:	obedience	and	transparency	to	the	Church,	reflective	of	concern	
about	potential	divisiveness	and	therefore	reminiscent	of	both	Augustine	of	Hippo	and	
Bernard	of	Clairvaux.	Humility	equaled	acquiescence	to	the	Church’s	teachings	and	aims.	
Such	was	the	tense	religious	environment	Francis	and	the	early	Franciscans	entered:	a	space	
simultaneously	wary	of	humility	at	the	same	time	as	craving	the	stability	it	engendered,	and	
complicated	by	the	Church's	intense	involvement	with	non-religious	bases	of	power.	
	
The	heritage	of	Christian	humility	-	Points	of	Contention	
	
	 To	summarise	so	far,	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	was	largely	erected	on	four	
interconnected	points	about	the	nature	of	humankind	and	of	God,	and	the	action	required,	
or	taken,	by	each.	This	common	ground	has	always	had	abstract	and	practical	implications,	
within	the	Church	and	between	the	Church	and	society	more	generally,	that	have	persisted	
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regardless	of	time	and	place.	Some	of	these	have	been	outlined	above,	with	special	
attention	to	Francis's	social,	religious,	political,	and	economic	environment.	Having	set	this	
formulating	background	scene,	I	would	further	argue	that	the	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	
humility	(Francis,	early	First	Order,	Bonaventure)	can	be	characterised	by	consideration	of	
the	points	on	which	earlier	Christian	thinkers	and	leaders	had	differed.	These	points	of	
difference	included:	the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	
required	by	internal	humility	mentioned	in	passing	earlier	in	the	chapter;	humility	as	
abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power;	spiritual	advancement	through	
grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	merit;	and	the	extent	and	
level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	Christian	humility.	The	three	
early	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	may	be	differentiated	from	each	other,	and	the	earlier	
heritage	of	Christian	humility,	partly	on	these	matters	so	they	will	be	explored	prior	to	
discussion	of	the	vocations	in	Chapters	Two	to	Four.		
	
The	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	
internal	humility;	and	humility	as	abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	
power	
	 As	Christian	humility	was	essentially	relational	and	action-based,	prompted	by	
humankind's	inability	to	help	itself	and	God's	unique	position	to	provide	the	required	help,	
and	involving	humility	from	both	parties,	early	Christian	thinkers	began	to	turn	their	
attention	to	the	ideal	state	of	life	that	should	be	prompted	by	this	formula,	and	to	search	
for	conducive	examples	and	situations	in	which	human	humility	toward	God	would	flourish.	
While	Augustine	of	Hippo	gave	the	breadth	of	the	requirement	for	humility	additional	
emphasis	by	stressing	its	application	to	every	aspect	of	people’s	lives,	he	did	not	attend	to	
humility	in	community	as	extensively	as	did	Benedict	of	Nursia	or	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	
understandable	given	the	more	foundational	priorities	of	the	Church	preceding	and	during	
Augustine's	lifetime,	and	the	lack	of	an	early	organised,	widespread	Western	coenobitic	
lifestyle	or	tradition.122	Like	Francis,	Augustine	tended	toward	the	eremitic	and	meditative,	
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but,	also	like	Francis,	he	noted	the	worth	located	in	religious	communities,	living	in	‘charity’	
and	abstinence,	without	private	property,	virtuously	focused	on	prayer,	reading,	and	service	
to	each	other	and	the	outside	community.123	So	Augustine	saw	value	in	a	strictly	disciplined	
coenobitic	lifestyle	but,	as	humans	were	incapable	of	Jesus's	perfection,	they	must	seek	
other	examples	of	service	to	regulate	their	lives,	such	as	the	apostles,	and	early	Christian	
martyrs	and	ascetics,	a	point	of	view	to	which,	as	we	will	see	in	Chapter	Four,	Bonaventure	
would	later	return.124	Augustine	was	the	author	of	a	rule	that	went	on	to	form	the	
foundations	for	the	life	and	work	styles	of	several	orders,	including	the	Canons	Regular,	the	
Order	of	Prémontré,	the	Gilbertines,	and	the	Dominicans.125	In	outline,	the	Rule	of	St.	
Augustine	asks	its	adherents	to	put	God	first	and	then	one’s	‘neighbour’,	sharing	resources	
according	to	need,	working	to	eradicate	personal	pride,	paying	appropriate	attention	to	
prayer,	and	inculcating	obedience	to	the	‘superior’	and	the	Rule.126	Although	the	Rule	of	St.	
Augustine	is	more	conceptual	and	less	practically	prescriptive	than	the	later	Rule	of	St.	
Benedict,	there	is	a	clear	sensitivity	to	the	importance	of	bodily	discipline	and	submission	to	
the	Church	and	to	one’s	'superior'	as	part	of	an	expanded	definition	of	humility	marked	by	
communal	transparency	and	accountability,	which	was	to	be	further	developed	and	utilised	
by	both	Benedict	of	Nursia	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux.127		
	 The	Rule	of	St.	Benedict,	written	by	Benedict	of	Nursia	around	525	AD,	established	
the	theory	and	practice	for	many	orders	in	the	following	centuries,	for	example	Bernard’s	
Cistercians.128	Alternatives,	such	as	the	aforementioned	Rule	of	St.	Augustine,	offered	other	
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foci	but	the	Benedictine	Rule	became	the	chosen	methodology	of	enclosed	monasticism	in	
the	Western	Church.129	Chapter	Seven	of	the	Rule	of	St.	Benedict,	devoted	to	the	topic	of	
humility,	proceeds	from	the	now	familiar	Biblical	premise,	that	humans	need	God	and	must	
humble	themselves	to	receive	His	reward:	‘Brothers,	divine	Scripture	calls	to	us	saying:	
Whoever	exalts	himself	shall	be	humbled,	and	whoever	humbles	himself	shall	be	exalted.	
(Luke	14:11;	18:14).’130	In	keeping	with	the	New	Testament’s	characterisation	of	a	role	for	
both	God	and	the	individual,	the	steps	to	humility	established	by	Benedict	were	enabled	
and	rewarded	by	God	but	were	to	be	undertaken	by	the	devoted:	‘Now	the	ladder	erected	
is	our	life	on	earth,	and	if	we	humble	our	hearts	the	Lord	will	raise	it	to	heaven.’131	The	
person	must	give	up	both	earthly	status	and	comfort	for	eternal	exaltation.	Humility	was	
about	bodily	discipline	as	well	as	the	salvation	of	the	soul.	Benedict	thereby	built	practical	
elements	onto	the	theological	scaffolding	about	this	distinction	between	bodily	discipline	
and	salvation	of	the	soul	found	in	Augustine	of	Hippo	and	considered	later	by	Bernard	of	
Clairvaux.132	
	 A	primary	concern	of	Benedict's	was,	understandably,	communal	harmony,	
obedience,	and	discipline	among	followers	of	the	Rule,	those	considered	privileged	in	their	
ability	to	devote	their	entire	existence	to	serving	God.133	It	is	in	this	critical	detail	that	
monastic	humility	diverged	from	what	might	have	been	expected	of	lay	people,	or	even	
Augustinian	canons.	Benedict	sought	to	wed	the	gospel	concept	of	humility	to	God	with	the	
particular	practical	need	for	this	virtue	in	dealing	with	others	with	whom	one	exclusively	
lived,	worked,	worshipped,	ate,	and	slept.134	Benedict's	religious	life	provided	a	unique	
opportunity	for	both	internal	development	and	external	expression	of	humility:	‘We	may	
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call	our	body	and	soul	the	sides	of	this	ladder,	into	which	our	divine	vocation	has	fitted	the	
various	steps	of	humility	and	discipline	as	we	ascend.’135	The	reader	detects	in	these	steps	
serious	attention	to	the	Bible’s	emphasis	on	obedience	to	God	and	consideration	of	others.	
However,	additional	elements	specifically	encourage	communal	conformity,	obedience	to	
the	Church	structure,	as	well	as	personal	transparency,	confession,	and	accountability	
within	the	abbey,	and	particular	habits	that	inculcate	or	visually	demonstrate	humility,	
including,	most	prominently,	forbearance	of	lowly	work,	deprivation	and	injustice.	If	he	
undertakes	these	steps,	the	monk	is	promised	‘the	perfect	love	of	God’,	which	will	mean	
that:	
all	that	he	once	performed	with	dread,	he	will	now	begin	to	observe	without	effort,	
as	though	naturally,	from	habit,	no	longer	out	of	fear	of	hell,	but	out	of	love	for	
Christ,	good	habit	and	delight	in	virtue.	All	this	the	Lord	will	by	the	Holy	Spirit	
graciously	manifest	in	his	workman	now	cleansed	of	vices	and	sins.136	
	
Therefore,	while	Benedict's	chapter	commences	with	discussion	of	the	soul,	with	personal	
salvation,	it	concludes	with	an	emphasis	on	the	body,	and	attaining	an	extraordinary	
communal	life	through	the	cleansing	of	individuals’	attitudes	and	behaviours.			
	 Benedict's	steps	to	humility,	and	the	Biblical	verses	which	support	them,	can	be	read	
as	evidence	both	of	Benedict’s	sincere	belief	in	the	importance	of	humility	in	reaching	God	
but	also	his	recognition	of	its	importance	to	a	productive,	focused,	well-run	community	of	
religious	people,	to	the	point	of	stressing	a	sense	of	personal	restriction	and	inferiority	
which	does	not	seem	to	be	entirely	endorsed	by	the	New	Testament.	Unlike	the	New	
Testament	but	akin	to	Augustine,	humility	in	the	Rule	of	St.	Benedict	signifies	submission	
and	accountability	to	God	but	also	to	a	superior	within	a	religious	community.137	However,	
there	is	no	apparent	tension	here,	just	a	desire	to	reconcile	and	harmonise.	The	tension	
between	this	radically	organised	discipline	and	the	outside	world	will	come	later,	caused	by	
the	paradox	of	religious	humility	as	both	an	abrogation	and	source	of	power	embodied	in	
Francis	of	Assisi.138	This	intersection	between	humility	as	lifestyle	(eremitic	or	coenobitic),	
humankind’s	inability	to	fulfil	to	it,	and	the	subsequent	injection	of	examples	other	than	
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Christ	would	contribute	to	dilemmas	faced	by	Francis,	the	early	Franciscans	and	
Bonaventure	in	the	later	Middle	Ages	(Chapters	Two,	Three,	Four).	
	
Spiritual	advancement	through	grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	
through	merit		
	 The	second	point	on	which	earlier	thinkers	had	tended	to	differ	was	the	basis	for	
spiritual	advancement.	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	offered	an	alternative	perspective	to	Augustine	
of	Hippo	in	relation	to	grace	and	free	will.139	Augustine	and	Bernard’s	ideas	on	grace	and	
free	will	are	important	to	their	respective	conceptions	of	humility	because	these	doctrines	
establish	the	division	of	labour,	so	to	speak,	between	God	and	humankind	in	the	task	of	
spiritual	advancement,	thereby	specifying	the	basis	for	humility	in	human	thought	and	
behaviour.	A	subtle	difference	arises	in	Bernard’s	attitude	to	the	individual’s	role	and	
reward	in	the	two	basic	tenets	outlined	at	the	start	of	the	chapter	and	upheld	in	Augustine’s	
work.	Spiritual	advancement	remains	a	two-way	process:	people	still	need	God’s	grace,	God	
still	offers	it,	and	all	good	things	still	come	from	God,	but	the	individual	is	accorded	a	larger	
role,	in	that	they	may	earn	merit	by	exercising	their	virtue	well,	although	the	ultimate	power	
behind	this	moral	progress	remains	with	God.140	Bernard	summarises	this	tenet	as	follows:	
What	was	begun	by	grace	alone,	is	completed	by	grace	and	free	choice	together,	in	
such	a	way	that	they	contribute	to	each	new	achievement	not	singly	but	jointly;	not	
by	turns,	but	simultaneously.141	
	
The	‘merits’	Bernard	refers	to	are	some	of	those	especially	associated	with	monastic	life	
(‘fasting,	watchings,	continence,	works	of	mercy	and	other	virtuous	practices…’),	which	
relates,	in	turn,	to	the	ironic	situation	whereby	monastic	writers’	particular	concern	with	
cultivating	humility	co-exists	with	a	tendency	to	consider	their	lifestyle	better	than	that	of	
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other	Christians,	a	position	itself	reflective	of	the	belief	that	monastic	life	afforded	the	best	
opportunity	to	become	as	close	to	God	as	is	possible	on	earth.142	Humility	in	community	had	
become	particularly	virtuous	and	rewarded	by	God,	a	paradoxical	aspect	of	humility	as	
defined	by	Church	history	with	which	Francis	would	struggle,	and	with	which	Bonaventure	
and	the	early	Franciscans	would	also	contend	in	defending	mendicancy's	ascendancy	whilst	
attempting	to	maintain	internal	and	external	humility	(Chapters	Three	and	Four).		
	
The	extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	Christian	
humility		
	 The	extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	Christian	
humility	is	the	last	point	to	be	discussed	in	the	cluster	of	matters	about	which	earlier	
thinkers	had	differed.	In	terms	of	temporal	authority,	to	Augustine	of	Hippo,	God	was	the	
‘greater	authority…above	all’	and	the	Church	‘teachest	kings	to	seek	the	good	of	their	
peoples;	thou	counsellest	peoples	to	be	subject	to	their	kings.’143	He	did	not	appear	to	think	
highly	of	Christian	involvement	in	the	exercise	of	power,	commenting	to	Macedonius,	‘the	
more	exalted	you	become	in	your	power,	the	lowlier	you	may	become	in	your	piety.’144	
However,	he	valued	the	work	that	Christians	could	do	in	worldly	positions,	also	remarking	to	
Macedonius	that	Macedonius’s	‘real	virtues’	will	be	‘developed’	and	‘perfected’	if,	among	
other	things,	he	‘uses	them	even	in	your	(his)	secular	position	of	honour	to	contribute	to	his	
(God’s)	worship.’145		Both	positions	are	in	keeping	with	Augustine's	ideas	of	the	city	of	God	
and	the	earthly	city	as	succinctly	summarised	by	Donald	X.	Burt	in	his	work	about	the	
centrality	of	relationship,	particularly	friendship,	in	Augustine's	conception	of	unity	with	
God.	Given	an	eternally	imperfect	earthly	world,	the	best	those	wishing	to	be	at	one	with	
God	may	do	is	to	live	as	'pilgrims',	keeping	earthly	possessions,	experiences,	and	glory	in	
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perspective	and	pursuing	ordered	society,	and	leadership,	that	serves	'each	other	in	love',	
rather	than	dominates	others.146	
	 Bernard	of	Clairvaux	advises	Pope	Eugene	that	he	is	to	be	‘the	father	of	kings’,	a	
statement	revealing	that,	like	Augustine,	Bernard	considered	God	to	be	the	ultimate	ruler	
and	the	Church	God's	instrument	with	temporal	rulers.147	This	position	is	reinforced	by	the	
further	comment:	‘Let	him	who	will	not	listen	to	you	fear	that	God	will	listen	to	you	
speaking	against	him.’148	Such	a	comment	may	sound	presumptuous,	almost	a	veiled	threat,	
but	it	comes	across	quite	differently	in	Bernard’s	correspondence.	He	appeals	to	a	common	
belief	in	the	same	God,	again	placing	his	humility	before	that	God	ahead	of	what	others,	
even	kings,	may	think	of	him.149	As	he	comments	to	Louis,	King	of	France:	‘It	were	an	awful	
thing	to	fall	into	the	hands	of	the	living	God,	awful	even	for	you,	O	king.’150	An	additional	
example	is	his	appeal	to	the	people	of	Milan:	
If	anyone	should	advise	you,	to	obey	in	some	things	but	not	in	others,	you	should	
know,	since	you	have	experienced	once	the	severity	of	the	Apostolic	See,	that	he	is	
either	deceived	or	a	deceiver.	Do	what	I	say,	for	I	do	not	deceive	you.	Be	humble	and	
patient	because	God	gives	his	grace	to	the	humble	and	the	patient	inherit	the	land.	
Be	careful	to	keep	in	the	good	graces	of	your	mistress	and	mother	now	that	you	
have	returned	to	them…’151		
	
Humility	was	therefore	critical	in	Bernard’s	temporal	appeals	on	behalf	of	his	Church.	Both	
Augustine	and	Bernard	were	thrust	into	world	affairs	and	exercised	considerable	power.152	
Both	emphasised	that	they	participated	in	this	reluctantly.153	However,	while	Augustine	
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indicated	that	Christians	should	‘allow	the	authorities	to	do	their	job	in	peace’	because,	like	
everyone	else,	‘they	will	have	to	give	an	account	of	themselves	to	God	and	to	their	
superiors’,	Bernard’s	attitude	indicates	that,	by	the	later	Middle	Ages,	the	Church	was	much	
less	reticent	to	become	involved,	as	will	become	evident	as	the	thesis	progresses.154				
	 So,	the	issues	on	which	earlier	thinkers	differed	may	be	summarised	as	those	related	
to:	the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	
internal	humility;	humility	as	abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power;	
spiritual	advancement	through	grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	
through	merit;	and	the	extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	
with	Christian	humility.	The	unique	positions	in	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	of	Francis,	
the	early	First	Order,	and	Bonaventure	will	be	partly	determined	by	their	responses	to	these	
long-standing,	contentious	issues.		
	
Concluding	Remarks	
	
	 This	chapter	has	established	a	heritage	of	Christian	humility	in	which	the	early	
Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	may	be	situated,	and	highlighted	the	ongoing,	related	
interactions	between	theology	and	environment.	In	the	first	instance,	the	common	ground	
of	post-New	Testament	Christian	humility	was	defined	as	resting	on	four	points:	Humanity	
was	flawed	and	God	was	the	source	of	all	good,	including	the	provision	of	Christ	whose	life	
and	death	was,	in	effect,	the	Christian	definition	of	humility.	Humility	was	therefore	
relational	and	required	action	on	both	parts,	from	God	and	humankind.	Further,	humility	
before	God	first	was	necessary.	Significantly,	this	humility	may	or	may	not	then	
accommodate	other	people,	depending	on	whether	humility	before	God	was	likely	to	be	
compromised.	Lastly,	external	displays	of	humility	started	with	the	cultivation	of	internal	
humility,	which	in	turn	involved	developing	some	level	of	knowledge	of	God	and	oneself.	
	 These	four	pieces	of	common	ground	for	Christian	humility	were	ever	present	as	
consideration	was	given	to	Augustine	of	Hippo's,	Benedict	of	Nursia's,	and	Bernard	of	
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Clairvaux's	conception	and	practice	of	humility	in	their	environments.	The	ideas	of	abstract	
and	practical	challenges	to	humility,	both	with	temporal	society	(power,	peace,	intellect)	
and	within	the	Church	(internal	humility	and	humility	in	defence	of	the	Church)	were	
introduced.	While	the	example	figures	within	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	shared	much	
in	common,	such	as	advocacy	of	humility	within	the	Church	and	an	ardent	desire	to	put	God	
first	in	defence	of	the	Church,	the	environment	in	which	each	operated	had	a	significant	
hand	in	determining	how	the	basics	of	humility	were	applied.	This	point	will	be	particularly	
important	to	the	thesis's	study	of	why	the	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	developed	
as	they	did,	hence	the	extensive	discussion	in	Chapter	One	of	the	challenges	to	humility	in	
medieval	Italy,	from	both	the	state	of	the	Church	at	that	time	and	the	civic	climate.	
	 Putting	aside	commonalities	for	a	moment,	the	last	part	of	the	chapter	focused	on	
points	on	which	early	Christian	thinkers	on	humility	differed:	the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	
pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	internal	humility;	humility	as	
abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power;	spiritual	advancement	through	
grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	merit;	and	the	extent	and	
level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	Christian	humility.	These	
dilemmas,	along	with	the	aforementioned	common	ground	of	the	heritage	of	Christian	
humility	and	reactions	to	environment,	would	shape	the	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	
humility	and	define	their	places	in	the	longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility	presented	
above.	
	 The	unique	characters	of	Francis's,	the	early	First	Order's,	and	Bonaventure's	
vocations	of	humility	remain	elusive	at	this	point	in	the	thesis.	Historians	tend	to	
concentrate	on	Francis’s	outspoken	advocacy	of	peace,	poverty,	and,	to	a	certain	extent,	
human	equality	as	reactions	to	the	divisive	wealth,	lack	of	harmony,	and	violence	in	his	
central	Italian	medieval	society	of	Assisi,	but	the	bedrock	for	all	these	preoccupations	lies	at	
a	deeper	level	still,	with	a	vocation	of	humility.155	Significantly,	his	vocation	of	humility	
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Essays	on	Contemporary	Franciscanism	Vol.	14	2010,	The	Rule	of	the	Friars	Minor,	1209-2009:	Historical	
Perspectives,	Lived	Realities,	Daria	Mitchell	(ed.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	
2010),	47-8;	Fortini,	1,159,166;	Armstrong,	St	Francis...,	16-7,124-6;	Flood,	‘Foreword’,	9;	Little,	‘Evangelical…’,	
16,25;	Eβer,	70;	Monti,	‘”Deservedly	Approved...’,	13-4;	Lawrence,	Medieval	Monasticism...,	241,247;	Foot,	
37,49;	Todeschini,	40;	Little,	Franciscan	Papers...,	5,8;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	13;	Ward-
Perkins,	54-5;	Brown,	The	Roots...,	144-5,152;	Dean	(ed.),	109-10;	Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi...,	45;	Monti,	Francis	&	
His	Brothers…,	20;	Robson,	St	Francis...,	18;	Lino	Temperini,	viii-ix;	Helen	Moak,	‘Translator's	Preface,’	in	
Arnaldo	Fortini,	Francis	of	Assisi,	translation	of	Nova	Vita	di	San	Francesco	(1959),	Helen	Moak	(trans.)	(New	
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before	God	also	encompassed	virtually	unwavering	humility	before	Church	authority	and	
hierarchy,	making	him	a	potent	weapon	on	its	behalf	against	other	societal	currents,	and	a	
rarity	of	his	time	in	his	ability	to,	in	turn,	influence	society's	direction.156	Other	religious	
movements	and	people,	both	contemporary	and	preceding,	prioritised	humility	but	few	
managed	to	maintain	it	toward	both	God	and	the	Church.	Take,	for	example,	the	previously	
discussed	Waldensians.	However,	his	social,	political,	and	religious	environment	only	partly	
explains	Francis's	unique	vocation	of	humility,	as	Chapter	One	demonstrates	through	its	
discussion	of	the	extensive	and	influential	heritage	that	came	before.	
	 Chapter	Two	will	explicitly	identify	and	elaborate	on	the	elements	and	characteristics	
of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	with	reference	to	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	and	
environmental	factors	outlined	above.	Chapters	Three	and	Four	will	carry	out	similar	
examinations	for	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventure.	At	the	end	of	this	process,	the	
heritage	of	Christian	humility	will	be	enriched	by	deeper	appreciation	of	the	differences,	
similarities,	and	unique	points	of	each	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	(that	is,	those	
belonging	to	Francis,	the	early	First	Order,	and	Bonaventure).	These	early	Franciscan	
traditions	will	be	placed	carefully	and	productively	within	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility.	
Further,	our	understanding	of	humility's	role	in	early	Franciscan	history	will	be	sharply	
focused	and	contextualised,	both	in	terms	of	humility's	long	Christian	heritage	and	the	
environments	in	which	the	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	was	repeatedly	reconceived	from	
1209	up	to	Bonaventure's	death	in	1274.	
	
																																																						
York:	Crossroads,	1985),	xi-xiii;	G.K.	Chesterton,	St.	Francis	of	Assisi	(London:	Hodder	and	Stoughton,	1923,	
21st	ed.,	1939),	50-1;	McMichael,	133.	
156	Lester	K.	Little,	'Imitatio	Francisci:	The	Influence	of	Francis	of	Assisi	on	Late	Medieval	Religious	Life,'	in	
Defenders	and	Critics	of	Franciscan	Life:	Essays	in	Honor	of	John	V.	Fleming,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	&	G.	
Geltner	(eds.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2009),	199.	
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CHAPTER	TWO	-	FRANCIS	OF	ASSISI'S	VOCATION	OF	HUMILITY	
	
Introductory	Remarks	
	
	 Chapter	One	established	a	heritage	of	Christian	humility	into	which	may	be	placed	
the	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	subsequently	created	by	Francis	of	Assisi,	the	early	First	
Order,	and	Bonaventure.	The	early	Franciscans	and	Bonaventure	will	be	addressed	in	
Chapters	Three	and	Four.	Chapter	Two	will	define	the	contours	of	Francis	of	Assisi's	vocation	
of	humility.	These	three	connected	but	distinct	vocations	of	humility	were	created	by	a	
combination	of	factors,	common	in	nature	and	related	to	earlier	Christian	conceptions	of	
humility	but	sometimes	differing	in	content	and	effect.	These	factors,	some	of	which	were	
introduced	earlier	in	the	thesis	and	some	of	which	were	not,	will	arise	continually	
throughout	Chapters	Two	to	Four	in	various	configurations	and	degrees,	at	times	implicit	
and	explicit	at	others.		
	
Factors	in	the	creation	of	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	
	 The	first	of	these	factors	is	the	centrality	of	humility	to	Francis's	religio,	which	
formed	part	of	the	rationale	for	this	thesis	and	was	therefore	referenced	in	the	Introduction	
and	will	be	expanded	upon	in	this	chapter.	The	second	factor	is	the	four	interconnected	
points	on	which	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	met,	outlined	in	Chapter	One.	These	
points	give	rise	to	a	unique	fusion	of	familiar	elements	within	Francis's	vocation	of	humility	
covered	briefly	in	this	chapter:	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	
worldly	constraints.	The	third	factor	is	the	group	of	ongoing	issues,	both	abstract	and	
practical,	resulting	from	Christian	humility's	interaction	with	the	temporal	world	and	its	
application	within	the	Church.	These	issues	were	introduced	in	Chapter	One	in	relation	to	
the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	but	remain	equally	applicable	in	the	thirteenth	century,	
especially	their	interaction	with	the	fourth	factor:	relevant	features	of	the	contemporary	
social,	economic,	political,	and	religious	climate.	The	fifth	factor	is	the	points	of	difference	in	
the	heritage	of	Christian	humility,	also	raised	in	Chapter	One.	These	points	of	difference	or	
contention	were:	the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	
required	by	internal	humility;	humility	as	abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	
power;	spiritual	advancement	through	grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	
degree	through	merit;	and	the	extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	world	compatible	with	
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Christian	humility.	Chapters	Two,	Three,	and	Four	will	argue	that	early	Franciscan	vocations	
of	humility	are	defined,	each	slightly	differently,	by	combinations	of	these	five	factors,	and	
therefore	uniquely	placed	in	the	longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility.	Their	influence	on	the	
young	Order,	as	it	first	developed,	will	also	become	increasingly	apparent.	
	
A	Note	about	Sources	
	
	 Before	delving	further	into	Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	a	note	about	primary	
sources	is	required.	Sources	written	after	Francis's	lifetime,	and	therefore	theoretically	
more	likely	to	illuminate	aspects	of	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility,	are	used	in	this	
chapter.	However,	they	are	generally	used	in	combination	with	Francis's	own	writing	or	
writing	about	him	dating	to	shortly	after	his	death,	to	ensure	the	points	remain	reflective	of	
Francis	rather	than	the	view	later	Franciscans	might	have	wished	to	take	of	him.	An	example	
would	be	Thomas	of	Celano's	'The	Remembrance	of	the	Desire	of	a	Soul	(The	Second	Life	of	
Saint	Francis)	(1245-1247),'	which	exhibited	differences	to	Thomas's	first	life	of	Francis,	
written	just	after	Francis	died.	Where	possible,	a	combination	of	contemporary	or	near	
contemporary	sources	have	been	used	to	support	points	made	about	Francis's	vocation,	
and,	in	a	majority	of	cases,	the	first	footnote	reference	is	to	Francis's	writing,	or	other	
writing	produced	during	his	lifetime	or	shortly	after	his	death.		
	
The	Elements	of	Francis	of	Assisi's	vocation	of	humility	
	
	 The	process	of	defining	Francis	of	Assisi's	vocation	of	humility	begins	with	an	
examination	of	its	constitutive	elements,	in	which	echoes	of	last	chapter's	heritage	of	
Christian	humility	are	found.	These	elements	are	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	
freedom	from	worldly	constraints.	Francis's	subjection	remained	trained	on	God	first	but	he	
placed	increased	emphasis	on	subjection	to	others	in	the	Church	and	society.	Francis's	self-
sacrifice	was	especially	Christocentric,	particularly	Eucharistic,	with	a	consequent	
prominence	given	to	the	encouragement	of	lay	piety	and	respect	for	clergy.	Francis's	
inversion	was	based	on	the	commonly	held	position	that	everyone	was	in	the	same	situation	
before	God	but	he	laid	additional	weight	on	leaders	as	servants.	Francis's	freedom	from	
worldly	constraints	was	memorably	strict,	in	his	complete	and	literal	rejection	of	money,	
goods,	family,	and	worldly	influence.	All	four	elements	had	recognisable	roots	in	earlier	
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Christian	thinking	about	humility	but	the	accents	with	which	Francis	endowed	them	created	
a	unique	vocation	of	humility,	partly	confirmation	of	and	partly	reaction	to	the	existing	
Christian	tradition.		
Subjection	
	 Francis's	vocation	of	humility	involved,	firstly,	being	subject	to	God,	but	then	turning	
one's	attention	outward	and	being	subject	to	others,	even	one's	enemies.1	While	Augustine	
of	Hippo,	Benedict	of	Nursia,	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	prioritised	servanthood	to	God,	it	is	
unclear	whether	they	focused,	to	such	a	high	degree,	on	servanthood	to	their	enemies,	
although	Augustine	and	Bernard	clearly	cared	about	such	people's	ultimate	salvation.2	
According	to	Francis's	first	official	biographer,	Thomas	of	Celano,	the	story	of	the	group's	
foundation	was	quite	literally	the	story	of	Francis's	subjection	to	God:	
One	day	the	gospel	was	being	read	in	that	church	about	how	the	Lord	sent	out	his	
disciples	to	preach.	The	holy	man	of	God,	who	was	attending	there,	in	order	to	
understand	better	the	words	of	the	gospel,	humbly	begged	the	priest	after	
celebrating	the	solemnities	of	the	Mass	to	explain	the	gospel	to	him.	The	priest	
explained	it	all	to	him	thoroughly	line	by	line.	When	he	heard	that	Christ’s	disciples	
should	not	possess	gold	or	silver	or	money,	or	carry	on	their	journey	a	wallet	or	a	
sack,	nor	bread	nor	a	staff,	nor	to	have	shoes	nor	two	tunics,	but	that	they	should	
preach	the	kingdom	of	God	and	penance,	the	holy	man,	Francis,	immediately	exulted	
																																																						
1	Francis	of	Assisi,	'Later	Admonition	and	Exhortation	To	the	Brothers	and	Sisters	of	Penance	(Second	Version	
of	the	Letter	to	the	Faithful)	(1220?),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	1-2,	p.	45	&	18,	p.	46	&	25-7,	p.	47	&	38,	p.	48	&	47,	p.	48;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Earlier	Rule	–	
The	Rule	Without	a	Papal	Seal	(1209/10-1221),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	
Regis	J.	Armstrong,		O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	
York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	V,	pp.	66-8	&	Chpt	XIV.1-6,	p.	73	&	Chpt	XVI.10-20,	pp.	74-5	&	Chpt	XXII,	p.	
79;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Later	Rule	(1223),’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	10.7-11,	p.	105;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	(1228-1229),'	in	Thomas	of	
Celano,	The	Francis	Trilogy	of	Thomas	of	Celano,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	
Conv.,	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	2004),	First	Book,	Chpt	XII.29,	p.	47	&	Chpt	
XXIX.83,	p.	93;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘The	Franciscan	Tradition’,	xxiv;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Francis	of	
Assisi’,	7;	John	of	Perugia,	Chpt	V.23,	pp.	44-5	&	Chpt	VIII.37,	p.	52;	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	Chpt	
VII.21,	p.	81	&	Chpt	XIV.57,	p.	101.	My	position	on	Francis's	priorities	in	his	subjection	are	based	on	the	above	
sources.	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	suggests	a	more	horizontal	conception	of	subjection,	using	Francis's	
encounter	with	the	leper	as	the	starting	point:	'Through	the	workings	of	grace,	Francis	now	came	to	discover	
the	cardinal	insight	of	his	life:	that	all	men	and	women	are	brothers	and	sisters,	one	to	another,	created	equal	
in	dignity	and	worth	by	the	same	Creator	God....everything	that	ruptures	the	bonds	of	this	sacred	fraternity	
willed	by	God	for	human	life	is	what	Francis	means	by	"sin".'	The	two	positions	do	not	necessarily	essentially	
contradict	each	other	because,	in	both	perspectives,	relationships	between	people	and	the	definition	of	sin	are	
still	determined	first	through	reference	to	God	(Cusato,	'Francis	and	the	Franciscan...',	20;	Cusato,	
'Hermitage...',	10-2).	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	'"If	My	Words	Remain	in	You...";	Foundations	of	the	
Evangelical	Life,'	in	Francis	of	Assisi	-	History,	Hagiography	and	Hermeneutics	in	the	Early	Documents,	Jay	M.	
Hammond	(ed.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	2004),	70;	Sabatier,	xxiii;	Hoeberichts,	3.		
2	See	pp.	37-40	of	this	thesis.		
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in	the	spirit	of	God.	“This	is	what	I	want,”	he	said,	“this	is	what	I	seek,	this	is	what	I	
desire	with	all	my	heart.”	The	holy	father,	overflowing	with	joy,	hastened	to	
implement	the	words	of	salvation,	and	did	not	delay	before	he	devoutly	began	to	
put	into	effect	what	he	heard.3	
	
Francis	was	convinced	that	God,	in	giving	Francis	the	group,	had	also	advised	him	how	its	
members	should	live,	in	total	subjection	to	God	but	also	to	others	through	renunciation	of	
property,	prayer	and	offices,	mendicancy,	and	service.4	Francis	elaborates	on	the	concept	of	
being	subject	to	God	and	then,	in	turn,	to	others	in	'The	Admonitions'.	According	to	verse	IX,	
the	mark	of	someone	who	'truly	loves	his	enemy'	is	someone	not	hurt	by	the	enemy's	
actions	but	rather	by	the	ways	in	which	that	enemy	has	offended	God,	a	position	
reminiscent	of	Augustine	of	Hippo's	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux's	God-centric	objections	
against	their	enemies.5	In	the	same	vein,	verse	XIV	asserts	that	'someone	who	is	truly	poor	
in	spirit	hates	himself	and	loves	those	who	strike	him	on	the	cheek.'6	Enemies	were	not	to	
be	the	only	recipients,	though,	with	Francis	also	encouraging	'the	servant	who	returns	every	
good	to	the	Lord	God...'	to	support	their	neighbour	as	they	would	wish	to	be	supported	
themselves.7		
	 A	summary	of	Francis's	subjective	humility	is	encompassed	by	a	startling	statement	
he	makes	in	'A	Salutation	of	the	Virtues'.	Francis	advises	that	his	'true	joy'	is	not	in	
influencing	universities,	or	the	Church	hierarchy,	or	in	converting	all	'non-believers',	or	in	
receiving	'so	much	grace	from	God	that	I	heal	the	sick	and	perform	many	miracles',	but	
																																																						
3	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	IX.22,	pp.	41-2.	
4	Julian	of	Speyer	and	Others,	'The	Divine	Office	of	Saint	Francis	by	Julian	of	Speyer	and	Others	(1228-1232),'	in	
Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	
O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.),	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Lauds,	18.	Antiphons,	Verse	
I,	p.	337;	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	by	Julian	of	Speyer	(1232-1235),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	
Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	
William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.),	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	IV.23,	pp.	384-5;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	
Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	I.1,	pp.	63-4	&	Chpt	III.3,	p.	65	&	Chpt	IX.3-6,	p.	70;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	
Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	XXVII.71,	p.	84;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Remembrance	of	the	Desire	of	a	
Soul	(The	Second	Life	of	Saint	Francis)	(1245-1247),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	–	The	
Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	
(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Second	Book,	Chpt	CXI.152,	p.	345;	Bonaventure,	'The	Minor	Legend	of	
Saint	Francis	(1260-1263),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	II	–	The	Founder,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	
O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	
1999),	Chpt	III,	Fourth	Lesson,	p.	695;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Francis	of	Assisi’,	3-4.	
5	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Admonitions,’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	IX.2-4,	p.	132.	See,	also,	pp.	37-40	of	this	thesis.	
6	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Admonitions',	XIV.4,	pp.	133-4.	
7	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Admonitions',	XVIII.2,	p.	134;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	V,	pp.	66-8	&	
Chpt	VI.1-2,	p.	68.			
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rather	in	arriving	in	Perugia,	cold,	muddy	and	hurt,	only	to	be	rejected	by	his	brethren:	'"I	
tell	you	this:	If	I	had	patience	and	did	not	become	upset,	true	joy,	as	well	as	true	virtue	and	
the	salvation	of	my	soul,	would	consist	in	this."'8	Hence	subjection	was	an	unmistakably	
strong,	perhaps	the	pre-eminent,	element	of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility.	It	was	totally	at	
odds	with	the	contemporary	ethos	of	his	society	and	somewhat	at	odds	with	general	
practice	within	the	Church	at	the	time,	both	discussed	in	Chapter	One.	In	his	strongly	other-
person-centred	subjection,	Francis's	answer	to	the	contested	question	of	humility	as	
abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power	is	clear.	Abrogation	of	power	was	
the	only	path	to	true,	worthy	power,	not	the	sort	that	takes	advantage	of	others.	Further,	in	
his	attitude	of	subjection	to	others,	we	witness	Francis's	strong	orientation	toward	Christ	
and	his	first	disciples	as	the	optimal	exemplars	in	the	pursuit	of	humility.		 	
Self-Sacrifice	
	 Second,	but	relatedly,	Francis's	humility	was	especially	marked	by	Christocentric	
selflessness,	acknowledging	and	following	Christ's	example	of	self-sacrificial	love.9	Francis	
quotes	Christ	on	this	matter	in	'The	Admonitions':	'I	did	not	come	to	be	served,	but	to	serve,	
says	the	Lord.'	(Mt	20:28).10	In	an	environment	in	which	the	Church	was	struggling	to	
maintain	clerical	standards	with,	and	lay	adherence	to,	the	Eucharist,	Francis	corroborated	
the	incomparability	of	Christ's	example	through	his	heavy	and	continual	emphasis	on	
revering	and	responding	appropriately	to	the	Eucharist,	as	the	transformed	body	and	blood	
of	Jesus,	the	graphic	result	of	Christ's	humility	and	sacrifice.11	In	a	letter	to	the	Order,	
																																																						
8	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘A	Salutation	of	the	Virtues,’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	
J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	4-6,	8-15,	pp.	166-7;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Remembrance...',	Second	Book,	Chpt	CXI.151,	
pp.	344-5	&	Chpt	CIV-CVI,	pp.	340-1;	Bonaventure,	'The	Major	Legend...',	Chpt	6.5,	p.	572;	Pansters,	116.	
9	Julian	of	Speyer	and	Others,	'The	Divine	Office...',	First	Vespers,	2.	Short	Scripture	Reading,	p.	328;	Julian	of	
Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	X.53,	p.	405;	Gregory	IX,	'Mira	circa	nos	of	Gregory	IX	(1228),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	
Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	
William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	568;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Admonitions',	III.9-
11,	p.	130;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Earlier	Exhortation	To	the	Brothers	and	Sisters	of	Penance	(The	First	Version	of	
the	Letter	to	the	Faithful	(1209-1215),’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	Chpt	1.11-9,	p.	42;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Later	Admonition...',	11-13,	p.	46;	Thomas	of	Celano,	
'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	XXX.84,	p.	94;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘The	Franciscan	
Tradition’,	xviii-xix;	Bernard	of	Besse,	16;	Sabatier,	28;	Adderley,	44;	Moorman,	Richest...,	25;	Herkless,	74-5;	
Chesterton,	138-9;	Jeffrey,	71-2;	Doyle,	'St.	Francis...;	Doyle,	'Saint	Francis...',	336-8,345-6;	Pansters,	113-
4,138-9.	
10	Italicization	in	the	translated	edition.	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Admonitions',	IV.1,	p.	130.	
11	Francis	of	Assisi,	'A	Letter	to	the	Entire	Order	(1225-1226),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	
The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	
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Francis	exhorts	his	brothers	to	treat	the	body	and	blood	of	Christ	with	respect	and	in	this	'let	
all	their	will,	as	much	as	grace	helps,	be	directed	to	God,	desiring,	thereby,	to	please	only	
the	Most	High	Lord...'.12	Christocentric	selflessness	is	therefore	also	a	significant	element	of	
Francis's	vocation	of	humility.	His	concentration	on	the	Eucharist	adds	weight	to	his	
emphatic	answer	about	the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	
life	required	by	internal	humility.	Again,	Christ	was	the	optimal	exemplar.		
Inversion	
	 Pursuant	to	his	commitment	to	Christ's	example,	Francis	further	believed,	thirdly,	
that	humility	implied	inversion.13	The	meaning	of	'inversion'	I	intend	is	listed	in	the	Oxford	
English	Dictionary	Online	as:	'the	action	or	fact	of	reversing	or	transposing	in	direction,	
order,	relationship,	or	effect;	an	instance	of	reversal	or	transposition;	something	which	has	
been	inverted'.14 Humility	was	defined	by	Francis	as	recognising	one's	position	before	God	
and	therefore	being	willing	to	serve	others,	especially	when	placed	in	a	position	of	
leadership.	Those	holding	office	or	an	especial	level	of	spiritual	grace	had	a	particularly	
conspicuous	responsibility	to	humble	themselves	for	the	good	and	support	of	others,	as	
																																																						
(eds.),	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	26-9,	p.	118;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Admonitions',	I.16-8,	p.	129;	
Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Later	Admonition...',	22-3,	p.	47;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'Exhortations	to	the	Clergy	–	Earlier	Edition	
(before	1219),’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	
Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	1-3,	p.	52;	
Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Exhortations	to	the	Clergy	–	Later	Edition	(1220),’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	
Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	
O.F.M.,	(eds.),	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	8-10,	p.	54;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	First	Letter	to	the	
Custodians	(1220),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	
J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.),	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	1-2,	p.	
56	&	6-7,	p.	57;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Second	Letter	to	the	Custodians	(1220),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	
Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	
William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.),	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	4-7,	p.	60;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	
Saint	Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	XXX.84,	p.	94;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘The	Franciscan	Tradition’,	
xviii;	Bernard	of	Besse,	22;	Moorman,	Richest...,	58-61;	Hoeberichts,	100-6;	Jeffrey,	25,32,55-60;	Doyle,	'Saint	
Francis...',	342-3,345;	Robson,	'The	writings...',	43-4;	Pansters,	113-6,138-9.	
12	Francis	of	Assisi,	'A	Letter	to	the	Entire	Order',	12-29,	pp.	117-8.	
13	Other	historians	have	advanced	different	theories	about	what,	precisely,	Francis	sought	to	invert.	Michael	F.	
Cusato's,	O.F.M.,	work	highlights	Francis's	attempts	to	invert,	or	at	least	influence,	societal	relations	in	general,	
by	modelling	exemplary	society.	See,	for	example,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'Turpe	lucrum,	stercus,	capitale:	
The	Evolving	Relationship	of	the	Friars	Minor	to	Money	in	the	Thirteenth	Century,'	in	Interpreting	Francis	and	
Claire	of	Assisi	-	From	the	Middle	Ages	to	the	Present,	Constant	J.	Mews	&	Claire	Renkin	(eds.)	(Mulgrave,	Vic.:	
Broughton	Publishing,	2010),	16-53,	which	discusses	the	Franciscan	attitude	to	currency	in	particular.	Jacques	
Dalarun	proposes	inversion	in	the	form	of	'a	clear	movement	toward	feminisation...'	in	Francis	(Jacques	
Dalarun,	'In	the	Eyes	of	Each	Other:	Clare	and	Francis	of	Assisi,'	in	Interpreting	Francis	and	Claire	of	Assisi	-	
From	the	Middle	Ages	to	the	Present,	Constant	J.	Mews	and	Claire	Renkin	(eds.)	(Mulgrave,	Vic.:	Broughton	
Publishing,	2010),	4-5,11-2.	
14	"inversion,	n.".	OED	Online.	June	2019.	Oxford	University	Press.	https://www-oed-
com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/view/Entry/99005?redirectedFrom=inversion	(accessed	June	18,	2019).	
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Christ	had	done.15	They	were	to	be	servants	in	their	mastership.16	Francis	vividly	comments:	
'Let	those	who	are	placed	over	others	boast	about	that	position	as	much	as	they	would	if	
they	were	assigned	the	duty	of	washing	the	feet	of	their	brothers'	and	'Blessed	is	that	
servant	who	is	not	placed	in	a	high	position	by	his	own	will	and	always	desires	to	be	under	
the	feet	of	others	.'17	Sources	written	soon	after	his	death	confirm	the	view	Francis	
professed	in	writing	was	borne	out	in	his	attitude	to	leadership	of	his	group.18	Julian	of	
Speyer	explains	that	Francis	had	been	'taught	in	all	things...'	by	'the	grace	of	the	Holy	
Spirit...'	and	'wished	to	come	to	know	in	himself	every	kind	of	perfection	by	experience.'19	
So	he	taught	'his	brothers	by	his	example...'	and	reinforced	his	example	with	'sweet	
words.'20	Following	Christ's	example,	Francis	put	his	faith	in	leadership	by	service	and,	in	
doing	so,	somewhat	reflected	the	relational	and	work-based	monastic	models	of	
servanthood.	Benedict	of	Nursia	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	had	gradually	built	up	a	paradigm	
of	spiritual	advancement	through	communal	transparency	and	service;	the	doing	of	
particular	activities	in	particular	ways	as	a	means	of	earning	merit.21	Francis	appears	to	have	
agreed	that	spiritual	advancement	was	possible,	at	least	partly,	but	through	personal	merit	
in	leadership.	
Freedom	from	Worldly	Constraints	
	 Through	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	and	inversion,	humility	afforded	freedom	from	
worldly	constraints	which,	in	turn,	was	connected	back	to	Francis's	God-centric	world	
																																																						
15	'Masses	in	Honor	of	Saint	Francis,'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	First	Mass,	5.	Gospel,	p.	347;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Later	Admonition...',	40-44,	p.	48;	Francis	of	
Assisi,	'The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	IV,	pp.	66-7	&	Chpt	V,	pp.	66-8;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Later	Rule...',	Chpt	10.4-6,	
p.	105;	de	Voragine,	226;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	42-3,	pp.	144-5;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Remembrance...',	
Second	Book,	Chpt	CXXXIX.184-7,	pp.	364-6;	Cajetan	Esser,	O.F.M.,	Origins	of	the	Franciscan	Order,	Aedan	
Daly,	O.F.M.,	&	Dr	Irina	Lynch	(trans.)	(Chicago:	Franciscan	Herald	Press,	1970),	59-61.	
16	Herkless,	51-2;	Esser,	59-66;	Cusato,	'Francis	and	the	Franciscan...',	26-7;	Robson,	'The	writings...',	41;	
Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'The	Renunciation	of	Power	as	a	Foundational	Theme	in	Early	Franciscan	History,'	in	
The	Early	Franciscan	Movement	(1205-1239)	-	History,	Sources	and	Hermeneutics,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	
(ed.)	(Spoleto:	Fondazione	-	Centro	Italiano	di	studi	Sull'alto	Medioevo,	2009),	41-5.	
17	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Admonitions',	IV.2-3,	p.	130	&	XIX.1-4,	p.	135;	
Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Later	Rule...',	Chpt	10.4-6,	p.	105;	Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	41-5.	
18	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	XII.67,	p.	414.	
19	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	IV.24,	p.	385.	
20	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	IV.24,	p.	385.	
21	See	Chapter	One	of	this	thesis.	
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view.22	As	Chapter	One	demonstrated,	family	and	the	love	of	money	were	two	aspects	of	
life	on	earth	that	Francis	rejected	as	unimportant	in	his	differently	delineated	reality,	with	
humility	to	God	at	the	core.	Pope	Gregory	IX	succinctly	notes:	'he	no	longer	lived	for	himself,	
but	rather	for	Christ,	who	died	for	our	sins	and	was	raised	for	our	justification,	so	that	we	
might	no	longer	be	enslaved	to	sin.'23	After	his	conversion,	Francis	saw	his	society's	
priorities,	his	father	and	his	wealth,	as	ties	that	bound,	obstacles	to	humility	before	God.24	
Their	absence	freed	him.	Many	contemporary	sources	emphasise	that,	by	standing	up	to	his	
father's	opposition	to	his	conversion,	Francis	felt	comfort	and	strength	from	God	that	
brought	him	peace	and	reinforced	his	resolve	to	live	in	humility.25	Humility	to	God	had	
proven	to	be,	in	Francis's	experience,	the	winning	strategy,	a	power	of	its	own	kind.26	When	
he	handed	back	all	his	clothes	to	his	father,	he:	'stood	completely	naked	in	front	of	
everyone,	and	presented	himself	as	an	exile	in	the	world.'27	Freed	by	this	severance,	he	was	
a	powerful	paragon	of	'fervor'	in	the	eyes	of	those	who	witnessed	it,	including	the	bishop	of	
the	town.28	But	more	importantly	in	his	worldview,	'he	was	now	separated	from	the	
																																																						
22	Francis	of	Assisi,	'Earlier	Exhortation...',	Chpt	2,	1-7,	p.	43;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	I.2-5,	p.	
4	&	Chpt	VIII.2,	p.	69	&	Chpt	VIII.8-12,	p.	70;	Hammond,	'Saint	Francis's	Doxological...',	116-9,122-7,135-6,147-
51;	House,	xv;	Chesterton,	122-3.	
23	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Gregory	IX,	'Mira	circa	nos...',	567.	
24	Henri	d’Avranches,	'The	Versified	Life	of	Saint	Francis	by	Henri	d’Avranches	(1232-1239),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	
Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	
William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	Third	Book,	verses	160-4,	p.	450	&	Fourth	
Book,	verses	20-3,	pp.	452-3;	Thomas	of	Celano,	‘The	Legend	for	Use	in	the	Choir	by	Thomas	of	Celano	(1230-
1232),’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	
Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	[I].2,	p.	319;	Francis	
of	Assisi,	'The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	I.2-5,	p.	4;	Bernard	of	Besse,	29.	
25	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	1.7-8,	p.	374;	d'Avranches,	'The	Versified	Life...',	Third	Book,	verses	93-
107,	p.	448;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	V.10-11,	p.	31;	John	of	
Perugia,	Chpt	I.9,	p.	37;	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	Chpt	VI.17-9,	pp.	78-9;	Sabatier,	57.	
26	Baxter	Wolf,	4.	
27	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	1.8,	p.		375;	d'Avranches,	'The	Versified	Life...',	Third	Book,	verses	150-7,	
pp.	449-50;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	VI.15,	pp.	33-4;	
Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Francis	of	Assisi’,	2;	John	of	Perugia,	Chpt	I.8,	p.	37;	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	
Chpt	VI.19-20,	pp.	79-80;	Lawrence	S.	Cunningham,	'Francis	Naked	and	Clothed:	A	Theological	Meditation,'	in	
Francis	of	Assisi	-	History,	Hagiography	and	Hermeneutics	in	the	Early	Documents,	Jay	M.	Hammond	(ed.)	(New	
York:	New	City	Press,	2004),	170-7.	
28	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	1.8,	p.	375;	d'Avranches,	'The	Versified	Life...',	Third	Book,	verses	150-7,	
pp.	449-50;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	VI.15,	pp.	33-4;	
Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Francis	of	Assisi’,	2;	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	Chpt	VI.19-20.,	pp.	79-80;	
Sabatier,	60-2;	House,	170.	
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contemplation	of	God	by	no	earthly	thing	except	the	barrier	of	the	flesh.'29	Julian	of	Speyer	
describes	this	idea	when	writing	about	Francis:	
The	carnal	self	of	proud	conceit	
He	bade	the	spirit's	laws	obey,	
Brought	to	a	world	of	sin	defeat,	
And	by	self-conquest	won	the	day.30		
	
Francis's	famous	choice	of	absolute	poverty	was	not,	of	itself,	particularly	shocking,	
disturbing,	or	even	unprecedented	but,	positioned	in	this	context,	the	power	it	represented	
was,	and	clearly	demonstrates	his	ability	to	translate	total	abrogation	of	power	in	humility	
into	a	source	of	power	for	humility.31	Further,	the	enduring	question	of	the	extent	and	level	
of	temporal	involvement	that	is	compatible	with	Christian	humility	is	central	here.	Francis	
was	uncompromising	on	this	point,	especially	in	relation	to	humility's	manifestation	as	
physical	poverty.	The	early	Franciscans'	(Chapter	Three)	and	Bonaventure's	(Chapter	Four)	
divergent	views	on	the	use	of	power	and	temporal	involvement,	and	the	related	issue	of	
physical	poverty,	reflect	distinctive	but	connected	vocations	of	humility.		
	
The	Characteristics	of	Francis	of	Assisi's	vocation	of	humility	
	
	 To	demonstrate	how	Francis's	unique	recipe	of	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	
and	freedom	from	worldly	constraints	appeared	in	his	temporal	world	and	related	to	the	
other	four	formative	factors	delineated	at	the	beginning	of	the	chapter,	it	is	useful	to	set	up	
a	scaffold,	a	series	of	characteristics	that	externally	represent	this	unique	vocation.	The	next	
part	of	the	Chapter	will	describe	six	such	characteristics.	In	effect,	these	characteristics	also	
form	an	observable	foundation	for	later	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility.	They	will	therefore	
be	important	in	Chapters	Three	and	Four.	The	six	characteristics	are:	living	the	Gospel	and	
the	Rule;	being	the	Lesser	Brothers	in	every	sense;	loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally;	
obedience;	humility	in	deeds	and	words;	and	humility	that	may	not	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	
strength	or	determination.	A	clear	orientation	towards	an	active,	visible	humility,	rather	
																																																						
29	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	1.9,	p.	375;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Legend	for	Use...',	[I].2,	p.	319;	
Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Francis	of	Assisi’,	2;	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	Chpt	VII.21,	p.	81;	Baxter	Wolf,	
16;	Moorman,	A	History...,	7.	
30	Julian	of	Speyer	and	Others,	'The	Divine	Office...',	Matins,	8.	Hymn,	Verse	IV,	p.	331.	
31	Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	30;	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction	-	Franciscan	Poverty	(A	Brief	Survey),'	in	
Nicholaus	Minorita:	Chronica	-	Documentation	on	Pope	John	XXII,	Michael	of	Cesena	and	The	Poverty	of	Christ	
with	Summaries	in	English	-	A	Source	Book,	Gedeon	Gál	&	David	Flood	(eds.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	
Institute	Publications,	1996),	5-11.	
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than	a	theologically	complicated	or	theoretical	vocation,	is	evident	in	these	characteristics.	
But,	together,	they	compose	a	comprehensive,	vivid	picture	of	Francis's	humility.	The	rest	of	
the	thesis	is	not	designed	to	compare	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventure	to	Francis,	
based	on	conceptions	of	humility	or	these	yardsticks.	Instead,	the	early	First	Order's	and	
Bonaventure's	vocations	of	humility	are	placed	in	their	own,	exclusive	but	linked,	positions	
in	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility.	In	addition,	humility	will	receive	the	attention	and	
prominence	in	early	Franciscan	history	that	it	deserves.		
	
Living	the	Gospel	and	the	Rule			
	 First	and	foremost,	Francis	modelled	and	encouraged	faithfulness	to	the	Gospels	
(the	accounts	of	Christ)	and	the	Rule,	both	imbued	with	humility.32	'The	Earlier	Rule'	
demonstrates	this	intent:		
‘I	am	the	Way,	the	Truth,	and	the	Life.'	Let	us,	therefore,	hold	onto	the	words,	the	
life,	the	teaching	and	the	Holy	Gospel	of	Him	Who	humbled	Himself	to	beg	His	
Father	for	us	and	to	make	His	name	known	saying:	Father,	glorify	Your	name	and	
glorify	Your	son	that	Your	Son	may	glorify	you.33		
	
Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	and	the	lifestyle	he	insisted	on	for	his	earliest	followers,	
consisted	of	living	the	life	of	Christ	and	his	disciples,	a	life	of	humility	which	involved	
travelling	lightly	and	trusting	God	for	provision	through	work	or	charity,	preaching	penance	
where	they	were	wanted	and	leaving	where	they	were	not	(including	by	secular	members	of	
the	Church),	and	attending	to	their	own	and	their	brothers'	penance	and	worship	to	bring	
themselves	closer	to	God.34	The	prominence	of	this	characteristic	in	Francis's	thinking	is	
																																																						
32	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Testament	(1226),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	
Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	
City	Press,	1999),	14-9,	p.	125	&	30-34,	pp.	126-7;	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	X.53,	p.	405	&	Chpt	IV.21,	
p.	383;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Legend	for	Use...',	[I].2,	p.	320	&	[II].5,	pp.	320-1;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Later	
Rule...',	Chpt	I.1-3,	p.	100;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	Francis	(1228-1229)',	First	Book,	Chpt	XII.32,	p.	
50	&	Chpt	XXX.84,	p.	94;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	55;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘The	Franciscan	Tradition’,	xviii-xx;	Armstrong	&	
Peterson,	‘Francis	of	Assisi’,	4;	Bernard	of	Besse,	39;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	38;	John	of	Perugia,	Chpt	VIII.37,	
p.	52;	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	Chpt	VIII.29,	p.	86;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	46,	p.	146;	Bonaventure,	
'The	Major	Legend...',	Chpt	4.11,	pp.	558-9;	Adderley,	68;	Armstrong,	'"If	My	Words...',	78-83;	Esser,	96,212-7.	
33	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	XXII.40-1,	p.	81.	
34	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Testament',	6-10,	p.125	&	20-6,	pp.	125-6;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Legend	for	Use...',	
[I].2,	p.	320;	Jacques	de	Vitry,	'Historia	Occidentalis	(c.1221/25),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	
–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	
(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	4,	p.	582;	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	III.19,	p.	381;	Francis	of	
Assisi,	'The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	V,	pp.	66-8	&	Chpt	VII.1-2,	p.	68	&	3,	p.	68	&	7-9,	p.	69	&	Chpt	IX.1,	p.	70	&	
Chpt	XIV.1-6,	p.	73	&	Chpt	XX,	pp.	77-8;	Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Later	Rule...',	Chpt	1.1-3,	p.	100	&	Chpt	4.1-3,	p.	
102	&	Chpt	5.1-4,	pp.	102-3	&	Chpt	6.1-3,	p.	103	&	Chpt	7.1-2,	pp.	103-4;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Saint	
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demonstrated	by	his	attempts	to	preserve	it	by	various	means,	such	as	pressure	on	future	
ministers	general	in	'A	Letter	to	the	Entire	Order'	and	strong	words	of	'exhortation'	in	his	
'Testament'.35	Some	of	the	stoutest	language	in	Francis's	writing	is	reserved	for	his	feelings	
about	the	continuation	of	respect	for	the	Rule:		
And	let	the	general	minister	and	all	the	other	ministers	and	custodians	be	bound	
through	obedience	not	to	add	to	or	take	away	from	these	words.	And	let	them	
always	have	this	writing	with	them	together	with	the	Rule.	And	in	all	the	chapters	
which	they	hold,	when	they	read	the	Rule,	let	them	also	read	these	words.	And	I	
strictly	command	all	my	cleric	and	lay	brothers,	through	obedience,	not	to	place	any	
gloss	upon	the	Rule	or	upon	these	words	saying:	"They	should	be	understood	in	this	
way."	But	as	the	Lord	has	given	me	to	speak	and	write	the	Rule	and	these	words	
simply	and	purely,	may	you	understand	them	simply	and	without	gloss	and	observe	
them	with	a	holy	activity	until	the	end.36	
	
Not	only	did	Francis	prioritise	a	Gospel	life	for	himself	and	his	followers,	but	so	did	
chroniclers,	Church	observers,	and	hagiographers	of	the	period.37	The	following	quote	is	
from	a	sermon	to	the	Lesser	Brothers	by	Jacques	de	Vitry:	
you	are	standing	in	a	more	sublime	state,	following	the	example	of	the	Apostles,	not	
having	a	staff,	nor	a	traveling	bag,	nor	a	purse,	nor	money	in	your	belts,	nor	bread	in	
your	baskets,	nor	two	tunics,	nor	shoes	on	your	feet.	Therefore,	so	much	more	
scandalous	and	shameful	would	be	any	fall	from	it	-	which	the	Lord	forbid.38		
	
Writing	broadly	contemporaneously	to	Francis,	de	Vitry	describes	the	Order	as	'multiplying	
rapidly	throughout	the	world,	because	it	expressly	imitates	the	pattern	of	the	primitive	
Church	and	the	life	of	the	apostles	in	everything'.39	Note	a	potential	for	confusion	or	
slippage	between	following	the	example	of	Christ,	the	disciples,	the	apostles	more	generally	
(after	Christ's	death),	or	the	early	Church.40	De	Vitry's	comments	indicate	that,	even	during	
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–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	
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Francis's	lifetime	and	just	afterwards,	the	distinctions	may	have	not	always	have	been	
recognised	externally	or	perhaps	clarified	internally	within	the	Order,	with	inconsistent	
expectations	and	indistinct	priorities	the	possible	results.	Francis	was	clear	that	Christ	and	
his	disciples	were	the	optimal	exemplars	of	humility	but	perhaps,	in	early	external	
descriptions	of	the	Order,	a	problematizing	of	this	view	is	already	discernible,	a	harking	back	
to	Augustine	of	Hippo	and	his	search	for	other	exemplars.	This	complexity	will	be	overtly	
present	by	the	time	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	is	studied	in	Chapter	Four.	
	
Being	the	Lesser	Brothers	in	every	sense	
	 Second,	but	of	equal	prominence,	Francis	modelled	lesser	brotherhood	as	quite	
simply	the	observable	art	of	always	being	subject	to	others,	behaving	self-sacrificially,	
inverting	earthly	power	relationships,	and	seeking	freedom	from	earthly	constraints.41	The	
name	of	his	group	had	special	significance	to	Francis	because	he	saw	himself	as	the	'least	
among	the	lesser'.42	Henri	d'Avranches	gives	a	telling	explanation	for	the	variant	'minor':	'for	
who	was	minor	or	lesser	than	he	(Francis).'	43	The	presence	of	this	attitude	is	corroborated	
by	later	examples.	For	instance,	the	purpose	of	Bonaventure's	Morning	and	Evening	
Sermons	on	Saint	Francis	in	1255	was	to	explain	the	application	of	the	Biblical	text	'"Learn	
from	me,	for	I	am	meek	and	humble	of	heart"'	to	Francis's	life	and	example	to	later	
Franciscans.44	Further,	in	his	second	life	of	Francis,	written	in	the	1240s	when	the	
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Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	II,	
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Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	I,	p.	738;	Bonaventure,	'The	Major	
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maintenance	of	humility	at	the	heart	of	Franciscan	life	may	reasonably	have	been	in	
institutional	question,	Thomas	of	Celano	describes	Francis	in	this	way:	
Humble	in	manner,	he	was	more	humble	in	opinion,	and	most	humble	in	his	own	
estimation.	This	prince	of	God	could	not	be	identified	as	a	prelate,	except	by	this	
sparkling	gem:	he	was	the	least	among	the	lesser.	This	virtue,	this	time,	this	badge	
pointed	him	out	as	general	minister.	There	was	no	arrogance	in	his	mouth,	no	pomp	
in	his	gestures,	no	conceit	in	his	actions.	He	learned	by	revelation	the	meaning	of	
many	things,	but	when	he	was	conversing	among	others	he	put	the	opinions	of	
others	ahead	of	his	own.	He	considered	the	opinions	of	his	companions	safer	than	
his	own	and	the	views	of	others	better	than	his	own.	He	would	say	that	a	man	had	
not	yet	given	up	everything	for	God	as	long	as	he	held	on	to	the	moneybag	of	his	
own	opinions.	He	would	rather	hear	himself	blamed	than	praised,	since	the	former	
moved	him	to	change	while	the	latter	pushed	him	to	fall.45		
	
This	lesser	identity	was	extended	to	the	group,	and	more	generally	in	behaviour	rather	than	
just	attitude.	Contemporary	sources	indicate	that	the	Order	was	known	as	the	'Lesser	
Brothers'	or	the	'Minors'	because	it	prioritised	humility.46	Allowing	for	each	commentator's	
like	or	dislike	of	Francis's	model	for	personal	or	religious	reasons,	such	opinions	are	
significant	because	they	describe	the	Order	during	Francis's	lifetime	or	just	after	his	death	
and	therefore,	theoretically,	depict	a	period	during	which	his	direct	influence	still	reigned.	
As	Jacques	de	Vitry	articulates:	
This	is	the	religious	way	of	life	of	the	true	poor	of	the	Crucified	One	and	of	the	order	
of	preachers	whom	we	call	Lesser	Brothers.	They	are	truly	Minors,	for	they	are	more	
humble	than	all	present-day	religious	in	their	habit,	in	their	poverty	and	in	their	
contempt	of	the	world.47	
	
Similarly,	Alberic	of	Trois-Fontaines,	also	writing	only	a	few	years	after	Francis	died,	
confirms	that,	from	the	external	perspective,	the	Order	was	'called	"Lesser	Brothers"	
because	of	their	humility	and	their	bodily	austerities.'48	An	illuminating	account	of	the	name	
is	provided	by	Burchard	of	Ursperg,	writing	around	the	same	time:	
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However,	later	on	these	men	realized	that	their	name	could	possibly	lead	to	self-
glorification	under	the	cover	of	great	humility	and	that,	as	many	bear	the	title	"poor"	
to	no	purpose,	they	could	boast	in	vain	before	God;	therefore,	obedient	to	the	
Apostolic	See	in	all	things,	they	preferred	to	be	called	Lesser	Brothers	instead	of	Poor	
Minors.49	
	
Burchard's	differentiation	between	poverty	and	humility	is	clear,	as	is	his	opinion	about	
which	virtue	the	Lesser	Brothers	valued	more	as	the	heart	of	their	vocation.	The	Order's	
humility	is	the	consistent	emphasis	in	all	these	sources.	Humility	was	the	differentiating	
feature	of	Francis	and	was	to	be	the	differentiating	feature	of	his	followers,	as	denoted	by	
the	name	of	the	Order.	Only	a	few	years	after	Francis's	death,	Thomas	of	Celano	writes	that	
Francis	called	his	group	the	Lesser	Brothers	because:	
They	were	truly	lesser	who,	by	being	subject	to	all,	always	sought	the	position	of	
contempt,	performing	duties	which	they	foresaw	would	be	the	occasion	of	some	
affront.	In	this	way	they	might	merit	to	be	grounded	on	the	solid	rock	of	true	
humility	and	to	have	the	well-designed	spiritual	structure	of	all	the	virtues	arise	in	
them.	50	
	
According	to	this	description,	Francis	intended	humility	to	be	the	foundation	of	the	group's	
thought	and	action,	and	all	its	virtues.	Humility	was	especially	vital	with	prelates	and	priests.	
Francis	wished	himself	and	his	followers	to	be	in	a	constant	state	of	subjection	to	other	
elements	of	the	Church,	such	as	teachers	and	other	orders,	as	well	as	to	the	secular	clergy's	
unique	relationship	to	God	through	the	Eucharist.51	This	aspect	of	Francis's	vocation	of	
humility	was	to	hold	special	relevance	for	the	early	Franciscans	as	they	sought	to	establish	
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their	own	vocation	of	humility	amongst	an	increasing	number	of	competing	Church	and	
temporal	priorities	(Chapters	Three	and	Four).		
	
Loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally		
	 Third,	within	the	brotherhood,	Francis	modelled	equality	of	love,	respect,	and	
service,	with	leaders,	such	as	himself,	assigned	a	special	responsibility	to	prioritise	such	
humility	towards	their	brothers.52	Before	discussing	Francis's	model	of	leadership	within	the	
Order,	a	quick	account	of	previous	models	of	leadership	in	the	Church	more	generally	may	
be	helpful,	as	reflective	of	the	tradition	from	which	Francis's	ideas	emerged.	The	genesis	of	
a	special	level	of	responsibility	assigned	to	the	leaders	of	God’s	people,	post	Christ,	is	visible	
in	the	New	Testament.	The	disciple	Peter	calls	on	them	to	willingly	and	carefully	tend	their	
flocks.53	Paul	states	that	he	does	not	fear	what	others	may	do	to	him,	remaining	focused	on	
his	mission	of	keeping	God's	people	strong	in	their	faith:	
But	I	fear	none	of	these	things,	neither	do	I	count	my	life	more	precious	than	myself,	
so	that	I	may	consummate	my	course	and	the	ministry	of	the	word	which	I	received	
from	the	Lord	Jesus,	to	testify	the	gospel	of	the	grace	of	God.54	
	
Biblically,	humility	as	a	leader	entailed	placing	God’s	purposes	first,	regardless	of	the	
temporal	conflict	such	a	stance	may	cause.	
	 Augustine,	writing	later,	allocates	leaders	a	role	based	on	these	apostles	of	the	New	
Testament:	‘They	prescribed	what	deeds	should	be	done;	they	offered	reprimands	if	they	
were	not	done;	they	prayed	that	they	be	done.’55	This	statement	finds	echoes	in	the	Rule	of	
St.	Augustine,	which	references	the	apostles’	example	when	it	suggests:	
Call	nothing	your	own,	but	let	everything	be	yours	in	common.	Food	and	clothing	
shall	be	distributed	to	each	of	you	by	your	superior,	not	equally	to	all,	for	all	do	not	
enjoy	equal	health,	but	rather	according	to	each	one’s	needs.	For	so	you	read	in	the	
Acts	of	the	Apostles	that	they	had	all	things	in	common	and	distribution	was	made	to	
each	one	according	to	each	one’s	needs	(Acts	4:32,35).56	
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As	foreshadowed	earlier	in	the	chapter,	the	apostles,	rather	than	Jesus	himself,	are	cited	by	
Augustine	in	regards	to	community	administration,	a	distinction	that	seems	to	have	had	
resonance	for	Bonaventure	and	the	medieval	Franciscans	in	their	attempts	to	translate	
Francis’s	Christocentric	humility	into	a	large,	organised	group	(Chapters	Three	and	Four).		
	 Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	writing	still	later,	was	in	an	impeccable	position	to	judge	the	
difficulties	of	humility	and	power,	as	leader	of	the	Cistercian	Order,	an	advisor	to	other	
orders,	and	a	counsellor	of,	and	legate	for,	the	papal	office.57	Within	this	pressurised	
temporal	context,	Bernard	fully	supported	the	existence	of	a	God-ordained	hierarchy	and	a	
range	of	different	roles	for	different	parts	of	the	Church	body.58	He	preached	humility	within	
and	between	those	roles.59	He	did	not	dispute	the	existence	of	a	potential	conflict	between	
the	exercise	of	power	and	humility.	In	fact,	the	number	of	occasions	on	which	he	addressed	
the	need	for	humility	in	the	exercise	of	power	within	the	Church	indicates	either	he	saw	it	as	
a	potential	problem	or	it	was	a	very	real	one	for	the	Church	hierarchy	at	the	time.	However,	
Bernard	chose	to	believe	in	its	successful	management,	if	those	in	authority	in	the	Church,	
up	to	and	including	the	Pope,	considered	themselves	to	be,	and	acted	as,	servants	to	their	
fellow	Christians,	following	the	example	of	moral	leadership	set	by	Christ.60	The	pope	was	to	
view	power	in	terms	of	responsibility	or	service	to	others,	as	accountable	stewardship	for	
God,	rather	than	its	privileges.61	Bernard	summarises	it	as	a	‘ministry…imposed’	rather	than	
‘a	dominion	bestowed.’62	Nevertheless	the	‘ministry’	itself	did	not	appear	humble,	steering	
the	‘greatest	of	all	ships,	made	from	all	the	others,	the	universal	Church,	which	is	spread	
throughout	the	world.’63	By	the	time	of	Francis,	the	'ship'	was	larger	than	ever	and	
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leadership	in	servanthood	within	the	Church	was	becoming	a	difficult	ask,	but	one	the	early	
Order	would	need	to	negotiate.			
	 Bernard's	general	principles	for	the	pope	were	reflected	in	his	stance	on	the	role	
that	the	abbot	was	to	play	in	the	lives	of	monks	and	the	abbey.	Monks	were	always	to	put	
their	humility	before	God,	their	observance	of	his	law	as	expressed	in	the	Rule,	ahead	of	any	
other	responsibilities,	and	abbots	were	not	to	ask	them	to	do	otherwise.64	As	with	the	pope,	
those	that	held	office	in	Orders	were	to	consider	themselves	as	humble	as	those	they	
served.65	They	were	to	set	an	example,	in	attitude	and	behaviour,	not,	as	Bernard	cites,	by	
appearing	as:	
an	abbot	with	sixty	horse	and	more	in	his	retinue.	If	you	saw	him	ride	by	you	would	
think	he	were	the	Lord	of	the	Manor,	or	a	provincial	governor,	instead	of	a	monastic	
father	and	shepherd	of	souls.66	
	
For	Bernard,	humility	was	an	inherent,	non-negotiable	part	of	the	monastic	life,	a	position	
Benedict	of	Nursia	evidently	had	a	hand	in	establishing.67	
	 In	Bernard	of	Clairvaux's	and	Augustine	of	Hippo's	respective	approaches	to	Christian	
leadership,	we	note	differing	positions	on	at	least	two	of	the	points	of	contention	outlined	
in	Chapter	One	and	mentioned	again	earlier	in	Chapter	Two.	In	particular,	differing	
exemplars	of	humility	in	Christian	leadership	are	observable,	with	Augustine's	focus	on	the	
apostles	and	Bernard's	on	Christ.	Differing	views	on	the	level	of	involvement	by	Christian	
leaders	in	the	temporal	world	are	also	evident.	Bernard's	is	a	much	more	active,	all-
encompassing	perspective,	partly	dictated	by	his	particularly	contentious	temporal	
environment	in	which	the	Church	had	long	been	an	established	and	influential	player.	
	 Francis,	on	the	other	hand,	simply	believed	that	Franciscan	leaders	should	be	
servants.	In	'The	Earlier	Rule',	he	writes	that	no	one	was	to	be	'called	“prior,”	but	let	
everyone	in	general	be	called	a	lesser	brother.	Let	one	wash	the	feet	of	the	other.’68	
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Further,	Francis	says	specifically	that	they	are	not	to	call	each	other	'father'	or	'teacher'	
because	these	are	not	appropriate	terms	for	the	humility	he	expects	of	them.69	They	had	
one	father,	God,	and	one	teacher,	Christ.70	An	apparent	contradiction	with	the	early	
Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	can	be	seen	in	almost	contemporary	Church-advocated	
depictions	of	Francis	as	'father'.71	Another	potential	difficulty	with	this	principle	of	equality	
can	be	identified	in	the	quickly	altering	composition	of	the	group.	While	clerics	were	special	
because	of	their	liturgical	functions,	which	Francis	himself	required	because	he	was	not	one,	
non-clerical	brothers	were	just	as	critical	to	the	group.72	Initially,	Francis	accepted	anyone	
who	wished	to	join	and	whom	he	believed	to	be	religiously	genuine,	'rich	or	poor,	noble	or	
insignificant,	wise	or	simple,	cleric	or	illiterate,	a	laymen	of	the	Christian	people',	a	policy	
which	Thomas	of	Celano	calls	'a	great	wonder	to	those	of	the	world	and	an	example	of	
humility,	challenging	them	to	the	way	of	a	more	reformed	life	and	to	penance	for	sins.’73	
The	following	chapters	will	explore	the	fate	of	this	idea	of	equivalence,	born	of	humility,	in	
the	early	Order,	especially	in	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventurian	views	on	leadership.		
	
Obedience	
	 The	fourth	characteristic	of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	related	to	the	third,	is	
obedience.	Francis	established	a	governance	structure	through	the	Rule,	consisting	of	
chapters,	elections,	and	discipline,	all	under	the	earthly	headship	of	the	pope.74	Francis	
made	himself	subject	to	the	pope	while	leader	of	the	group	and,	once	he	decided	to	step	
aside,	continued	to	be	subject	to	whomever	was	leading	it,	the	pope	personally,	and	the	
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cardinal	protector	as	the	pope's	representative.75	Lest	we	feel	that	perhaps	the	link	
between	Francis's	commitment	to	humility	and	his	decisions	about	leadership	were	
tenuous,	Jacobus	de	Voragine	sets	us	straight:	
He	preferred	to	hear	himself	reviled	rather	than	praised,	and	when	people	extolled	
the	merits	of	his	sanctity,	he	ordered	one	of	the	friars	to	assail	his	ears	with	abusive	
epithets.	The	friar,	all	unwilling,	called	him	a	bumpkin,	a	money-lover,	an	ignoramus,	
and	a	worthless	fellow,	and	Francis	cheered	and	said:	"Lord	bless	you,	brother!	You	
have	told	the	truth,	and	I	need	to	hear	such	things!"	The	servant	of	God	wished	not	
so	much	to	be	in	command	as	to	be	subject	to	authority,	not	so	much	to	give	orders	
as	to	carry	them	out.	Therefore	he	gave	up	the	office	of	general	of	his	Order,	and	
asked	for	a	guardian,	to	whose	will	he	would	be	subject	in	everything.	To	the	friar	
with	whom	he	was	accustomed	to	go	about	he	always	promised	obedience	and	
always	kept	his	promise.76	
	
The	concern	for	the	following	thesis	chapters	is	the	character	of	such	relationships	once	
others	took	over	these	roles,	especially	the	priority	of	humility	before	some	objects	of	
obedience	as	opposed	to	others.	Nevertheless,	Francis's	proclivity	for	complete	abrogation	
of	power	is	clear,	regardless	of	whether	we	accept	without	reservation	de	Voragine's	
rationale	for	it.		
	 Jacques	de	Vitry	wrote	extensively	about	the	Order's	administrative	arrangements.	
His	account,	written	during	the	last	few	years	of	Francis's	life,	was	of	a	pyramid,	with	the	
'general	superior'	at	the	top	and	'lesser	superiors	and	the	other	brothers'	obeying	his	
'commands	and	regulations.'77	All	the	brothers	met	'once	or	twice	a	year'	for	a	general	
chapter,	'except	those	who	are	a	long	distance	away	or	are	across	the	sea',	and	it	is	from	
there	that	the	Minister	General	sent	brothers	'throughout	the	various	provinces	of	the	
world	to	preach	and	to	save	souls.'78	However,	while	centralisation	was	evident	in	relation	
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to	the	Order's	preaching	work,	de	Vitry	illuminated	a	problem	associated	with	Francis's	
policy	of	accepting	any	man	who	genuinely	wished	to	join:	
But	to	our	way	of	thinking,	this	Order	is	quite	risky,	because	it	sends	out	two	by	two	
throughout	the	world,	not	only	formed	religious,	but	also	immature	young	men	who	
should	first	be	tested	and	subjected	to	conventual	discipline	for	a	time.79	
	
This	vaguely	monastic	quandary,	along	with	the	related	potential	for	scandal	that	
accompanied	Francis's	philosophy	of	itinerancy,	was	addressed	by	Pope	Honorius	III	in	his	
1220	edict	Cum	secundum.80	This	document	demonstrates	that	compromises	to	Francis's	
application	of	humility	in	his	group,	expressed	as	inclusiveness	and	mendicancy,	were	
already	necessary	during	his	lifetime.	Francis	accepted	these	adjustments,	including	a	year	
of	probation	for	new	brothers,	a	bar	on	brothers	moving	between	orders,	and	sanctions	for	
those	who	wandered	'about	clad	in	the	habit	of	your	Order	outside	obedience,	corrupting	
the	purity	of	your	poverty',	and	wrote	them	into	his	Rule.81	That	he	disagreed	with	them	in	
principle	is	therefore	difficult	to	argue.	Both	the	papacy	and	Francis	were	intent	on	
integrating	the	Franciscan	Order	into	the	wider	scheme	of	religious	communities,	with	
Francis	accepting	a	particular	level	of	conformity	but	alongside	reference	to	his	convictions	
about	the	Order's	conception	and	role.82		
	 Nuanced	aspects	to	this	argument	have	been	explored	by	previous	scholars,	who	fall	
onto	a	continuum	of	opinions	about	Francis's	engagement	in,	or	degree	of	assent	to,	
cooperation	with	the	Church.	John	Moorman	divides	Francis's	writings	into	three	categories:	
works	in	which	he	is	'speaking	quite	freely	and	irresponsibly...',	'works	which	'express	the	
deepest	emotions	of	S.	Francis	but	are	yet	written	with	a	sense	of	responsibility	and	to	
plead	a	particular	cause...',	and	'those	official	documents	in	which	Francis	is	deeply	under	
the	influence	of	the	Order	as	a	whole',	the	last	category	as	explanation	of	the	compromises	
Francis	made	in	the	Regula	non	bullata	and	Regula	bullata.83	Moorman	reflects	the	earlier,	
emphatic	opinion	of	Paul	Sabatier,	who	believes	that	Francis	was	continually	'battling	for	
autonomy'	in	the	last	ten	years	of	his	life,	and	that	he	suffered	from	'perfect	humility'	that	
																																																						
79	de	Vitry,	'Letter	VI',	580-1;	d'Avranches,	'The	Versified	Life...',	Sixth	Book,	verses	35-44,	p.	469.	
80	Armstrong,	Hellman,	Short,	'Introduction	to	Cum	secundum...',	560.	
81	Armstrong,	Hellman,	Short,	'Introduction	to	Cum	secundum...',	561;	Honorius	III,	'Cum	secundum...,'	560-1;	
Francis	of	Assisi,	'The	Later	Rule...',	Chpt	II,	pp.	100-1;	Cook	&	Herzman,	244-5;	Adderley,	103-6;	Esser,	151-3.		
82	Herkless,	39-40;	Moorman,	A	History...,	56-9.	
83	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	17,23-6,30-5.	
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led	him	to	'betray...'	his	'convictions	to	avoid	asserting...'	himself.84	Correspondingly,	
Sabatier	cannot	accept	the	Regula	bullata	as	Francis's	will	for	his	group	but	rather	credits	it	
to	the	transformative	work	of	the	Church,	in	its	integration	of	the	Order.85	However,	this	
transformation	occurred	while	Francis	was	still	alive	and	he	participated	in	it	to	some	
degree,	as	Bert	Roest	points	out	in	relation	to	learning.86	In	his	examination	of	the	papacy's	
priorities	for	the	early	Order,	James	Powell	finds	that	'the	evidence	seems	to	me	to	argue	
rather	that	Francis,	Honorius,	and	Hugolino	were	partners	in	reform.'87	In	his	article,	'The	
Friars	Minor:	An	Order	in	the	Church?',	Dominic	V.	Monti	does	not	comment	directly	on	this	
idea	of	partnership	but	does	illuminate	how	the	process	of	arriving	at	the	Regula	bullata	
turned	Francis's	religio	into	an	order	of	the	Church.88	In	the	end,	we	only	have	a	sense	of	
unease	or	concern	in	some	sources	to	evaluate	against	assertions	that	Francis	wished	his	
group	to	be	a	successful	servant	of	the	Church,	and	these	events,	or	compromises,	occurring	
in	his	lifetime	and	with	his	involvement.	
	 A	quote	from	the	newly	rediscovered	'The	Life	of	Our	Blessed	Father	Francis',	
suspected	to	have	been	written	by	Thomas	of	Celano	within	a	few	years	of	Francis's	death,	
highlights	the	dilemma	Francis	faced,	alongside	the	related	issues	of	preserving	orthodoxy	
through	theological	knowledge,	and	humility	in	deeds	and	words	(the	next	section):	
Because	of	the	signs	of	his	sanctity	and	wonder	of	his	miracles,	the	depravity	of	the	
heretics	was	confounded	and	the	catholic	faith	extolled.	Indeed	he	taught	everyone	
to	preserve	the	faith	of	the	holy	Roman	Church	because	it	alone	affirmed	the	
salvation	of	all	those	to	be	saved.	He	embraced	priests,	doctors	of	divine	law	and	the	
entire	ecclesiastical	order	with	great	affection,	teaching	that	they	are	to	be	honored	
above	all	others	by	men.89		
	
If	the	text	attributed	to	Thomas	of	Celano	is	to	be	relied	upon,	this	type	of	obedience,	
originating	with	Francis,	will	be	significant	in	relation	to	the	early	Order.	Consideration	of	
the	early	Franciscan	minister	generals,	and	their	popes,	in	Chapters	Three	and	Four	illustrate	
the	difficulties	associated	with	preserving	humility	as	the	centre	of	religious	life	whilst	
																																																						
84	Sabatier,	203,212-3,246-55,258-9,272-5.	
85	Sabatier,	203,212-3,246-55,258-9,272-5.	
86	Bert	Roest,	'Francis	and	the	pursuit	of	learning,'	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	
J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2012),	165-8,171-2.	
87	James	Powell,	'The	Papacy	and	the	Early	Franciscan,'	in	Franciscan	Studies,	Vol.	36	(1976),	262.	
88	Dominic	V.	Monti	O.F.M.,	'The	Friars	Minor:	An	Order	in	the	Church?'	in	Franciscan	Studies,	Vol.	61	(2003),	
235-52.	
89	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Life	of	Our	Blessed	Father	Francis',	33,	p.	14;	Dalarun,	The	Misadventure...,	136-
7,217-9.	
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juggling	allegiances:	God,	the	Gospels,	the	Rule	and	administrative	structures,	the	pope	and	
his	priorities.	
	
Humility	in	deeds	and	words	
	 Fifth,	Francis's	vocation	of	humility	was	manifest	in	both	actions	and	words.90	Many	
of	the	chroniclers,	hagiographers	and	those	that	wrote	liturgical	texts	about	Francis	detect	
and	mention	this	dyad,	and	its	importance	for	the	attractiveness	and	effectiveness	of	the	
early	Order.91	In	one	of	the	many	places	in	which	Julian	of	Speyer	discusses	it,	he	writes:	
The	hand,	forerunner	of	the	tongue,		
Prepared	the	path	words	run	along,	
And	so,	the	ages	saw	diffused	
Doctrine	by	acts	and	deeds	produced.	92	
	
Henri	d'Avranches	narrates	the	dynamic	equally	poetically:	'Francis,	protosoldier	and	
commander,	orders	to	battle	his	recruits,	and	shows	them	the	course	by	actions	and	the	
strategy	by	words.'93	Monastics	like	Benedict	of	Nursia	or	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	are	
associated	with	the	position	of	spiritual	advancement	obtained,	to	some	degree,	through	
merit.	Francis	of	Assisi	may,	at	first	glance,	seem	more	aligned	with	Augustine	of	Hippo's	
looser	religio	and	more	grace-based	outlook.	However,	Francis	was,	from	the	point	of	his	
conversion	onwards,	exceedingly	attracted	to	the	idea	that	personal	spiritual	advancement	
was	stimulated,	at	least	in	part,	by	doing,	by	undertaking	actions	that	were	not	simply	
beneficial	to	the	recipient	but	also	to	the	actor.	This	prioritisation	of	humility	in	action	will	
be	of	particular	interest	in	relation	to	Bonaventure,	someone	who	might	look,	to	all	intents	
and	purposes,	more	suited	to	preaching	or	teaching	humility	than	demonstrating	it	(Chapter	
Four).		
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Humility	that	may	not	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination	
	 Sixth,	and	lastly,	as	with	Augustine	of	Hippo	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	Francis's	
vocation	of	humility	did	not	transform	him	into	a	figurative	doormat.	Francis	showed	
strength	when	his	humility	before	God	required	it,	not	afraid	to	stand	up	to	or	confront	
people	when	he	felt	it	necessary.94	Pope	Gregory	IX	outlines	Francis's	assertiveness	in	the	
following	terms:	
Francis	took	away	the	weapons	on	which	the	strong	man	relied	while	guarding	his	
house,	dividing	the	spoils	which	he	had	seized	and	leading	his	captivity	captive,	
submitting	it	to	Jesus	Christ.95	
	
	 Examples	include	his	dramatic	renunciation	of	his	father,	his	apparently	harsh	
treatment	of	brothers	when	they	disobeyed	his	directions	on	poverty	and	built	new	houses	
for	the	growing	numbers	of	visitors	for	Chapter	or	students	in	Bologna,	his	direct	discussions	
with	mayors	and	kings,	his	fearless	approach	to	the	Sultan	in	an	attempt	to	convert	him	to	
Christianity,	even	his	polite	refusal	to	accept	a	bishop	or	pope's	recommendations	about	
adopting	an	easier	lifestyle	or	existing	rule.96	'The	Assisi	Compilation'	records	the	stridency	
with	which	Francis	addressed	the	last	matter	at	the	Chapter	of	Mats:	
'"I	do	not	want	you	to	mention	to	me	any	Rule,	whether	of	Saint	Augustine,	or	of	
Saint	Bernard,	or	of	Saint	Benedict.	And	the	Lord	told	me	what	He	wanted.	He	
wanted	me	to	be	a	new	fool	in	this	world.	God	did	not	wish	to	lead	us	by	any	way	
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other	than	this	knowledge,	but	God	will	confound	you	by	your	knowledge	and	
wisdom.'97		
We	have	already	seen	Francis's	conviction	that	God	had	revealed	to	him	exactly	how	his	
group	should	live.	Here	we	see	his	vivid	defence	of	this.	A	key	element	of	Francis's	humility	
was	inversion	and	it	is	no	more	evident	than	in	these	circumstances.	Francis's	vocation	of	
humility	was	audacious	and	God-centric.	The	remainder	of	the	thesis	will	identify	and	
explore	a	range	of	examples	of	fearless,	and	not	so	fearless,	humility	at	different	points	of	
the	Order's	early	history,	showing	how	they	sometimes	reflected	and	sometimes	deviated	
from	Francis	and	earlier	ideas	of	Christian	humility.		
	
Concluding	Remarks	
	
	 Chapter	One	outlined	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	of	which	Francis,	the	early	
First	Order,	and	Bonaventure	became	part:	the	common	ground	largely	shared	by	members	
of	this	heritage,	the	points	on	which	those	members	tended	to	differ,	and	the	varying	
environmental	factors	that	influenced	the	real	life	application	of	both	the	common	ground	
and	points	of	difference.	Chapter	Two	has	proceeded	to	describe	Francis's	vocation	of	
humility,	a	unique	combination	of	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	
worldly	constraints.	As	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	demonstrates,	none	of	these	
elements	were	new.	Rather	it	was	Francis's	choice	of	emphases,	born	of	his	understanding	
of	humility	as	it	had	been	conceived	and	practiced	in	the	Church	before	him,	his	application	
of	that	understanding	to	his	particular	environment,	and	his	perspective	on	points	that	had	
divided	Christian	thinkers	before	him,	that	created	the	first,	and	foundational,	Franciscan	
vocation	of	humility.		
	 Francis's	subjection	remained	trained	on	God	first	but	he	placed	increased	emphasis	
on	subjection	to	others	in	the	Church	and	society.	Francis's	self-sacrifice	was	especially	
Christocentric,	particularly	Eucharistic,	with	a	consequent	prominence	given	to	the	
encouragement	of	lay	piety	and	respect	for	clergy.	Francis's	inversion	was	based	on	the	
commonly	held	position	that	everyone	was	in	the	same	situation	before	God,	but	he	laid	
additional	weight	on	leaders	as	servants.	Francis's	freedom	from	worldly	constraints	was	
memorably	strict,	in	his	complete	and	literal	rejection	of	money,	goods,	family,	and	worldly	
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influence.	As	noted	in	the	thesis's	Introduction,	a	vocation	is	utterly	transformative,	not	just	
a	matter	of	attitude	and	behaviour,	so	these	elements	may	appear	and	sound	different	in	
varying	contexts,	hence	the	need	to	characterise	their	existence	in	more	concrete	terms.	
	 The	six	subsequent	characteristics	with	which	this	chapter	concluded	were:	living	the	
Gospel	and	the	Rule;	being	the	Lesser	Brothers	in	every	sense;	loving	and	honouring	each	
other	equally;	obedience;	humility	in	deeds	and	words;	and	humility	that	may	not	be	
mistaken	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination.	These	six	characteristics	may	seem	brief	and	
generalised	in	nature	but	together	they	construct	a	vivid,	real	life	portrait	of	Francis's	
vocation	of	humility.	They	contain	distinctive	echoes	of	earlier	Christian	conceptions	of	
humility:	Augustine	of	Hippo's	view	on	the	primacy	of	relationship	with	God,	Benedict	of	
Nursia's	preoccupation	with	harmonious	communal	life,	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux's	fierce	
defence	of	the	Church's	position	and	teaching.	But,	at	the	same	time,	Francis's	vocation	of	
humility	clearly	represents	a	deviation	from	the	monastic	model,	being	far	more	externally	
ambitious	in	its	intent	toward	servanthood	and	freer	in	content	than	the	tight,	hierarchical	
definitions	given	to	humility	by	Benedict	and	Bernard.98	
	 Attention	must	also	be	directed	toward	Francis's	positions	on	the	enduring	points	of	
contention	for	Christian	humility	mentioned	in	Chapter	One	because	these	are	matters	on	
which	Francis	differed,	on	some	occasions,	from	his	predecessors	in	the	longer	heritage	of	
Christian	humility	and	the	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	that	followed	him.	Francis's	
vocation	of	humility	unequivocally	chose	Christ	as	the	optimal	exemplar	for	the	pursuit	of	
the	relational,	action-based	life	for	Christ.	Over	the	early	history	of	the	Church,	spiritual	
advancement	through	grace	had	gradually	become	spiritual	advancement	through	grace	
plus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	merit,	especially	merit	earned	in	a	
monastic	environment.	Francis	evidently	agreed	with	some	degree	of	spiritual	advancement	
through	merit,	but	through	externally	interactive,	other-person	focused	activity	as	well	as	
leadership	and	contemplation.	Finally,	Francis	evidently	did	not	believe	involvement	in	the	
temporal	world	or	use	of	power	to	be	compatible	with	his	vocation	of	humility.		
	 As	Chapters	Three	and	Four	will	underline,	all	of	these	dimensions	of	Francis's	
vocation	of	humility	will	have	implications	for	the	vocations	of	humility	developed	by	the	
early	First	Order	and	Bonaventure.	These	later	vocations	sought	to	honour	Francis	with	their	
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humility	but	how	exactly	they	should	do	this	was	not	always	clear	to	them.	The	early	First	
Order	and	Bonaventure	were	influenced	by	different	religious,	economic,	societal,	and	
political	forces	to	those	that	Francis	had	faced	and	sometimes	took	varying	positions	on	the	
enduring	points	of	difference	or	contention,	such	as	the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	
the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	internal	humility.	Chapters	Three	and	Four	will	
demonstrate	that	these	factors	are	reflected	in	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventurian	
vocations	of	humility,	which	are	at	once	truly	Franciscan	and	not	entirely	of	Francis.		
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CHAPTER	THREE	-	THE	EARLY	FIRST	ORDER	VOCATION	OF	HUMILITY	
	
Introductory	Remarks	
	
	 All	three	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	discussed	in	this	thesis	have	left	both	
textual	and	empirical	evidence.	However,	the	Order	under	Francis	and	Bonaventure	was	
strongly	marked	by	their	leadership.	Reference	to	Francis's	and	Bonaventure's	writings	
tends	to	emphasise	the	textual	nature	of	those	two	vocations,	although	Chapters	Two	and	
Four	also	strongly	highlight	the	encouragement,	by	both,	of	practical	humility.	The	early	
First	Order	vocation	of	humility	was	also	at	least	partially	intentional	and	scripted,	through	
constitutions,	glossing,	commentaries,	and	papal	bulls,	for	example.	Some	of	these	sources	
will	be	discussed	in	this	chapter.	Unfortunately,	many	more	must	be	omitted	in	the	interests	
of	brevity.	However,	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	was	primarily	formed	by	an	
extensive	cast	of	characters	and	is	best	seen	in	decisions	and	actions.	So,	whereas	Chapters	
Two	and	Four	transport	the	reader	into	the	minds	of	Francis	and	Bonaventure,	respectively,	
Chapter	Three	exposes	the	early	First	Order's	lived	vocation	of	humility.		
	 Understanding	this	differing	profile	is	important	because	it	implies	that,	leaving	aside	
Francis	of	Assisi's	major	formative	influence,	the	temporal	world	and	its	impact	on	a	range	
of	early	Franciscans	proved	stronger	factors	than	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	in	the	
development	of	the	early	First	Order's	vocation	of	humility.	This	vocation	was	especially	
reactive	or	responsive	in	nature,	noticeably	of	Francis	in	its	origins,	but	ingenious	in	its	
utilitarian	innovations.	External	factors	such	as	the	Order's	involvement	with	temporal	and	
Church	hierarchies,	its	engagement	in	service,	differing	societal	needs	and	expectations	of	
the	brothers,	and	locational	inconveniences	or	anomalies	across	the	Franciscan	world	were	
especially	instrumental	in	the	evolution	of	this	vocation.	However,	this	is	not	to	say	that	the	
heritage	of	Christian	humility	was	unimportant.	The	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	
engaged	especially,	although	not	exclusively,	with	the	two	points	of	difference	or	
contention	with	the	most	implications	for	external	relations:	firstly,	the	extent	and	level	of	
involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	Christian	humility	and,	secondly,	
humility	as	abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power.		
	 In	keeping	with	the	period	of	growth	and	popularity,	the	early	Order	struggled	to	
show	subjection	to	others,	rather	than	to	God.	A	Christocentric	outlook	was	retained	but	
the	Order's	increasingly	direct	involvement	with	the	Eucharist	through	clericalisation	
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complicated	the	cultivation	and	demonstration	of	humility	through	self-sacrifice.	In	making	
a	delineation	between	changes	in	'life'	versus	changes	in	'doctrine'	in	the	early	Order,	Eric	
Doyle	asserts	that	Francis's	Christology	remained	the	centre	of	the	early	Franciscan	School	
and	therefore	at	the	heart	of	the	Franciscan	charism,	a	distinction	and	point	that	the	
following	two	chapters	of	the	thesis	bear	out.1	The	early	Franciscan	commitment	to	
inversion	was	tested	by	the	temporal	environment	but	the	resourceful	friars	discovered	and	
inaugurated	new	ways	to	affect	it.	Finally,	freedom	from	worldly	constraints,	especially	the	
accumulation	of	goods	but	also	worldly	influence,	was	a	consistent	and	multi-faceted	
quandary.	If	the	most	pronounced	feature	of	early	Franciscan	humility	is	its	resulting	
pragmatism,	its	greatest	surprise	is	its	thoughtfulness,	its	dedication	to	Francis's	intentions,	
sometimes	resulting	in	practical	measures	that	exceeded	those	of	Francis.		
	 The	above	points	will	be	illuminated	by	consideration	of	the	early	First	Order	
vocation	of	humility	in	relation	to	the	six	characteristics	of	Franciscan	humility	established	in	
Chapter	Two.	These	were:	living	the	Gospel	and	the	Rule;	seeking	to	be	the	Lesser	Brother	in	
every	sense;	loving	and	honouring	all	brothers	equally;	obedience;	humility	in	deeds	and	
words;	and	the	exhibition	of	humility	that	could	not	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	strength	or	
determination.	Using	these	characteristics	as	a	framework	allows	us	to	trace	Franciscan	
humility	forward	into	its	next	period	of	development,	thereby	affording	Francis	of	Assisi	his	
unique	place	in	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	and	the	early	First	Order	its	place.		
	
Dedication	to	the	Gospels	and	the	Rule	
	
	 Compromises	on	situations	forbidden	by	the	Rule,	such	as	the	glossing	of	the	Rule	
and	accumulation	of	goods	and	privileges,	were	at	the	heart	of	the	Order's	early	difficulties	
but	also	initiated	a	return	to	Gospel	intent.	Quo	elongati	(1230)	exemplifies	papal	influence	
on	the	Franciscan	Order's	direction	at	the	Order's	own	invitation,	a	glossing	of	the	Rule,	and	
an	important	type	of	all-encompassing	privilege.2	In	addition,	this	papal	bull	signifies,	first,	a	
																																																						
1	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	'Seven-hundred-and-fifty	years	later:	reflections	on	the	Franciscan	Charism,'	in	Review	for	
Religious,	Vol.	36,	No.	1	(1977),	12-35.	Item	52,	Vol.2	in	Works	of	Eric	Doyle	(St.	Bonaventure	University,	1987).	
2	Gregory	IX,	'Quo	elongati	of	Gregory	IX	(1230),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	
Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	
York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	570-5;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	42-3;	Vauchez,	156;	Maurice	Carmody,	The	
Franciscan	Story:	St.	Francis	of	Assisi	and	His	Influence	since	the	Thirteenth	Century	(London:	Athena	Press,	
2008),	81-2;	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	'Padua	and	English	Friars	in	the	Fourteenth	Century,'	in	The	
Greyfriars	of	England	(1224-1539)	-	Collected	Papers,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Padova:	Centro	
Studi	Antoniani,	2012),	224;	Baxter	Wolf,	92;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	87-8;	Cusato,	'Turpe	lucrum...',	26-7;	
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movement	towards	increased	retention	of	goods	by	the	Order,	rather	than	technical	
ownership	which	remained	vested	in	others'	hands,	and,	second,	the	reinforcement	of	the	
Rule	and	any	properly	agreed	institutions	as	the	official	guidelines	of	the	Order.3	Leaving	
aside	any	emotional	reaction	to	Pope	Gregory	IX's	ruling	that	his	friend's	'Testament'	was	
invalid	as	an	enforceable	governmental	document,	the	bull	carries	mixed	messages	for	the	
preservation	of	humility.4	The	Franciscan	Order	was	no	longer	all	about	Francis	but	that	
reality	may,	in	fact,	have	been	in	keeping	with	the	founder's	sacrificial	vocation	of	humility.5	
	 On	the	one	hand,	the	idea	of	seeking	and	accepting	guidance	from	the	pope	that	
effectively	lightened	the	Rule's	requirements	was	not	perceived	as	conducive	to	humility	by	
some	elements	of	the	Order.6	From	this	perspective,	humility	was	not	best	served	by	
allowing	the	accumulation	and	use	of	goods,	encouraging	monastic-like	stability	and	
learning,	and	disregarding	Francis's	last	known	organisational	wishes	as	expressed	in	his	
'Testament'.7	How	was	a	vocation	of	humility	aided	by	the	brothers'	whole-hearted	embrace	
of	the	papacy's	agenda	at	the	expense	of	Francis's	more	simple	goals?8	Fair	criticism,	as	is	
the	historical	view	that	the	legal	emendations	offered	by	Quo	elongati	most	probably	
																																																						
S.J.P	Van	Dijk,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	in	Haymo	of	Faversham,	Sources	of	the	Modern	Roman	Liturgy	-	The	
Ordinals	of	Haymo	of	Faversham	and	Related	Documents	(1243-1307)	Volume	I,	S.J.P	Van	Dijk,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	
(Leiden:	E.J.	Brill,	1963),	10-11;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	65-7;	Théophile	Desbonnets,	From	Intuition	to	Institution	-	The	
Franciscans,	Paul	Duggan	&	Jerry	Du	Charme	(trans.)	(Chicago:	Franciscan	Herald	Press,	1988),	110-1;	M.D.	
Lambert,	Franciscan	Poverty	-	The	Doctrine	of	the	Absolute	Poverty	of	Christ	and	the	Apostles	in	the	Franciscan	
Order	1210-1323	(London:	S.P.C.K.,	1961),	78;	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'Talking	about	Ourselves:	The	Shift	in	
Franciscan	Writing	from	Hagiography	to	History	(1235-1247),'	in	The	Early	Franciscan	Movement	(1205-1239)	-	
History,	Sources	and	Hermeneutics,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	(Spoleto:	Fondazione	-	Centro	Italiano	di	
studi	Sull'alto	Medioevo,	2009),	342-3;	Short,	'The	Rule...',	64-5;	Flood,	'Introduction	-	Franciscan	Poverty...',	
11-4.	
3	Gregory	IX,	'Quo	elongati',	570-5;	Vauchez,	156;	Rowlands,	71,204;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	41-4;	
Carmody,	82;	Foot,	52;	Baxter	Wolf,	92;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	84-5;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	65-7;	Armstrong,	Hellman,	
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contributed	to	further	relaxations	and	immoderation	that	ultimately	harmed	Franciscan	
humility	and	poverty,	as	the	Order's	evolution	continued.9			
	 On	the	other	hand,	as	long	as	the	God-decreed	core	way	of	life	was	not	
compromised,	Francis	wished	his	followers	to	show	humility	to	the	hierarchy	and	needs	of	
the	Church.10	Adopting	such	a	position	required	humility,	displayed	in	obedience	and	
concession.11	The	Order	continued	to	avoid	the	responsibility	and	burdens	of	ownership,	
averting	substantive	compromise	on	Francis's	key	value	of	absolute	material	poverty	whilst	
honouring	his	obligation	to	serve	the	interests	of	Christendom.	The	Order	was	able	to	use	
corporate	resources,	such	as	convents	and	books,	for	the	aid	of	the	sick	and	the	poor,	the	
preaching	of	penance	and	peace,	and	the	offering	of	an	alternative	focus	to	urban	economic	
materialism.12	These	corporate	resources	also	benefited	the	expanded	set	of	duties	
accorded	the	Franciscans	by	the	Church	in	support	of	the	Church's	reforms	and	agenda,	
such	as:	diplomatic	missions,	improvements	to	the	general	standard	of	preaching	and	
pastoral	care	through	superior	education,	crusade	preaching,	and	inquisitions.13	In	seeking	
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and	accepting	the	pope's	guidance	in	the	form	of	Quo	elongati,	the	friars	of	the	first	and	
second	generations	fixed	their	eyes	on	the	Rule	and	the	pope,	and,	by	extension,	the	
Church's	programme	of	reform,	as	the	objects	of	their	subjection,	rather	than	Francis	
himself.		
	 The	changes	signaled	by	Quo	elongati	were	therefore	part	of	an	emerging,	evolving	
early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility,	related	to	but	distinct	from	Francis's	vocation,	and	
practically	adapted	to	its	environment.	The	early	First	Order	vocation	of	humility	was	heavily	
marked	by	subjection	to,	and	attempted	inversion	within,	the	Church,	rather	than	a	self-
sacrificial	nature	or	one	particularly	concerned	with	freedom	from	worldly	constraints,	
although,	as	will	become	clear	later	in	the	thesis,	the	latter	two	also	remained	evident	in	the	
early	Franciscan	vocation.		
	
Obedience	to	the	minister	general,	the	pope,	and	the	Rule	
	
	 According	to	the	Rule,	the	officials	of	the	Order	were	to	be	the	servants	of	their	
brothers,	and	the	brothers	were	to	give	themselves	first	to	the	religio,	rather	than	any	
human	being.14	However,	within	this	context,	the	minister	general	was	owed	the	obedience	
of	the	brothers,	the	minister	general	owed	obedience	to	the	pope,	and	all	those	involved	in	
the	leadership	of	the	Order	were	to	follow	obediently	the	administrative	arrangements	put	
into	place	before	and	by	the	Rule.15	As	foreshadowed	with	the	first	characteristic,	the	early	
First	Order's	vocation	of	humility	became	embedded	with	unique	choices	about	the	objects	
of	obedience.	Quo	elongati	(1230),	previously	considered,	is	an	example	of	the	Order's	
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prioritisation	of	humility	to	the	pope	above	humility	to	Francis.	Elias	of	Cortona's	deposition	
in	1239	is	an	example	of	the	Order	prioritising	humility	to	the	Rule	above	humility	to	the	
position	of	the	minister	general.	Finally,	alterations	made	to	previously	agreed	internal	
arrangements	are	an	example	of	the	prioritisation	of	overall	organisational	aims	above	
administrative	fidelity	to	the	Rule.	These	problematic	episodes	in	early	Franciscan	history	
demonstrate	an	evolving,	thoughtful	conception	of	humility,	one	that	remained	focused	on	
Francis's	elements	of	humility	but	countenanced	new,	and	sometimes	old,	ways	of	
incorporating	these	elements	into	the	large-scale	expediencies	of	communal	Franciscan	life.		
	 	At	first	glance,	the	deposition	of	Elias	of	Cortona	did	not	appear	to	honour	Francis's	
wish	that	his	Order	obey	its	minister	general.16	However,	this	minister	general	was	evidently	
known	for:	living	luxuriously;	neglecting	to	hold	the	general	chapters	provided	for	in	the	
Rule	but	instead	sending	sharply	critical	visitors	to	the	provinces	and	removing	ministers	
provincial	to	ensure	passivity;	poor	management	of	the	Order's	relationships	with	its	urban	
supporters	and	the	wider	Church	in	the	matter	of	the	transferral	of	Francis's	body	to	the	
new	basilica;	and	practically	demanding	re-election	as	minister	general	in	1232.17	Despite	
his	friendship	with	Francis,	the	contrast	between	the	two	could	not	be	starker.18	Which	
																																																						
16	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Later	Rule...’,	Chpt	1.1-3,	p.	100	&	Chpt	8.1,	p.	104;	Esser,	62-3.	
17	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	XIII,	pp.	77-8.	The	Franciscan	Chronicler	Salimbene,	a	contemporary	of	Elias,	was	
particularly	critical	of	Elias	(Williams	Lewin,	94)	but	a	more	balanced	and	nuanced	analysis	of	Elias's	actions	
and	role	in	Franciscan	history	has	been	provided	by	Rosalind	B.	Brooke	in	her	book	Early	Franciscan	
Government	-	Elias	to	Bonaventure.	David	Foote,	'Mendicants	and	the	Italian	Communes	in	Salimbene's	
Cronaca,'	in	The	Origin,	Development,	and	Refinement	of	Medieval	Religious	Mendicancies,	Donald	S.	Prudlo	
(ed.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2011),	214-5;	Knowles,	From	Pachomius...,	53-4;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	61,83,85-6;	
Lawrence,	Medieval	Monasticism...,	250;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	46;	Carmody,	76-7;	John	
Harding,	Agnellus	of	Pisa,	1194-1236:	First	Franciscan	Provincial	in	England	(1224-1236)	(Canterbury,	U.K.:	pro	
manuscripto	Franciscan	Study	Centre,	1977-8),	17;	Vauchez,	160;	T.	Edmund	Harvey,	'St.	Francis	in	History	and	
the	Life	of	To-day.	A	Study	from	the	Quaker	Standpoint'	(London:	West	Newman	&	Co.,	1904),	6-7;	Father	
Gilbert,	O.F.S.C.,	Agnellus	and	the	English	Grey	Friars	(London:	Burn	Oates	&	Washbourne	Ltd,	1937),	79;	
Robson,	'Albert...',	89-91;	C.H.	Lawrence,	'Introduction,'	in	Adam	Marsh,	The	Letters	of	Adam	Marsh	-	Volume	
One,	C.H.	Lawrence	(ed.	&	trans.)	(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	2006),	xxxiii;	House,	290;	Herkless,	202-3;	Van	Dijk,	
9-10,20;	Desbonnets,	110-2;	Lambert,	73;	Cusato,	'Talking...',	355-6;	Kehnel,	473-5;	Donal	Cooper,	'"In	loco	
tutissimo	et	firmissimo"	The	Tomb	of	St.	Francis	in	History,	Legend	and	Art,'	in	The	Art	of	the	Franciscan	Order	
in	Italy,	William	R.	Cook	(ed.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2005),	6-9;	Moorman,	A	History...,	88-9,96-104.	
18	The	description	of	the	ideal	leader	attributed	to	Francis	in	'The	Assisi	Compilation'	(Chpt	42,	p.	144)	is	
interesting	because	some	characteristics	of	Elias's	leadership	are	indeed	condemned.	However,	it	also	warns	
that	any	successor	must	'take	as	much	care	of	the	lesser	and	simple	brothers	as	of	the	learned	and	greater	
ones',	a	comment	that	appears	to	be	more	directed	at	Elias's	successors.	Further,	the	very	recent	discovery	of	
an	additional	vita,	suggested	to	have	been	written	by	Thomas	of	Celano	between	1232	and	1239	at	Elias's	
behest,	must	be	studied	further	for	its	implications	for	the	atmosphere	in	the	Order	at	this	time	and	Elias's	
motivations	and	leadership	(Jacques	Dalarun,	The	Rediscovered	Life	of	St.	Francis	of	Assisi	-	Thomas	of	Celano,	
Timothy	J.	Johnson	(trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2016),	xiii;	Thomas	of	
Celano,	'The	Life	of	Our	Blessed	Father	Francis',	84,	pp.	30-1;	Dalarun,	The	Misadventure...,	127-31;	Moorman,	
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course	of	action	was	more	in	keeping	with	humility:	continuing	to	allow	the	minister	general	
to	act	against	the	Rule,	or	defending	the	Rule	by	confronting	those	short-comings?19	The	
situation	is	further	complicated	by	the	agents	of	the	action,	to	whom	ulterior	motives	are	
often	ascribed.	Haymo	of	Faversham,	for	example,	is	identified	in	historical	hindsight	as	the	
impressive	vanguard	of	the	growing	educated	faction	of	the	Order,	a	group	of	relatively	
recent	recruits	depicted	as	resentful	of	Elias's	perceived	penchant	for	favouring	less	
educated,	ill-equipped,	or	unworthy	brothers	for	official	roles.20	Rosalind	B.	Brooke	provides	
an	effective	summary	of	this	complicated	and	contradictory	picture	when	she	concludes	
that	while	Elias	'utterly	failed	to	show	the	humility	that	was	required	of	a	Friar	Minor	when	
he	was	in	office...'	and	'	was	not	the	servant	but	the	ruler	of	his	brethren',	the	'Ministers'	
were	also	not	blameless	because	'their	indignation	did	not	entirely	spring	from	respect	for	
the	saint's	teaching	and	example'	but	a	'sense	of	their	own	importance...',	desire	for	'office	
and	authority...',	and	perception	of	entitlement	'to	share	in	the	direction	of	the	Order...'.21	
In	short,	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	does	not	emerge	unscathed	from	this	
episode.	However,	some	consequent	observations	may	be	made	about	early,	real-world	
Franciscan	obedience.	
	 Firstly,	the	deposition	graphically	illustrates	the	practical	criticality	to	the	early	Order	
of	obedience	to	the	pope,	as	per	the	Rule.	The	pope	was	the	authority	that	deposed	Elias,	
when	he	found	that	Elias	did	not	enjoy	the	support	of	the	Order	and	was	not	following	its	
																																																						
The	Sources...,	57-8,85;	Lawrence,	Medieval	Monasticism...,	250-1;	Robson,	'Albert...',	89;	Desbonnets,	83;	
Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	9-14.	
19	In	fact,	Francis	appears	to	have	foreseen	the	need	for	such	radical	action	in	the	Regula	bullata:	'If,	at	any	
time,	it	appears	to	the	body	of	the	provincial	ministers	and	custodians	that	the	aforesaid	general	minister	is	
not	qualified	for	the	service	and	general	welfare	of	the	brothers,	let	the	aforesaid	brothers,	to	whom	the	
election	is	committed,	be	bound	to	elect	another	as	custodian	in	the	name	of	the	Lord.'	(Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	
Later	Rule...’,	Chpt	8.4,	p.	104).	Robson,	'Albert...',	89;	Lambert,	88-9.	
20	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	‘Introduction	to	the	1242	Commentary	On	the	Franciscan	Rule	(The	so-called	
Commentary	of	The	Four	Masters),’	in	Early	Commentaries	on	the	Rule	of	the	Friars	Minor	–	1242	
Commentary,	Hugh	of	Digne,	David	of	Augsburg,	John	of	Wales,	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	(St	Bonaventure,	
N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2014),	6;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	86;	Lawrence,	Medieval	
Monasticism...,	250-1;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	46;	Edward	Hutton,	The	Franciscans	in	England	
1224	-	1538	(London:	Constable	&	Company	Ltd,	1926),	17;	Vauchez,	160;	Robson,	'Albert...',	76,92,94-5;	John	
R.H.	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England	(London:	Mowbrays,	1974),	23-4;	Lawrence,	'Introduction',	xxxiii;	
Van	Dijk,	19-21;	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	'The	Domestication	of	the	Franciscan	Movement,'	in	Franziskanische	
Studien	(Dietrich-Coelde-Verlag,	Werl/West,	1978),	324;	Desbonnets,	115;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	51,159-
60,166-7.	
21	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	159,168-77.	
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Rule.22	Secondly,	the	deposition	resulted	in	constitutions	that	mitigated	against	future	
ministers	general	being	able	to	lead	the	Order	away	from	obedience	to	the	Rule	or	act	
habitually	and	unilaterally	without	reference	to	the	general	and	provincial	chapters,	
supporting	Francis's	wishes	that	the	Rule	remain	the	Order's	anchor	and	that	office	holders	
be	servants,	not	masters.23	Other	effects	of	these	constitutions	on	the	Order's	vocation	of	
humility,	such	as	increased	emphasis	on	clerical	functions	and	the	monopoly	of	educated	
men	in	official	positions,	will	be	mentioned	in	due	course,	but	the	above	were	positive	
outcomes	for	the	Order's	obedience	to	the	Rule.24	Thirdly,	the	Order's	changing	patterns	of	
obedience	to	minister	general,	pope,	and	Rule	were	forming	before	the	educated,	clerical	
																																																						
22	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	XIII,	pp.	78-82;	Jordan	of	Giano,	63-6,	pp.	182-4.	In	making	this	statement,	I	am	
not	denying	the	possibility	of	Michael	F.	Cusato's,	O.F.M.,	well-made	argument	about	the	dangers,	for	Gregory	
IX,	of	Elias's	connection	to	Frederick	II.	This	could	also	have	been	an	important	factor	in	the	situation	and	was	
also	noted,	although	not	foregrounded,	by	Rosalind	B.	Brooke	(Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'"Non	propheta,	sed	
prophanus	apostata":	The	Eschatology	of	Elias	of	Cortona	and	his	Deposition	as	Minister	General	in	1239,'	in	
The	Early	Franciscan	Movement	(1205-1239)	-	History,	Sources	and	Hermeneutics,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	
(ed.)	(Spoleto:	Fondazione	-	Centro	Italiano	di	studi	Sull'alto	Medioevo,	2009),	421-47).	Brooke,	Early	
Franciscan...,	49,166).	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	52;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	85-7;	Lawrence,	Medieval	
Monasticism...,	250-1;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	46-7;	Gilbert,	79;	Robson,	'Albert...',	91-3;	Van	
Dijk,	24-5;	Desbonnets,	113.	
23	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	IV.6,	pp.	66-7;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Later	Rule...’,	Chpt	10.1,4-6,	p.	
105;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Admonitions',	IV.1-3,	p.	130;	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	XIII,	pp.	82-3.	Cesare	Cenci's	
presentation	of	the	extant	pre-Narbonne	constitutions	and	Dominic	V.	Monti's,	O.F.M.,	introduction	and	
footnotes	to	his	translation	of	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	demonstrate	that	these	measures	generally	
originate	from	this	period,	rather	than	later	with	Bonaventure	(Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction'	to	
Bonaventure,	‘The	Constitutions	of	Narbonne	(1260),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	
The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	&	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	
Institute,	1994),	72-3).	See,	for	example,	Monti's	discussion	of	Rubric	X.1,	p.	122,	about	the	regular	holding	of	
Provincial	Chapters,	and	Rubric	XI.1	&	3,	p.	128,	about	the	regular	holding	of	General	Chapters	and	increasing	
provincial	representation	to	these.	The	above	measures	do	not	survive	in	Cenci's	extant	constitutions	but	are	
presumed	to	originate	in	1239-42	(Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	Footnotes	to	Bonaventure,	‘The	Constitutions	of	
Narbonne	(1260),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	
Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	and	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1994),	122,128).	An	example	
of	a	confirmed	pre-Narbonne	constitution	that	also	fits	into	this	category	may	be	'Constitution	of	Narbonne',	
Rubric	X.24,	pp.	126-7,	which	states	that:	'Nothing	may	be	sent	to	the	general	chapter,	unless	it	is	first	
discussed	and	examined	by	the	provincial	chapter,	and	legitimately	approved	and	ratified	by	a	majority	of	the	
same	chapter...'	(See	Cesare	Cenci,	'De	fratrum	minorum	constitutionibus	praenarbonensibus,'	in	Archivum	
franciscanum	historicum,	Vol.	83	(1990),	X.24,	p.	74).	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	555-6;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	
Brothers…,	53;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	86;	Lawrence,	Medieval	Monasticism...,	250-1;	Knowles,	From	
Pachomius...,	53-4;	Carmody,	76-7;	Vauchez,	160;	Janet	Burton,	Monastic	and	Religious	Orders	in	Britain	1000-
1300	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1994),	123;	Van	Dijk,	20-1;	Jessop,	18;	Brooke,	The	Coming...,	
28;	Desbonnets,	115-6;	Esser,	62-5;	Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	43-5;	Cusato,	'Guardians...',	249-81;	Brooke,	
Early	Franciscan...,	205-6;	Michael	W.	Blastic,	O.F.M.,	'Francis	and	his	hagiographical	tradition,'	in	The	
Cambridge	Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	2012),	75;	Moorman,	A	History...,	106-7.	
24	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	53-5;	Flood,	‘Introduction	to	the	1242	Commentary...',	6;	Lawrence,	
Medieval	Monasticism...,	250-1;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	47;	Robson,	'Albert...',	93;	Lawrence,	
'Introduction,'	xxxiii;	Burton,	123;	Knowles,	From	Pachomius...,	53-4.	
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men	staged	their	actual	intervention.25	So,	to	place	Haymo	and	Elias	at	absolute	
loggerheads,	characterising	one	as	for	education,	and	therefore	relaxation	in	the	Order,	and	
the	other	against	both	education	and	relaxation,	misrepresents	the	situation.26	Quo	elongati	
had	already	legitimised	certain	patterns	of	growth	and	behaviour,	with	Elias	using	it	to	the	
full:	expanding	the	Order	in	number,	friaries,	and	educational	and	pastoral	accomplishment;	
building	Francis's	elaborate	basilica;	and	liaising	with	the	royal	families	of	Europe.27	The	
practicalities	of	obedience	to	the	Rule	were	evolving	prior	to	the	deposition.	Fourthly,	as	
much	as	Elias's	deposition	was	a	shift	by	the	Order	toward	education,	it	was	also	a	shift	
away	from	Italy	to	France,	Germany,	and	England,	an	opportunity	for	brothers	from	all	over	
the	Franciscan	world	to	play	an	active	part	in	the	maturing	Order.28	The	impetus	for	the	
intervention	against	Elias	came	from	learned,	geographically	distant	environments,	
prompted	by	the	interference	of	demanding	visitors,	the	funds	Elias	harvested	for	the	new	
Basilica,	and	the	lack	of	general	chapters	at	which	those	provinces	outside	Italy	could	have	a	
say.29	Surely	the	resulting	governmental	model,	including	office	elections	and	provincial	
chapters,	was	more	in	keeping,	at	least	theoretically,	with	the	ideal	of	obedience	as	
service.30	Hugh	of	Digne,	a	commentator	on	the	Rule	writing	in	the	early	to	mid	1250s,	
acknowledges	the	Rule's	unqualified	requirement	of	obedience	to	the	minister	general	but	
also	gestures	toward	the	outcomes	of	internal	experiences	such	as	the	deposition.	He	
asserts	that	an	earlier	commentary,	written	in	1242,	gave	the	general	chapter	power	to	do	
																																																						
25	Lawrence,	Medieval	Monasticism...,	250;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	46;	Van	Dijk,	8;	Knowles,	
From	Pachomius...,	54;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	95,103.	
26	Lawrence,	Medieval	Monasticism...,	250-1;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	46;	Knowles,	From	
Pachomius...,	54;	Robson,	'Albert...,'	91;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	23;	Harvey,	6;	Van	Dijk,	8;	
Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	41,103;	Roest,	'Francis...',	173-4;	Moorman,	A	History...,	107-8.	
27	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	86;	Knowles,	From	Pachomius...,	54;	Robson,	'Albert...',	89;	Brooke,	Early	
Franciscan...,	147-8;	Roest,	A	History...,	3-4.	
28	Carmody,	76;	Gilbert,	79;	Robson,	'Albert...',	90-2,94-5;	Burton,	123;	Van	Dijk,	20,35;	Desbonnets,	110-6;	
Marie-Thérèse	Laureilhe,	'Introduction	to	The	Chronicle	of	Brother	Jordan	of	Giano,'	in	Jordan	of	Giano,	
Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Salimbene	degli	Adam,	XIIIth	Century	Chronicles,	Placid	Hermann	O.F.M.,	(trans.)	
(Chicago:	Franciscan	Herald	Press,	1961),	7-8;	Lambert,	89;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	193,231.	
29	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	VIII,	pp.	52-6;	Jordan	of	Giano,	61-2,	pp.	181-2;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	86;	
Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	46-7;	Röhrkasten,	‘On	the	problem…’,	310-1;	Gilbert,	79;	Robson,	
'Albert...',	89-92;	Harvey,	7;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	44;	Laureilhe,	'Introduction	to	The	Chronicle	of	Brother	
Jordan...',	7-8,16;	Moorman,	The	History...,	96-104.	
30	Dominic	V.	Monti's,	O.F.M.,	discussion	of	Rubric	IX	(Monti,	Footnotes	to	Bonaventure,	‘The	Constitutions	of	
Narbonne	(1260),’	116-21).	Parts	of	this	rubric	are	found	in	the	pre-Narbonne	constitutions	(Cenci,	'De	
fratrum...',	IX.8-9,15-7,	pp.	67-9).	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	IX,	p.	60	&	Chpt	XIII,	p.	89;	Jordan	of	Giano,	65,	p.	
184;	Lawrence,	Medieval	Monasticism...,	250-1;	Röhrkasten,	‘On	the	problem…’,	310-1;	Robson,	'Albert...',	91-
2;	Desbonnets,	115-6;	Lambert,	89;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	181.	See,	also,	other	footnotes	on	pp.	85-88	of	
this	thesis.	
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what	was	best	for	the	Order,	even	if	the	minister	general	did	not	agree,	and	also:	'The	
chapter...	can	and	even	must	by	the	Rule	remove	him	from	office	if	by	fault	or	excess	he	
prove	inadequate.'31	Humans	were	fallible	and	to	be	dealt	with	on	a	case	by	case	basis	but,	
fortunately	for	the	preservation	of	humility	in	the	early	Order,	'neither	a	chapter	nor	the	
brothers	can	modify	the	Rule.'32		
	 Finally,	alterations	to	the	early	Order's	administrative	arrangements	were	made	in	
the	name	of	subjection	to	broader	organisational,	and	ultimately	Church,	goals.	Hugh	of	
Digne,	for	example,	deliberately	widens	out	the	definition	of	the	'ministers'	to	whom	
obedience	was	due	under	the	Rule	to	apply	to	all	'prelates	of	the	order	in	general....	
Otherwise	no	obedience	would	be	due	the	custodes	and,	without	authority,	the	Rule	will	
have	instated	them	to	no	purpose.'33	Clear	intent	to	elevate	prelates	is	evident	here,	but	
also	detectable	is	the	desirability	of	distributing	authority	and	responsibility	across	a	wide	
range	of	office	holders.	This	change	increased	the	number	of	servants,	the	identity	that	both	
Hugh	of	Digne	and	Francis	gave	to	those	in	authority	in	the	Order.34	The	enlarged	number	of	
office	holders	was	symptomatic	of	the	magnitude	of	the	Order's	foothold	across	Europe	
and,	in	response,	Quo	elongati	limited	attendance	at	the	general	chapter	to	the	provincial	
ministers	of	the	thirteen	provinces	and	a	custodian	from	each	province.35	Whilst	undeniably	
altering	the	dynamics	of	the	general	chapters,	the	alternative	of	every	friar	from	every	
																																																						
31	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	VIII,	p.	135;	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	The	Franciscans	in	the	Medieval	Custody	
of	York	(York:	Borthwick	Institute	of	Historical	Research,	University	of	York,	1997),	7.	
32	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	VIII,	p.	134;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	193,205-6.	
33	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	X,	p.	142.	
34	It	is	important	to	note	that	Hugh	of	Digne	is	considered	to	have	been	aligned	with	the	'spiritual'	part	of	the	
early	Franciscan	movement,	even	though	he	lived	before	the	actual	split.	James	McEvoy,	referencing	
Salimbene	as	a	key	source,	explains	that	he	was	'a	convinced	follower	of	Joachim	of	Fiore...',	and	friend	to	John	
of	Parma,	Robert	Grosseteste,	and	Adam	Marsh.	These	connections,	and	the	contents	of	Hugh's	commentary,	
illustrate	the	futility	of	drawing	hard	and	fast	lines	around	early	Franciscan	views,	as	either	reflective	of	Francis	
or	leading	the	Order	away	from	him.	Hugh,	or	John	of	Parma	or	Adam	Marsh,	can	not	be	accused	of	seeking	to	
undermine	a	vocation	of	humility	in	the	Order	simply	because	they	may	have	advocated	different	approaches	
to	its	appearance	and	sound	than	Francis	might	have.	Indeed,	judging	on	such	grounds,	John	of	Parma	and	
Adam	Marsh	seem	somewhat	strange	friendships	to	have	had	at	the	same	time	in	the	first	place.	(James	
McEvoy,	Robert	Grosseteste	(Oxford:	Oxford	University	Press,	2000),	42-3,157).	Salimbene	degli	Adami,	
'Selections	from	The	Chronicle	of	Brother	Salimbene	degli	Adami,'	in	Jordan	of	Giano,	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	
Salimbene	degli	Adam,	XIIIth	Century	Chronicles,	Placid	Hermann	O.F.M.,	(trans)	(Chicago:	Franciscan	Herald	
Press,	1961),	250-2;	Bert	Roest,	Franciscan	Literature	of	Religious	Instruction	before	the	Council	of	Trent	
(Leiden:	Brill,	2004),	128-9;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	IV.6,	pp.	66-7;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Later	
Rule...’,	Chpt	10.1,4-6,	p.	105;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Admonitions',	IV.1-3,	p.	130.	Jessop,	18;	Brooke,	The	
Coming...,	28;	Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	43-5;	Cusato,	'Guardians...'.,	249-81;	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	220-
1,26;	Moorman,	A	History...,	117-8.	
35	Vauchez,	158;	Burton,	122-3;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	236-7.	
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province	attending	every	chapter	would	not	have	been	viable	at	this	point,	nor	would	it	
have	served	the	purposes	of	the	Rule	and	the	Order.	Francis	enjoyed	reunions	with	his	
earliest	brotherhood	in	its	entirety	but	the	convent	and	provincial	structure,	including	the	
annual	provincial	chapters,	largely	developed	during	Francis's	lifetime,	had	replaced	this	
unifying	function	on	a	suitably	larger	scale.36	What	is	known	of	early	English	provincial	
chapters,	for	example,	exemplifies	the	early	First	Order	vocation	of	humility,	with:	friars	
given	the	opportunity	to	raise	issues	regarding	the	custodian,	guardian,	and	provincial	
minister	for	discussion;	as	many	friars	as	possible	permitted	to	attend;	and	the	local	
officeholders	placing	themselves	up	for	re-election	each	meeting.37	Such	arrangements,	
although	refinements	of	the	Rule,	were	helpful	in	maintaining	a	vocation	of	humility	
characterised	by	subjection	to	each	other	across	a	geographically	diverse	environment.		
	 	In	summary	of	this	characteristic	of	obedience,	Quo	elongati,	the	deposition	of	a	
minister	general,	and	administrative	changes	to	the	early	Order	reveal	divergence	from	
Francis's	vocation	of	humility	but	also	evolution	toward	a	new	vocation	based	on	it.	In	a	
thoughtful	and	flexible	manner,	this	refined	vocation	of	humility	sometimes	led	the	early	
First	Order	to	act	in	accordance	with	Francis's	intent	rather	than	the	exact	guidance	the	Rule	
had	given	them.	Subjection	was	not	unqualified	and	very	particularly	directed,	and	the	idea	
of	inversion,	and	perhaps	equality,	was	coming	under	some	challenge	from	distinctions	
within	the	group.	The	early	Order's	incorporation	of	these	elements	into	their	vocation	will	
become	clearer	as	the	chapter	unfolds,	as	will	the	early	Franciscan	position	on	the	enduring	
conundrums	of	the	extent	of	external	relations	consonant	with	humility,	and	humility	as	
abrogation	of	power.	
	
Love	and	Honour	Each	Other		
	
	 Following	on	from	the	second	characteristic,	the	third	characteristic	of	brothers	
loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally	would	seem	impossible	in	a	large,	geographically	
diverse	group,	with	an	increasingly	fractured	demographic,	and	widening	responsibilities	
within	the	Church	and	its	local	societies.38	These	contextual	features	did	pose	considerable	
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challenges,	but	inversion,	especially	the	idea	of	leaders	as	servants,	continued,	and	the	
Order	sought	to	use	its	additional	pastoral	responsibilities	and	improved	education	to	
encourage	self-sacrificial	humility	amongst	the	brotherhood.39	Whilst	this	section	will	
commence	with	discussion	of	a	commentary,	the	most	clear	and	persuasive	evidence	is	
found	in	reported	everyday	attitudes	and	behaviour,	which	will	also	be	highlighted.		
	 Hugh	of	Digne	is	clear	that	authority	holders	within	the	Order	are	to	use	that	
authority	to	love	and	help	others.40	He	explains	this	kind	of	humility	as	follows:	
In	the	Rule,	drawing	on	gospel	perfection,	the	saint	recommends	a	triple	obedience,	
that	is,	of	necessity,	charity,	and	humility,	as	made	for	superiors,	equals,	and	
inferiors.41		
	
The	obedience	of	necessity	was	as	per	the	Rule,	with	Christ	as	the	example	in	his	obedient	
submission	to	the	Father's	will.42	The	obedience	of	charity	was	as	per	Francis's	idea	of	a	
fraternity,	the	brothers	treating	each	other	as	a	family,	meeting	each	other's	needs.43	The	
obedience	of	humility	is	quite	distinct	and	is	the	form	of	obedience:		
through	which	inferiors	are	obeyed,	the	saint	invites	superiors	in	the	present	chapter	
when	he	recalls	that	they	are	the	ministers	and	servants	of	the	other	brothers....	In	
other	words,	as	servants	masters,	so	the	ministers	are	to	obey	their	subjects,	in	
matters	where	they	can	justly	do	so.44		
	
The	inference	of	unexpected	service,	although	qualified	by	'in	matters	where	they	can	justly	
do	so',	indicates	the	presence	of	inversion	as	an	ideal.45	Hugh	of	Digne	tells	his	reader	that:	
Work	and	humility	are	the	signs	of	servants.	So	should	prelates	be:	useful	at	work,	
humble	with	honor,	embracing	the	practice	of	humility.	Christ	was	a	servant	among	
his	disciples,	whose	feet	he	also	washed	(John	13:14).	It	is	common	practice	for	a	
provincial	minister	as	well,	at	least	on	occasion,	to	go	for	alms	and	wash	the	dishes	
																																																						
320-2;	Desbonnets,	53;	Esser,	34-7;	Keith	Warner,	'Pilgrims	and	Strangers:	The	Evangelical	Spirituality	of	
Itinerancy	of	the	Early	Franciscan	Friars,'	in	Spirit	and	Life:	A	Journal	of	Contemporary	Franciscanism	-	True	
Followers	of	Justice.	Identity,	Insertion,	and	Itinerancy	among	the	Early	Franciscans,	Vol.10	(2000),	139;	Cusato,	
'The	Renunciation...',	41-7;	Nesilhan	Şenocak,	The	Poor	and	the	Perfect	-	The	Rise	of	Learning	in	the	Franciscan	
Order,	1209-1310	(Ithaca,	N.Y.:	Cornell	University	Press,	2012),	80,82,179;	Jens	Röhrkasten,	The	Mendicant	
Houses	of	Medieval	London	-	1221-1539	(Münster:	Lit	Verlag,	2004),	151-2;	Grieco,	'Pastoral	Care...',	132-3.	
39	Pecham,	'A	Commentary...',	Chpt	One,	108;	Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	43-5;	Cusato,	'Guardians...',	249-
81.	
40	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	X,	p.	140.	
41	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	X,	p.	144.		
42	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	X,	pp.	144-5.	
43	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	X,	pp.	144-5.	
44	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	X,	pp.	144-5.	
45	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	X,	pp.	144-52.	
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to	let	minor	prelates	and	others	know	what	a	minister	is.	It	is	wholly	fitting	for	a	
prelate	to	do	what	he	suggests	others	do.46	
	
However,	in	the	early	Franciscan	Order,	the	constituent	elements	of	service	also	included	
tangible,	practical	leadership	and	spiritual	enlightenment,	which	may	have	translated	in	
practice	as	a	lack	of	humility	or	an	unwillingness	to	love	one's	fellow	brothers	equally.47	A	
situation	had	developed	in	which	some	brothers	had	responsibility	for,	but	also	power	over,	
others,	with	an	emphasis	on	seeing	'to	the	others'	needs,	but	above	all	to	the	things	that	
pertain	to	the	salvation	of	souls	and	which	concern	pastoral	care.'48	Whilst	Francis-centric	in	
its	intent,	this	all-encompassing	definition	of	leadership	must	have	made	loving	each	other	
equally	challenging,	particularly	when	the	administrative	arrangements	of	the	Order,	such	
as	the	visitor	system,	encouraged	a	degree	of	judgement.49		
	 An	important	factor	underlying	this	potential	gulf	between	leaders	and	others	in	the	
early	Order	was	the	transition	toward	increased	levels	of	education	and	clericalisation.50	
Distinct	classes	were	created	within	the	group,	with	particular	life	advantages	and	
disadvantages	inherently	bestowed.51	Those	considered	able	to	become	a	prelate,	or	to	
contribute	to	the	Order's	work	through	further	education,	obtained	opportunities:	to	move	
between	convents,	to	learn	new	things,	to	take	on	responsibility,	and	to	avoid	manual	work,	
if	they	so	desired.52	After	Elias	of	Cortona's	deposition,	lay	brothers	were	no	longer	able	to	
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hold	official	positions	in	the	Order	and	restrictions	were	placed	on	their	recruitment.53	
Nevertheless,	despite	the	changing	nature	of	the	order	and	the	internal	division	it	may	have	
precipitated,	the	early	friars	found	a	range	of	practical	ways	to	show	love	and	honour.	On	
one	hand,	brothers	were	to	renounce	their	will,	the	ultimate	act	of	humility.54	On	the	other,	
humility	was	to	be	a	central	tenet	of	leadership:		
Humility	must	occur	in	the	words	of	one	who	corrects,	charity	in	his	disposition.	If	a	
spiritual	father	has	at	times	to	act	consistently	and	strictly,	he	must	not	lack	a	
measure	of	humility	and	a	show	of	compassion	even	in	his	severity.55		
	
Many	of	the	early	Franciscans	that	historians	tend	to	agree,	based	on	the	limited	primary	
evidence	available,	were	known	for	their	humility	or	who	criticised	lack	of	humility	in	the	
Order	were	the	most	eminently	educated	and	illustrious	of	the	new	recruits.56	
	 Albert	of	Pisa,	later	the	first	Franciscan	minister	general	to	celebrate	mass	after	the	
deposition	of	Elias,	succeeded	Agnellus	of	Pisa	as	provincial	minister	of	England.57	Michael	
J.P.	Robson's	excellent	study	of	Albert	must	be	referred	to	only	briefly,	to	support	the	point	
that	the	early	Franciscans	were,	to	a	significant	degree,	led	by	leaders	who	saw	themselves	
as	servants,	at	least	in	the	English	province.	Albert's	leadership	was	Francis-orientated,	with	
an	accent	on	deeds	and	prayer,	but	also	demanding	of	the	friars	in	regards	to	discipline.58	
Robson	concludes	that	Albert's	willingness	to	be	authentic	with	the	friars,	his	gospel-
centredness,	his	compassion,	and	his	ability	to	enliven	and	motivate	the	friars	under	his	care	
built	a	mutually	tight	relationship	of	trust	that	would	have	seen	the	province	through	many	
trials.59	Despite	his	education	and	status,	Albert	evidently	made	a	priority	of	encouraging	
the	brothers	to	love	and	honour	each	other,	as	did	Haymo	of	Faversham.60	
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	 Haymo	of	Faversham,	the	next	provincial	minister	of	England,	was	an	Englishman	by	
birth	and	a	European	by	intellectual	development;	but	he	sat	on	the	floor	with	the	other	
friars	when	he	attended	provincial	chapter	and	in	the	refectory,	demonstrating	his	humility	
and	evident	wish	to	love	and	honour	the	other	brothers	present,	regardless	of	
background.61	A	curious	picture	emerges,	considering	Haymo's	direct	role	in	the	deposition	
of	Elias	of	Cortona.	However,	even	in	that	circumstance	he	is	described	as	addressing	the	
general	chapter	in	a	direct	but	humble	manner,	impressing	not	just	with	his	arguments	but	
his	lack	of	arrogance.62	
	 Similarly,	although	educated	to	the	level	of	lecturer	at	the	University	of	Paris,	John	of	
Parma	was	a	simple	Franciscan	with	a	clear	tendency	toward	Francis	for	guidance.63	He	was	
elevated	to	the	role	of	minister	general	in	1247.64	The	office	was	not	an	excuse	to	shirk	his	
contribution	to	the	brotherhood;	John	shared	the	convent	chores	and	transcribed	
manuscripts,	hallmarks	of	someone	who	honoured	and	loved	all	his	brothers	equally.65	He	
was	known	for	sitting	with	whomever	wished	to	sit	with	him	at	meals,	but	demurred	from	
accepting	the	seat	directly	next	to	King	Louis	IX	of	France,	when	the	king	ate	with	the	friars	
at	a	provincial	chapter.66	Indeed	John	is	reported	by	chronicler	Salimbene	as	taking	humility	
with	his	brothers	to	extremes,	as	he	tells	the	story	of	John	'commanding'	Salimbene	to	take	
the	bed	specially	prepared	for	him,	as	minister	general.67	When	pressured	to	resign	as	
minister	general,	John	put	his	brothers	first,	trusting	that	God	was	guiding	the	Order's	
direction.68	When	exiled	by	Bonaventure,	the	very	successor	he	had	suggested,	John	
continued	to	love	and	honour	his	brothers	by	accepting	his	situation	with	no	evident	
malice.69	
	 This	roll	call	highlights	two	crucial	ideas.	The	first	is	that	clericalisation	and	education	
were	indeed	dividing	factors.	Ironically,	subjection	to	each	other	was	made	more	difficult	by	
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one	of	the	other	elements	of	Franciscan	humility,	devotion	to	the	Eucharist	and	the	practical	
stratification	that	its	incorporation	into	the	Order's	work	brought.	However,	secondly,	early	
Franciscans	found	ways	to	work	around	the	potential	conflict.	Although	priests	and	
knowledge	were	necessary	for	the	Order's	sacramental	and	preaching	functions,	the	early	
Franciscans	developed	alternative	methods	of	demonstrating	their	humility	to	each	other,	
especially	through	the	example	of	leaders	as	servants.70	Writing	a	dialogue	in	the	1240s,	Fr	
Thomas	de	Pavia,	includes	the	following:	
Speaker:	"It	is	sure	that	all	devoted	to	simplicity	have	from	the	beginning	been	
pleasing	to	God	for	God	has	confidence	in	them	[Prov	3:32],	and	God	chose	what	is	
foolish	in	the	world	to	shame	the	wise	[1	Cor	1:27].	For	the	wisdom	of	this	world	is	
hostile	to	the	wisdom	of	God	[Rom	8:7]	and	it	was	refuted	by	our	Savior	who	chose	
the	simple	so	that	no	one	might	boast	in	the	presence	of	God	[1	Cor	1:29].	
Nonetheless,	from	heaven	God	called	the	wise	Paul	that	he	might	build	for	the	
growing	Church	a	house	of	living	stones	[1	Pet	2:5]	on	the	foundation	which	is	Jesus	
Christ	[1	Cor	3:11].	Likewise	Peter,	John	and	the	other	Apostles,	called	by	Christ	
when	he	chose	uneducated	and	ordinary	men	[Acts	4:13]	whom	the	Spirit	taught	so	
that	they	quickly	merited	to	go	beyond	the	wisdom	of	the	wise	of	this	world."71		
	
Further	into	the	chapter,	Thomas	additionally	emphasises	the	role	of	God	in	enlightenment,	
returning	us	to	Augustine's	perspective	about	all	good	things	coming	from	God:		
in	my	opinion,	the	Lord	often	gave	this	glory	to	simpler	members	of	the	Church	so	
that,	as	Paul	says,	there	be	do	dissension	within	the	body	[1	Cor	12:25]	and	so	that	
none	of	you	will	be	puffed	up	in	favour	of	one	against	another	[1	Cor	4:6].	For	
whereas	our	more	respectable	members	do	not	need	this,	God	so	arranged	the	body,	
giving	the	greater	honour	to	the	inferior	members	[1	Cor	12:24].	But	if	knowledge	of	
letters	be	compared	to	ignorance,	all	else	being	equal,	you	can	apply	the	words	of	
Solomon:	Wisdom	exceeds	folly	as	light	exceeds	darkness	[Eccl	7:12].	If	you	join	
holiness	to	knowledge	then	the	advantage	of	knowledge	[Eccl	7:12]	joined	to	the	
riches	of	love	is	that	it	shines	more	clearly	like	a	seal	of	emerald	in	a	rich	setting	of	
gold	[Sir	32:6]	on	necklaces	set	around	with	virtues.'72		
	
In	these	attitudes	toward	the	challenges	of	an	increasingly	educated	body	of	men,	we	hear	
echoes	of	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	and	receive	a	foretaste	of	Bonaventure.		
	
	 	
																																																						
70	Robson,	'Albert...',	75-6.	
71	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Fr	Thomas	de	Pavia,	A	Dialogue	on	the	Deeds	of	Some	Holy	Friars	
Minor,	Fr	Ferdinand	M.	Delorme	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	and	Campion	Murray	O.F.M.,	(trans.).	Originally	published	by	Fr.	
Delorme	in	Quaracchi	in	1923	and	translated	and	republished	by	Campion	Murray	in	Box	Hill,	Victoria,	2000,	
Chpt	IV,	p.	101.	
72	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	de	Pavia,	Chpt	IV,	p.	101.	
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Lesser	Brothers	in	every	sense	
	
	 Whilst	many	definitions	may	be	attached	to	the	term	Lesser	Brothers,	I	am	
interested	in	the	early	Franciscan	idea	of	being	servants	to	all	through	submission	to	other	
parts	of	the	Church	and	service	to	community	outcasts,	and	the	related	ability	to	remain	
poor,	and	identifiably	different,	within	the	thriving	urban	economies	in	which	they	settled.73	
These	aspects	of	Franciscan	experience	reflect	two	of	Francis's	primary	underlying	concerns:	
living	the	life	of	the	outcast	and	showing	reverence	and	respect	to	the	Church,	particularly	
the	members	of	it	that	administered	the	sacraments.74	In	his	work,	'The	Domestication	of	
the	Franciscan	Movement',	David	Flood	contends	that	the	clerical,	learned	identity	of	the	
early	Order	lay	at	'an	immense	social	distance...'	from	the	identity	that	Francis	had	
established,	and	that	'the	distance	entails...a	different	study	of	Jesus'	poverty	and	lowliness.'	
Whilst	concurring	with	this	observation,	I	would	like	to	further	investigate	his	consequent	
conclusion,	that	'as	a	body,	the	friars	were	no	longer	the	minors	of	the	gospel.'75	The	friars	
may	no	longer	have	been	the	'minors	of	the	gospel...'	as	initially	envisaged	by	Francis	but	
they	found	a	range	of	ways	of	expressing	the	Lesser	Brother	identity	in	their	communities,	
temporal	and	religious.	In	doing	this,	the	early	Franciscan	answers	to	long-standing	
																																																						
73	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Later	Admonition...',	47,	p.	48;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	IX.3,	p.	70;	Francis	
of	Assisi,	‘The	Testament',	14-9,	p.	125;	John	of	Perugia,	Chpt	VIII.37,	p.	52;	'Legend	of	the	Three	Companions',	
Chpt	XIV.57,	p.	101;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	9,	p.	123;	Bernard	of	Besse,	29.	David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	highlights	a	
potential	connection	between	Francis's	idea	of	work,	his	desire	for	social	reform,	and	the	importance	he	
placed	on	service	to	others	which	I	have	tried	to	capture	in	this	statement	but	will	not	be	able	to	fully	explore	
here.	Accepting	Flood's	theory	places	increased	emphasis	on	the	early	Franciscans	commitment	to	specific	
types	of	work,	the	type	of	work	that	makes	them	'subject	to	all'.	(Flood,	‘The	Early	Franciscans...',	45-57).	
Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	on	the	other	hand,	posits	fundamentality	of	the	early	Franciscan	identity	in	
'minoritas:	the	choice	to	live	among	the	minores	of	society	-	with	the	poor,	as	the	poor	and	for	the	poor.'	
(Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'"Esse	ergo	mitem	et	humilem	corde,	hoc	est	esse	vere	fratrem	minorum":	
Bonaventure	of	Bagnoregio	and	the	Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism,'	in	Charisma	und	religiöse	
Gemeinschaften	im	Mittelalter.	(Münster:	LIT,	2005),	348-9;	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	in	The	
Early	Franciscan	Movement	(1205-1239)	-	History,	Sources	and	Hermeneutics.	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	
(Spoleto:	Fondazione	-	Centro	Italiano	di	studi	Sull'alto	Medioevo,	2009,	xxvii)	&	Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	38-
46).	Whilst	recognising	the	evidence	for	both	of	these	insightful	perspectives,	my	thesis	suggests	that	a	
continuing,	though	evolving,	vocation	of	humility	is	at	the	root	of	all	these	elements	and	characteristics	of	
early	Franciscan	life.	Moorman,	Richest...,	71;	House,	105;	Jessop,	47;	Flood,	'The	Domestication...',	311-27;	
Desbonnets,	22;	Foote,	220-1,224-5;	Lambert,	39,51;	Cusato,	‘Alms-Asking...',	73-4;	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	1-
31.	
74	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Exhortations	to	the	Clergy	–	Earlier	Edition’,	52-3;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘Exhortations	to	the	
Clergy	–	Later	Edition’,	54-5;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	First	Letter	to	the	Custodians’,	56-7;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘A	
Letter	to	the	Entire	Order...',	12-24,	pp.	117-8;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Testament',	6-10,	p.	125;	Thomas	of	
Celano,	'The	Life	of	Our	Blessed	Father	Francis',	60,	p.	22;	Julian	of	Speyer,	'The	Life...',	Chpt	V.27,	p.	388;	John	
of	Perugia,	Chpt	VIII.37,	p.	52;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	58,	p.	160;	House,	105;	Jessop,	17,20-2,47;	Lambert,	
51;	Warner,	148-51;	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	1-31;	Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	38-41.	
75	Flood,	'The	Domestication...',	324.	
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questions	about	the	maintenance	of	humility	whilst	engaging	with	the	temporal	world,	and	
the	abrogation	versus	the	exercise	of	power,	become	apparent.	The	friars	dived	into	the	
temporal	world	but	were	increasingly	strategic	in	their	engagement	with	it.	At	the	same	
time,	they	actively	cultivated	power	to	use	on	behalf	of	the	powerless.	These	points	are	
proved	largely	by	actions,	chronicles,	and	letters,	rather	than	constitutional	or	theological	
writing.		
	 Let	us	turn	first,	to	the	Lesser	Brothers'	relationship	with	society's	outcasts.	After	
Francis's	death,	the	Friars	Minor	continued	to	establish	presences	in	cities	and	towns,	in	
which	the	opportunities	to	render	practical	service	to	the	poor	and	ill	would	have	been	
many.76	From	monastic	and	secular	points	of	view	respectively,	Matthew	Paris	and	Jacques	
De	Vitry	provide	favourable	accounts	of	the	early	Franciscans'	humility,	poverty,	and	
distinctiveness	within	an	increasingly	economically	driven	world,	in	England	and	on	the	
Continent.77	The	placement	and	deliberate	physical	poverty	of	many	houses,	particularly	in	
the	English	province,	provide	evidence	of	this.	The	Cambridge	house	where	the	friars	stayed	
for	forty	years	shared	its	entrance	with	a	gaol,	and	numerous	stories	recount	how,	across	
the	province's	houses,	early	provincial	ministers	removed	improvements	that	were	
considered	unnecessary	or	excessively	lavish.78	Many	examples	of	the	zeal	with	which	the	
Rule's	injunctions	about	simplicity	were	heeded	in	the	English	province's	early	life	are	
described	by	eyewitness	Thomas	of	Eccleston	and	discussed	at	length	in	the	subsequent	
																																																						
76	Lawrence,	'Introduction',	xiii;	A.G.	Little,	The	Grey	Friars	in	Oxford	(Oxford:	Printed	for	the	Oxford	Historical	
Society	at	the	Clarendon	Press,	1892),	3;	David	Knowles	&	R.	Neville	Hadcock,	Medieval	Religious	Houses	-	
England	and	Wales	(London:	Longmans,	Green	and	Co.,	1953),	36;	Victor	G.	Green,	O.M.	Cap.,	The	Franciscans	
in	Medieval	English	Life	(1224-1348)	(Paterson,	N.J.:	St.	Anthony	Guild	Press,	1939),	13-4;	Herkless,	20-1,136-8;	
Jessop,	38-9.	
77	de	Vitry,	'Letter	I',	579-80;	Matthew	Paris,	'Note	the	wonderful	events,'	in	Matthew	Paris,	'The	Chronica	
majora	1250,'	Richard	Vaughan	(ed.,	trans.,	&	intro.)	in	Matthew	Paris,	Chronicles	of	Matthew	Paris	-	Monastic	
Life	in	the	Thirteenth	Century,	Richard	Vaughan	(ed.,	trans.,	&	intro.)	(Gloucester:	Alan	Sutton,	1986),	275-6;	de	
Vitry,	'Historia	Occidentalis',	3-10,16,	pp.	582-3,585;	de	Vitry,	'Sermon	I...',	2,	p.	586;	'Roger	of	Wendover	
(c.1225-35),'	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	
Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	1999),	1,	p.	597.	
Thomas	de	Pavia,	a	Franciscan	who	wrote	in	the	1240s,	includes	accounts	of	friars	working	with	lepers,	the	ill,	
and	the	poor	in	his	A	Dialogue	on	the	Deeds	of	Some	Holy	Friars	Minor.	See	particularly	Friar	Benevenutus	in	
Chpt	II	(pp.	32-3)	and	Friar	Ambrose	(Chpt	III,	pp.	56-7),	and	these	were	'simple'	rather	than	'learned'	friars	
(Chpt	IV,	p.	100).	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	37-9;	Gilbert,	4;	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	
'Robert	Grosseteste	and	the	Greyfriars	in	the	diocese	of	Lincoln,'	in	The	Greyfriars	of	England	(1224-1539)	-	
Collected	Papers,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Padova:	Centro	Studi	Antoniani,	2012),	120.	
78	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	IV,	pp.	30-1;	Moorman,	Church	Life...,	378;	Rowlands,	118-20;	Moorman,	The	
Franciscans	in	England,	20;	Robson,	'Albert...',	88;	Röhrkasten,	The	Mendicant	Houses...,	221;	Moorman,	The	
Grey	Friars...,	8-9,14-5.	
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historiography.79	Specific	stories	include:	Agnellus	of	Pisa	having	the	infirmary	roof	at	the	
Oxford	convent	constructed	so	low	that	people	almost	had	to	stoop	to	clear	the	ceiling,	
instructing	the	stone	walls	of	the	living	quarters	in	the	London	convent	be	replaced	with	
mud	walls,	and	insisting	that	surplus	land	in	Gloucester	be	returned	to	its	donor	(although	
this	land	was	recovered	for	the	friars'	use	in	1239);	Albert	of	Pisa's	destruction	of	a	cloister	
made	of	stone	in	Southampton;	William	of	Nottingham	similarly	destroying	the	stone	walls	
of	Shrewsbury	convent	dormitory,	also	replacing	them	with	mud;	and	the	Gloucester	house	
punished	by	a	general	visitor,	John	of	Malvern,	for	having	a	chapel	with	windows	and	
paintings.80	These	situations	are	notable	for	the	influence	of	the	provincial	generals	over	a	
significant	period	of	time,	a	stubborn	determination	to	maintain	a	spirit	of	humility	
expressed	as	the	solidarity	of	poverty,	even	against	well-meaning	external	opposition	from	
the	townspeople,	council,	or	monarch	that	owned	the	premises	in	question.81	Prospects	of	
working	with	the	most	unfortunate	and	undesirable	occupants	of	towns	existed	by	virtue	of	
proximity	and	good	will,	as	well	as	vocation,	and,	judging	by	the	high	regard	in	which	the	
early	Franciscans	were	generally	held,	were	taken	up	by	the	friars.82		
	 But,	despite	the	instances	recounted	above,	the	available	contemporary	sources	do	
not	leave	the	reader	with	a	sense	that	looking	after	the	sick	and	feeding	the	poor	were	the	
																																																						
79	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	see	especially	Chpt	V,	pp.	34-7	&	Chpt	VII,	pp.	48-51	&	Chpt	XV,	pp.	106-126;	Weare,	
vii-viii;	Moorman,	Church	Life...,	378-9,387,395;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	16-7,23;	Robson,	
'Agnellus...',	39;	Robson,	'Introduction,'	in	The	Greyfriars	of	England...,	6-7;	Gilbert,	69;	Hutton,	35-6;	A.R.	
Martin,	Franciscan	Architecture	in	England	(Manchester:	The	University	Press,	1937),	10;	Röhrkasten,	The	
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80	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	IV,	p.	31	&	Chpt	VII,	p.	53	&	Chpt	X,	pp.	61-2;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	23,	p.	135	
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Mendicant	Houses...,	45,221;	Jens	Röhrkasten,	'The	Mendicant	Orders	in	Urban	Life	and	Society:	The	Case	of	
London,'	in	Religious	and	Laity	in	Western	Europe	1000-1400	-	Interaction,	Negotiation,	and	Power.	Emilia	
Jamroziak	and	Janet	Burton	(eds.)	(Turnhout,	Belgium:	Brepols	Publishers,	2006),	340;	Marie-Thérèse	
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England,'	in	Jordan	of	Giano,	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Salimbene	degli	Adam,	XIIIth	Century	Chronicles,	Placid	
Hermann,	O.F.M.,	(trans.)	(Chicago:	Franciscan	Herald	Press,	1961),	89;	Lambert,	92-3;	Brooke,	Early	
Franciscan...,	188.	
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Order's	highest	priorities	on	an	ongoing	basis,	especially	when	one	witnesses	the	marked	
degeneration	of	Matthew	Paris's	opinion	of	the	Order,	from	that	of	dedicated,	spiritual	men	
to	that	of	finely	dressed,	decadent	extortionists	for	the	Church.83	Access	to	the	day	to	day	
sources	that	would	have	detailed	the	early	Franciscans'	charitable	work	is	limited	to	their	
care	and	ministry	with	more	notable	patients,	such	as	Robert	Grosseteste,	bishop	of	Lincoln,	
so,	instead,	we	are	left	with	mostly	general	impressions	and	abundant	evidence	as	to	their	
intellectual	and	spiritual	work	for	the	Church.84	Even	in	England,	considered	a	relatively	
pure,	Francis-centric	province,	the	early	Franciscans	increasingly	failed,	as	the	thirteenth	
century	progressed,	to	live	as	outcasts	or	give	their	service	the	priority	Francis	would	have	
afforded	it.85	But	closer	attention	to	the	early	Franciscans'	construction	and	enactment	of	
their	vocation	of	humility	through	their	identity	as	Lesser	Brothers	in	the	environments	in	
which	they	found	themselves	provides	some	mitigation	and	evidence	for	a	vocation	of	
humility,	if	a	differently	prioritised	one	from	that	of	Francis.		
	 Firstly,	there	is	the	matter	of	proportion	and	perspective.	Many	early	Franciscans,	
such	as	Adam	Marsh,	gave	up	luxurious	lifestyles	to	live	the	much	more	modest,	if	not	
completely	poor,	life	of	a	friar	that	still	involved	helping	the	poor,	a	sacrifice	noted	by	
Matthew	Paris.86	Early	Franciscan	humility	could	also	involve	the	relinquishment	of	rules	
that	afforded	them	comfort	to	allow	others	the	reassurance	of	their	own	customs.	As	Hugh	
of	Digne	explains	in	his	commentary:		
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With	eggs	and	milk	products	the	custom	varied	regionally	for	some	time,	with	the	
church's	acquiescence.	Where	these	foods	are	common	in	a	land,	people	are	
offended	when	we	refuse	them	for	more	expensive	food....Where	we	fast	and	
abstain	from	milk	products,	we	violate	scandalously	the	custom	of	the	country.....	
Francis's	rule	in	such	matters	was	to	abide	by	the	custom	of	the	parish	or	diocese	in	
which	we	find	ourselves....	during	a	fast,	we	are	to	eat	as	do	people	and	above	all	
religious	in	the	land	where	we	find	ourselves.87		
	
Further,	going	shoeless	in	unforgiving	climates	such	as	England	was	an	impressive	display	of	
self-sacrificial	solidarity	noted	in	contemporary	sources	such	as	Thomas	of	Eccleston	and	the	
Lanercost	chronicle.88			
	 Secondly,	and	relatedly,	there	was	the	possibility	of	displaying	powerlessness,	and	
harnessing	it	for	others,	without	literally	living	it.89	For	example,	Haymo	of	Faversham	
actively	discouraged	begging,	beginning	the	practice	of	allowing	houses	modest	plots	of	land	
to	cultivate	in	promotion	of	a	degree	of	self-sufficiency.90	The	Order	subverted	Francis's	
direction	that	the	Lesser	Brothers	demonstrate	humility	and	be	reliant	on	God	(through	
others)	for	their	daily	needs,	albeit	begging	was	always	to	be	a	second	resort	behind	work.91	
But	some	basic	means	of	their	own,	from	cultivation	and	work,	allowed	the	brothers	to	
preserve	humility	by	practicing	frugality	with	the	little	they	had	and	asking	less	of	the	
involuntarily	poor.92	As	Hugh	of	Digne	says:	
There	is	no	begging	as	great	as	cutting	down	on	what	you	have.	Living	a	poor	life	
with	few	things,	servants	of	God	still	reduce	these	several	things	so	that	they	avoid	
begging.93		
	
																																																						
87	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	III,	p.	71.	
88	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	III,	pp.	18-9;	Rowlands,	204-5;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	17;	Brooke,	
The	Coming...,	110;	Röhrkasten,	The	Mendicant	Houses...,	144.	
89	Micheal	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	suggests	that	when	the	early	Order	gave	up	its	powerlessness,	it	gave	up	its	
minoritas	(Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	46-7).	This	section	suggests	that	the	early	Order	could	hold	a	vocation	
of	humility	whilst	not	entirely	renouncing	worldly	power	or	influence.	
90	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	X,	p.	62;	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	IV,	p.	91;	Robson,	'Introduction'	in	The	Greyfriars	of	
England...,	6;	Martin,	83;	Little,	The	Grey	Friars...,	14;	Sheehan,	18-9;	Van	Dijk,	28;	Röhrkasten,	'The	Mendicant	
Orders...',	340;	Lambert,	93;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	203.	
91	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	IX.3-6,	p.	70;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Later	Rule...’,	Chpt	6.1-3,	p.	
103;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Testament',	22-3,	pp.	125-6;	'Assisi	Compilation',	Chpt	15,	p.	130	&	Chpt	51,	p.	151	
&	Chpt	52,	p.	152;	Thomas	of	Celano,	'The	Remembrance...',	Second	Book,	Chpt	XLI.71,	p.	295	&	Chpt	XLIV.74-
5,	pp.	296-7;	Bernard	of	Besse,	28-9;	Sheehan,	i-ii;	Flood,	'The	Domestication...',	313-4;	Lambert,	65-6;	Cusato,	
'Francis	and	the	Franciscan...',	22.	
92	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	VI,	p.	125;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	39;	Sheehan,	i-ii;	Van	Dijk,	28-9;	
Foote,	223-4;	Cusato,	‘Alms-Asking...',	75.	
93	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	VI,	p.	123.	
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As	Hugh	further	points	out,	the	Rule	contains	many	other	opportunities	for	the	brothers	to	
empathise	and	identify	with	the	poor.94	Power	is	the	root	issue,	that	the	friars	are	to	be	
minor	as	the	poor	are	minor,	in	their	powerlessness.95	The	outward	signs,	including	
'extreme'	poverty,	are	useful,	and	the	Franciscans	have	them	in	abundance,	but	Francis	
called	the	brothers	to	exhibit	'"the	spirit	of	poverty"',	to	be	like	the	poor	in	the	Gospel,	and	
the	poor	in	their	town,	by	renouncing	power.96	Modern	Franciscan	historiography	has	more	
than	competently	identified	and	discussed	the	connection	between	this	type	of	poverty	and	
humility,	epitomised,	for	example,	through	both	David	Flood's	and	Michael	F.	Cusato's	
work.97	The	early	Franciscans	cherished	the	underlying	vocation	of	humility,	rather	than	the	
outward	sign	of	begging.98	Interrogating	Francis's	intent	behind	the	actions	he	asked	of	
them	in	the	Rule,	they	determined	the	optimal	methods	of	fulfilling	this	in	their	social	
environments.99	In	any	event,	mendicancy	did	not	completely	disappear	from	the	early	
																																																						
94	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	VI,	p.	124;	Foot,	43;	Rowlands,	204-5.	
95	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	argues	that	Franciscan	poverty	originates,	from	Francis's	perspective,	in	the	human	
powerlessness	of	Christ,	making	this	an	example	of	Francis's	use	of	Christ	as	exemplar	(Doyle,	'Franciscan	
Life...',	135-6).	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	12-3;	Cusato,	'Introduction,'	in	The	Early	Franciscan	Movement...,	xxvii;	
Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	29-47;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	349.	
96	Hugh	of	Digne,	Chpt	VI,	pp.	124-5;	Gilbert,	4;	Desbonnets,	22,96;	Cusato,	'Introduction,'	in	The	Early	
Franciscan	Movement...,	xxvii;	Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	29-47.	
97	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	1-31;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism”,	348-80;	
Cusato,	'Introduction,'	in	The	Early	Franciscan	Movement...,	xxvii-xxviii;	Cusato,	'Renunciation	of	Power',	29-47;	
Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'From	the	perfectio	sancti	Evangelii	to	the	sanctissima	vita	et	paupertas:	An	
Hypothesis	on	the	Origin	of	the	privilegium	paupertatis	to	Clare	and	Her	Sisters	at	San	Damiano,'	in	The	Early	
Franciscan	Movement	(1205-1239)	-	History,	Sources	and	Hermeneutics,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	
(Spoleto:	Fondazione	-	Centro	Italiano	di	studi	Sull'alto	Medioevo,	2009),	98-101;	Flood,	'Introduction	-	
Franciscan	Poverty...',	5-11;	Flood,	'The	Domestication...',	313-5,325.	
98	Donald	S.	Prudlo,	'Mendicancy	Among	the	Early	Saints	of	the	Begging	Orders,'	in	The	Origin,	Development,	
and	Refinement	of	Medieval	Religious	Mendicancies,	Donald	S.	Prudlo	(ed.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2011),	103.	
99	David	Flood's,	O.F.M.,	article	'So	what	is	a	Franciscan?'	contributes	to	this	assertion	by	highlighting	the	early	
Franciscan	process	of	discerning	how	to	live	by	the	'spirit',	staying	apart	from	the	world	but	being	involved	to	
the	point	of	'subverting	the	world	to	a	new	way	of	life...'.	The	early	Franciscans	needed	to	define	themselves	in	
their	own	terms	as	subjects,	and	servants,	to	avoid	their	society	imposing	definitions	upon	them.	This	thesis	
shows	that	they	were	continually	attempting	to	do	this,	although	the	impetus	and	results	may	have	appeared	
in	various	forms	at	different	times	(David	Flood,	O.F.M.,	'So	what	is	a	Franciscan?	Constituting	the	Franciscan	
Subject,'	in	Franciscan	Studies,	No.	63	(2005),	35-47).	David	Foote	suggests	a	further	approach	to	
understanding	the	early	Franciscans'	differences	from	Francis	when	discussing	Franciscan	chronicler	
Salimbene.	Foote	assesses	the	early	Franciscan	identity	as	influenced	by	Francis,	critics	of	the	early	Order,	and	
the	'rich	theological	and	spiritual	currents	from	late	antiquity	that	had	long	nourished	Benedictine	
monasticism.	Salimbene	recognized	quite	rightly	that	St.	Francis	and	the	mendicants	were	but	the	fruit	of	
these	traditions	-	grapes	harvested	from	the	vineyard...'.	In	addition	to	these	must	be	added	the	changing	
social,	economic,	religious,	and	political	environment	of	the	thirteenth	century.	Foote	further	addresses	this	
aspect,	and	its	interaction	with	the	innate	need	to	'possess',	when	he	speaks	of	Francis	not	expecting	'all	
members	of	communal	society	to	kiss	lepers,	refrain	from	touching	money,	and	walk	around	barefoot'.	Instead	
Francis	was	challenging	them	to	'translate	his	archetypal	actions	into	the	common	realities	of	everyday	life...'.	
The	early	Franciscans,	he	concludes,	found	a	way	to	honour	Francis's	intentions	through	adaptation	of	
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Order.	John	Pecham,	writing	his	commentary	in	the	second	half	of	the	thirteenth	century,	
endorses	it	precisely	due	to	the	attitude	of	humility	it	promotes.100	They	were	to	'glory'	in	
their	imitation	of	Christ	by	begging	and,	indeed,	John	Moorman	finds	that	despite	receiving	
extensive	support	from	the	monarch	in	currency	and	necessary	items,	the	houses	in	the	
English	province	refused	to	cease	begging	and	be	placed	on	the	royal	purse,	indicating	a	
strong	but	respectful	relationship	between	the	province	and	its	most	socially	important	
benefactor	as	well	as	a	commitment	to	humility	as	traditionally	practiced.101		
	 Thirdly,	education,	the	very	thing	that	differentiated	the	early	First	Order	from	
Francis,	garnered	power	for	the	powerless:	from	Adam	Marsh,	'friend	and	counselor	of	
princes	and	prelates	as	well	as	of	the	humble	and	the	poor...',	to	John	Pecham,	whose	
letters	also	'show	how	close	to	his	heart	were	the	poor	and	the	suffering.'102	The	following	
description	of	Adam	Marsh's	correspondence	by	Victor	Green	is	particularly	suggestive:	
Amidst	all	the	cares	which	weighed	him	down,	his	busy	pen	took	up	the	cause,	now	
of	a	woman	who	was	pinched	with	poverty,	now	of	a	poor	woman	oppressed	in	a	
matrimonial	suit,	again	of	a	widow	beset	by	her	enemies.	He	penned	letters	in	favor	
of	a	poor	scholar	in	need	of	help,	an	unfortunate	monk	who	threw	off	his	habit	as	a	
novice	and	later	repented,	repentant	and	apostate	friars,	a	sick	friar,	a	nun,	a	priest,	
a	rector,	a	repentant	thief,	a	goldsmith,	and	other	unnamed	persons.103		
	
Marsh	used	his	literacy,	his	education,	and	connections	to	help	those	less	fortunate,	
indicating	some	early	Franciscans	took	advantage	of	their	environment,	and	their	position	
within	it,	to	help	society's	outcasts,	rather	than	necessarily	remaining	in	the	same	situation	
with	them.	Pecham's	instructions	to	clergy	about	making	sure	no	money	is	collected	unless	
'permitted	by	canonical	sanctions',	giving	'instestate	property	to	the	poor...',	the	giving	of	
'the	farm	of	a	certain	church	be	given	to	the	poor',	other	requests	such	as	'the	release	of	
persons	unjustly	imprisoned...',	and	pleading	'for	a	woman	who	had	been	wronged	by	her	
husband',	all	speak	to	his	commitment	to	a	vocation	of	humility	with	the	outcast	in	his	
circumstances.104	So	although	distracted	by	other	priorities,	and	physically	supported	by	
																																																						
Benedictine	thinking	and	ways	(Foote,	220-37).	This	thesis	certainly	recognises	monastic	influences	on	the	
early	Franciscan	vocation	but	suggests	additional	influences	from	the	long	heritage	of	Christian	humility.		
100	Pecham,	'A	Commentary...',	Chpt	Six,	149.		
101	Moorman,	Church	Life...,	371;	Rowlands,	119;	Robson,	The	Franciscans	in...York,	2;	Little,	The	Grey	Friars...,	
5;	Burton,	120;	Röhrkasten,	The	Mendicant	Houses...,	343,354;	Moorman,	The	Grey	Friars...,	63-4,70.	
102	Green,	43-5,86.	
103	Green,	44.	
104	Green,	45.	
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human	patronage	and	favour	from	all	classes	of	society,	and	therefore	unable	to	preserve	
absolute	physical	poverty,	the	early	Franciscans	demonstrated	a	vocation	of	humility	in	a	
wide	variety	of	ways:	by	living	alongside	the	poor	and	sick	often	in	similar	conditions,	
depriving	themselves	of	things	they	could	have	had,	and	taking	on	the	attitude	of	a	servant	
in	their	dealings	with	the	people	around	them.105	Their	success	in	abrogating	power	to	
retrieve	and	effectively	use	it	for	others	is	evident.	
	 However,	our	discussion	about	the	vocation	of	humility	in	the	early	Franciscan	
identity	of	Lesser	Brother	must	be	completed	with	consideration	of	the	Order's	relationship	
to	the	ecclesiastical	hierarchy	and	prelates.	Regardless	of	their	personal	gifts	or	failings,	
prelates	were	considered	an	essential	link	to	God	through	the	administration	of	the	
sacraments.106	The	early	First	Order	was	preoccupied	with	assisting	Church	reforms,	
especially	improving	the	standard	of	Christian	observance	and	worship.107	But	the	group's	
increasing	size	made	it	impossible	for	one	person,	or	even	a	handful	of	people,	to	maintain	a	
tight	hold	on	the	licensing	of	preaching	and	confessional	activities.108	In	addition,	there	were	
the	natural	tensions	and	resentments	amongst	the	various	religious	groups	and	secular	
clergy,	over	position	in	towns,	education,	roles	such	as	confession	and	preaching	(and	
subsequent	sources	of	income),	privileges,	facilities	(including	churches),	and	recruitment,	
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particularly	in	regards	to	students	and	clerics,	and	the	effect	of	all	these	issues	on	the	laity's	
relative	attachments	to	the	various	parts	of	the	Church.109	Add	to	these	circumstances	the	
emergence	of	a	strand	of	thinking	within	the	Order,	Joachimism,	which	implied	the	
criticality	of	the	Franciscans	to	leading	people	to	God	as	the	world	drew	to	a	close.110	A	
perfect	storm	of	obstacles	to	the	preservation	of	humility	as	a	vocation	emerges.	
Consequent	instances	in	which	the	early	Franciscans	disrespected	or	disregarded,	or	
showed	a	distinct	lack	of	humility,	to	other	elements	of	the	Church	structure	are	a	matter	of	
record,	particularly	as	the	century	progressed,	but	so	are	situations	in	which	their	vocation	
of	humility	is	clear.111	This	humility	was	characterised	by	a	commitment	to	subjection	by	
members	of	the	Order	to	other	parts	of	the	Church.		
	 Many	bishops	risked	the	ire	of	their	own	clergy	by	financially	supporting	and	
integrating	the	friars	into	their	diocesan	life	to	improve	the	quality	of	preaching	and	
confession	available	and	to	undertake	delicate	missions,	for	instance	Agnellus	of	Pisa's	part	
in	a	delegation	to	Rome	and	Adam	Marsh's	missions	for	the	Archbishop	of	Canterbury.112	
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Middle	Ages,'	in	The	Origin,	Development,	and	Refinement	of	Medieval	Religious	Mendicancies,	Donald	S.	
Prudlo	(ed.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2011),	248-9;	Moorman,	The	Grey	Friars...,	83-4.	
110	Kevin	L.	Hughes,	'Bonaventure's	Defense	of	Mendicancy,'	in	A	Companion	to	Bonaventure,	Jay	M.	
Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jared	Goff	(eds.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2014),	513-6;	Power,	136-7;	
Moorman,	Church	Life...,	390;	Robson,	The	Franciscans	in...York,	15;	Williams	Lewin,	95-9;	Jeffrey,	71-2.	
111	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	56,66;	Robson,	'Robert	Grosseteste...',	117-8;	Moorman,	Church	
Life...,	392,399;	Rowlands,	214;	Robson,	The	Franciscans...York,	15;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	67;	
Robson,	'Introduction'	in	The	Greyfriars	of	England...,	13;	Robson,	'Agnellus...',	31-3;	Powicke,	468-9.	
112	The	extant	letters	from	Adam	Marsh,	mostly	to	Bishop	Robert	Grosseteste,	demonstrate	the	criticality	and,	
sometimes,	frankness	of	these	alliances.	His	missives	are	marked	by	a	perplexing	combination	of	advocacy	for	
fellow	religious,	strong	exhortation	to	the	secular	clergy,	ardent	opinion	on	temporal	matters,	and	indication	
of	obedience	to	Church	requirements	and	commands.	This	mix	is	reflective	of	the	early	Franciscan	desire	to	
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Although	it	undoubtedly	caused	tension	and	resentment,	the	educated	profile	of	the	early	
Order	in	England	also	enabled	the	Franciscans	to	serve	the	monastic	orders,	most	
prominently	and	helpfully	through	teaching.	An	excellent	illustration	is	the	cooperation	that	
occurred	in	Canterbury,	the	first	place	the	Franciscans	had	settled	in	England	with	the	
assistance	of	the	local	Benedictines.113	At	the	request	of	the	monks,	the	Franciscans	
provided	a	lector	to	teach	at	the	school	at	Christ	Church	Cathedral	Priory	from	1275	to	
1314,	commencing	with	William	of	Everel.114	Michael	J.P.	Robson's	research	on	this	
arrangement	has	unearthed	its	human	dimension,	highlighting	the	documentary	evidence	
for	the	appreciation	and	esteem	in	which	the	friars	were	held	by	the	monks	on	a	sustained,	
ongoing	basis	over	this	period,	and	the	deference	with	which	they	were	treated	in	return.115	
Should	Canterbury	be	assumed	an	isolated	case,	Robson	goes	on	to	highlight	a	similar	
request	made	in	1285	by	Godfrey	Giffard,	bishop	of	Worcester.116	Although	the	Order	was	
recompensed	for	the	expense	incurred	for	the	lectors	to	live	a	comparatively	privileged	
lifestyle,	a	degree	of	humble	service	to	other	parts	of	the	Church	is	clearly	present.117	This	
service	is	characterised	by	subjection	to	the	will	of	others	in	the	Church	and	inversion	of	the	
educated	as	the	servants	of	others.		
	 Having	said	this,	early	Franciscans	also	occupied	prestigious	and	influential	positions	
in	the	curia	and	the	papacy,	administering	sacraments,	helping	with	negotiations	with	non-
religious	leaders,	and	leading	preaching	movements,	such	as	the	Great	Devotion	in	Northern	
Italy	in	1233	and	the	Crusades.118	Salimbene	informs	us	that	Innocent	IV	'always	kept	six	
																																																						
serve	the	Church's	needs,	frustrations	with	the	shortcomings	of	the	secular	clergy,	and	growing	awareness	of	
the	Order's	significance	in	the	ecclesiastical	and	temporal	landscape	in	Europe.	See	a	selection	of	examples	
letters:	20	(pp.	47-9),	21	(pp.	49-51),	24,	(p.	57),	29	(pp.	77-9),	30	(pp.	79-91),	31	(p.	91),	44	(pp.	121-3),	to	Fulk	
Basset,	Bishop	of	London	(74,	pp.	177-83),	in	Adam	Marsh,	The	Letters	of	Adam	Marsh	-	Volume	One,	C.H.	
Lawrence	(ed.	&	trans.)	(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	2006).	McEvoy,	30;	Robson,	'Introduction'	in	The	Greyfriars	
of	England...,	12,	Robson,	'Agnellus...',	32;	Moorman,	Church	Life...,	370-1;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	
England,	20,53;	Harding,	18;	Robson,	'Robert	Grosseteste...',	103;	Robson,	'Albert...',	80;	Robson,	'The	
Greyfriars'	Itinerant	Ministry...',	29;	Jeffrey,	169-70;	Moorman,	The	Grey	Friars...,	83-4.	
113	Thomas	of	Eccleston,	Chpt	I,	p.	10.	
114	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	'Franciscan	Lectors	at	Christ	Church	Cathedral	Priory,	Canterbury	(1275-
1314),'	in	The	Greyfriars	of	England	(1224-1539)	-	Collected	Papers,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	
(Padova:	Centro	Studi	Antoniani,	2012),	148;	Little,	The	Grey	Friars...,	66;	Burton,	190;	Green,	105.	
115	Robson,	'Franciscan	Lectors...',	149,152-3.	
116	Robson,	'Franciscan	Lectors...',	150-2.	
117	Robson,	'Franciscan	Lectors...',	150,158-9,164.	
118	Accounts	such	as	that	of	Friar	William	of	Rubruck's	engagement	with	the	Mongols	represent	examples	of	
early	Franciscans	in	these	important,	memorable	roles	(Friar	William	of	Rubruck,	The	Mission	of	Friar	William	
of	Rubruck	-	His	journey	to	the	court	of	the	Great	Kahn	Möngke	1253-1255,	Peter	Jackson	(trans.)	(London:	The	
Hakluyt	Society,	1990);	Paris,	'The	brothers	Preacher	and	Minor	become	the	pope's	tax-collectors,'	in	Paris,	
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Friar	Minor	with	him	as	long	as	he	lived...'119	Franciscans	also	became	bishops.120	An	
example	is	Nicholas	da	Calvi,	educated	in	England,	confessor	to	Innocent	IV,	and	eventually	
Bishop	of	Assisi	in	1250.121	In	his	commentary,	John	Pecham	defends	this	development	on	
the	basis	that	the	Rule	is	composed	of	both	binding	precepts	and	helpful	guidance.122	Of	
primary	interest	to	him	is	each	individual's	intentions	in	taking	on	such	responsibility.123	At	
one	level,	acceptance	of	these	roles	would	seem	contrary	to	a	vocation	of	humility,	certainly	
contrary	to	Francis's	clear	maxim	against	accepting	positions	of	responsibility	both	inside	
and	outside	the	Church.124	At	another	level,	what	greater	humility	could	be	shown	than	to	
honestly	interrogate	Francis's	intentions	of	service	and	react	to	changing	circumstances	by	
offering	themselves	to	the	Church	to	be	used	as	felt	most	fit?125	Inevitable	failures	in	
individual	and	collective	humility	do	not	negate	the	potential	value	of	friar	involvement	in	
prestigious	and	influential	Church	positions	or	the	fact	that	the	involvement	seems	to	have	
been	intended	as	assistance	to	the	existing	Church	structure	and	goals,	not	an	attempt	to	
undermine	them.126	
	 The	one	role	about	which	such	an	argument	might	be	difficult	to	make	is	that	of	
inquisitor,	a	subject	relatively	rarely	discussed	in	extended	fashion	in	Franciscan	
																																																						
'The	Chronica	majora	1249',	183;	Peter	Jackson,	'Franciscans	as	papal	and	royal	envoys	to	the	Tartars	(1245-
1255),'	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	2012),	224-39;	E.	Randolph	Daniel,	'Franciscan	missions,'	in	The	Cambridge	
Companion	to	Francis	of	Assisi,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	
Press,	2012),	240-57;	Carmody,	84-5,98;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	48;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	60;	
Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	'Hugh,	the	exiled	bishop	of	Byblos	(c.	1245/50	-	1325),'	in	The	Greyfriars	of	
England	(1224-1539)	-	Collected	Papers,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.,	Conv.,	(ed.)	(Padova:	Centro	Studi	
Antoniani,	2012),	124-5;	Robson,	'Agnellus...',	33;	Robson,	The	Franciscans	in...York,	15-6;	Moorman,	The	
Franciscans	in	England,	53;	Röhrkasten,	The	Mendicant	Houses...,	519-22;	Desbonnets,	121;	Moorman,	A	
History...,	297-304.	
119	Salimbene,	222.	
120	See	Williell	R.	Thomson,	Friars	in	the	Cathedral	-	The	First	Franciscan	Bishops	1226-1261	(Toronto,	Canada:	
Pontifical	Institute	of	Mediaeval	Studies,	1975).	This	is	an	extensive	study	of	the	early	Franciscan	involvement	
with	the	office	of	bishop.	Thomson	identifies	more	than	forty	Franciscan	bishops	and	archbishops	between	
1243	and	1261	alone	(19-20).	Sheehan,	175-6;	Desbonnets,	120-3.	
121	Robson,	'Padua...',	225;	Thomson,	93-105.	
122	Pecham,	'A	Commentary...',	Chpt	Two,	112-4.	
123	Pecham,	'A	Commentary...',	Chpt	Two,	112-4.	
124	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	VII.1-2,	p.	68;	Thomson,	10-1;	Moorman,	A	History...,	295-6.	
125	While	Williell	R.	Thomsom	outlines	the	benefits	Franciscans	bishops	and	archbishops	brought	to	the	
Church,	he	also	notes:	'there	was	a	profound	logic	in	the	saint's	fears	for	the	purity	of	his	Order.	If	we	talk	not	
about	Minorite	ordinaries	but	about	Minorite	inquisitors,	vow-redemption	collectors,	and	crusade-preachers,	
his	trepidation	bears	the	stamp	of	inspired	prophecy.'	(Thomson,	10-20).	
126	For	example,	see	Thomson's	Friars	in	the	Cathedral...	for	an	intricate,	detailed	discussion	of	the	
performance	of	many	Franciscan	bishops	of	this	period,	across	Western	Christendom,	and	beyond.	His	
conclusions,	that	the	papacy	'corrupted'	the	Order,	are	at	pp.	161-2	of	that	work.		
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historiography.127	In	a	sense,	this	function	has	its	origins	in	Augustine	who	helped	begin	the	
process	of	assigning	the	Church	an	important	role	as	monitor	of	the	practical	humility	of	all	
its	members.	The	Church	was	to	govern	penitence	and	the	remittance	of	sins.128	Eternal	life	
was	not	possible	without	transparency	before	the	Church.129	Such	a	view	set	the	stage	for	
the	Church	as	sole,	earthly	organ	of	confession,	with	all	the	implications	for	personal	and	
organisational	humility	that	this	brought	in	the	Middle	Ages	and	for	the	Church	roles	
undertaken	by	the	early	Franciscans,	such	as	the	Inquisitions.	Francis,	on	the	other	hand,	did	
not	approve	of	his	brothers	taking	positions	of	responsibility	precisely	because	they	
required	a	degree	of	hierarchy,	of	mastery,	of	subjection	of	others.130	The	brothers,	it	could	
be	argued,	remained	subject	and	servants,	and	therefore	ostensibly	or	comparatively	
powerless,	while	occupying	bishoprics,	or	papal	penitentiary	roles,	or	preaching	roles.131	But	
the	same	claim	does	not	ring	true	for	the	office	of	inquisitor	which,	by	its	very	nature,	
involved	the	exercise	of	judgment	and,	ultimately,	power.	At	the	most	basic	level,	the	term	
Franciscan	inquisitor	should	have	been	a	non-sequitur,	if	the	ultimate	goal	was	preservation	
of	a	vocation	of	humility.132	However,	as	has	been	noted,	the	early	Order	was	seeking	to	
establish	its	own	vocation	of	humility	in	a	complex	environment	of	competing	high	level	
																																																						
127	One	notable	exception	is	Holly	Grieco's	work,	including	her	study	of	'Franciscan	Inquisition	and	mendicant	
rivalry	in	mid-thirteenth-century	Marseille,'	which	contends	that	the	Order's	inquisitional	activity	was	'an	
extension	of	the	order's	original	focus	on	charismatic	preaching	and	devotion	to	the	Gospel,	which	the	friar-
inquisitors	approached	with	a	similar	sense	of	vocation'.	But	her	article	also	highlights	the	consequent	
volatility	in	the	Franciscan/Dominican	relationship	around	this	mission	and	the	inextricable	connection	
between	the	inquisitional	mission	and	involvement	in	local	politics	(Holly	J.	Grieco,	'Franciscan	inquisition	and	
mendicant	rivalry	in	mid-thirteenth-century	Marseille,'	in	Journal	of	Medieval	History,	No.	34	(2008),	275-90).	
G.	Geltner,	on	the	other	hand,	touches	on	inquisitional	activities	as	one	source	of	violence	against	the	early	
Franciscans,	pointing	out	others	such	as	resentment	'derived	from	the	juxtaposition	of	the	brethren's	self-
professed	humility	and	their	alleged	arrogance'	in	inquisitional	work,	a	relatively	high	societal	profile,	in-
fighting,	and	acceptance	of	privileges	(Geltner,	'Mendicants...',	126-41).	Both	Grieco	and	Geltner	illuminate	the	
continuities	between	inquisitional	work	and	other	elements	of	the	early	Franciscan	story	in	terms	of	mission	
and	tensions.	But	in	regards	to	humility,	the	case	is	quite	distinct	from	other	activities	because	of	the	practical,	
worldly	power	involved	in	inquisitional	work.	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	55;	Carmody,	98;	Moorman,	A	
History...,	302-4.	
128	Augustine,	'The	Enchiridion...',	Chpt	LXV,	p.	696.	For	an	alternative	argument	about	the	distortions	that	
occurred	in	the	function	of	the	Church	from	Augustine	to	the	Middle	Ages	see	Ellen	T.	Charry	(120-52),	who	
argues	that	the	emphasis	on	penitence	is	medieval	in	origin	and	that	Augustine	ascribed	a	primarily	
educational	function	to	the	Church.		
129	Augustine,	'The	Enchiridion...',	Chpt	LXV,	p.	696.	
130	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	VII.1-2,	p.	68.	Flood,	'The	Domestication...',	313;	Grieco,	
'Franciscan...',	289;	Desbonnets,	34;	Cusato,	'The	Renunciation...',	35-6,37-8;	Moorman,	A	History...,	17.	
131	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	55;	Robson,	'Hugh...',	124-5.	
132	Interestingly,	Holly	Grieco	reports	that	contemporary	literature	does	not	highlight	this	paradox,	suggesting	
the	reason	as	a	lack	of	reliance	on	the	inquisitions	as	a	defining	feature	of	the	Franciscan	life	or	persona.	
Further,	Grieco	links	the	inquisitional	work	to	the	wider	'anti-heretical	efforts'	which	changed	and	'developed	
over	time.'	(Grieco,	'Pastoral	Care...',	126,132-55).	Herkless,	161;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	16.	
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needs	of	the	Order	from	the	Church	and	an	increasingly	educated	and	clerical	
demographic.133	The	early	Franciscans	had	a	contribution	to	make	to	the	inquisitorial	
project,	by	way	of	confession	and	preaching-related	persuasiveness,	skill,	and	knowledge.134	
Some	friars	would	have	considered	that	they	had	a	duty	to	offer	these	in	support	of	the	
Church's	mission,	others	would	have	vehemently	disagreed.135	
	 If	the	basic	elements	of	Franciscan	humility	are	taken	to	be	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	
inversion,	and	freedom	from	worldly	constraints,	it	is	difficult	to	argue	any	were	served	by	
involvement	in	inquisition,	except	subjection	to	the	perceived	needs	of	the	Church	which,	as	
we	have	observed,	was	a	strong	object	of	obedience	for	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	
humility.	In	their	'Concluding	Observations'	in	Spirit	and	Life	-	Essays	on	Contemporary	
Franciscanism	Vol.	14	2010,	Michael	F.	Cusato	and	Joseph	Chinnici	suggest	that:	
history	has	shown	that	when	Franciscan	identity	comes	to	be	defined	or	
predominantly	shaped	by	the	pastoral	needs	of	the	Church,	the	results	are	a	dilution	
of	the	charism	which	is	meant	to	be	its	particular	gift	to	the	Church	and	internal	
divisions	over	its	truest	identity	as	minors	et	subditi	omnibus	[Monti/Blastic].136	
	
Although	a	reasonable	statement	about	the	early	Franciscan	predicament,	an	equally	valid	
conclusion	may	be	that	the	early	Franciscans	re-prioritised	to	whom	they	subjected	
themselves,	highly	prioritised	the	sacrifice	made	by	Christ	through	the	integration	of	clerical	
duties	into	their	identity,	advocated	a	degree	of	inversion	within	society	and	the	Church	
(problematically	in	both	spheres),	and	approached	the	maintenance	of	freedom	from	
worldly	constraints	in	a	wary	but	pragmatic	manner.	Yet	another	suggestion	about	the	
definition	of	minoritas	is	offered	by	Eric	Doyle:	
Humility	is	the	virtue	that	rules	and	guides	our	entire	relationship	with	God.	We	are	
his	creatures;	we	are	brothers	and	sisters	in	Christ	and	so	also	sons	and	daughters	of	
the	Father;	and	we	are	dwelling	places	of	the	Spirit.	Humility	recognizes	and	accepts	
																																																						
133	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	60;	Sheehan,	18;	Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	31-62.	
134	Rowlands,	213,223;	Robson,	'Hugh...',	124-5;	Grieco,	'Franciscan...',	289-90;	Grieco,	'Pastoral	Care...',	
126,138-9,142.	
135	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	55;	Flood,	'The	Domestication...',	319;	Grieco,	'Franciscan...',	289-90.	
136	However,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	also	makes	the	point,	in	the	same	volume,	that	the	Order's	movement	
into	the	towns,	and	clericalisation	'allowed	their	ministry	to	begin	to	blossom	and	reveal	the	possibilities	
inherent	in	their	charism'	and	that	the	roles	they	then	took	on	were	'grounded	in	the	initial	ministerial	
inspirations	of	Francis	and	his	early	friars.'	(Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	31-62;	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	and	
Joseph	P.	Chinnici,	O.F.M.,	‘Concluding	Observations,’	in	Spirit	and	Life	–	Essays	on	Contemporary	
Franciscanism	Vol.	14	2010,	The	Rule	of	the	Friars	Minor,	1209-2009:	Historical	Perspectives,	Lived	Realities.	
Daria	Mitchell	(ed.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2010),	176);	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	
18.	
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those	truths.	To	be	humble	is	to	be	little	or	minor.	To	be	meek	and	humble,	
therefore,	is	to	be	a	friar	minor.137	
	
Doyle's	definition	would	seem	to	be	in	accord	with	Francis's	placement	of	God	first,	above	
other	relationships,	in	his	life.	It	highlights	the	centrality	of	the	individual's	relationship	to	
God	in	the	minor	identity.	But,	again,	the	two	ideas	are	not	mutually	exclusive.	The	vertical	
(with	God)	and	horizontal	(with	the	world)	bases	for	minoritas	exist	together.	There	is	little	
doubt	that	either,	or	indeed,	any	definition	of	minoritas	would	have	been	hampered	by	
some	of	the	activities	the	early	Franciscans	became	involved	in.	But	while	the	early	First	
Order	vocation	is	not	Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	neither	is	it	devoid	of	the	requisite	
elements	or	intent	to	be	a	related	but	different	one.		
	
Unmistakeable	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination	
	
	 Aptly,	the	fifth	characteristic	of	Franciscan	humility	is	that	it	should	not	be	
mistakable	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination.	Again,	empirical	evidence	suggests	that	
the	early	Franciscans	attempted	valiantly	to	remain	unchained	to	and	uncompromised	by	
the	societies	they	were	seeking	to	influence	and	serve,	with	varied	success.	Perhaps	one	of	
the	situations	that	most	spectacularly	demonstrates	the	complexity	of	this	task	is	the	
controversy	at	the	University	of	Paris	in	the	1250s.	The	stand	taken	by	the	mendicant	orders	
against	the	imposition	of	external	organisation	and	requirements	by	the	university	
establishment,	and	the	connected	attacks	on	the	mendicant	way	of	life,	reflect	a	level	of	
Joachimite-related	self-assurance	about	their	groups'	unique	contributions	to	the	well-being	
of	Christendom	as	it	entered	the	last	days.138	At	stake	was	not	just	the	mendicants'	place	at	
the	university	but	the	friars'	very	legitimacy,	as	other	elements	of	the	Church	insisted	the	
mendicant	way	of	life	did	not	occupy	a	rightful	or	authoritative	place	in	the	ecclesiastical	
hierarchy,	a	position	epitomised	by	critic	of	the	mendicants	William	of	St.	Amour	when	he	
states	that	‘although	the	power	that	they	wield	does	not	render	them	preachers	of	the	
																																																						
137	Doyle,	'Franciscan	Life...',	136.	
138	Power,	135-7;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	67;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	54;	
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gospel	or	dispensators	of	sacraments,	nevertheless	[they]	wish	to	live	from	the	gospel	
rather	than	from	manual	labor…’.139	From	the	other	stakeholders'	perspectives,	the	friars	
exhibited	a	distinct	lack	of	humility,	an	inability	to	know	their	place.140	The	early	Franciscan	
Order	may	not	have	started	the	fight,	but	attempted	to	finish	it,	with	the	help	of	papal	
intervention.141	Arrogance?	Quite	possibly.	A	case	where	the	Order	sought	privileges	and	
protection	against	some	of	the	very	people	to	whom	Francis	had	asked	it	to	show	respect	
and	reverence?	Absolutely.142	The	sole,	but	significant,	mitigation	may	be	found	in	the	
underlying	commitment	to	preservation	of	humility	rooted	in	rejection	of	the	world	and	
worldly	ties,	against	very	real	and	determined	enemies,	a	reaction	that	will	be	discussed	
further	in	the	next	chapter	about	Bonaventure,	an	active	participant	in	the	Paris	debate.143	
Also,	the	Order	was	fighting	not	simply	for	its	own	survival	but	for	the	Church's	reforming	
instincts	more	generally,	because	critics	such	as	William	St.	Amour	challenged	not	just	the	
Franciscans'	and	Dominicans'	place	relative	to	the	secular	clergy	and	monastic	orders,	but	
also	the	temporal/ecclesiastical	alliance	that	gave	them	traction,	King	Louis	IX	and	Pope	
Alexander	IV.144	
	 As	previously	mentioned,	local	governments,	lords,	and	monarchs	also	offered	
obstacles	and	assistance	to	the	Order	as	it	learnt	to	apply	humility	to	difficult	situations,	
with	the	potential	to	draw	the	brothers	into	compromise	and	commitment	with	the	world.	
In	an	instance	from	England,	Fr	Gilbert	recounts	the	story	of	Friar	Ralph	of	Rochester	who	
became	too	attached	to	the	world.145	Agnellus	of	Pisa	took	strong	and	decisive	action,	
extracting	Friar	Ralph	from	the	role	of	king's	secretary	and	away	from	the	court	
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environment.146	A	close	relationship	with	Henry	III	was	not	the	objection,	as	Agnellus	
himself	had	worked	with	the	king	in	an	attempt	to	stop	war.147	The	potential	attachment	to	
the	world	and	its	consequent	danger	to	the	brother's	humility	were	the	underlying	issues.	
These	struggles	were	experienced	by	brothers	employed	in	roles	such	as	Friar	Ralph's	and	
leaders	of	the	Order,	as	the	life	of	John	Pecham,	the	commentary	writer,	highlights.148	An	
English	academic	who	taught	in	Paris,	Pecham	became	the	provincial	minister	of	England	at	
the	end	of	our	period	and,	subsequently,	archbishop	of	Canterbury.149	He	had	many	of	the	
attributes	and	attitudes	one	would	expect	of	a	Franciscan,	such	as	diligence,	a	sense	of	
service,	and	honesty,	and	some	somewhat	unexpected	characteristics,	such	as	a	degree	of	
arrogance	and	contrariness.150	But	he	did	not	shy	away	from	asserting	his	intellect	and	
abilities	to	make	an	impact,	whether	that	be	as	a	lector	or	king's	advisor,	with	local	nobles,	
the	ecclesiastical	hierarchy,	or	other	orders.151	Such	a	personality,	such	connections,	sit	
uneasily	with	our	perception	of	Francis,	especially	as	John	Pecham	became	an	archbishop;	
but	if	we	consider	that	his	humility	was	evidently	characterised	by	strength	and	
determination	on	behalf	of	his	Franciscan	religio	and	the	aims	of	the	Church,	perhaps	the	
difference	is	not	as	great	as	first	appears,	and	rather	resembles	Bernard	of	Clairvaux.152	John	
Pecham	worked	tirelessly	to	maintain	the	independence	of	the	Church	in	England	from	the	
king	and	ensure	that	the	Magna	Carta	was	observed,	based	on	the	king's	obligation	to	
follow	the	law	as	the	basis	of	his	legitimacy.153	He	did	not	attempt	to	overthrow	the	societal	
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bounds	in	which	he	was	working,	just	defend	the	Church's	place	in	it.	The	early	Franciscans	
did	not	shy	away	from	the	perennial	difficulty	of	involvement	with	the	world,	whether	that	
be	with	other	parts	of	the	Church	or	temporal	authorities.	Strategies,	usually	embracing	
strength	and	determination,	graciously	accepting	assistance	but	also	taking	firm	sometimes	
controversial	action,	were	developed	to	maintain	a	vocation	of	humility	whilst	navigating	
such	difficulties.	The	apex	of	these	efforts	in	the	early	history	of	the	Order	will	be	seen	in	
Chapter	Four,	in	Bonaventure's	work.			
	
Deed	and	Word	
	
	 Despite	the	early	First	Order's	emphasis	on	preaching,	a	crucial	element	of	Francis's	
vocation	of	humility	was	the	prioritisation	of	actions	above	words.154	This	order	of	
importance	was	central	to	Francis's	viewpoint	on	preaching,	that	the	brothers	were	to	
preach	first	with	their	lives,	a	point	with	which	his	more	learned	contemporary,	St.	Anthony	
of	Padua,	concurred.155	Not	only	does	St.	Anthony	prioritise	action	but	he	clearly	links	it	to	
humility:	
Of	all	the	virtues	humility	should	be	formed	first,	because	it	is	the	form	that	helps	
remake	the	deformed.	It	is	the	source	of	movement	in	all	good	actions,	having	
control	over	the	rest	for	it	is	the	mother	and	root	of	all	virtues.156		
	
He	proceeds	to	make	a	direct	connection	to	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	whom	we	have	already	
learned	had	a	special	interest	in	humility:	
Pertinently	blessed	Bernard	says:	"The	deeper	you	lay	the	foundation	of	humility,	
the	higher	the	building	is	able	to	rise."'	Humility	is	nobler	than	the	other	virtues,	and	
in	its	nobility	it	humbly	endures	degrading	and	unjust	affronts.	According	to	the	
order	of	virtues	humility	should	be	placed	higher,	i.e.	in	the	eyes,	and	forward,	i.e.	in	
the	gestures	of	the	body.157		
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Moving	forward	in	time,	the	mid-thirteenth-century	commentaries	reinforce	the	need	for	
congruence	in	deed	and	word,	explicitly	elucidating	its	rationale	and	reinforcing	its	public	
appearance,	perhaps	because	of	the	increased	danger	to	this	Franciscan	characteristic	from	
the	ever-increasing	societal	engagement	previously	described.	Of	particular	note,	for	
example,	is	the	interconnection	Hugh	of	Digne	draws	between	Christ,	Francis,	and	the	early	
Franciscans:	'By	their	humble	ways	the	brothers	make	known	the	master	of	humility,	the	
Christ	of	the	holy	angel	of	peace,	and	imitate	more	fully	the	gospel	way.'158	Such	an	
approach	is	also	vital	for	ministry,	for	partnering	with	words	in	conveying	that	'gospel	way'	
to	others.159	Lack	of	demonstrable	humility	corrupts	or	degrades	the	message	but	is,	in	
effect,	simply	a	symptom	of	an	inner	state	that	must	be	addressed	first:	'It	is	not	the	use	of	
meats	that	matters,	but	burning	desire	and	abuse.	Not	food	but	unmasked	appetite	is	the	
problem.'160	So,	in	early	Franciscan	theory,	the	links	between	Christ's	example,	Francis,	and	
expected	behaviour	are	evident,	the	primacy	of	humility	in	action	is	established,	but	the	
criticality	of	pure	motivation	is	also	highlighted.	This	complicated	and	crucial	nexus	will	be	
explored	further	by	Bonaventure,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	Four	of	this	thesis.	
	 The	early	Franciscans	exhibited	humility	in	deeds	by	giving	themselves	up	to	others	
willingly,	by	living	humbly,	and	by	working	to	make	peace.	The	Franciscans'	popularity	in	
England	over	the	thirteenth	century,	for	example,	can	be	attributed	to	preaching	but	also	
the	practical	ways	in	which	the	friars	lived	and	served	in	accordance	with	what	they	
preached.161	A	story	recounted	about	the	earliest	Franciscans	in	England	tells	of	their	arrival	
in	Dover	and	the	suspicion	with	which	they	were	met	because	of	their	poor	appearance	and	
mysterious	backstory.162	In	the	face	of	this	distrust,	the	friars	suggested	to	the	locals	that	
the	locals	should	hang	them	(the	friars)	if	the	locals	thought	the	friars	were	there	to	do	
harm.163	The	friars	even	handed	over	the	means,	in	the	form	of	one	of	their	cords.164	With	
this	simple	act	of	trust	in	God	and	surrender	to	others,	the	friars	began	to	win	over	people,	
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reflecting	Francis's	ability	to	generate	power	through	submission.165	The	information	
available	about	the	subsequent	decades	of	Franciscan	life	in	England	tends	to	support	the	
view	that	the	friars	generally	practiced	the	humility	they	preached,	particularly	through	
their	minimal	lifestyle	but	also	their	behaviour.166	
	 In	addition	to	giving	themselves	up	willingly	and	living	humbly,	the	early	Franciscans	
exhibited	the	humility	they	preached	by	pursuing	peace,	where	possible.	This,	of	course,	
was	a	strong	theme	in	Francis's	thinking	and	action,	but	perhaps	he	had	not	envisaged	the	
most	talented	and	potent	of	his	friars	being	enlisted	by	kings	to	sometimes	singlehandedly	
negotiate	treaties.167	As	a	friend	of	both	parties,	Agnellus	of	Pisa	strove	tirelessly	to	
establish	a	pact	between	Henry	III	and	the	Earl	of	Pembroke.168	Adam	Marsh	was	employed	
as	a	diplomatic	envoy	by	the	king,	and	wielded	significant	influence	through	this	relationship	
as	well	as	through	others,	such	as	with	Eleanor	of	Provence	and	Simon	de	Montfort.169	The	
practice	may	not	have	been	as	favoured	or	useful	on	the	European	continent	where,	as	
André	Vauchez	points	out,	Franciscans	and	Dominicans	were	put	in	charge	of	cities	to	make	
peace	within	them	but	instead	took	the	opportunity	to	institute	measures	to	serve	their	
own,	the	clergy's,	or	the	papacy's	interests.170	Further,	the	cities	generally	descended	back	
into	conflict	regardless.171	As	Vauchez	implies,	helping	others	to	make	peace	was	different	
to	preaching	peace,	which	was	different	again	to	attempting	to	force	repentance	and	
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particular	courses	of	action.	172	Anthony	of	Padua	appears	to	have	been	a	notable	exception,	
preaching	at	the	instigation	of	commune	authorities	to	call	people	to	penance	and	personal	
behavioural	change,	but	also	initiating	improvement	in	community	life	by	building	bridges	
between	political	groups	and	encouraging	changes	that	aided	social	justice,	such	as	debt	
relief	for	the	poor.173	However,	in	general,	perhaps	the	early	First	Order	got	carried	away	
with	its	abilities	and	became	involved	in	temporal	situations	in	which	it	should	not,	in	
humility,	have	taken	a	role.	Inappropriately	directed	or	applied	education	and	responsibility	
within	the	Church	would	tend	to	mitigate	against	consonance	of	word	and	action,	as	would	
prominent	positions	as	part	of	the	wider	community,	hence	Francis's	reservations	about	the	
brothers'	involvement	in	these.174		
	 An	equally	formidable	tension	for	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	existed	
between	the	Order's	extensive	and	embedded	programme	of	preaching	and	the	rise	in	
education	and	clericalisation	that	accompanied	it.175		The	range	of	people	with	whom	the	
early	Franciscans	interacted	in	their	preaching	clearly	affected	the	messages	they	attempted	
to	communicate,	the	way	in	which	they	communicated	them,	and	the	amount	of	education	
injected	into	the	messages.176	Like	Francis,	the	early	friars	evidently	had	the	interests	of	
their	listeners	in	mind	and	were	at	the	forefront	of	using	vernacular	languages,	poetry,	and	
																																																						
172	Vauchez,	179;	Rowlands,	298.	
173	Anthony	of	Padua,	'The	Second	Sunday	after	Easter',	106;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	44;	Robson,	
'Albert...',	79;	de	Pavia,	Chpt	I,	pp.	7,9;	Green,	48;	Charles	McCarron,	'The	Life	of	Anthony	of	Padua,'	in	Anthony	
of	Padua,	Sermones	for	the	Easter	Cycle,	George	Marcil	(trans.,	ed.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	
Institute,	1994),	25;	Charles	McCarron,	'The	Roots	of	Anthony's	Work	in	the	Church's	Tradition,'	in	Anthony	of	
Padua,	Sermones	for	the	Easter	Cycle,	George	Marcil	(trans.,	ed.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	
Institute,	1994),	37-9	25;	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	'"Something's	Lost	and	Must	Be	Found..."	The	Recovery	of	
the	Historical	Anthony	of	Padua,'	in	The	Early	Franciscan	Movement	(1205-1239)	-	History,	Sources	and	
Hermeneutics,	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	(Spoleto:	Fondazione	-	Centro	Italiano	di	studi	Sull'alto	
Medioevo,	2009),	328-9.	
174	Foot,	39.		
175	Jordan	of	Giano's	account	of	the	rise	of	the	Order	in	Germany	indicates	the	interrelation	between	the	need	
for	those	able	to	celebrate	mass,	administer	confession,	and	preach,	and	the	Order's	early	success	in	an	area	
(Jordan	of	Giano,	26-41,	pp.	155-65).	Rowlands,	217;	Robson,	'The	Greyfriars'	Itinerant	Ministry...',	23-4;	
Robson,	'Albert...',	9,79-80;	Sabatier,	107;	Jessop,	85-7;	D.L.	d'Avray,	The	Preaching	of	the	Friars	-	Sermons	
diffused	from	Paris	before	1300	(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	1985),	39,52;	Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	51;	Cusato,	
'Bonaventure...and	the	Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	351-2.	
176	Jens	Röhrkasten,	'The	Creation	and	Early	History	of	the	Franciscan	Custody	of	Cambridge,'	in	Volume	One	-	
Acts	of	the	Franciscan	History	Conference	held	at	the	Franciscan	International	Study	Centre	on	9th	September	
2006	of	Canterbury	Studies	in	Franciscan	History,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jens	Röhrkasten	(eds.)	
(Canterbury,	U.K.:	Franciscan	International	Study	Centre,	2008),	53;	Rowlands,	217;	Robson,	'The	Greyfriars'	
Itinerant	Ministry...',	15,23-4;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	20;	Robson,	'Albert...',	79-80;	Robson,	The	
Franciscans	in...York,	15;	Knowles	&	Hadcock,	34,36;	Burton,	125;	Röhrkasten,	The	Mendicant	Houses...,	1,18;	
Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	49-50;	Jeffrey,	127-9.	
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exempla	to	make	their,	at	least	initially,	simple	messages	about	the	Gospel	and	humankind's	
need	for	repentance	and	changed	behaviour	as	vivid,	entertaining	but,	most	importantly,	as	
accessible	as	possible.177	Behind	this	process,	and	the	success	generated	by	it,	the	
requirement	for	infrastructure	developed.	An	increased	level	of	not	just	education	but	also	
articulation	and	transcription	was	a	natural	result,	and	is	evident	in	resources	such	as	the	
Liber	Exemplorum,	a	set	of	213	stories	related	to	'doctrine'	and	'morals'	composed	in	the	
1270s	by	an	'English	Franciscan',	Brother	Nicholas	Bozon's	Contes	Moralises,	and	the	
Meditations	of	the	Life	of	Christ,	now	attributed	to	an	Italian	friar,	John	de	Caulibus.178	
Francis	may	not	have	wished	Franciscan	sermons	to	be	artful	or	complicated	but	he	
certainly	would	have	expected	them	to	be	Biblically	sound	and	persuasive,	so	some	
education	along	these	lines	was	fostered	through	the	house	and	custody	schools,	such	as	
those	located	at	London,	Norwich,	and	York	in	the	English	province,	but	also	through	
novitiate	guidance	and	instruction.179	None	of	this	training	seems	to	have	been	divorced	
from	encouraging	the	friars	to	also	live	a	life	following	Christ,	characterised,	via	Francis,	by	
subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	worldly	constraints.180	
	 These	schools	are	distinct	from	the	other	levels	of	education	that	developed	as	part	
of	the	early	Franciscan	network,	such	as	provincial	studia	solemna,	studium	generale,	and	
increasingly	active	involvement	in	universities'	faculties	of	theology,	which	were	evidently	
intent	on	promoting	philosophical	and	theological	study,	not	solely	for	the	purpose	of	
																																																						
177	MacFadden	Jr.,	258-60;	Rowlands,	96,217,219;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	20,59-60;	Robson,	
'The	Greyfriars'	Itinerant	Ministry...',	23;	Robson,	'Albert...',	79;	Robson,	The	Franciscans	in...York,	2;	Little,	The	
Grey	Friars...,	64;	Burton,	125;	Green,	31-4,35-6;	Jessop,	29;	Fleming,	15-6;	Cook	and	Herzman,	253;	Kehnel,	
462-4.	See	Rev.	Frank	P.	Cassidy	(27-9)	for	a	description	of	Christ's	teaching	methodologies,	which	tends	to	
highlight	a	resemblance	to	Francis,	and	the	Franciscans.	But	Francis's	immediate	predecessors,	such	as	Waldo,	
of	the	Waldensians,	are	also	identified	by	David	L.	Jeffrey	as	a	source	and	inspiration	for	Franciscan	poetry	and	
song	(Jeffrey,	24-6,30-1,127-42,184,239-42).	
178	Bert	Roest's	book	Franciscan	Literature	of	Religious	Instruction	before	the	Council	of	Trent	(Leiden:	Brill,	
2004)	offers	a	far	more	involved	and	comprehensive	overview	of	early	Franciscan	literature	as	it	relates	to	the	
Order's	internal	health	and	external	activities	and,	in	doing	so,	highlights	continuities	and	differences	in	
emphasis	and	form,	from	Francis	to	Bonaventure.	Timothy	J.	Johnson,	'Bonaventure	as	Preacher,'	in	A	
Companion	to	Bonaventure,	Jay	M.	Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jared	Goff	(eds.)	(Leiden:	
Brill,	2014),	407-8;	Moorman,	The	Franciscans	in	England,	59-61;	Carmody,	60;	Burton,	206;	Green,	31-2;	
Fleming,	113,152-3;	Morris,	495;	d'Avray,	51,61,203;	Jeffrey,	188-200;	Kehnel,	462-4,482-529.	
179	Bert	Roest	points	out	that	Francis	must	have	been	'well	aware...'	that	'Franciscan	schools	and	study	houses	
started	to	appear	in	Italy,	Spain,	France	and	England'	during	the	last	years	of	his	life,	a	situation	that	
complicates	any	conclusions	about	his	opinion	on	'learning'	(Roest,	'Francis...,'	161,167-8).	Thomas	of	
Eccleston,	Chpt	XI,	pp.	66-71;	Courtenay,	55;	Rowlands,	218,240-1;	Robson,	The	Franciscans	in...York,	11;	
Moorman,	Richest...,	80;	Fleming,	130-9;	Jeffrey,	45,182-3;	Roest,	A	History...,	2-3,7,82-5,123;	Roest,	
Franciscan	Literature...,	4-6;	Moorman,	The	Grey	Friars...,	19-21.	
180	Rowlands,	242;	Roest,	A	History...,	123;	Moorman,	The	Grey	Friars...,	20.	
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sermons	but	also	teaching.181	If	an	advanced	level	of	knowledge	and	skill	was	largely	
irrelevant	for	preaching,	endangered	humility	through	the	promotion	of	pride,	and	
embroiled	friars	in	destructive	disputes	(such	as	the	previously	mentioned	one	at	the	
University	of	Paris),	the	question	arises	whether	such	ventures	were	in	keeping	with	a	
vocation	of	humility.182	However,	balanced	against	these	disadvantages	were	two	main	
benefits:	for	the	Order	in	demonstrating	humility	through	their	lives	and	so	encouraging	
cooperation	and	recruitment;	and	for	the	Church	in	the	Order's	ability	to	assist	the	teaching	
of	clerics.183		
	 In	terms	of	preaching,	the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	showed	itself	in	very	
practical	themes	for	the	different	strata	of	society,	accenting	inversion	and	freedom	from	
the	world.	Members	of	the	early	Order	demonstrated	their	willingness	to	strongly	counsel	
kings	and	other	non-religious	leaders	through	their	sermons	but	they	also	exhorted	the	
rising	wealthy	in	the	towns	to	remember	their	Christian	obligations	to	others	and	continue	
to	reject	the	vices	that	might	come	with	power.184	Brother	Bozon	is	able	to	help	us	with	an	
example	in	his	Sermon	11	-	'Against	the	proud	and	contrary':		
The	bull	has	a	very	hard	foot,	and	man	has	a	very	tender	foot,	and	one	man	only	is	
worth	more	than	a	hundred	bulls.	So	is	society	in	the	world,	and	bear	many	labours,	
and	becomes	proud	of	this,	and	is	rebellious	and	contrary,	and	intractable	as	the	bull	
is.	Another	will	be	of	no	strength	to	fast,	and	watch,	and	to	labour	much,	so	is,	
perchance,	rather	pliable,	soft	in	speech,	courteous,	companionable,	and	obedient.		
Therefore	a	humble	man	is	worth	more	than	ten	or	twelve	envenomed	with	pride.185		
	
Pride,	whether	grounded	in	wealth	or	poverty,	is	the	opposite	of	humility	and	the	self-
defeating	destroyer	of	everything	good	in	this	life.	On	the	other	hand,	Brother	Bozon	also	
warns	against	envy	in	Sermon	18	-	'Against	despising	neighbours':	
																																																						
181	Rowlands,	240-5,250-2,254-5,260;	Robson,	The	Franciscans	in...York,	11;	Little,	Franciscan	Papers...,	135.	
182	William	J.	Courtenay	(55-64)	argues	that,	on	balance,	the	early	Franciscan	school	and	university	
arrangements,	whilst	apparently	organised	and	extensive,	were	directed	toward	improving	the	level	of	
learning	across	the	Order,	not	engaging	unduly	with	the	temporal	world.	Rowlands,	245,250;	Robson,	
'Agnellus...',	32.	
183	Bert	Roest	discusses	each	of	the	levels	of	early	Franciscan	education,	their	intricacies,	benefits,	and	
difficulties,	in	an	extended	fashion	in	his	book,	A	History	of	Franciscan	Education	(c.1210-1517).	Rowlands,	
250-1;	Robson,	'Agnellus...',	32,79;	Röhrkasten,	'The	Creation...',	73-4.	
184	Rowlands,	219;	Green,	32;	Metaphors	of	Brother	Bozon	-	A	Friar	Minor,	Translated	from	a	Norman	French	
MS.	of	the	Fourteenth	Century	in	the	possession	of	The	Honourable	Society	of	Gray's	Inn	by	J.R.	A	Bencher	of	
that	Society	(London:	Constable	and	Company	Ltd,	1913),	Sermon	34,	pp.	58-9	&	Sermon	70,	pp.	98-9	&	
Sermon	122,	pp.	157-8;	Robson,	'Queen	Isabella...',	202;	Kehnel,	517-29;	Roest,	Franciscan	Literature...,	533.	
185	Metaphors	of	Brother	Bozon,	Sermon	11,	pp.	19-20.	
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The	peacock	complained	to	Fate	that	he	was	very	uneasy	at	heart	that	he	did	not	
know	how	to	sing	like	the	nightingale.	To	this	Fate	replied:	"Thou	hast	such	a	smooth	
neck,	a	long	tail	that	hangs	down	to	the	ground,	your	feathers	are	so	coloured,	some	
purple,	others	blue,	some	like	blood,	others	gilded	-	why	art	thou	then	troubled?	Be	
satisfied	with	what	you	have."		Wherefore	says	St.	Paul,	Eph.	4,	"Walk	worthy	of	the	
vocation	wherewith	ye	are	called."	(1	Eph.	iv.	I).186	
	
Just	as	the	proud	could	be	found	in	any	section	of	medieval	society,	so	might	the	envious.	
But	the	envious	were	called	to	be	content	with	their	place,	to	show	humility	by	working	
hard	at	undertaking	their	'vocation'	well,	whatever	it	might	be.187	
	 So	despite	the	contextual	challenges	posed	by	deep,	contradictory	relationships	with	
other	stakeholders	in	society,	the	early	Franciscans	managed	to	demonstrate	the	elements	
of	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	worldly	constraints,	in	deed	and	
word.	They	were	deeply	and	extensively	involved	in	the	Church	and	their	temporal	world,	
which	meant	practical	differences	between	the	early	First	Order	and	Francis.	But	a	related	
vocation	of	humility	was	present	and	assembling	itself.	
	
Concluding	Remarks	
	
	 Examining	the	six	characteristics	of	Francis's	humility	in	relation	to	the	early	First	
Order	demonstrates	that	the	early	First	Order	did	indeed	have	a	vocation	of	humility,	based	
in	Francis's	vocation	but	distinctive	enough	to	be	called	a	vocation	of	its	own.	Francis's	
influence	is	a	strong	factor	in	this	vocation's	construction	but	so	too	is	the	heritage	of	
humility	to	which	it	belongs	and,	perhaps	equally	importantly	as	Francis,	the	environment	in	
which	it	operated.	While	Chapters	Two	and	Four	feature	discussion	of	the	actions,	thoughts,	
and	writings	of	Francis	and	Bonaventure	respectively,	Chapter	Three	has	been	largely	
illustrative	and	anecdotal,	based	in	the	real	lives	of	the	early	Franciscans	and	the	sources	
they	used	for	every	day	guidance,	an	approach	in	keeping	with	the	vocation's	disposition.	
The	early	First	Order's	vocation	of	humility	was	characterised	by	heavy	involvement	with	the	
temporal	world,	some	forced	and	some	voluntary,	where	they	wielded	humility	as	a	source	
of	power,	sometimes	by	relinquishing	that	power	but	usually	by	directly	asserting	it.	
Consequently,	pragmatism	and	thoughtfulness	were	among	the	hallmarks	of	the	early	
Franciscan	vocation	of	humility.	Rather	than	systematically	considering	exemplars	of	
																																																						
186	Metaphors	of	Brother	Bozon,	Sermon	18,	pp.	25-6.	
187	Metaphors	of	Brother	Bozon,	Sermon	18,	pp.	25-6;	Green,	32.	
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humility,	early	Franciscan	humility	was	instinctual,	reactive,	or,	at	its	most	theological,	based	
on	the	intent	found	in	the	Gospel	or	Francis's	example.	Further,	analysis	of	the	six	
characteristics	highlights	a	determined	effort	to	honour	the	intent	in	Francis's	foundation,	
but	the	application	reveals	a	degree	of	acquiescence	to	monastic	patterns	and	the	intrusive	
impact	of	the	Church's	influential	position	at	the	time,	both	entirely	understandable	for	
various	reasons.	Indeed,	if	as	Eric	Doyle	suggests,	we	recognise	a	distinction	between	the	
'life'	and	the	'doctrine'	of	the	early	Franciscans,	all	of	these	potentially	conflicting	features	
make	an	increasing	degree	of	sense.188	The	doctrine	remains,	in	essence,	of	Francis	but	the	
life	is,	by	necessity,	different.	Chapter	Three	highlighted	the	innovative	ways	found	by	the	
First	Order	to	enact	its	vocation	of	humility	in	its	life,	which	differed	from	Francis's.	Some	of	
these	innovative	ways	will	be	reinforced	and	further	developed	under	Bonaventure,	as	
discussed	in	the	next	Chapter.		
	 The	thesis	concludes,	in	Chapter	Four,	with	a	discussion	of	humility	in	the	early	Order	
under	theologian	and	minister	general	Bonaventure.	Bonaventure's	was	a	more	planned,	
theoretical	but	also	organisational	vocation	of	humility.	In	contrast	to	the	early	First	Order	
vocation	of	humility,	his	was	firmly	rooted	in	the	long	heritage	of	Christian	humility,	
including	a	continued	interest	in	Francis's	intent.	Like	Francis	and	the	early	First	Order,	
Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	paid	necessary	attention	to	the	externally	focused	points	
of	perennial	contention	about	managing	humility	with	external	engagement	and	abrogating	
power	to	gain	it.	However,	at	his	point	in	the	Order's	development,	Bonaventure	was	
particularly	concerned	with	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	
life	required	by	internal	humility,	and	spiritual	advancement	through	grace	versus	the	
possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	merit.	The	totality	of	these	features	
indicates	a	detectable	line,	a	discernible	connection,	from	Francis	through	to	Bonaventure	
but	also	a	trajectory	that	incorporates	a	reversion,	or	at	least	reference,	to	earlier	ideas	of	
humility.		
	 	
																																																						
188	See	pp.	80-1	of	this	thesis	for	additional	discussion	of	this	idea	from	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.	
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CHAPTER	FOUR	-	HUMILITY:	A	FORMULA	SHIFTING	UNDER	BONAVENTURE?	
	
Introductory	Remarks	
	
	 Recent	scholarship	has	tended	to	view	Bonaventure's	death	in	1274	as	a	convenient	
point	at	which	to	take	stock	of	the	changes	that	had	occurred	within	and	to	the	Order	in	its	
opening	decades	and	to	draw	attention	to	the	mounting	issues	that	would	later	split	the	
Order,	as	opposed	to	the	more	traditional	identification	of	Bonaventure	as	the	Order's	
second	founder.	In	other	words,	Bonaventure	as	consolidator	rather	than	innovator,	typified	
by	his	solidification	of	the	Order's	post-Francis	direction	into	the	'Constitutions	of	
Narbonne'.1	Cesare	Cenci's	presentation	of	extant	pre-Narbonne	constitutions	alongside	the	
relevant	Narbonne	clauses	epitomises	this	point,	as	does	Dominic	V.	Monti's	discussion	of	
'The	Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	in	relation	to	those	pre-Narbonne	constitutions	to	which	
we	have	access.2	Given	Bonaventure's	evident	and	active	belief	in	the	importance	of	
																																																						
1	The	debate	about	the	nature	of	the	early	Franciscan	charism	is	a	long	and	complicated	one.	Whilst	it	cannot	
be	definitively	closed	here,	three	differing	but	complementary	views	on	Bonaventure's	relationship	to	Francis	
are	among	those	that	have	contributed	to	my	position	of	three	different	but	related	vocations	of	humility.	
Writing	in	the	1950's,	Rosalind	B.	Brooke's	perspective	is	that:	'To	St	Bonaventure	the	one	thing	that	mattered,	
the	pearl	of	great	price	for	which	all	else	should	be	sacrificed,	was	the	spirit	that	animated	and	informed	the	
Franciscan	way	of	life.	This	spirit	he	saw	not	as	static,	still	less	as	tied	to	the	past,	to	the	literal	observance	of	
the	teaching,	the	precepts	and	desires	of	a	dead	man,	however	saintly,	but	as	moving	forward	to	the	fulfilment	
of	God's	purposes,	dynamic	and	receptive.'	(Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	273-4).	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	writing	in	
the	late	1970s,	also	sees	the	Franciscan	charism	as	a	dynamic	thing,	but	only	in	terms	of	'life',	not	'doctrine':	
''To	return	to	the	sources	means,	for	a	Franciscan,	a	return	to	the	first	hundred	years	of	development	in	
doctrine	and	life.	The	fullness	of	the	charism	is	to	be	found	there	and	not	exclusively	in	the	life	and	teaching	of	
St.	Francis.	It	is	quite	legitimate,	in	function	of	this,	to	consider	the	Franciscan	charism	under	two	headings:	
form	of	life	and	Christological	doctrine.	The	first	concerns	the	evolution	of	the	order's	life	in	the	thirteenth	
century.	The	second	concerns	the	development	of	the	Christology	in	the	Franciscan	School	in	the	thirteenth	
century.	The	results	of	historical	analysis	show	that	the	form	of	Franciscan	life	changed	radically	from	what	St.	
Francis	had	intended	and	that	the	Christological	doctrine	of	the	Franciscan	School	remained	totally	faithful	to	
his	original	Christocentric	inspiration.'	(Doyle,	'Seven-hundred...',	12-35).	Michael	F.	Cusato,	O.F.M.,	on	the	
other	hand,	writing	in	the	early	2000s,	makes	the	case	for	Bonaventure	introducing	a	'second	charism',	which	
was	'related	to	but	different	from	the	original	charism'.	He	delineates	between	Francis's	external,	socially-
oriented	'minorite'	charism	from	Bonaventure's	personal	but	Church	focused	and	poverty-centred	charism.	
(Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	343-82;	Cusato,	'Introduction,'	in	The	Early	
Franciscan	Movement...,	xxiiv-xxv).	Taking	into	consideration	the	primary	evidence	and	a	large	and	diverse	
range	of	opinions,	I	address	the	apparent	disjunctures	in	the	early	Order's	history	by	proposing	three	distinct	
but	related	vocations	in	the	early	decades	of	the	First	Order's	life,	all	grounded	in	humility	but	able	to	look	and	
sound	quite	different	from	each	other,	as	other	scholars	have	inferred.	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	
177,182,213,276,279;	Lambert,	109-25;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	83,168;	Fleming,	96-7,192-3;	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	
Cap.	&	Ingrid	J.	Peterson,	O.S.F.,	'Bonaventure	of	Bagnoregio	(c.	1217-1274),'	in	The	Franciscan	Tradition,	Regis	
J.	Armstrong,	O.F.M.	Cap.	&	Ingrid	J.	Peterson,	O.S.F.,	(eds.)	(Collegeville,	MN:	Liturgical	Press,	2010),	25;	
Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	13-4;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	18-9,32-9,54-7;	Roest,	A	History...,	7-10;	Roest,	
Franciscan	Literature...,	142-3;	Dalarun,	The	Misadventure...,	224-6;	Cusato,	'Francis	and	the	Franciscan...',	23;	
Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	543-77.	
2	See	relevant	footnote	on	p.	87	of	this	thesis.	Monti,	Footnotes	to	Bonaventure,	‘The	Constitutions	of	
Narbonne	(1260),’	71-135,	and	Cenci,	'De	fratrum...,'	50-95;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	558-62.	
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personal	and	communal	humility	in	the	Franciscan	Order,	my	interest	in	him	is	as	both	
consolidator	and	innovator	of	an	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility.3	Bonaventure's	
vocation	of	humility	is	a	composition	of	notably	Franciscan	origins,	based	in	Francis's	intent	
outlined	in	Chapter	Two	and	the	already	emerging	reaction	to	challenges	in	early	Franciscan	
humility	discussed	in	Chapter	Three.	As	this	chapter	will	highlight,	many	of	the	
'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	particularly	related	to	humility	pre-dated	Bonaventure	and	are	
indicative,	to	some	extent,	of	the	early	First	Order's	vocation	of	humility,	but	there	are	also	
many	that	we	cannot	be	sure	did	not	originate	in	Bonaventure's	minister	generalship,	and	
these	may	therefore	speak	to	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility.	In	addition,	even	those	
known	to	pre-date	Bonaventure	were	purposefully	included	in	the	Order's	constitutions	in	a	
particular	form	going	forward,	and	so	assist	our	understanding	of	Bonaventure's	attitudes	
and	intent.	Further,	his	vocation	was	an	innovation	in	that	it	reached	back	past	Francis	to	
the	earlier	heritage	of	Christian	humility	to	regularise	and	theologically	enrich	the	more	
practical,	responsive	vocation	of	humility	found	in	the	early	Order.	Ilia	Delio	expresses	a	
similar	idea:		
As	a	student	of	Alexander	of	Hales,	Bonaventure	inherited	the	wealth	of	patristic	and	
medieval	theology	and	learned	the	art	of	scholasticism;	as	a	disciple	of	Francis	of	
Assisi,	he	developed	an	understanding	of	theology	that	transcended	scholastic	
modes	of	thought	and	centered	on	mystical	union	with	God.4	
	
But	in	addition	to	this,	Bonaventure	specifically	uses	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	as	an	
arsenal,	deploying	its	elements	to	defend	the	Order	externally	and	modify	its	organisational	
attitudes	and	behaviours	internally.	
																																																						
3	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Thomas	Reist,	O.F.M.	
Conv.,	Robert	J.	Karris,	O.F.M.,	(trans.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2008),	Question	
I,	Conclusion,	p.	40.	Like	Francis,	Bonaventure	emphasised	humility	as	a	virtue	and	as	a	preeminent	part	of	his	
greater	theological	framework	by	devoting	whole	sections	or	chapters	to	it	in	his	work.	Other	examples	
include:	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.	I,	p.	29	&	Conclusion,	p.	40;	
Bonaventure,	'On	the	Perfection	of	Life	-	De	Perfectione	vitae	ad	sorores,'	Dr	Girard	Etzkorn	(trans.),	in	
Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	
notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	Chpt	II,	pp.	146-53;	Bonaventure,	'On	
Governing	the	Soul	-	De	regimine	animae,'	Dr	Girard	Etzkorn	(trans.),	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	
Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	
Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	3,	p.	203.	Daniel,	26;	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction	to	"On	
the	Perfection	of	Life	-	De	Perfectione	vitae	ad	sorores",'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Writings	
on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	
Publications,	2006),	137-8;	Pansters,	116-20.	
4	Ilia	Delio,	O.S.F.,	'Theology,	Spirituality	and	Christ	the	Center	-	Bonaventure's	Synthesis,'	in	A	Companion	to	
Bonaventure,	Jay	M.	Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jared	Goff	(eds.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2014),	
361.	
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	 As	previous	chapters	have	demonstrated,	vocations	of	humility	are	formed	by	
endogenous	and	exogenous	influences.	Necessarily	invested	in	humility's	place	in	both	the	
Order's	domestic	administration	and	outward	path,	Bonaventure	addressed	the	full	range	of	
enduring	points	of	contention	or	difference	identified	for	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility	
in	Chapter	One.	He	injected	other	exemplars,	most	particularly	the	very	early	Church,	into	
the	Franciscan	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	internal	humility.	He	
established,	and	encouraged	existing,	arrangements	to	recognise	spiritual	advancement	
through	grace	and	enhance	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	merit.	He	
energetically	pursued	the	difficult	Franciscan	art	of	humility	in	active	external	engagement,	
as	well	as	the	early	Franciscan	work	of	abrogating	humility	to	cultivate	and	use	it	in	a	range	
of	spheres,	most	specifically	to	repel	enemies	of	the	Church	and	Order.	
	 In	doing	so,	he	formed	a	vocation	of	humility	that	is	the	most	complicated	so	far	
identified	in	this	thesis.	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	was	not	the	natural	outcome	or	
climax	of	a	process	that	began	with	Francis	or	a	deliberate	throwback	to	pre-Francis	
Christianity	but	a	distinct	vocation	of	its	own,	blending	the	simplicity	of	Francis's	vocation	
with	the	theological	sophistication	of	Augustine	of	Hippo,	and	the	disciplined	regularity	of	
Bernard	of	Clairvaux	alongside	the	early	Franciscan	vocation's	talent	for	adaptability	and	
practicality.5	Accordingly,	subjection	within	the	Order	remained	a	strong	theme	but	
subjection	to	outside	entities	became	increasingly	selective.	Self-sacrificial	humility	was	
theologically	recognised	as	no	longer	a	simple	case	of	following	Christ's,	or	even	Francis's,	
example.	The	practical	difficulties	with	inversion	and	freedom	from	worldly	constraints	
wrestled	with	by	the	early	Franciscans	only	intensified	but	instead	of	surrendering,	
Bonaventure	dug	in	to	fight	for	them,	through	legislation	and	communication.		
	 For	ease	of	examination,	the	six	characteristics	identified	earlier	in	the	thesis	will	
form	the	framework	of	this	chapter	also.	These	six	characteristics	are:	living	the	Gospel	and	
the	Rule;	seeking	to	be	the	Lesser	Brother	in	every	sense;	loving	and	honouring	all	brothers	
equally;	obedience;	humility	in	deeds	and	words;	and	the	exhibition	of	humility	that	could	
not	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination.	But	first,	some	key	features	of	
Bonaventure's	sophisticated,	logical,	and	comprehensive	doctrinal	universe	should	be	
mentioned	by	way	of	introduction,	as	these	were	fundamental	to	his	activities	as	leader	and	
																																																						
5	Doyle,	'Seven-hundred...',	12-35.		
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administrator	and	therefore	his	vocation	of	humility	as	outlined	above,	and	will	reoccur	
throughout	this	chapter.	Unfortunately	this	overview,	and	this	chapter	in	general,	only	
touches	on	the	richness	of	Bonaventure's	thinking	and,	by	necessity,	only	a	portion	of	his	
vast	writing	may	be	introduced	and	studied.	Preference	must	be	given	to	those	of	his	works	
with	a	direct	bearing	on	his	vocation	of	humility	in	relation	to	administration	and	
governance,	or	his	attitude	to	these	activities.			
	
Bonaventure's	Doctrinal	Universe	
	
	 First,	Francis	had	reservations	about	education,	which	co-existed	with	a	commitment	
that	his	group	was	to	be	at	the	Church's	service.6	Like	many	other	early	Franciscans,	
Bonaventure	conceived	of	the	Order	as	servant	of	the	Church,	but	by	its	occupation	of	
specific,	critical	evangelistic	and	helpmate	roles	that	required	temporal	and	spiritual	training	
and	discipline.7	The	element	of	Bonaventure's	theology	that	made	this	association	natural	
and	acceptable	to	him	was	the	explicitly	expressed	Bernard	of	Clairvaux-like	idea	that	
earthly	learning	was	a	useful	supplement	to	God-inspired,	-provided,	and	-directed	wisdom,	
the	former	to	be	used	only	in	service	to	the	latter	to	bring	the	individual	closer	to	unity	with	
God,	not	simply	to	satisfy	human	interest.8	
																																																						
6	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Later	Rule...’,	Chpt	10.7-11,	p.	105	&	Chpt	12.3-4,	p.	106;	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘A	Letter	to	
Brother	Anthony	of	Padua,’	in	Francis	of	Assisi:	Early	Documents,	Volume	I	–	The	Saint,	Regis	J.	Armstrong,	
O.F.M.	Cap.,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellman,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	William	J.	Short,	O.F.M.,	(eds.)	(New	York:	New	City	Press,	
1999),	107;	Moorman,	A	History...,	295-304.	
7	Bonaventure,	'On	the	Way	of	Life	-	De	Modo	Vivendi,'	Oleg	Bychkov	(trans.),	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	
Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	
Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	2,	p.	365;	Şenocak,	The	Poor…,	126-7,129,137,140-1;	Daniel,	28,34;	
Power,	137-8,141-2,151;	Vauchez,	197-9;	Coughlin,	'Introduction	to	"On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	138;	F.	
Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction	to	"Soliloquium	-	De	quatuor	mentalibus	exercitiis	(A	Dialogue	on	the	
Four	Spiritual	Exercises)",'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	(St	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	213;	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	23-4;	C.	Colt.	Anderson,	
'Bonaventure	and	the	Sin	of	the	Church,'	in	Theological	Studies,	No.	63,	Vol.	4	(Dec	2002),	669;	Roest,	A	
History...,	272-3,272-81;	Moorman,	A	History...,	140-4.	
8	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure's	Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Paul	J.	Spaeth	(intro.	&	trans.)	(St.	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1995),	Collation	II.2,	p.	31	&	Collation	II.29,	pp.	42-3	&	Collation	
V.1,	p.	72;	Bonaventure,	'Commentary	on	Book	II	of	the	Sentences,'	Dr	Girard	Etzkorn	(trans.),	in	Bonaventure,	
Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	notes)	(St	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	6,	p.	352,	&	14,	p.	354;	Bonaventure,	'Soliloquium	-	
De	quatuor	mentalibus	exercitiis	(A	Dialogue	on	the	Four	Spiritual	Exercises),'	Dr	Girard	Etzkorn	(trans.),	in	
Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	
notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	Prologue,	p.	217,	&	Prologue,	1,	pp.	217-
8,	&	Prologue,	4,	p.	221,	&	Chpt	II,	p.	271,	&	Chpt	II,	Sect.	I.5,	pp.	277-8,	&	Chpt	V,	Sect.	V.24,	p.	337;	
Bonaventure,	'On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	Prologue,	1,	pp.	139-40;	Bonaventure,	'The	Threefold	Way:	On	
Enkindling	Love,'	Dr	Girard	Etzkorn	(trans.),	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	
Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	
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	 Second,	and	relatedly,	Bonaventure	consequently	thought	it	permissible	and,	
indeed,	advantageous	to	pay	conscious	and	prominent	attention	to	previous	Christian	
theologians	and	administrators,	such	as	Augustine	of	Hippo,	Benedict	of	Nursia,	and	Bernard	
of	Clairvaux,	overtly	integrating	the	input	of	earlier	saints,	theologians,	and	religious	practice	
into	the	conception	and	practice	of	humility	for	the	Franciscans.9	These	influences	were	in	
addition	to	Francis,	not	instead	of	him.10	As	Etienne	Gilson	says,	in	Bonaventure,	Francis's	
ideas:	
																																																						
Publications,	2006),	Chpt	I.15,	p.	101,	&	Chpt	III.1,	p.	114,	&	Chpt	III.3-5,	pp.	119-22,	&	Chpt	III.8,	p.	125;	
Bonaventure,	Itinerarium	Mentis	in	Deum,	Philotheus	Boehner	O.F.M.,	(ed.,	intro.,	trans.,	commentary)	(St	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1956	-	reprinted	1998),	Chpt	Seven,	4-5,	p.	99;	Coughlin,	
'Introduction	to	"On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	137;	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	in	Bonaventure,	St.	
Bonaventure's	On	the	Reduction	of	the	Arts	to	Theology,	Zachary	Hayes	O.F.M.	(trans.,	intro.,	commentary)	(St.	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute,	1996),	1,8-14,19,21-3;	Philotheus	Boehner,	O.F.M.,	'The	Spirit	of	
Franciscan	Philosophy,'	in	Franciscan	Studies,	Vol.	2,	No.	3	(Sept	1942),	219-20,234-5;	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	
21,25;	Bonaventure's	'Prologue	to	the	Second	Book	of	Sentences,'	in	Timothy	J.	Johnson,	Bonaventure	-	Mystic	
of	God's	Word	(Hyde	Park,	N.Y.:	New	City	Press,	1999),	60-1;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	29,73,340-64,431-3;	
Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	in	Bonaventure,	Saint	Bonaventure's	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Mystery	
of	the	Trinity,	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1979),	
28,30;	Delio,	'Theology...',	361-402.	
9	Bonaventure's	'Soliloquium...'	is	remarkable	in	its	overabundance	of	references	to	earlier	theologians	and	
philosophers	-	see	also	Chpt	II,	Sect.	II.15,	p.	289;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Knowledge	of	Christ,	
Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	(intro,	trans.,	&	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	1992),	
Qu.	I,	Conclusion,	p.	76;	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions	of	an	Unknown	Master	(1254-
55),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti	O.F.M.,	
(intro.	and	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	St.	Bonaventure	University,	1994),	12,	p.	53;	
Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction'	to	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices	(c.1260),’	in	Bonaventure,	
St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	and	trans.)	(St.	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1994),	147;	Ilia	Delio,	O.S.F.,	The	Humility	of	God	-	A	Franciscan	
Perspective	(Cincinnati,	OH:	Franciscan	Media,	2005),	38;	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.	'The	Knowledge	of	Christ:	The	
History	of	the	Problem,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Knowledge	of	
Christ,	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.	(Intro.,	trans.,	and	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	
1992),	32;	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	'The	Context	of	Bonaventure's	Disputed	Questions,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	
of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Knowledge	of	Christ,	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.,	&	
notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	1992),	44;	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	'The	Disputed	
Questions	on	the	Knowledge	of	Christ,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Disputed	Questions	on	the	
Knowledge	of	Christ,	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	(Intro.,	trans.,	&	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	
Publications,	1992),	46,66-7;	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	
Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	
Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	40;	Coughlin,	'Introduction	to	"Soliloquium...',	213;	Paul	J.	Spaeth,	
'Introduction,'	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure's	Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Paul	J.	Spaeth	(intro.	
&	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1995),	11,16;	Hayes,	'Introduction',	in	On	the	
Reduction...,	4;	Fleming,	83-93,190-2,197;	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God,'	in	
The	History	of	Franciscan	Theology,	Kenan	B.	Osborne,	O.F.M.,	(ed)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	
Institute,	1994),	43-8,114-8;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Bonaventure...',	24;	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	47;	
Bonaventure's	'Exemplarism	and	Knowledge,'	in	Timothy	J.	Johnson,	Bonaventure	-	Mystic	of	God's	Word	
(Hyde	Park,	N.Y.:	New	City	Press,	1999),	162;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	5-9,29,60,69;	Philotheus	Boehner,	
O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	in	Bonaventure,	Itinerarium	Mentis	in	Deum,	Philotheus	Boehner,	O.F.M.,	(ed.,	intro.,	
trans.,	commentary)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1956	-	reprinted	1998),	11,17.	
10	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	stresses	that	Bonaventure	adds	to	our	understanding	of	Francis	rather	than	denying	his	
criticality.	Bonaventure's	'theological	and	mystical	reflections	on	the	life	and	spirit	of	the	Poverello...have	given	
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act	as	a	principle	of	selection,	eliminating	some	elements,	assimilating	others,	
drawing	nourishment	from	Aristotle	as	from	St.	Augustine,	yet	adapting	both	to	its	
use	wherever	it	judged	necessary.11	
	
What	had	been	latent	presences,	leaking	into	Francis's	and	the	early	First	Order's	vocations	
of	humility	through	Church	teaching	and	exposure,	became	frequently	referenced	
authorities	and	deliberate,	strategic	inclusions	in	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility.	
	 Third,	Bonaventure	expounded	a	distinctive	Christology	that	had	a	direct	bearing	on	
his	perception	of	Christ's	role	as	example,	with	the	result	that	his	perception	of	this	differed	
from	Francis's.12	Ironically,	by	closely	examining	Christ's	divinity	and	humanity,	and	
delineating	between	Christ's	acts	of	condescension	and	Christ's	acts	of	evangelical	
perfection,	Bonaventure	was	able	to	continue	to	cultivate	humility	in	the	Order	whilst	also	
defending	current	practices	against	attack	and	legitimising	evolving	ones,	such	as	the	
Franciscan	use,	but	not	ownership,	of	goods.13		
	 Fourth	and	also	consequently,	in	common	with	the	early	First	Order	vocation	of	
humility,	Bonaventure's	vocation	had	a	pronounced	preoccupation	with	the	intention	rather	
than	the	letter	of	the	figurative	doctrinal	law,	whether	that	be	the	law	from	Francis,	i.e.	the	
Franciscan	Rule,	or	Christ,	i.e.	the	Gospels,	or	even	the	Ten	Commandments	of	the	Old	
Testament.14	This	point	is	linked	to	Bonaventure's	complicated,	nuanced	view	of	Christ	and	
Francis	as	examples	not	to	be	slavishly	imitated	but	understood	and	emulated,	connected,	
in	turn,	to	the	medieval	envisioning	of	the	Bible's	many	layers:	'literal',	'allegorical',	'moral',	
																																																						
us	a	rich	and	precious	understanding	of	the	Saint	through	the	eyes	of	a	learned	and	saintly	follower	who	loved	
him	above	all	for	his	humility	and	poverty.'	If,	Doyle	says,	we	were	to	rely	only	on	'the	pages	of	the	Fioretti	and	
the	writings	of	Leo,	Rufino	and	Angelo...'	for	the	'"real"	S.	Francis...we	should	have	no	more	than	a	highly	
romantic	of	naively	visionary	picture...'	(Doyle,	'Saint	Bonaventure...',	176-7).	Boehner,	'Introduction'	in	
Itinerarium...,	11,15,17-8;	Hayes,	'Introduction'	in	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Mystery	of	the	Trinity,	24;	Hayes,	
'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	43-6;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	273.	
11	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	60;	Boehner,	'Introduction'	in	Itinerarium...,	16-7;	Dalarun,	The	Misadventure...,	
226-7.	
12	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	83-96;	Bonaventure's	'Christ,	the	One	Teacher	of	All,'	in	
Timothy	J.	Johnson,	Bonaventure	-	Mystic	of	God's	Word	(Hyde	Park,	N.Y.:	New	City	Press,	1999),	153;	
Bonaventure's	'Exemplarism	and	Knowledge,'	in	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	160-1;	Bonaventure's	'Respectful	
Dialogue	with	Christ,	the	Teacher,'	in	Timothy	J.	Johnson,	Bonaventure	-	Mystic	of	God's	Word	(Hyde	Park,	N.Y.:	
New	City	Press,	1999),	163.	
13	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.	I,	pp.	29-54.	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	
Ten	Commandments,	Collation	VII.15-8,	pp.	100-1;	Bonaventure,	'On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	Chpt	III.2,	p.	155;	
Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Knowledge	of	Christ,	Qu.	VI,	Conclusion,	p.	170;	Hayes,	'The	Disputed	
Questions...',	46,49,63-4;	Lambert,	129-30;	Fleming,	83-93;	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	137;	Hughes,	529-32.	
14	Bonaventure,	'On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	Prologue,	1,	p.	139;	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	Ten	
Commandments,	Collation	I.2-17,	pp.	19-25;	Spaeth,	3-4;	Daniel,	52;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	38,44-5;	
Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Bonaventure...',	25.	
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and	'anagogical'.15	Bonaventure	practiced	a	similarly	layered	approach	in	seeking	to	
understand	and	follow	Francis,	with	the	perhaps	inevitable	outcome	that	his	humility	
sounded	and	appeared	to	differ	from	Francis's.	Bonaventure	followed	the	earlier	
commentators	on	the	Rule	discussed	in	Chapter	Three	by	dissecting	guidance	and	directives	
to	establish	the	motivation	or	intent	behind	each,	and	endeavoured	to	attend	to	those	
motivations	or	intentions,	the	underpinning	theology,	as	much	as	the	letter	of	the	guidance	
or	directive.	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	may	therefore	be	broadly	characterised	as	
especially	concerned	with	internal	orientation	and	impetus	just	as	much	as	with	external	
appearance	or	action.16	Take,	for	instance,	the	definitions	of	peace	and	justice	in	his	writing,	
which	are	internally	directed	and	concerned	with	the	individual's	peace	and	God's	justice	
compared	to	the	worldly,	socially	aware,	immediately	active	definitions	sometimes	
associated	with	Francis's	founding	and	leadership	of	the	group.17	As	a	consequence	of	this	
deep	attention	to	motivation	alongside	behaviour,	his	vocation	of	humility	may	appear	
more	thorough	and	all-encompassing,	but	also,	surprisingly,	more	pragmatic	and	realistic	
than	Francis's	vocation	of	humility.18	This	is	not	so	unexpected	when	the	matter-of-factness	
																																																						
15	McGrath,	131-2.	
16	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.	I,	Conclusion,	pp.	45-7;	Bonaventure,	
Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Collation	IV.14,	pp.	67-8;	Bonaventure,	'On	the	Way	of	Life...',	2,	pp.	
363-5;	Bonaventure,	'The	Threefold	Way...',	Chpt	III.9,	p.	127;	Bonaventure,	'Soliloquium...',	Prologue,	2,	p.	218	
&	Chpt	IV,	pp.	313-7;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	373-6.	
17	This	point	may	be	seen	as	support	for	Michael	F.	Cusato's,	O.F.M.,	position	that	Bonaventure's	charism	was	
different	to	Francis's,	on	grounds	that	the	latter	was	socially	anchored	and	the	former	less	so	(Cusato,	
'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	373-6,381-2;	Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	48).	
Regardless,	commonality	and	continuity	between	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventure,	on	the	subject	of	
peace,	is	signalled	by	the	similiarities	between	Bonaventure's	thinking	and	that	of	Gilbert	of	Tournai,	writing	
roughly	contemporaneously.	Peace	is	not	found	'in	dignitaries	and	titles'	or	'earthly	friendships'	but	'in	the	
privacy	of	the	heart',	and	that	it	'increases	when	cared	for'	and	'is	perfected	when	increased':	'Genuine	
humility	of	heart	does	not	come	from	humbling	oneself	in	speech	or	by	a	bodily	attitude,	but	from	a	deep	
affection	of	the	mind,	which	then	shines	forth	by	most	clear	signs	of	patience.'	(Gilbert	of	Tournai,	Treatise	on	
Peace,	Chpt	27,	p.	88).	Gilbert	of	Tournai,	Treatise	on	Peace,	Fr	Ephrem	Longpré,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	and	Friar	
Campion	Murray,	O.F.M.,	(trans.)	(Box	Hill,	Vic.:	St	Paschal's	College,	2001),	Chpts	19-28,	pp.	60-99;	Fr	Ephrem	
Longpré,	O.F.M.,	'Preface	-	On	the	Life	and	Writings	of	Friar	Gilbert	of	Tournai,'	in	Gilbert	of	Tournai.	Treatise	
on	Peace.	Fr	Ephrem	Longpré,	O.F.M.,	(ed.)	&	Friar	Campion	Murray,	O.F.M.,	(trans.)	(Box	Hill,	Vic.:	St	Paschal's	
College,	2001),	xviii;	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Collation	I.21,	p.	26	&	Collation	VI.2,	
p.	84;	Bonaventure,	'On	Governing	the	Soul	-	De	regimine	animae',	9,	pp.	208-9;	Bonaventure,	'The	Threefold	
Way...',	Prologue,	1,	p.	90	&	Chpt	III.2,	p.	116;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	47-53;	
Bonaventure,	Itinerarium...,	Chpt	One,	7-8,	p.	43;	F.	Edward	Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction	to	"The	Threefold	
Way	-	De	triplici	via",'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	F.	Edward	
Coughlin,	O.F.M.,	(Intro.	and	Notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2006),	85;	
Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.	I,	Conclusion,	p.	41;	Boehner,	'Introduction'	in	
Itinerarium...,	21.	
18	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	19.	
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found	in	the	early	First	Order's	vocation	of	humility	is	recalled.	As	will	become	apparent,	
Bonaventure	is	heir	to	this	vocation	and	the	environment	in	which	it	was	formed.	
	 So	some	of	the	above	premises	are	reminiscent	of,	or	in	step	with,	the	vocations	of	
Francis	or	the	early	First	Order.	Others	seem	to	be	building	on	or	refining	previous	thoughts	
or	positions.	Melded	together,	they	form	a	distinctly	individual,	especially	resilient,	and	
directive	bedrock	for	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility.	They	are	constant	intellectual	
presences,	watermarked	into	Bonaventure's	words	and	his	reaction	to	events.	
	
Dedication	to	the	Gospels	and	the	Rule	
	
	 Francis	and	Bonaventure	both	desired	an	Order	centred	on	the	Gospel	and	the	Rule.	
Bonaventure's	steadfastness	is	evident	in	numerous	places,	including	the	opening	passage	
of	'The	Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	(1260),	collated	during	his	minister	generalship,	and	'A	
Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions	of	an	Unknown	Master	(1254-55)',	written	prior	to	
that	period.19	In	the	latter,	he	contends	that	the	Rule	is	'nothing	else	than	the	law	of	the	
Gospel	in	abbreviated	form'.20	However,	an	important	difference	in	Christology	has	an	
inestimable	bearing	on	Bonaventure's	definition	of	the	Gospel	life,	showing	his	to	be	a	
distinct	vocation	of	humility,	discreet	from	but	related	to	both	Francis's	and	the	early	First	
Order	vocations.	Like	Francis,	Bonaventure	encourages	imitation	of	Christ's	example	as	
recounted	in	the	Gospels	and	even	singles	out	Jesus's	'examples	of	humility	and	
subjection...'	as	worthy	of	imitation.21	Nevertheless,	Bonaventure	asserts	that	humankind	
cannot	follow	Christ's	example	perfectly	because	Christ	was	divine	and	humankind	is	not.22	
																																																						
19	For	Francis,	see	pp.	63-5	of	this	thesis.	Bonaventure,	‘The	Constitutions	of	Narbonne	(1260),’	in	
Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	
trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	St.	Bonaventure	University,	1994),	Rubric	I.11.	p.	79;	
Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Bonaventure...',	25;	Robson,	'Albert...',	94-5;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	
the	Spiritual	Life,	4-5;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	43-4,67-9;	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	
Questions...’,	14,	p.	55;	Jay	M.	Hammond,	'Bonaventure's	Legenda	Major,'	in	A	Companion	to	Bonaventure,	Jay	
M.	Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jared	Goff	(eds.)	(Leiden:	Brill,	2014),	474-9.	
20	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Question...’,	14,	p.	55;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	67-9.	
21	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Earlier	Rule...',	Chpt	I.1-5,	pp.	63-4;	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	Ten	
Commandments,	Collation	IV.13,	pp.	66-7;	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	49	–	Twenty-Second	Sunday	after	
Pentecost,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	Bonaventure	–	The	Sunday	Sermons	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Timothy	J.	
Johnson	(ed.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2008),	14,	p.	523;	Bonaventure,	'The	
Threefold	Way...',	Chpt	III.3,	pp.	117-9;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	p.	54;	Lambert,	
128-9;	Pansters,	118-20.	
22	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	–	Defense	of	the	Mendicants,	José	de	Vinck	&	Robert	J.	Karris,	
O.F.M.,	(trans.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2010),	Chpt	II.6,	p.	55	&	Chpt	I.6,	p.	40;	
Foot,	53-4;	Fleming,	83-93.	
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Neither,	Bonaventure	contends,	should	humankind	even	attempt	to	imitate	Christ	
completely	because	some	of	Christ's	actions	were	by	way	of	condescension,	or	aid,	to	
humankind,	not	exhibitions	to	be	replicated	by	it.23	In	some	practices,	Christ	was	weak	for	
humankind's	sake.	In	other	practices,	humankind,	especially	those	trying	to	achieve	
evangelical	perfection,	should	attempt	to	exceed	his	example.	So,	for	instance,	Bonaventure	
concludes	that:	
the	Master	of	perfection	had	a	money	bag	out	of	condescension,	but	also	that	while	
it	is	praiseworthy	not	to	have	a	money	bag,	such	an	omission	is	more	praiseworthy	
than	to	have	one.24		
	
Perfection	is	a	matter	of	degree,	based	on	Christ's	life	but	not	necessarily	following	his	
literal	example	on	every	point.25	As	Bonaventure	explains	in	the	Defense	of	the	Mendicants:	
And	from	these	considerations	it	is	true	that	all	the	works	of	Christ	are	perfect	in	
relationship	to	himself.	It	is	also	true	that	Christ	performed	some	works	that	
consisted	in	assuming	the	person	of	the	weak	and	in	condescending	to	our	
weaknesses	and	imperfections.	Further,	it	is	true	that	the	opposite	of	such	things	
may	be	done	praiseworthily.	And	in	view	of	certain	circumstances	of	time	and	place,	
it	may	even	be	more	praiseworthy	to	do	the	opposite.	It	is	also	true	that	in	such	
cases	never	“is	the	disciple	above	his	master”,	for	no	one	ascended	to	perform	such	
deeds	of	power	out	of	so	great	a	love	as	Christ	did	when	he	descended	to	perform	
such	deeds	of	weakness.	And	consequently,	the	master	is	always	above	the	disciple,	
namely,	Christ	is	above	all	human	beings,	no	matter	how	perfect.26		
	
In	this	refined	consideration	of	Christ's	nature,	a	more	sophisticated	or	nuanced	
appreciation	of	the	apostolic	life	appears.	Christ	and,	as	we	shall	see	later	in	this	chapter,	
Francis	were	not	exemplars	in	the	sense	of	exact	imitation.27	Recognising	this	point	is	key	to	
understanding	the	reference	to,	and	resemblances	between,	Bernard	of	Clarivaux,	Benedict	
of	Nursia,	and	Bonaventure	that	will	be	noted	in	analysis	of	the	latter's	vocation	of	humility	
as	this	chapter	proceeds.	Bonaventure	looked	to	other	influences,	not	to	dispute	humility's	
place	within	the	apostolic	life	but	to	decode	that	life	for	the	Order's	use.	Consequently,	
consistent	with	the	legacy	of	the	early	First	Order's	vocation	of	humility,	Bonaventure	
legitimises	institutional	developments	that	would	have	alarmed	Francis's	preoccupation	
																																																						
23	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	II.5,	p.	53	&	Chpt	II.10,	p.	60	&	Chpt	II.12-3,	pp.	62-4	&	Chpt	VI.2,	p.	153	&	
Chpt	I.6,	pp.	39-42	&	Chpt	I.10-1,	pp.	46-7;	Lambert,	129-35;	Fleming,	83-93.	
24	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	I.6,	p.	42;	Fleming,	83-93.	
25	Leff,	Vol.	I,	85-100;	Fleming,	83-93.	
26	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	I.11,	p.	47;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	85,88-9.	
27	Little,	'Imitatio	Francisci...',	197-8.	
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with	Christ	and	the	disciples	as	exemplars	by	explaining	the	Order's	evolution	in	the	light	of	
the	Church's	historical	path:		
Let	it	not	disturb	you	that	in	the	beginning	our	brothers	were	simple	and	unlettered;	
rather,	this	very	fact	ought	to	strengthen	your	faith	in	the	Order.	For	I	confess	before	
God	that	what	made	me	love	St.	Francis’s	way	of	life	so	much	was	that	it	is	exactly	
like	the	origin	and	the	perfection	of	the	Church	itself,	which	began	first	with	simple	
fishermen	and	afterwards	developed	to	include	the	most	illustrious	and	learned	
doctors.	You	find	the	same	thing	in	the	Order	of	St.	Francis;	in	this	way	God	reveals	
that	it	did	not	come	about	through	human	calculations	but	through	Christ.	For	since	
the	works	of	Christ	do	not	diminish	but	ceaselessly	grow,	this	undertaking	was	
proved	to	be	God’s	doing	when	wise	men	did	not	disdain	to	join	the	company	of	
simple	folk.	They	heeded	the	Apostle:	If	you	think	you	are	wise…you	should	become	
fools	so	that	you	may	become	wise	[1	Cor	3:18].	So	I	beg	you,	dear	friend,	be	not	too	
fully	convinced	in	your	own	mind	[Rom	14:5],	nor	believe	yourself	wiser	or	better	
than	all	the	men	God	has	called	to	this	way	of	life;	rather,	if	he	has	called	you,	do	not	
refuse	him.28	
	
In	Bonaventure's	mind,	a	healthy,	focused	Franciscan	Order	would	replicate	the	growth	and	
development	of	the	Church	from	which	it	sprang,	which,	in	turn,	was	following	the	
teachings	from	Christ's	time	about	the	shape	of	the	body	of	believers.29	The	early	Church,	
from	the	disciples	to	the	Church	fathers,	was	therefore	an	important	exemplar	for	the	
Franciscan	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	in	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility,	
and	representative	of	his	idea	of	apostolic	life.30	The	critical	issue	of	education	and	
clericalisation,	and	their	potential	impact	on	humility,	will	be	addressed	again	further	into	
this	chapter,	but	in	the	above	quote	sits	the	origins	of	their	acceptance	in	the	early	Order,	as	
foreshadowed	by	Thomas	de	Pavia,	referred	to	in	Chapter	Three.31	For	Bonaventure,	the	
introduction	of	learning	and	learned	members	did	not	compromise	the	Order's	humility	
before	God	but	was	the	natural	outworking	of	His	plan	for	the	Church	and	its	components.			
	 With	the	above	explanations	in	mind,	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	resembles	
that	of	the	early	First	Order	in	his	careful	consideration	of	the	reasoning	behind	various	
parts	of	Francis's	Rule	and	the	best	means	of	following	it	to	preserve	the	intent,	rather	than	
																																																						
28	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	13,	p.	54;	
Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Bonaventure...',	23-4;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	3;	
Lambert,	114;	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	39;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Bonaventure...',	
23-4;	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	14-5;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	39-40.	
29	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	148;	Robson,	St	Francis...,	178;	Vauchez,	199;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	272,274;	
Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	24-5;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	39-40,54-9;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	
Franciscan	Charism',	371-3;	Cassidy,	32-3,100,175;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	547-8.	
30	Little,	'Imitatio	Francisci...',	197-8;	Doyle,	'Saint	Bonaventure...',	178.	
31	Johnson,	'Bonaventure	as	Preacher,'	408-9.	See	p.	95	of	this	thesis	for	quotes	from	Thomas	de	Pavia.	
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advocating	slavish	observance.	He	assisted	the	brothers	to	obey	God	better	whilst	
condescending,	in	a	positive	way,	to	those	around	them.	An	example	is	Bonaventure's	
perspective	on	whether	the	brothers	should	routinely	walk	barefoot,	a	feature	of	the	early	
Franciscan	life	mentioned	in	previous	chapters	of	this	thesis.	Bonaventure	endorsed	the	
Rule	on	this	point	but	his	rationale	was	not	as	much	about	imitation	of	Christ	as	about	the	
message	conveyed	to	fellow	brothers	and	those	observing	the	Order	from	outside.	One	of	
the	reasons	Bonaventure	gives	for	the	Apostles	being	told	not	to	wear	shoes	is:	'Christ	put	
this	forth	as	an	inducement	to	penitential	humility	in	accordance	with	2	Samuel	15:30.’	
(describing	David)	–	
The	noble	king,	model	of	all	penitence	and	humility,	gives	an	example	to	all	true	
penitents.	Further,	the	ecclesiastical	custom,	by	which	people	walk	in	processions	
barefoot	in	order	to	appease	God’s	anger,	is	in	accord	with	this.32	
	
He	continues	further	on:	
	
We	have	produced	these	citations	from	the	Fathers,	lest	going	about	in	bare	feet,	in	
itself	an	affliction	and	detestable	custom,	be	forsaken	as	a	useless,	erroneous	and	
detestable	custom.	But	we	do	not	believe	in	absolutely	rejecting	shoes.	Nor	do	we	
mark	with	the	sign	of	imperfection	those	who	wear	them,	for	the	customs	of	those	
who	wear	shoes	and	those	who	do	not	and	the	profession	of	those	who	have	money	
bags	and	of	those	who	have	none	are	pleasing	to	the	Lord	for	different	reasons	and	
considerations	and	make	the	Bride	of	Christ	beautiful,	perfect,	and	admirable	by	
surrounding	her	with	a	certain	manifold	variety.33	
	
Many	of	the	hallmarks	of	Franciscan	humility	as	embodied	in	the	Rule	take	on	a	different	
complexion	under	this	tolerance	of	variety	reminiscent	of	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	and	the	
accompanying	emphasis	on	the	importance	of	motivation,	suggestive	of	Bonaventure's	
immediate	Franciscan	predecessors	such	as	Haymo	of	Faversham.34		
	 To	conclude	and	summarise	this	section,	Bonaventure	reinforced	the	basic	Biblical	
principles	on	which	Francis	had	built	the	Order,	many	of	which	were	undergirded	by	
humility.	However,	Bonaventure's	theologically	nuanced	understanding	of	the	natures	of	
both	Christ	and	Christian	apostleship	led	his	interpretation	and	application	of	that	life,	and	
the	Rule,	to	differ	from	Francis's	on	occasion.	Bonaventure	saw	the	Christ	on	which	the	Rule	
was	based	and	the	Church	in	which	the	Rule	operated	through	a	wider	lens,	a	lens	which	
																																																						
32	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	X.8,	pp.	290-2.	
33	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	X.8,	pp.	290-2.	
34	See	pp.	100-103	of	this	thesis.		
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had	been	under	development	in	the	Order	in	the	half	century	since	Francis's	death.	He	
consolidated	the	work	of	the	earlier	commentators,	reinforcing	the	centrality	of	the	Rule	in	
Franciscan	life	but	also	explicitly	introducing	other	exemplars	of	humility	to	refine	its	
application.		
	
Obedience	to	the	minister	general,	the	pope,	and	the	Rule	
	
	 While	Bonaventure	may	have	favoured	other	sources	of	authority	and	wisdom	over	
Francis	at	times,	both	men	shared	the	position	that,	as	per	the	Rule,	all	brothers	were	to	
obey	the	minister	general,	the	minister	general	was	to	obey	the	pope,	and	all	parties	were	
to	follow	the	agreed	administrative	arrangements.	Humility	before	the	papacy,	in	the	form	
of	acceptance	of	its	authority	and	governance,	was	integral	to	their	conceptions	of	the	
Order	and	its	mission.35	But,	in	Bonaventure's	view,	the	Order's	very	identity	and	mission	fit	
into	the	larger	Church,	as	if	a	crucial	piece	of	a	grand	jigsaw	puzzle.36	Therefore,	he	was	able	
to	accept	Pope	Gregory's	position	about	the	use	of	goods	as	laid	out	in	Quo	elongati:	
‘whatever	is	given	to	the	brotherhood	of	the	Friars	Minor	passes	under	the	law,	dominion,	
and	ownership	of	the	Supreme	Pontiff	and	of	the	Roman	Church…’37	To	Bonaventure,	this	
arrangement	did	not	represent	compromised	humility	because	the	Franciscans	remained	
obedient	to	Francis	by	refusing	to	handle	money	themselves,	in	addition	to	which	Jesus's	
example	of	poverty	was	not	necessarily	to	be	imitated	by	all	elements	of	the	Church.38	
Bonaventure	did	not	believe	Biblical	humility	required	absolute	institutional	poverty	from	
the	Church.39	So	use	without	ownership	of	possessions	did	not,	of	itself,	endanger	
																																																						
35	Robson,	St	Francis...,	76-7;	Karris,	'Intro'	to	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	7,20;	
Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.	IV,	Art.	3,	pp.	245-70;	Cusato,	
'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	381-2.	
36	Carmody,	109;	Anderson,	669-70;	Cusato,	'Hermitage...',	23-4;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	548.	
37	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	XI.8,	p.	311	&	Chpt	XI.6,	p.	308;	Lambert,	110;	Flood,	'Introduction	-	Franciscan	
Poverty...',	32-5;	Moorman,	A	History...,	142-3.	
38	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	XI.12&13,	pp.	315-7;	Lambert,	122;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	88-91;	Flood,	'Introduction	-	
Franciscan	Poverty...',	32-5.	
39	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	XI.6,	p.	308;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Chpt	
II,	Art.	2.,	Reply	to	the	Subsequent	Arguments	made	for	the	Negative	Position,	1,	pp.	140-1;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	92-100.	
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Franciscan	humility.40	Only	wrong	intention	(avarice)	and	display	(lewdness)	could	do	this.41	
By	articulating	such	a	position,	Bonaventure	was	simply	confirming	the	direction	in	which	
the	Order	had	previously	been	advancing,	as	witnessed	in	Chapter	Three.	
	 Proceeding	to	discussion	of	obedience	within	the	Order	as	distinct	from	the	Order's	
obedience	to	the	papacy,	Bonaventure	and	Francis	shared	an	evident	devotion	to	humility	in	
the	form	of	some	level	of	organised	discipline.	Bonaventure's	writing	about	spirituality	is	
marked	by	concern	for	personal,	internal	order,	proposing,	for	instance,	that	sin	is	caused	
by:	'(1)	negligence,	(2)	disordered	desire	(concupiscentia),	or	(3)	the	choice	of	what	is	
morally	worthless	or	evil...',	all	of	which	have	concrete	and	public	negative	consequences	
for	the	individual's	lifestyle	and	earthly	relationships	but,	most	importantly,	ability	to	
appreciate	God.42	Basically,	disorder	is	undesirable,	internally	to	the	individual	and	
externally	in	behaviour,	with	consequences	for	community:	
Now	fellowship	is	of	no	help	unless	it	is	peaceful.	And	it	cannot	be	peaceful	unless	it	
is	united	and	ordered.	But	this	can	take	place	only	through	the	reduction	of	many	
wills	to	the	command	of	a	single	person	by	whose	will	they	are	ordered	and	directed	
and	thus	united.43		
	
In	pursuit	of	such	personal	and	group	order,	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	was	marked	
by	the	early	Franciscan	pragmatism	and	focus	on	the	intention,	rather	than	the	letter,	of	the	
Rule.	Take,	for	instance,	Bonaventure's	rationale	for	a	'chain	of	command'	and	a	home	base	
of	some	description	for	friars,	both	concepts	with	which	Francis	was	likely	to	have	had	some	
argument	because	he	envisaged	himself	and	his	followers	as	a	brotherhood	and	minimised	
attachment	to	comfortable	places	of	one's	own.44	The	following	quote	illustrates	
																																																						
40	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	XI.15,	p.	318	&	Chpt	VIII.12,	p.	234	&	Chpt	XI.11,	p.	314;	Bonaventure,	'The	
Monday	After	Palm	Sunday	-	Feria	Secunda	Post	Dominicam	in	Palmis,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	
Bonaventure	-	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	Robert	J.	Karris,	O.F.M.,	(trans.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	
Institute	Publications,	2006),	3,	p.	388;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	92-100;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	
Franciscan	Charism',	364.	
41	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	XI.15,	p.	318;	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	46	–	Nineteenth	Sunday	after	Pentecost,'	
in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	Bonaventure	–	The	Sunday	Sermons	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Timothy	J.	Johnson	(ed.)	(St	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2008),	7-8,	pp.	490-1;	Bonaventure,	'The	Monday	After	
Palm	Sunday...',	3,	p.	388;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	92-100;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	
363.	
42	Bonaventure,	'On	the	Way	of	Life...',	2,	pp.	363-5;	Bonaventure,	'The	Threefold	Way...',	Chpt	I.5,	pp.	93-5;	
Bonaventure,	'On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	Chpt	I.1-3,	pp.	142-3;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	
Spiritual	Life,	30-4,47-8.	
43	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Chpt	IV,	Art.	2,	Conclusion,	pp.	232.	
44	Francis	of	Assisi,	‘The	Testament',	24,	p.	126;	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	8,	
pp.	48-9;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	84;	Moorman,	A	History...,	22.	
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Bonaventure's	realistic	interpretation	of	the	early	Franciscan	itinerant	ideal	as	he	balances	it	
against	other	communal	needs,	such	as	regularity:			
how	could	there	be	any	discipline	or	chain	of	command,	which	is	definitely	required	
in	the	Order	of	St.	Francis,	if	none	of	us	had	an	assigned	place	but	roamed	the	world	
at	will?		Nobody	thinks	like	that,	except	someone	who	has	no	concept	of	an	order.45		
	
Bonaventure	sought	to	legitimise	an	already	developing	organisational	norm	conducive	to	
humility's	continued	realisation	in	a	growing	group.	Without	'discipline	or	chain	of	
command',	some	sort	of	structure	and	the	consequent	order,	a	culture	of	humility	in	a	large	
socially	and	geographically	disparate	organisation	would	be	unlikely	to	thrive.46		
	 Considered	in	this	light,	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	demonstrate	a	regard	for	
Francis's	established	structure	and	its	further	development	and	enrichment	as	a	means	of	
maintaining	regularity,	obedience,	and,	by	extension,	humility.	If	anything,	clarifications	and,	
in	some	cases,	additions,	appear	designed	to	encourage	increased	humility	toward	and	
within	the	leadership	of	the	Order	by	inserting	supplementary	checks	and	balances.47	As	
noted	in	Chapter	Three,	even	the	position	of	minister	general	and	the,	by	now	common,	use	
of	privileges	were	restricted	by	the	primacy	of	the	General	Chapter:	
Furthermore,	we	ordain	that	the	general	minister	may	issue	no	general	statute,	
except	in	general	chapter	with	the	consent	of	the	definitors,	and	that	he	may	seek	
no	Papal	privilege	which	could	modify	the	Rule,	nor	may	he	abolish	or	weaken	any	
statute,	unless	it	seems	that	he	should	grant	a	dispensation	in	a	particular	case	
because	of	necessity	or	some	evident	utility.48		
	
Humility	through	accountability	was	expected	at	the	highest	level,	most	likely	in	response	to	
periods	of	leadership	in	the	Order's	recent	past,	such	as	Elias	of	Cortona's	minister	
																																																						
45	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	8,	p.	49;	Timothy	J.	Johnson,	'"Ground	to	Dust	for	
the	Purity	of	the	Order"	Pastoral	Power,	Punishment,	and	Minorite	Identity	in	the	Narbonne	Enclosure,'	in	
Franciscan	Studies,	Vol.	64.	Vita	Evangelica.	Essays	in	Honor	of	Margaret	Carney,	O.S.F.,	(2006),	300-4;	
Moorman,	A	History...,	141-2.	
46	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...',	8,	p.	49;	Rowlands,	72.	
47	It	must	be	noted	that	some	of	these	most	likely	predate	Bonaventure	(see	Cenci,	'De	fratrum...,'	50-95)	but	
Bonaventure's	role	in	perpetuating	and	reinforcing	them	should	be	recognised.	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	
Narbonne',	Rubric	III.9,	p.	84	&	Rubric	III.12&13,	p.	85	&	Rubric	V.13,	p.	96	&	Rubric	V.15&16,	p.	97	&	Rubric	
VI.3&4,	p.	99	&	Rubric	VI.8&9,	pp.	100-1	&	Rubric	VI.10&11,	pp.	100-1	&	Rubric	VI.21-3,	pp.	103-4	&	Rubric	
VII.1,	p.	105	&	Rubric	VII.10,	p.	107	&	Rubric	VII.12,	p.	107	&	Rubric	VII.16-24,	pp.	107-10	&	Rubric	VIII,	pp.	111-
6	&	Rubric	IX,	pp.	116-21	&	Rubric	X,	pp.	122-7	&	Rubric	XI,	pp.	128-33.	Limited	space	precludes	detailed	
discussion	of	'disciplinary	penalties	and	punishments...'	in	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne,'	but	Timothy	J.	
Johnson	addresses	Bonaventure's	use	of	such	measures	as	an	aspect	of	'pastoral	power'	in	his	article	'"Ground	
to	Dust...'	(293-318).	
48	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VII.25,	p.	110	&	Rubric	XI.1,	p.	128	&	Rubric	XI.16-20,	pp.	
131-2;	Rowlands,	73;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	68.	
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generalship,	during	which	humility	had	not	been	sufficiently	prioritised	or	displayed.49	Such	
restrictions	did	not	completely	preclude	future	tyranny	but	did	impose	constraints	on	the	
possibility.	
	 Bonaventure	attempted	to	codify	humility	into	the	Order's	behaviour,	as	is	plain	
from	the	Prologue,	which	reinforces	the	Rule	and	the	criticality	of	obedience	to	it.50	
However,	his	ultimate	concern	in	developing	this	regulatory	scaffold	was	the	maintenance	
of	an	acceptably	humble	and	united	public	face,	a	conclusion	drawn	from	clauses	such	as	
the	following	from	the	'Constitutions':	
We	also	forbid	anyone,	under	pain	of	perpetual	anathema,	to	presume	either	by	
word	or	deed	to	foster	dissension	within	our	Order	in	any	way.	If	anyone	should	
contravene	this	prohibition,	he	shall	be	considered	as	an	excommunicate,	a	
schismatic,	and	a	destroyer	of	our	Order,	and	until	he	makes	satisfaction,	he	is	to	be	
totally	separated	from	all	fellowship	with	the	brothers.51		
	
Lack	of	unity	was	a	threat	to	the	Order's	existence,	perhaps	even	more	relevant	during	
Bonaventure's	than	Francis's	period	of	leadership,	if	that	is	possible.52	Compromises	and	
additional	rules	were	constructed	in	service	of	this	concern	but,	overall,	a	common	thread	
of	the	maintenance	of	internal	humility	to	enhance	the	external	appearance	(and	reality)	of	
humility	is	detectable.	An	excellent	example	of	the	interaction	of	these	imperatives	in	
Bonaventure's	governance	is	found	in	the	'Constitutions'	section	about	the	construction	or	
acquisition	of	new	accommodation:	
Likewise,	we	firmly	prohibit	any	contract	or	loan	to	be	entered	for	the	purpose	of	
constructing	buildings,	or	for	relocating	or	enlarging	a	friary,	as	well	as	for	copying	or	
buying	books,	except	where	the	provincial	minister	should	see	fit	to	dispense	from	
this	restriction	for	a	necessary	reason.53	
	
The	friars	were	not	to	be,	or	to	appear,	profligate	but	construction	and	purchases	would	be	
permitted,	on	condition	the	work	was	justifiable,	funded,	and	approved	at	the	appropriate	
level.54	Bonaventure's	leadership	clearly	did	not	advocate	itineracy	in	the	same	way	Francis	
did	but	nor	did	he	minimise	the	need	for	humility,	in	this	case	demonstrated	as	physical	
																																																						
49	Monti,	Footnotes	to	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	71-135.	
50	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	pp.	74-5.	
51	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VII.13,	p.	108.					
52	Monti,	'Introduction'	to	‘Instructions	for	Novices,’	74;	Rowlands,	215;	Power,	137;	Vauchez,	196;	Short,	The	
Franciscans,	27;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	284.	
53	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	III.14,	p.	85.			
54	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	III.14,	p.	85.	
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poverty,	working	it	into	the	Order's	practical	arrangements.55	In	this	respect,	Bonaventure's	
leadership	is	strongly	reminiscent	of	the	early	English	provincial	ministers,	who	had	also	
given	up	itineracy,	even	during	Francis's	lifetime,	but	not	humility,	exhibited	through	
poverty.56		
	 Bonaventure's	attitude	to	papal	authority	and	intra-Order	discipline	was	also	
inculcated	consistently	at	the	individual	level	through	his	'Instructions	for	Novices	(c.1260)',	
which	reaffirmed	the	connection	between	humility	and	obedience	to	superiors	made	so	
clear	in	the	'Constitutions'	hierarchical	stipulations.	However,	the	horizontal	responsibility	
and	accountability	is	also	evident	in	his	exhortations	to	the	new	brothers:		
So,	throughout	your	life,	strive	to	be	subject	to	everyone	for	God’s	sake,	and	to	obey	
humbly	not	only	your	superiors,	but	also	fellow	subjects.	Don’t	say:	‘Who	is	this	
person	to	be	ordering	me?”	–	rather,	rejoice	that	he	has	commanded	you.57	
	
As	with	many	aspects	of	Bonaventure's	leadership,	attention	must	be	drawn	to	other	
influences	which	slightly	enrich,	enhance,	or	alter	the	vocation	of	humility	in	Bonaventure's	
First	Order.	In	relation	to	the	training	of	novices	in	obedience	and	humility,	Bonaventure	
looked	to	that	spiritual,	but	also	institutional,	powerhouse,	Bernard	of	Clairvaux.	
Bonaventure	drew	on	traditional	monasticism	for	advice	and	support	as	to	the	practice	of	
humility	in	religious	community	and,	once	again,	intent	was	at	the	heart	of	his	quest.58	He	
continually	sought	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	
required	by	internal	humility.	The	following	quote,	in	which	he	cites	both	Christ	and	
Bernard,	demonstrates	this:	
Whenever	any	burdensome	command	of	obedience	disturbs	you,	think	right	away	of	
Jesus.	Although	he	was	the	King	of	Kings	and	Lord	of	lords	[1	Tim	6:15],	he	humbled	
himself,	as	Paul	says,	and	became	obedient	to	the	point	of	death	[Jn	6:38].	And	so,	if	
you	want	to	imitate	Jesus,	then	you	too	must	say:	“I	have	left	the	world	not	to	do	my	
																																																						
55	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	137;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	84.	
56	MacFadden	Jr.,	257-8.	See,	also,	Chapter	Three	of	this	thesis.	
57	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices	(c.1260),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	
Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.)	(St.	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	St.	Bonaventure	University,	1994),	Chpt	XIV.2,	pp.	171-2;	
Bonaventure,	'The	Monday	After	Palm	Sunday...',	3,	p.	388.	
58	Johnson	'"Ground	to	Dust..."',	315-8;	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	asserts	that	the	institutionalisation	of	the	early	
Order	had	changed	its	'form	of	life'	resulting	in	'the	fraternity...'	having	been	"monastified"	and	
"hierarchized...".	He	agrees	with	the	position	that	it	had	occurred	over	the	first	few	decades	of	the	Order's	life	
and	was	not	exclusively	the	responsibility	of	Bonaventure	(Doyle,	'Seven-hundred...',	17).	Monti,	'Introduction'	
to	‘Instructions	for	Novices',	147;	Eric	Doyle,	O.F.M.,	'St.	Bonaventure	on	St.	Dominic,'	in	Supplement	to	
Doctrine	and	Life	(July-Ag.,	1974),	no.	52,	36.	Item	37,	Vol.2	in	Works	of	Eric	Doyle	(St.	Bonaventure	University,	
1987);	Roest,	A	History...,	244-9;	Roest,	Franciscan	Literature...,	209,216-7;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	568-9.	
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own	will	but	that	of	others.”	Thus	Bernard	aptly	describes	the	perfectly	obedient	
person	when	he	says:	“The	truly	obedient	man	does	not	know	what	it	is	to	delay;	he	
abhors	procrastination,	but	has	his	eyes	ready	for	seeing,	his	ears	for	hearing,	his	
tongue	for	speaking,	his	hands	for	doing,	his	feet	for	walking:	in	short	he	keeps	
himself	always	on	the	alert	in	order	to	carry	out	promptly	and	fully	the	will	of	the	
one	who	gave	the	order.”59		
	
The	unqualified	humility	of	giving	up	one's	very	existence	for	common	use	is	implied	here,	
no	less	Franciscan	because	its	definition	does	not	come	from	Francis	but	from	Christ	and	
Bernard.	We	may	therefore	reasonably	conclude	that	Bonaventure	encouraged	humility	
towards	the	papacy	and	intra-Order	obedience,	keeping	Francis's	intentions	in	mind	whilst	
reacting	to	an	especially	pressing	need,	graphically	demonstrated	in	Chapter	Three,	for	the	
Order	to	exhibit	public	humility,	in	the	form	of	subjection	and	inversion,	through	internal	
discipline.		
	
Love	and	Honour	Each	Other		
	
	 Bonaventure	acted	practically	and	institutionally	to	encourage	the	brothers	to	love	
and	honour	each	other	despite	the	need,	as	identified	in	Chapter	Three,	for	a	structured,	
hierarchical	organisation	within	a	rapidly	expanding	and	changing	group.	Practically	and	
personally,	he	moved	around	the	Franciscan	world,	making	himself	'accessible	to	the	least	
of	his	brethren...'	and	listening	'patiently	to	their	troubles	and	requests,	however	trivial	or	
time-consuming,	accounting	himself	their	servant.'60	His	determination	is	more	lastingly	
visible	in	the	theory	and	implementation	of	the	structures	of	institutionalisation.	Rubric	VIII	
of	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne',	which	outlines	the	visitation	process,	is	invaluable	as	a	
case	in	point.	The	Rule,	Elias's	alleged	abuse	of	the	practice	(discussed	in	Chapter	Three),	
and	Cenci's	publication	of	pre-Narbonne	constitutions	indicate	that	visitation	had	a	long	and	
complicated	history	in	the	First	Order.	It	is	significant,	however,	that	Bonaventure	chose,	in	
Rubric	VIII,	to	reinforce	contents	of	earlier	constitutions,	indicating	confirmation	of	the	long	
acknowledged	need	to	place	fair,	transparent	rules	around	this	potentially	contentious	
internal	procedure	that	may	have	easily	detracted	from	the	brothers'	ability	to	love	and	
																																																						
59	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices’,	Chpt	XIV.3,	pp.	172-3.	
60	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	274;	Marianne	Schlosser,	'Bonaventure:	Life	and	Works,'	Angelica	Kliem	(trans.),	
in	A	Companion	to	Bonaventure,	Jay	M.	Hammond,	J.A.	Wayne	Hellmann,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jared	Goff	(eds.)	
(Leiden:	Brill,	2014),	29;	Johnson,	'Bonaventure	as	Preacher',	409,418-21,424;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	565-7.	
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honour	each	other.61	The	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	confirm	that	'every	third	year	the	
whole	Order	is	to	be	visited	by	specially	designated	visitors,	so	that	each	and	every	province	
will	be	inspected	simultaneously	by	a	general	visitor.'62	The	early	Order's	and,	subsequently,	
Bonaventure's	expectations	on	this	matter	exceeded	those	of	Francis.	Bonaventure's	
regulations	mandated	a	regular	and	certain	pattern	for	this	activity	of	oversight	because	he	
wished	to	ensure	that	the	practice's	aim,	as	explained	in	Francis's	Rule	and	grounded,	at	its	
core,	in	the	cultivation	of	humility,	would	come	to	routine	and	uniform	fruition.63	Visitations	
may	simply	have	been	yet	another	mechanism	utilised	by	Bonaventure	to	rein	in	dissent	and	
disunity	but	this	most	obvious	of	contemporary	motivations	does	not	negate	the	possibility	
that	another	was	at	play,	that	Bonaventure	was	also	seeking	to	defend	and	perpetuate	a	
vocation	of	humility	within	the	Order.	The	'Constitutions'	procedure	for	visitations	read	as	
follows:	
first,	the	Rule	is	to	be	read	to	the	community,	followed	by	the	constitutions;	
afterwards,	they	are	to	admonish	all	the	brothers,	in	virtue	of	obedience,	to	reply	
honestly	when	questioned	by	them	about	another	brother:	namely,	whether	they	
either	know	or	have	heard	that	the	brother	in	question,	be	he	present	or	absent,	had	
deviated	from	some	provision	of	the	said	Rule	or	constitutions.	In	this	way	any	
infraction	or	report	of	such	may	be	proved.64	
	
The	issue	of	fairness	is	addressed	in	subsequent	clauses,	which	provide	for	the	requirement	
for	proof,	the	escalation	of	matters,	an	obligation	on	the	visitor	not	to	discuss	brothers'	
faults	with	unconnected	parties,	and	the	destruction	of	evidence	once	an	offence	has	been	
dealt	with.65	All	brothers	were	to	be	treated	equally,	regardless	of	house,	role,	or	potential	
offence.	Each	was	to	be	humble	and	transparent	in	front	of	the	others,	and	with	a	brother	
visitor	from	outside	the	immediate	community,	who	was	himself	called	to	be	humble:	
																																																						
61	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VIII,	pp.	111-6	and	associated	footnotes	by	Dominic	V.	
Monti,	O.F.M.;	Cenci,	'De	fratrum...,'	n.	7-24,	pp.	69-73.	
62	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VIII.1,	p.	111,	and	associated	footnote.	
63	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VIII.1,	p.	111.	
64	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VIII.9,	p.	113;	Cenci,	'De	fratrum...,'	n.	14,	p.	71.			
65	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VIII.10-4,	pp.	113-4	&	Rubric	VIII.18,	p.	115	&	Rubric	
VIII.21,	p.	115.	Not	all	of	the	details	of	visitation	placed	in	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	are	evident	in	the	
extant	earlier	constitutions,	for	example	n.	11-3,	which	deal	with	protection	of	identity	for	those	involved	in	
accusations,	are	absent	(Cenci,	'De	fratrum...,'	p.	71).	
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a	general	visitor	should	be	very	hesitant	in	[correcting]	matters	not	covered	by	the	
constitutions.	He	should	call	upon	his	companion	in	such	matters,	especially	for	
seeking	counsel	in	assigning	penances.66	
	
The	'Constitutions'	realistically	recognised	the	difficulties	of	humility	in	a	group	of	socially	
and	geographically	disparate	men	and	attempted	to	institutionally	scaffold	its	continuation	
and	dissemination	by	building	on	existing	regulations	and	borrowing	from	the	earlier	
Western	monastic	tradition	epitomized	by	the	Benedictine	Rule	and	Cistercian	customs.				
	 This	scaffolding	did	not	merely	occur	at	the	macro,	organisational	level	but	also	at	
the	micro	level,	among	the	individual	standards	of	behaviour	anticipated	of	the	brothers	
with	each	other.	The	quiet	encouragement	toward	loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally	
is	marked	in	the	specific	expectations	that:	all	brothers	would	wear	the	same	habit	
regardless	of	office;	that	none	should	wear	shoes	'customarily...unless	his	evident	necessity	
is	well	known	to	the	brothers	or	he	has	been	judged	to	have	sufficient	reason	by	his	
guardian	in	the	presence	of	the	community’;	only	'ministers	and	the	lectors	in	the	general	
study	houses,	may	have	a	private	room	separate	from	the	dormitory';	lay	servants	were	not	
to	work	in	the	infirmary,	refectory,	or	kitchen	because	'the	brothers	themselves	imitating	
Christ's	humility,	should	not	refuse	these	duties';	and	each	brother	report	to	the	guardian	of	
the	house	on	each	other's	'notable	transgressions'	after	travelling.67	Such	stipulations	
transport	the	universal,	visible	accountability	noted	previously	down	to	the	singular	level,	
placing	the	display	of	humility	through	loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally	on	a	very	
personal,	active	footing.	But	the	brothers	must	have	had	some	difficulty	understanding	or	
accepting	the	need	for	the	humility	behind	these	actions	because	further	explanations	were	
required,	such	as	in	the	case	of	the	obligation	to	report	to	the	guardian	on	return	from	
travel.68	This	need	for	clarification	may	be	interpreted	as	an	attempt	to	evade	transparent	
accountability	for	loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally	or,	just	as	validly,	a	concern	to	
love	and	honour	each	other	in	a	practical	and	empathetic,	but	also	thorough	and	consistent,	
manner.		
																																																						
66	Bonaventure,	‘Explanations	of	the	Constitutions	of	Narbonne	(1266),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	
Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	
Franciscan	Institute,	1994),	30,	p.	215.	
67	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne',	Rubric	II.3,	p.	80	&	Rubric	II.8,	p.	81	&	Rubric	IV.16,	p.	92	&	Rubric	
V.2,	p.	94	&	Rubric	VI.2,	pp.	98-9;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	137.	
68	Bonaventure,	‘Explanations	of	the	Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	45,	p.	219;	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	282;	
Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	44;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	563.	
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	 Nevertheless,	another	way	of	viewing	Bonaventure	is	as	representative	and	
advancer	of	the	Franciscan	Order's	thirteenth-century	transformation	into	an	educated,	
clerical	organisation,	and	such	a	characterisation	may	present	a	fundamental	problem	to	the	
claim	that	he	encouraged	the	brothers	to	love	and	honour	each	other	equally.69	Attention	to	
Bonaventure's	writing	on	this	issue,	particularly	about	education	and	the	use	of	books,	
reveals	the	refreshing	pragmatism	about	humility	noted	at	the	start	of	this	chapter.	Just	a	
few	years	before	his	minister	generalship,	Bonaventure	provided	an	enquirer	with	a	clear,	
directly	expressed	description	of	the	place	of	learning	in	the	First	Order	at	the	time,	at	least	
from	his	experience:	
No	one	among	us	is	forced	to	study	philosophical	writings;	rather,	the	one	who	
scorns	such	things	is	esteemed	all	the	more.	Nor	do	the	superiors	command	such	
studies,	but	rather	punish	those	who	go	to	excess.	Nor	should	you	think	poorly	of	
many	innocent	persons	because	of	three	or	four	guilty	ones.	And	if	some	brothers	
should	happen	to	have	many	books	for	the	time	being,	these	can	always	be	
distributed	to	the	more	needy	ones,	as	there	are	many	more	of	us	who	lack	books	
than	have	them.70	
	
The	sentiments	expressed	here	are	consistent	with	Bonaventure's	management	of	
education	and	books	after	he	became	minister	general.	The	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	
confirmed	the	need	for	a	special	annual	visit	to	the	Franciscan	study	house	in	Paris	and	the	
general	minister's	specially	selected	visitor	was	authorised	to	send	any	'contumacious'	
inhabitant	'back	to	his	own	province...',	after	consultation	about	this	decision	with	the	
provincial	minister	of	France.71	Any	friar	might	have	shown	wilfulness	requiring	punishment	
and	correction	so	the	fact	that	this	stipulation	was	applied	only	to	the	study	house	at	Paris	is	
intriguing,	tempting	the	conclusion	that	study,	at	least	at	some	venues,	had	become	
recognised	as	potentially	problematic	for	personal	humility.	The	existence	of	this	attitude	is	
further	substantiated	by	the	part	of	the	'Constitutions'	which	advises	visitors,	in	general,	to	
have	all	the	brothers:	
turn	over	their	books	and	other	belongings	to	them.	And	if	they	should	discover	
someone	who	has	books	which	he	does	not	need,	they	are	to	distribute	these	at	the	
provincial	chapter,	with	the	advice	of	the	definitors,	to	those	who	do	not	have	them	
and	are	capable	of	drawing	the	most	fruit	from	them	for	the	care	of	souls.72	
	
																																																						
69	Carmody,	114.	See,	also,	the	first	footnote	of	Chapter	Four,	on	p.	120	of	this	thesis.		
70	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	13,	p.	54.	
71	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VIII.24,	p.	116;	Cenci,	'De	fratrum...,'	n.	29,	p.	75.	
72	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VI.29,	pp.	104-5	&	Rubric	VI.27,	p.	104.	
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These	clauses	illuminate	two	points.	Firstly,	education	was	key	to	Bonaventure's	conception	
of	both	personal	spiritual	growth	and	organisational	success	but	not,	it	seems,	as	critical	as	
ensuring	that	brothers	had	no	grounds	for	feeling	or	seeming	more	elevated	than	others.	
Secondly,	education	was	not	crucial	to	the	Order	for	its	own	sake	but	for	its	end,	'the	care	of	
souls...',	a	feature	of	both	Francis's	and	the	institution's	missions.73		
	 So	whilst	Bonaventure	strongly	believed	in	clericalisation	and	education	as	part	of	
the	Franciscan	mission,	he	situated	these	characteristics	within	the	larger	framework	of	
Francis's	motives	in	a	sophisticated,	inclusive	manner.	Take	for	example,	this	extract	from	'A	
Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions	of	an	Unknown	Master',	written	in	1254-55	before	he	
became	minister	general:			
But	what	shall	I	say	about	those	who	take	the	professor’s	chair,	since	the	Rule	
declares	that	“those	who	are	illiterate	should	not	be	eager	to	learn?”	Also,	the	
Gospel	says	that	we	should	not	be	called	“master”	[Mt	23:10].	I	maintain	that	the	
Rule	does	not	forbid	study	to	the	literate,	but	to	lay	brothers	and	those	who	are	
uneducated.	For,	following	the	Apostle,	St.	Francis	wished	everyone	to	remain	in	the	
condition	in	which	he	received	his	call	[1	Cor	7:24],	so	that	no	lay	brother	should	
ascend	to	the	clerical	state;	on	the	other	hand,	he	did	not	want	clerics	to	become	lay	
brothers	by	rejecting	study.....	Otherwise	he	himself	would	have	been	a	transgressor	
of	the	Rule,	for	though	he	was	not	very	well	educated	as	a	youth,	he	later	advanced	
in	learning	in	the	Order,	not	only	by	praying	but	also	by	reading.74		
	
Bonaventure	recognised	various	levels	of	education	within	the	Order	and	simply	clarified	
that	Francis	had	believed	everyone	should	stay	within	the	path	set	for	them	by	God.75		
Humility	with	each	other	remained	paramount	despite	disparate	abilities	and	types	of	
education,	exemplified	by	the	earlier	discussed	exhortations	to	humility	found	in	
Bonaventure's	'Instructions	for	Novices'	and	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	items	about	
the	novitiate.76	Those	who	did	have	learning	or	education	were	to	use	it	judiciously.77	No	
																																																						
73	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne',	Rubric	VI.29,	pp.	104-5;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Bonaventure...',	
24;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	34;	Hayes,	'Introduction',	in	On	the	Reduction...,	9-
11,33;	Karris,	'Intro'	to	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	22;	McGrath,	104;	Doyle,	
'Saint	Bonaventure...',	179;	Roest,	A	History...,	260-3,272-81;	Cusato,	'Wall-to-Wall...',	49.	
74	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	10,	pp.	
50-1.	
75	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	13,	p.	54;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	48;	Roest,	A	
History...,	2-3;	Şenocak,	'Voluntary...',	97-8;	Roest,	'Francis...',	170.	
76	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	I.8-9,	pp.	78-9	&	Rubric	VI.7-10,	pp.	100-1;	Bonaventure,	
‘Instructions	for	Novices',	Chpt	I.1,	p.	149	&	Chpt	II.1-3,	pp.	151-3	&	Chpt	II.7-8,	pp.	155-6	&	Chpt	V.2,	p.	161	&	
Chpt	VII.2,	p.	164	&	Chpt	VIII.1-2,	p.	165	&	Chpt	X.2,	pp.	167-8	&	Chpt	XIII.1-2,	pp.	170-1	&	Chpt	XIV.1-3,	pp.	
171-3;	Monti,	'Introduction,'	to	‘Instructions	for	Novices',	147.	
77	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VII.25,	p.	110.	
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inherent	problem	with	such	knowledge	existed	for	either	Francis	or	Bonaventure,	just	a	
shared	abhorrence	of	the	pretension	that	might	arise	from	it	and	strangle	mutual	humility.78	
As	Bonaventure	also	states	in	the	letter	quoted	immediately	above:	
the	Gospel	teaches	us	that	all	the	ambition	and	pretentiousness	associated	with	this	
title	of	“master”	must	be	condemned	and	in	no	way	sought	after,	but	that	the	duty	
or	office	must	indeed	be	assumed....	I	therefore	condemn,	as	you	do,	any	
ostentation	associated	with	the	office	of	master,	but	I	commend	the	office	itself.	Yes,	
I	condemn	the	pretentious	brother	and	maintain	that	he	is	entirely	unworthy	of	the	
teaching	office;	but	I	praise	the	studious	one,	since	I	believe	that	the	authority	to	
teach	the	Gospel	of	Christ	belongs	to	him	more	than	anyone	else.	79	
	
Lack	of	humility	was	not	acceptable	but	neither	was	it	the	natural	corollary	of	teaching,	
education	or	office-holding;	rather	it	was	a	potential,	unwanted	ingredient	in	these	
necessary	aspects	of	Franciscan	life,	the	result	of	wrong	motivation.80	Consequently,	alerts,	
guidance,	and	legislation	of	this	nature	litter	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne',	particularly	
those	items	related	to	election	or	appointment	of	office-holders.81	
	 Indeed,	Bonaventure	gave	the	practicalities	of	safeguarding	the	brothers'	humility	
with	each	other,	the	promotion	of	love	and	honour	amongst	them,	far	more	governmental	
attention	than	they	had	been	given	by	Francis.	While	Bonaventure	interpreted	
Commandment	Four	as	obligating	Christians	to	honour	all	those	with	positions	of	
responsibility,	secular	or	ecclesiastical,	brothers	required	permission	before	involving	
themselves	in	the	world	or	accepting	any	role	that	would	give	them	standing	or	prestige,	
from	king's	advisor	to	priest	for	the	local	house.82	Brothers	were	not	permitted	to	'solicit	
employment...	from	kings,	princes,	prelates,	or	communal	governments...'	or	ask	to	stay	
																																																						
78	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	12,	p.	53;	Bert	Roest,	‘The	Franciscan	School	
System:	Re-assessing	the	Early	Evidence	(ca.	1220-1260),'	in	Franciscan	Organisation	in	the	Mendicant	Context:	
Formal	and	Informal	Structures	of	the	Friars'	Lives	and	Ministry	in	the	Middle	Ages,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	
Conv.,	&	Jens	Röhrkasten	(eds.)	(Berlin:	Lit	Verlag,	2010),	255-7;	Schlosser,	26-8;	Robson,	St	Francis...,	179;	
Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi...,	71-2;	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	'Historical	Context,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	
Bonaventure	-	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Knowledge	of	Christ,	Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.,	&	notes)	
(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	1992),	24-5;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	39-44;	Boehner,	
'Introduction'	in	Itinerarium...,	17;	Jeffrey,	45-6;	Doyle,	'Saint	Bonaventure...',	178-9;	Roest,	A	History...,	2-3;	
Moorman,	The	Grey	Friars...,	3-4;	Roest,	'Francis	and	the	pursuit	of	learning',	165,169-72;	Moorman,	A	
History...,	54.	
79	Bonaventure,	‘A	Letter	in	Response	to	Three	Questions...’,	11,	pp.	51-2;	Roest,	‘The	Franciscan	School…’,	
255-7;	Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi...,	71.	
80	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Collation	III.12,	p.	51.	
81	For	example,	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VI.11,	p.	101;	Bonaventure,	'Soliloquium...',	
Chpt	II,	Sect.	I.4,	p.	276.	
82	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Collation	V.11-3,	pp.	76-7;	Lambert,	117.	
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with	or	'travel	about	with	such	officials.'83	Nevertheless,	while	admirably	legislated	for,	such	
institutional	independence,	was	not	entirely	sustainable	at	a	local	level.	As	the	previous	
chapters	of	this	thesis	acknowledged,	the	Franciscan	presence	increasingly	gravitated	to	
towns	and	interacted	with	various	sections	of	society,	drawing	it	into	the	political	
negotiations	and	financial	obligations	inherent	in	such	an	environment	and	hence	rejected	
by	Francis.84	The	external,	non-religious	world	was	not	the	only	realm	that	concerned	
Bonaventure.	Brothers	were	also	prohibited	from	accepting	an	archbishopric	or	a	bishopric	
without	the	permission	of	the	general	minister,	'unless	compelled	by	such	an	obedience	
that	he	would	sin	mortally	in	refusing	it.'85	Further,	as	noted	elsewhere	in	the	
'Constitutions',	a	brother	was	not	even	allowed	to	'receive	holy	orders	without	the	
permission	of	his	provincial	minister	or	of	the	custodian	delegated	by	him.’86	Of	course,	
possible	motivations	for	such	measures	may	have	included	improvement	of	the	Order's	
external	reputation,	increasingly	centralised	control	of	individual	brothers'	activities,	and	
better	management	of	relations	with	secular	clergy.	However,	these	regulations	may	
equally	represent	an	attempt	to	maintain	a	degree	of	equality	and	therefore	common	
humility	amongst	the	brothers.	
	 	In	summary,	Bonaventure	acted	to	encourage	the	brothers	to	love	and	honour	each	
other	despite	the	rapid	expansion	of	the	group,	the	need	for	a	structured,	hierarchical	
institution,	and	the	increasingly	varied	levels	of	knowledge	and	differentiation	of	roles	
within	the	Order.	These	conclusions	do	not	discount	the	existence	of	inequality.	As	outlined	
in	Chapter	Three,	lay	brothers	could	not	hold	high	office	and	would	not	have	enjoyed	the	
mobility	of	educated,	clerical	brothers,	moving	for	study	or	to	meet	a	need	for	their	skills.	
Brothers	undoubtedly	exhibited	pride	consequent	to	holding	office,	whether	that	office	was	
priest,	advisor	to	the	king,	or	negotiator	for	local	town	disputes.	However,	Bonaventure	
strove	to	ensure	that	all	brothers	were	scrutinised	and	held	to	account	in	the	same	manner,	
and	all	were	considered	as	contributing	to	the	Order's	success.	Subjection	to	each	other	
																																																						
83	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VI.7,	p.	100;	Lambert,	117.	
84	Paul	Trio,	‘What	factors	contributed	to	the	establishment	of	the	mendicant	orders	in	thirteenth-century	
Ypres,'	in	Franciscan	Organisation	in	the	Mendicant	Context:	Formal	and	Informal	Structures	of	the	Friars'	Lives	
and	Ministry	in	the	Middle	Ages,	Michael	J.P.	Robson,	O.F.M.	Conv.,	&	Jens	Röhrkasten	(eds.)	(Berlin:	Lit	Verlag,	
2010),	107-8;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	95-6;	Röhrkasten,	'The	early	Franciscans...,'	180-1.	
85	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	VI.8,	p.	100;	Thomson,	15.			
86	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne',	Rubric	VI.9,	p.	101	&	Rubric	VI.11,	p.	101.	
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remained	a	key	priority	in	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility,	but	unqualified	subjection	to	
others	was	increasingly	circumscribed,	as	we	will	see	in	the	next	section.				
	
Lesser	Brothers	in	every	sense	
	
	 	The	idea	of	being	the	Lesser	Brother	was	complicated	during	Bonaventure's	lifetime	
by	the	requirement	to	defend	the	Order	against	hostility	from	the	masters	at	universities	in	
which	the	Order	was	becoming	increasingly	entangled,	as	well	as	from	secular	clergy	and	
other	religious	orders	whose	roles	were	threatened	by	the	Franciscans	or	who	doubted	the	
religious	legitimacy	of	the	mendicant	tradition.87	These	circumstances	were	discussed	in	
Chapter	Three.	Despite	the	need	for	Bonaventure	to	assert	strength	in	his	arguments	and	
actions,	he	clearly	wished	to	counter	the	accusation	that	the	Franciscans	saw	themselves	as	
superior	to	other	religious	ways	of	life,	because	of	their	particular	mission	(viewed	by	some	
Franciscans	in	especially	eschatological,	Joachimist	terms)	and	general	level	of	education.88	
Both	his	writing	in	external	defence	of	the	Order	and	his	internal	governance	of	it	bear	
witness	to	this	intent.	However,	it	is	also	in	these	arenas	that	Bonaventure	struggles	most	
obviously	with	the	enduring	points	of	contention	for	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility,	as	
identified	in	Chapter	One	of	this	thesis.		
	 In	Bonaventure's	writing,	the	character	of	the	Lesser	Brother	is	based	on	Biblical	
teaching	about	Jesus,	the	shared	historical	Christian	belief	discussed	earlier	in	this	thesis	
that	everything	came	from	God	(including	all	knowledge)	and	an	understanding	of	
humankind's	abilities	as	limited	(and	therefore	the	need	for	continual	humility	before	God),	
the	nature	of	God's	plan	to	work	through	the	humble,	and	a	foundational	confidence	in	an	
earthly	Church	hierarchy	(although	Bonaventure's	hierarchy	sometimes	differed	in	nature	
																																																						
87	Robson,	St	Francis...,	85,88;	Moorman,	The	Sources...,	140,145;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	96;	
Rowlands,	215;	Şenocak,	The	Poor…,	126-7;	Geltner,	‘Introduction’	in	De	periculis	etc…,	5;	Karris,	'Intro'	to	
Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	8,22;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	69-91;	Fleming,	83-93;	Hayes,	
'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	114-8;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	‘Bonaventure...',	25-6;	Johnson,	
Bonaventure...,	12-3;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	10-3;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	
Charism',	360-1.	
88	Şenocak,	The	Poor…,	126-7,129,137,140-1;	Daniel,	28,34;	Power,	137-8,151;	Vauchez,	197-9;	Karris,	'Intro'	to	
Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	14-5;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	
Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.	II,	Art.	2.,	Reply	to	the	Subsequent	Arguments	made	for	the	Negative	Position,	1,	
pp.	138-41	&	5,	p.	158;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	69-91;	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	114-8;	Cusato,	
'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	366-7.	
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from	that	expounded	by	his	critics).89	Little	variance	from	previous	Franciscan	conceptions	
of	the	Lesser	Brother	is	detectable	so	far.	However,	of	particular	interest	is	the	perspective	
Bonaventure	expresses	in	the	following	quote:	
God	indeed	manifested	his	miraculous	works	to	the	simple	and	the	unlettered,	so	
those	who	were	unable	to	consider	the	clarity	of	the	divine	light	through	the	light	of	
creation	might	consider	the	immensity	of	his	power	through	the	appearance	of	
miracles….	These	are	the	works	manifested	in	the	blind	man,	that	is,	to	the	
unlettered	and	simple	so	those	who	are	not	able	to	rise	by	contemplation	may	rise	
by	admiration.90		
	
Here	Bonaventure	reiterates	the	point	he	makes	elsewhere	about	the	early	Church's	
composition	of	uneducated,	poor	people,	and	highlights	two	ways	to	worship	God	
(contemplation	and	admiration),	one	of	which	(admiration)	does	not	require	human	
education	but	a	proper	understanding	of	God	supplied	by	God,	through	Christ.91	Francis	and	
Bonaventure	would	agree	on	this	also.	In	fact,	if	there	is	an	overall	difference,	it	is	not	in	the	
two	men's	views	on	the	necessity	for	education	but	in	Bonaventure's	already	established	
early	Franciscan	tendency	to	look	past	an	action	done	for	its	own	sake	and	consider,	and	
articulate,	its	intent,	motivation,	or	internal	equivalent.	In	speaking	of	Jesus's	actions	in	Luke	
14:4,	Bonaventure	says:	
And	it	is	because	of	these	things	that	took	place,	which	Christ	accomplished	
exteriorly	in	the	body,	we	are	taught	those	things	that	are	to	be	done	interiorly	in	
																																																						
89	Bonaventure,	Saint	Bonaventure's	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Mystery	of	the	Trinity,	Zachary	Hayes	O.F.M.,	
(intro.,	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1979);	Bonaventure,	'Commentary	on	Book	II...',	
Intro,	1,	p.	348;	Bonaventure,	'Soliloquium...',	Chpt	I,	Sect.	I.2,	p.	225	&	Chpt	I,	Sect.	IV.30,	pp.	254-5;	
Bonaventure,	'On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	Chpt	VI.3-4,	pp.	177-9	&	Chpt	VI.9,	pp.	182-3	&	Chpt	II.4-5,	pp.	149-
51;	Bonaventure,	'The	Threefold	Way...',	Chpt	II.5-8,	pp.	107-10;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	the	
Knowledge	of	Christ,	Qu.	I,	Conclusion,	p.	76.	See,	also,	the	following	sermons	from	Bonaventure,	Works	of	
Bonaventure	–	The	Sunday	Sermons	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Timothy	J.	Johnson	(ed.)	(Saint	Bonaventure,	New	
York:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2008):	'Sermon	7	–	Sunday	within	the	Octave	of	Ephiphany,	1,	p.	120	&	
6,	p.	123;	'Sermon	14	–	First	Sunday	Before	Lent,'	10,	p.	190;	'Sermon	20	–	Psalm	Sunday,'	13,	p.	255;	'Sermon	
21	–	Resurrection	Sunday,'	10,	p.	266;	'Sermon	29	–	Second	Sunday	after	Pentecost',	11,	p.	334;	'Sermon	43	–	
Sixteenth	Sunday	after	Pentecost,'	1,	p.	458;	'Sermon	1	–	On	Advent,'	3,	p.	61	&	6,	pp.	63-4.	Bonaventure,	
‘Instructions	for	Novices’,	Chpt	II.3,	p.	153	&	Chpt	II.7-8,	pp.	155-6;	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	VII.40,	p.	
220;	Daniel,	33;	Short,	Poverty...,	73;	Delio,	The	Humility...,	5-6,11,50-61,64,95;	George	Marcil,	'Editor's	
Foreword,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	St.	Bonaventure	-	Disputed	Questions	on	the	Knowledge	of	Christ,	Zachary	
Hayes,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.,	&	notes)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	1992),	15;	
Hayes,	'The	Knowledge	of	Christ...',	30;	Hayes,	'The	Context	of...',	44;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	
the	Spiritual	Life,	11,23-4,37;	Coughlin,	'Introduction	to	"The	Threefold	Way...',	84;	Spaeth,	2-3;	Zachary	Hayes,	
O.F.M.,	'Commentary	on	the	Text,'	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure's	On	the	Reduction	of	the	Arts	to	Theology,	
Zachary	Hayes,	O.F.M.,	(trans.,	intro.,	commentary)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute,	1996),	13-4,34.	
90	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	8	–	Second	Sunday	after	Epiphany,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	Bonaventure	–	The	
Sunday	Sermons	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Timothy	J.	Johnson	(ed.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	
Publications,	2008),	8,	p.	134.	
91	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	23-4,55-7;	Doyle.	'Saint	Bonaventure...',	182.	
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the	soul,	for	the	infusion	of	grace	is	signified	through	a	humble	holding;	the	
expiation	of	guilt	through	an	efficacious	cure;	and	the	loosening	of	penalty	through	a	
gracious	remission.92	
	
In	this	quote	is	a	desire	for	internal	transformation,	not	outward	signs,	reminiscent	of	the	
movement	espied	in	the	early	First	Order	vocation	of	humility	in	Chapter	Three.	The	
'infusion	of	grace'	from	God	is	'signified'	through	inward	changes.	Christ	did	the	necessary	
through	outward	actions	but	the	resulting	changes	to	humans	must	occur	within,	an	
emphasis	that	may	be	familiar	from	discussion	of	Augustine	of	Hippo	in	Chapter	One.93	The	
humble	identity	of	the	Lesser	Brothers	starts	here	for	Bonaventure,	in	the	motivation,	a	
characteristic	previously	identified	in	Haymo	of	Faversham's	alterations	to	begging.94		
	 The	above	point	becomes	significant	when	considering	Bonaventure's	shaping	of	the	
Lesser	Brother	in	the	works	in	which	he	comprehensively	and	passionately	addresses	the	
criticisms	and	concerns	of	those	outside	the	Order:	Defense	of	the	Mendicants	and	Disputed	
Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection.95	Bonaventure	defends	the	Order's	theological	
foundation	and	its	central	practices,	most	notably	physical	poverty,	but	also	stresses	that	
the	Franciscans	claim	no	special	spiritual	status	for	themselves:	‘Despite	what	he	says,	we	
never	boast	of	greater	perfection	than	others,	although	we	do	commend	the	height	of	
poverty	as	in	harmony	with	true	perfection.’96	The	Defense	of	the	Mendicants	appears	at	
first	glance	to	be	primarily	concerned	with	this	idea	of	poverty	but	Bonaventure	is	actually	
basing	the	Order's	differentiation	on	the	deeper,	underlying	quality	of	humility,	which	he	
had	explored	more	fully	and	explicitly	in	the	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection.97	
In	this	position,	resonances	are	discernible	from	Hugh	of	Digne's	identification	of	
																																																						
92	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	43...',	1,	p.	458;	Fleming,	83-93;	Delio,	'Theology...',	377-81.	
93	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	120-4;	Delio,	'Theology...',	382-8;	Johnson,	'"Ground	to	
Dust..."',	315-8.	
94	See	pp.	100-3	of	this	thesis.	
95	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	5;	Conal	Condren,	'Rhetoric,	Historiography	and	
Political	Theory:	Some	Aspects	of	the	Poverty	Controversy	Reconsidered,'	in	The	Journal	of	Religious	History,	
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Hughes,	590-41.	
96	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	XI.3,	p.	305;	Karris,	'Intro'	to	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	
Perfection,	p.	7;	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	114-8;	Armstrong	&	Peterson,	
‘Bonaventure...',	25-6;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	51,361-2.	
97	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.I,	pp.	29-54;	Foot,	53-4;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	68-70,84-
5;	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	118-25;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	51;	Cusato,	
'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	378-9;	Hammond,	'Bonaventure's	Legenda	Major,'	
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powerlessness	as	the	core	of	the	Lesser	Brother,	and	early	observations	about	the	
Franciscans	as	Lesser	Brothers	because	of	their	humility,	rather	than	their	poverty.98	A	link	
back	to	the	four	interconnected	bases	of	Christian	humility	established	in	the	first	chapter	of	
this	thesis	is	also	apparent,	as	Zachary	Hayes	indicates	when	he	describes	the	type	of	
humility	Bonaventure	refers	to	in	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection:		
Humility,	writes	Bonaventure,	is	the	honest	recognition	of	the	fact	that	we	and	all	
other	beings	in	the	universe	are	created	by	God	from	nothing....without	God's	
creative	love,	we	would	be	simply	nothing.	But,	through	the	power	of	that	love,	we	
are	truly	something:	we	are	images	of	God,	and	we	are	called	to	become	likenesses	
of	God.	This	is	the	truth	of	our	reality.	Humility	and	the	reality	of	religious	poverty	in	
which	humility	is	expressed	is	grounded	in	this	theological	vision	of	creation.99	
	
Giorgio	Agamben's	idea,	quoted	at	the	commencement	of	this	thesis,	about	the	Franciscan's	
life	being	not	one's	own	but	for	'common	use'	would	also	seem	relevant	here,	and	
demonstrates	the	centrality	of	abject	humility,	the	giving	away	of	one's	very	being	to	God,	
to	all	the	early	Franciscan	vocations.100			
	 Akin	to	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	Bonaventure's	overarching	concern	is	with	identifying	
and	embracing	the	state	best	placed	to	promote	perfection	in	the	believer,	given	the	
existence	of	degrees	of	perfection.101	To	this	end,	Bonaventure	makes	distinctions	between	
Francis,	the	Franciscan	Order,	monastic	orders,	and	clergy	as	optimal	exemplars	for	the	
pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	internal	humility	and	the	means	by	
which	spiritual	merit	may	be	achieved.	Francis	is	at	the	summit	(like	Christ,	to	be	admired	
but	unable	to	be	precisely	imitated),	followed	by	the	Franciscans	and	Dominicans,	then	the	
other	orders	such	as	the	Cistercians,	and	finally	the	prelates.102	
																																																						
98	See	'Lesser	Brothers	in	Every	Sense'	sections	of	Chapters	Two	and	Three.	
99	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	Triune	God',	119.	
100	See	pp.	4-5	of	this	thesis.		
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	 As	an	important	aside,	Michael	F.	Cusato	points	out	that,	by	differentiating	between	
Francis	and	the	Franciscans,	Bonaventure:	
freed	the	historical	Order	from	its	incessant	anxiety	and	wrangling	about	ever	fully	
attaining	the	purity	of	the	Rule	while	also	making	that	same	Order	more	acceptable	
to	its	enemies	in	Paris	who	resented	the	self-exaltation	of	the	Order	through	its	
claims	to	Christian	perfection.	Yet	in	doing	this,	Bonaventure	has	transformed	
Francis,	the	exemplar	of	evangelical	perfection,	into	a	model	of	the	Christian	journey	
based	on	cultural	and	biblical	presuppositions	which	may	(or	may	not)	be	relevant	
beyond	the	Middle	Ages.	He	has,	in	short,	become	the	symbol	of	a	Christian	ideology	
rather	than	the	founder	of	a	religious	movement	with	specific	historical	referents	
and	significance.	103	
	
This	extremely	valid	and	well-expressed	point	exists	alongside	this	thesis's	overall	position	
about	related	vocations	of	humility	in	both	Francis	and	Bonaventure.	The	evidence	in	this	
chapter	shows	how	clearly	committed	to	the	Rule	Bonaventure	and	the	early	Franciscans	
remained,	although	it	must	also	be	noted	that	Cusato	does	not	appear	to	regard	the	1223	
Rule	as	wholly	indicative	of	Francis's	views.104	
	 To	continue	the	previous	discussion	of	Bonaventure's	ecclesiastical	hierarchy,	unlike	
Francis,	Bonaventure	highly	valued	the	regular	way	of	life	as	well	as	the	priest's	functions.105	
Whilst	undeniably	difficult,	the	regular	life	was	more	accessible	and	supportive	of	human	
frailty	whereas	the	life	of	a	prelate	involved	a	higher	standard	of	virtuous	life,	greater	
responsibility	and	leadership	of	others,	and	was	therefore	not	to	be	sought	without	due	
care.106	However,	‘no	one	should	esteem	himself	more	perfect	than	another,'	as	no	one	
knows,	of	those	who	take	a	vow	or	hold	office,	who	has	‘perfection	of	merit…’.107	‘Rather,	in	
accordance	with	the	teaching	of	the	Apostle,	if	a	comparison	is	to	be	made	between	two	
persons	with	regard	to	their	perfection,	every	person,	however	perfect	he	may	be,	should	
'“regard	others	superior	to	himself”',	advises	Bonaventure,	echoing	Augustine.108	The	
																																																						
Introduction	for	Bernard	of	Besse's	"Liber	de	Laudibus	Beati	Francisci",	David	G.	Amico	(trans.)	(St.	
Bonaventure,	1984),	14.	
103	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	369-75.	
104	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	346.	
105	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	III.14,	p.	80;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	88-9;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	
Franciscan	Charism',	364-6.	
106	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	III.15-7,	pp.	81-4	&	Chpt	III,	14,	p.	80	&	Chpt	III,	20-1,	pp.	86-7	&	Chpt	III,	23,	
p.	89	&	Chpt	III,	25-6,	pp.	91-2;	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Collation	III.12,	p.	51;	
Bonaventure,	'Soliloquium...',	Chpt	II,	Sect.	I.4,	p.	276;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	
Charism',	364-6.	
107	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	III.22,	p.	88.	
108	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	III.22,	p.	88.	
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regular	life	was	not,	in	Bonaventure's	eyes,	concerned	with	whether	the	person	was	learned	
or	simple,	perfect	or	imperfect,	and	it	was	not	a	matter	for	individual	pride	but	an	
opportunity	to	cultivate	spiritual	perfection,	including	humility,	regardless	of	those	initial	
characteristics.109	Such	were	the	concrete	imperatives	behind	the	Franciscan	identification	
as	the	Lesser	Brothers,	when	placed	in	the	wider	theological	and	ecclesiastical	contexts.		
	 Having	covered	this	theoretical	ground,	let	us	now	turn	to	practical	examples	of	
Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	in	relation	to	the	identity	of	the	Lesser	Brother.	The	ten	
point	plan	that	Bonaventure	and	Dominican,	Peter	of	Tarentaise,	successfully	negotiated	to	
improve	mendicant	relations	with	the	secular	clergy	is	an	example	of	Bonaventure's	
practical	application	of	Lesser	Brotherhood.110	By	1274,	Bonaventure	was	Cardinal	Bishop	of	
Albano	and	one	of	the	two	main	advisors	to	Pope	Gregory	X	in	his	plans	for	another	crusade,	
the	other	advisor	being	Peter	of	Tarentaise.111	Full	cooperation	was	required	for	the	crusade	
but	the	mendicants	remained	an	object	of	resentment	for	other	parts	of	the	Church	due	to	
continued	disagreements	about	the	legitimacy	of	their	way	of	life	and	their	allure	to	
recruits.112	So	the	Franciscans	and	Dominicans	offered	concessions	to	placate	the	secular	
clergy,	some	of	their	most	offended	enemies.113	The	relevant	decrees	are	too	numerous	to	
detail	here	but	very	strictly	and	comprehensively	limited	activities	which	might	appear	
prideful	or	inconsiderate:	the	use	of	privileges,	involvement	in	burials,	wills,	and	'public	
services',	acquisition	of	new	houses,	all	so	the	mendicants	would	be	'conforming	themselves	
to	Mother	Church'	in	accord	with	the	foundational	importance	Bonaventure	placed	on	the	
Franciscans	being	the	Lesser	Brothers	in	a	larger	earthly	system.114	Intriguingly,	the	decrees	
																																																						
109	Coughlin,	'Introduction	to	"On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	137-8;	Bonaventure,	'On	the	Perfection	of	Life...',	
139-95.	
110	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	to	Bonaventure,	‘Statutes	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Lyons	(1272),’	
in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	
&	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1994),	255-6;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	59;	
Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	573-4.	
111	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	'Introduction,'	to	Bonaventure,	‘Decrees	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Lyons	(1274),’	
in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	
&	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	1994),	255-6;	Monti,	Francis	&	His	Brothers…,	59;	
Leff,	Vol.	I,	168.	
112	Bonaventure,	‘Decrees	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Lyons	(1274),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	
Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	&	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	
Franciscan	Institute,	1994),	255-6.	
113	Monti,	'Introduction,'	to	‘Decrees	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Lyons’,	255-6.	
114	Bonaventure,	‘Statutes	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Lyons	(1272),'	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	
Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.	&	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	
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also	publicly	rebuke	the	Order	on	some	matters	of	internal	discipline	that	were	evidently	
still	bringing	it	into	public	disrepute.	Provinces	were	ordered	to	stop	accepting	'money	
alms...',	allowing	lay	servants	to	tend	to	the	sick	and	kitchen	duties,	allowing	use	of	'private	
rooms',	and	permitting	women	to	eat	with	the	men,	all	the	products	of	pride	and	selfishness	
that	Bonaventure	had	spent	his	minister-generalship	attempting	to	eradicate,	or	at	least	
control.115	These	activities,	all	centred	around	the	practical	application	of	humility	(or	more	
correctly,	the	lack	of	it),	were	extremely	damaging	because:		
On	behalf	of	the	general	chapter,	the	ministers	are	bound,	both	personally	and	
through	the	custodians	and	guardians,	to	have	the	constitutions	observed	more	
strictly,	because	among	very	prominent	people	the	Order	is	coming	to	fall	in	grave	
contempt.116	
	
The	brothers	were	consistently	failing	to	be	the	Lesser	Brothers,	usurping	functions	
traditionally	allocated	to	the	secular	clergy,	and	scandalising	those	witnessing	the	laxness	in	
practice.	They	were	not	demonstrating	Franciscan	humility,	characterised	by	subjection,	
self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	worldly	constraints,	and	Bonaventure	acted	
swiftly,	and	in	concert	with	the	papacy	and	the	Dominicans,	to	continually	call	them	back	to	
it.		
	 The	identity	of	Lesser	Brother	was	therefore	crucial	to	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	
humility.	He	very	carefully	situated	its	origins	in	internal	transformation	and	defended	it	
fiercely	against	other	parts	of	the	Church	and	temporal	society,	whilst	at	the	same	time	
locating	the	Order	more	precisely	within	the	Church	than	it	had	been	before.	Resonances	of	
Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	as	quoted	in	Chapter	One,	may	be	detected	in	Bonaventure's	
comments	about	the	specialness	of	his	Order,	the	ability	to	gain	spiritual	merit	through	it,	
accompanied	by	continual	acquiescence	to	the	value	of	others.117		
	
Unmistakeable	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination	
	
	 As	might	be	gathered	from	the	immediately	preceding	discussion,	not	permitting	
humility	to	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination	was	perhaps	the	most	critical	
characteristic	in	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility,	as	he	fought	to	improve	the	internal	
laxity,	and	therefore	the	external	perception	of	the	Order,	at	the	same	time	as	addressing	
																																																						
115	Bonaventure,	‘Decrees	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Lyons',	3,	p.	257.	
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fundamental	concerns	about	the	mendicant	orders'	validity	within	the	ecclesiastical	
hierarchy.118	Critics	of	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	would	gesture	to	the	hand	he	
took	in	suppressing	the	forerunners	of	the	Spiritual	part	of	the	Order,	including	
Bonaventure's	predecessor,	John	of	Parma,	and	the	Order's	decision	to	replace	earlier	lives	
of	Francis	with	Bonaventure's	own	writing	about	the	founder,	which	emphasised	a	
particular	view	of	Francis	and	Franciscan	mission,	priorities,	and	desirable	characteristics.119	
In	addition,	the	'Statutes	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Narbonne	(1260)'	revoked	'all	edicts	and	
commands	of	the	preceding	general	ministers,	whether	issued	in	writing	or	orally.'120	
Opinions	about	his	motivations	for	sponsoring,	encouraging,	or	undertaking	such	actions	are	
divided	and	numerous.121	Nevertheless,	in	the	face	of	the	other	evidence	presented	in	this	
chapter,	Bonaventure's	actions	are	likely	to	have	been	primarily	directed	toward	promoting	
clarity,	unity,	and	soundness	of	direction	and	practice	for	the	Order	during	an	extremely	
challenging	period,	rather	than	seeking	to	undermine	humility's	prominence	in	the	group.122		
	 Before	exploring	the	most	obvious	manifestations	of	Bonaventure's	strength	and	
determination	and	their	relationship	to	humility	further,	it	is	useful	to	note	the	steps	taken	
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to	maintain	the	Order's	independence	during	this	period.	Bonaventure	may	be	perceived	as	
part	of	the	worldly	system	of	his	time,	eventually	becoming	a	cardinal.123	However,	in	
addition	to	the	restrictions	placed	on	brothers'	involvement	in	the	world	previously	cited,	
the	chronologically	later	'Statutes	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Lyons'	in	1272	provide	evidence	
of	continued	efforts	to	maintain	decision-making	distance	between	the	brothers	and	the	
temporal	world,	necessary	for	them	to	assert	strength	and	determination	regarding	their	
core	beliefs:	
In	the	power	of	the	Holy	Spirit	and	under	obedience,	we	decree	that	no	brother,	
whether	personally	or	through	an	interposed	party,	shall	dare	to	persuade	any	
prelate	or	cleric,	king	or	prince,	governors	of	commune	or	castle,	or	any	other	
person	outside	of	our	Order,	to	bring	about	any	alteration	in	the	state	of	the	Order,	
whether	this	be	in	regards	to	the	erection,	division,	or	union	of	a	province	or	
custody,	or	the	transfer	of	brothers	from	any	place....	Nor	may	any	brother	be	
retained	in	office	or	removed	from	it	because	of	the	request	of	secular	rulers	or	
anyone	else	outside	the	Order,	unless	there	be	other	reasons	to	either	keep	or	
remove	him.124		
	
Outside	influences	were	not	to	hold	sway	over	the	brothers,	their	office-holders,	provinces,	
or	placement.	By	Bonaventure's	time,	the	reality,	explored	in	Chapter	Three,	of	balancing	a	
high	level	of	engagement	with	the	world	against	the	maintenance	of	humility	was	
recognised	and	measures	specifically	put	into	place	to	manage	it.		
	 	But	perhaps	the	prime	example	of	Bonaventure's	attempts	to	maintain	his	and	the	
Order's	humility	while	disagreeing	with	or	resisting	an	external	force	is	his	arguments	with	
those	within	the	Church	that	felt	that	the	Order	was	not	spiritually	qualified	to	be	
undertaking	the	tasks	it	had	been	allocated.125	In	a	sense,	the	vehemence	visible	in	his	
responses	was	symptomatic	of	the	care	with	which	he	cherished	the	fundamental	principle	
of	humility	because	it	was	the	Order's	humility,	before	God	and	other	sections	of	the	
Church,	that	was	at	issue.	Bonaventure	describes,	quite	graphically,	the	offence	he	took	at	
this	suggestion:	
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when	a	man	asserts	that	this	foremost	imitator	of	Christ,	signed	with	his	stigmata,	
inscribed	in	the	list	of	the	saints,	and	accepted	with	veneration	by	the	universal	
Church,	has	actually	fallen	into	error,	especially	with	regard	to	the	profession	and	
practice	of	the	evangelical	life,	he	is	attacking	not	only	the	Blessed	Francis,	but	what	
is	more	he	is	attacking	the	universal	Church.	And	what	is	even	more,	he	is	also	
blaspheming	against	the	teachings	and	life	of	the	Master	of	truth	and	of	his	
disciples.126	
	
The	theological	context	in	which	Bonaventure	placed	the	Order	is	clearly	on	view	here.	
When	the	Order	was	attacked	so	were	its	originating	and	defining	forces:	Francis,	the	
Church,	Christ.	As	with	Francis	and	the	other	figures	touched	on	in	the	thesis's	first	chapter,	
humility	before	God	came	first.	If	they	felt	God	was	guiding	them	and	their	group	in	a	
direction,	they	would	honour	that,	regardless	of	the	confrontations	provoked.	Francis	often	
did	it	with	diplomatic	silence	or	a	polite	refusal.	Bonaventure	did	it	with	the	weapons	that	
came	most	naturally	to	hand,	his	knowledge,	reason,	and	greater	human	authority	than	
himself,	as	Bonaventure	explains	in	the	Prologue	of	Defense	of	the	Mendicants:	
the	impudent	stiff-neck	of	one	so	insolent	should	be	struck	with	severe	reproach,	
not	with	the	hatred	of	a	bitter	heart,	but	with	the	imitable	love	of	a	calm	mind.	As	
for	the	pestiferous	teaching	itself,	it	must	be	refuted	in	an	orderly	manner,	so	that	in	
the	manner	of	an	apology	for	the	truth	the	response	may	be	adequate	to	the	
objection	and	the	defense	may	correspond	to	the	attack	of	the	adversary.127		
	
Bonaventure	viewed	this	as	a	defensive	war	that	threatened	not	just	the	mendicant	orders	
but,	more	importantly,	the	theological	fundamentals	of	the	Church,	necessitating	an	
organised,	well-argued	response:	
So	since	the	opponent’s	attack	is	aimed	first	at	toppling	the	pinnacle	of	evangelical	
perfection,	second	at	demolishing	its	defences,	third	at	subverting	its	very	
foundation,	fourth	at	defaming	with	false	accusations	the	sincerity	of	those	who	are	
poor	for	Christ	in	order	to	make	them	seem	loathsome	to	the	world,	a	fourfold	reply	
must	be	constructed	as	four	lines	of	defense	against	this	fourfold	assault.	Each	line	
of	defense	must	have	three	sides,	as	the	subject	matter	demands,	so	that	the	
soldiers	of	the	Gospel,	surrounded	by	these	triangular	fortifications	and	protected	
on	all	sides	by	the	shield	of	the	truth,	may	remain	invulnerable	against	the	sharp	
points	of	the	flashing	darts.128	
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His	language	becomes	increasingly	strident	and	emotive	as	he	arrives	at	the	criticisms	of	his	
Order,	as:	
our	opponent	turns	the	poisoned	darts	of	his	eloquence	against	the	whole	Order	of	
the	Poor	of	Christ	and	accuses	their	profession	of	the	crimes	of	error	and	simulation,	
we	are	forced	to	fight	against	his	impudence,	not	that	we	seek	to	return	curse	for	
curse,	but	that	we	hope	to	exonerate	this	holy	religious	institute	of	the	crimes	
imputed	to	it.129		
	
In	the	Defense	of	the	Mendicants	and	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	
Bonaventure	claims	very	little	authority	for	himself,	deflecting	the	attack	away	from	the	
friars	and	on	to	his	enemies'	lack	of	submission	to	proper	authorities:	the	Bible,	the	'Catholic	
Doctors',	and	the	Pope.130	Bonaventure	further	argues	that	the	Order's	critics	are	not	
showing	appropriate	humility	toward	Christ	in	their	attacks	on	the	mendicant	orders.	By	
suggesting	that	humankind	should	imitate	everything	Christ	did,	his	critics	underplay	Christ's	
divine	nature	and	simplify	his	mission:131	
Who,	indeed,	with	any	amount	of	knowledge	of	Sacred	Scripture	or	with	any	small	
measure	of	reverence	for	Christ,	would	dare	to	demean	the	most	kind	
condescension	of	the	highest	God	who	stooped	in	the	misery	of	extreme	poverty	
and	to	believe	that	he	did	not	do	so	for	a	supremely	high	reason	and	purpose?		This	
enemy	of	poverty	judges	this	reason	to	be	so	frivolous	because	all	cannot	be	rich.132	
	
It	is	at	points	such	as	this	one	that	Bonaventure's	complicated	Christology	comes	into	its	
own.	Emphasising	Christ's	humility	in	'kingship'	while	on	earth,	Bonaventure	accuses	his	
interlocutor	of:	
amazing	perversity	to	twist	the	Scripture’s	examples	of	humiliation	into	occasions	for	
ambition,	as	if	it	were	not	part	of	the	virtue	of	humility	to	flee	ecclesiastical	honors	
and	part	of	the	sin	of	pride	to	pursue	them.133		
	
In	pressing	home	this	point,	one	receives	perhaps	the	clearest	indication	found	anywhere	in	
his	work	that,	despite	his	eloquent	references	to	the	longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility,	
																																																						
129	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	XI.1,	p.	304.	
130	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	I.1-2,	pp.	33-5	&	Chpt	I.6,	p.	39;	Karris,	'Intro'	to	Bonaventure,	Disputed	
Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	11-2,14,21;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	
Qu.II,	Art.2,	Conclusion,	p.	112	&	Qu.II,	Art.2,	Reply	to	the	Subsequent	Arguments	made	for	the	Negative	
Position,	1,	pp.	138-9	&	5,	p.	158;	Fleming,	83-93;	Hughes,	528-9;	
131	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	IX.8,	p.	256	&	Chpt	I.5-6,	pp.	39-40;	Hughes,	529-30.	
132	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	IX.9,	pp.	256-7;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	
Chpt	II,	Art.	2.,	Conclusion,	p.	113.	
133	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	IX.10-12,	pp.	258-61.		
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Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	has	its	origins	in	Francis,	when	he	explains	the	form	or	
appearance	he	thinks	humility	should	take	regardless	of	his	strong	words	and	warring	spirit:	
So	Christ,	by	shunning	kingship,	gave	his	followers	an	example	of	how	to	spurn	glory,	
favors,	and	prosperity	which	are	found	not	only	in	worldly	matters,	but	also	in	
ecclesiastical	circles.	Thus	true	humility	consists	in	avoiding	these	honors	in	perfect	
imitation	of	Christ’s	humility,	in	as	far	as	this	can	be	done	without	compromising	zeal	
for	the	salvation	of	souls	and	obedience	to	superiors.	When	Christ’s	disciples	were	
arguing	among	themselves	“which	of	them	was	reputed	to	be	the	greatest,”	he	
responded	to	them:	“Whoever	humbles	himself	like	this	little	child,	that	person	is	
the	greatest	in	the	kingdom	of	heaven."134	
	
Note	the	qualification	Bonaventure	inserts	about	showing	humility	while	not	compromising	
the	mission,	which	explains	his	acceptance	of	the	minister	generalship	and	later	the	rank	of	
cardinal.135	In	addition,	despite	the	general	conclusion	that	Bonaventure	was	absorbed	with	
internal	spiritual	development	and	Francis	with	outward	signs,	Bonaventure	proves	the	
criticality	of	deeds	when	he	refutes	claims	that	'poverty'	need	only	be	displayed	in	spirit:		
Were	anyone	to	claim,	as	this	man	dares	to	do	in	a	later	passage,	that	this	refers	to	a	
spiritual	and	inner	humiliation	and	not	to	an	external	or	bodily	one,	he	is	most	
foolish.	For	the	Teacher	and	Lord	of	all	things	gave	examples	not	only	of	spiritual,	but	
also	of	bodily	humiliation	when,	after	washing	and	wiping	the	feet	of	his	disciples,	he	
said	“I	have	given	you	an	example,	that	as	I	have	done	to	you,	so	you	also	should	
do."...	‘Augustine	shows	that	a	gesture	of	humiliation	made	externally	in	the	body	
contributes	very	much	to	the	perfection	of	true	humility	in	the	heart.136	
	
Bonaventure,	in	the	tradition	of	Augustine	and	the	monastics,	asserts	that	both	physical	and	
spiritual	poverty	are	important	because,	together,	they	work	toward	'the	destruction	of	
iniquity;	the	exercise	of	perfect	virtue;	the	possession	of	internal	joy;	the	proclamation	of	
evangelical	teaching.’137	
	 Hence	the	evidence	strongly	suggests	that	Bonaventure	cultivated	and	displayed	
strength	and	determination	in	service	of	his	vocation	of	humility,	both	in	the	way	he	argued	
for	the	Order	externally	and	his	many	and	intense	interventions	within	the	Order,	as	shall	be	
further	demonstrated	in	the	next	section.	He	may	have	been	more	articulate	than	Francis,	
																																																						
134	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	IX.11-2,	pp.	260-1.	
135	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	82;	Leff,	Vol.	I,	168.	
136	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	IX.12-3,	pp.	260-2	&	Chpt	II.10,	p.	60;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	
Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.II,	Art.1.,	Conclusion,	p.	69;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	
Charism',	363.	
137	Bonaventure,	Defense...,	Chpt	IX.13,	pp.	261-2;	Lambert,	126-7;	Hayes,	'Bonaventure	-	Mystery	of	the	
Triune	God',	118-25;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	51;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	
Charism',	363.	
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more	theologically	sophisticated,	and	administratively	minded.	But,	when	Bonaventure's	
actions	and	words	are	interrogated,	they	speak	to	his	commitment	to	maintaining	a	
vocation	of	humility	at	the	heart	of	their	group,	even	if	the	elements	of	subjection,	
inversion,	and	freedom	from	worldly	constraint	appear,	by	necessity,	more	nuanced	or	
limited	in	scope.		
	
Deed	and	Word	
	
	 A	distinctive	part	of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility	was	his	belief	in	deeds	before	
words,	his	faithfulness	to	the	primacy	of	example.138	Surely,	this	may	be	an	arena	in	which	
we	might	expect	Bonaventure	to	differ,	given	his	education,	massive	volume	of	written	
work,	and	complexly	theological	approach	to	the	Christian	life	but,	again,	Bonaventure	
surprises	the	observer.139	Bonaventure	does	indeed	highlight	that	the	idea	of	words	before	
deeds	predates	Christ	and	is	found	in	the	Ten	Commandments,	through	which	he	identifies	
that	'a	person	should	guard	against	offending	his	neighbor'	through	'thought',	'word',	and	
'deed'	but,	interestingly,	his	recitation	of	the	relevant	Commandments	begins	with	deeds,	
before	moving	on	to	words,	and	finally	thoughts.140	In	a	sense,	Bonaventure	went	further	
than	Francis	by	explicitly	pointing	out	that	humility	was	not	simply	about	either	words	or	
deeds,	but	about	a	transformation	of	the	soul.141	Francis	would	have	agreed	with	this,	even	
if	he	might	not	have	determined	the	theological	background	so	thoroughly	and	expressed	
the	concept	in	quite	such	a	complex	manner.	
	 Just	because	Bonaventure	articulated	the	corresponding	interiority	behind	action	
more	regularly	than	Francis	did,	it	does	not	necessarily	follow	that	Bonaventure	valued	
words	above	action.142	In	the	following	passage	from	a	sermon	by	Bonaventure,	the	heart's	
status	as	meek	and	humble	is	demonstrated	by	'acting	well':	
	 	
																																																						
138	Daniel,	40;	Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi...,	73.	
139	Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi...,	71;	Hayes,	'Historical	Context',	25;	Hayes,	'The	Context...',	40;	Coughlin,	
'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	3,22-3;	Bonaventure's	'Respectful	Dialogue	with	Christ,	the	
Teacher,'	in	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	165.	
140	Bonaventure,	Collations	on	the	Ten	Commandments,	Collation	I.24,	pp.	24-8	&	Collation	VI.3,	p.	84.	
141	Bonaventure,	Itinerarium...;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	53-4;	Gilson,	The	
Philosophy...,	74-5;	Cusato,	'Bonaventure...Reformulation	of	the	Franciscan	Charism',	366;	Delio,	'Theology...',	
393-7.	
142	Daniel,	40,66;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	53-4.	
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The	Lord	teaches	the	meek	these	ways,	by	not	despising	anyone	interiorly,	and	the	
humble,	but	not	offending	anyone	exteriorly,	according	to	his	testimony:	Learn	from	
me	because	I	am	meek	and	humble	of	heart,	when	they	are	instructed	by	his	good	
example	how	to	act	well.143		
	
Accordingly,	the	Order's	role	in	preaching	was	dear	to	Bonaventure	but	more	critical	to	him	
was	that	the	preachers	first	have	their	lives	right,	exhibiting	'sanctity	of	merit...',	'truth	of	
faith...'	and	'authority	of	office...',	expressions	that	mirror	Francis's.144	Indeed,	their	lives	had	
to	be	right	even	before	they	concerned	themselves	with	learning	doctrine:	
Since	the	word	of	doctrine	is	vain	without	the	example	of	life,	and	the	example	of	life	
is	little	without	the	teaching	of	doctrine,	but	the	two	together	are	perfect;	it	says,	
therefore:	receive,	first	the	discipline	of	life	and	later	magisterial	doctrine.145		
	
In	a	complicating	passage	in	another	sermon,	however,	Bonaventure	describes	the	'feet'	as	
the	'intellectual,	loving,	and	operative	powers',	presumably	designating	knowledge	as	
foundational	or	enabling,	and	the	consequent	'steps'	as	the	'thoughts,	affections,	and	works	
by	which	the	soul	walks	and	advances;…’	in	the	soul's	journey	of	'humility	and	submission...'	
toward	the	ultimate	goal	of	becoming	Christ's	'daughter'.146	So	it	is	reasonable	to	conclude	
that	Bonaventure,	as	might	be	expected	from	his	academic	background,	relied	heavily	on	
words	to	explain,	understand,	and	convey	humility.	Take,	for	instance,	the	following	
discussion	from	a	sermon	about	Christ's	characteristics	as	a	preacher,	and	therefore	the	
characteristics	that	human	preachers	should	aspire	to:	
For	first	he	possesses	the	splendour	of	clear	knowledge	in	infallible	knowing;	second,	
the	efficacy	of	powerful	eloquence	in	useful	expression;	third,	the	eminence	of	a	
holy	life	in	beneficial	meriting.	And	these	three	things	are	necessary	to	whoever	is	
teaching	and	preaching,	namely	regulating	knowledge,	eloquent	expression,	and	a	
life	that	confirms	them	both.	For	to	teach	or	preach	without	regulating	knowledge	is	
dangerous,	without	eloquent	expression	is	unproductive,	and	without	a	life	that	
confirms	them	both	is	disgraceful.147		
	
																																																						
143	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	49...',	14,	p.	523.	
144	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	48	–	Twenty-First	Sunday	after	Pentecost,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	Bonaventure	–	
The	Sunday	Sermons	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Timothy	J.	Johnson	(ed.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	
Publications,	2008),	1,	p.	504;	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	73.	
145	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	26	–	Fifth	Sunday	after	Easter,'	in	
Bonaventure,	Works	of	Bonaventure	–	The	Sunday	Sermons	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Timothy	J.	Johnson	(ed.)	(St	
Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	Publications,	2008),	7,	pp.	305-6;	Doyle,	'St.	Bonaventure	on	St.	
Dominic',	42.	
146	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	50	–	Twenty-Third	Sunday	after	Pentecost,'	in	Bonaventure,	Works	of	Bonaventure	–	
The	Sunday	Sermons	of	St.	Bonaventure,	Timothy	J.	Johnson	(ed.)	(St	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	Franciscan	Institute	
Publications,	2008),	6,	p.	527;	Short,	The	Franciscans,	113.	
147	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	49...',	3,	pp.	514-5.	
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Bonaventure	lists	priorities	that	begin	with	knowledge,	continue	on	to	expression,	and	finish	
with	a	holy	life.	However,	all	these	characteristics	are	interdependent:	a	preacher's	life	that	
does	not	corroborate	what	is	known	and	said	is	'disgraceful.'148	An	evident,	unbreakable	but	
not	uncomplicated	bond	exists	between	deeds	and	words	in	the	vocation	of	humility,	for	
both	Francis	and	Bonaventure.	
	 The	above	observation	about	the	characteristics	of	human	preachers	goes	to	the	
heart	of	Bonaventure's	contemporary	concerns.	The	Order's	deeds	were	undermining	its	
words.149	Worse	still,	these	deeds	signalled	something	amiss	with	the	transformation	of	the	
heart	toward	humility,	the	foundational	interiority	mentioned	above:	‘why	the	splendor	of	
our	Order	seems	to	have	become	somewhat	tarnished,	an	Order	tainted	outwardly	by	
scandals	and	the	luster	of	consciences	defiled	within….’150	The	letter	from	which	this	quote	
comes,	the	'First	Encyclical	Letter	of	1257',	is	striking	for	its	directness	of	expression	and	
comprehensive	list	of	faults	in	the	Order's	deeds	at	the	time,	which	included,	according	to	
Bonaventure:	the	seeking	and	handling	of	money;	laziness;	pointless	itineracy;	'persistent	
begging...';	elaborate	construction;	'familiarities	with	women...';	inappropriate	assignment	
of	offices;	taking	the	income	from	'burials	and	legacies...'	away	from	parish	priests;	and	
generally	becoming	a	financial	burden	to	others	through	their	financial	profligacy.151	In	
Bonaventure's	eyes,	these	practices	were	intolerably	negative	because	their	legacy	was	
'scandal	instead	of	good	example.'152	Example	in	deeds,	not	more	words,	was	the	solution	to	
this	failure:		
So	get	the	lazy	brothers	to	work;	restrain	the	ones	who	are	wandering.	Call	a	halt	to	
the	importunate	begging.	Put	down	the	ones	who	want	to	put	up	big	houses.	Send	
off	to	a	hermitage	those	looking	for	suspicious	familiarities.	Bestow	the	offices	of	
preaching	and	hearing	confessions	with	great	care.	See	to	it	that	the	old	constitution	
on	wills	and	the	new	one	on	burials	are	observed	more	strictly.	Do	not	allow	anyone	
to	change	the	site	of	a	friary	before	the	general	chapter.153	
	
																																																						
148	Bonaventure,	'Sermon	49...',	3,	pp.	514-5;	Bonaventure's	'Sermon	for	the	Fifth	Sunday	after	the	Epiphany,'	
in	Timothy	J.	Johnson,	Bonaventure	-	Mystic	of	God's	Word	(Hyde	Park,	N.Y.:	New	City	Press,	1999),	75.	
149	Geltner,	'William	of	St.	Amour....'	in	Defenders	and	Critics	of	Franciscan	Life...,	112.	
150	Bonaventure,	‘First	Encyclical	Letter	(1257),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	
Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	St.	
Bonaventure	University,	1994),	2.	p.	59;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	86-7.	
151	Bonaventure,	‘First	Encyclical	Letter’,	2,	pp.	59-60;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	86-7;	Johnson,	
Bonaventure...,	15;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	553-5;	Moorman,	A	History...,	145.	
152	Bonaventure,	‘First	Encyclical	Letter’,	2,	pp.	59-60;	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	86-7;	Brooke,	
Early	Franciscan...,	274-5.	
153	Bonaventure,	‘First	Encyclical	Letter’,	5,	p.	61.	
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It	is	difficult	to	imagine	that	the	same	man	wrote	the	sublimely	complicated	and	eloquent	
Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection	but	these	emotive	sentiments	prove	the	
importance	that	a	frustrated	Bonaventure	placed	on	deeds	in	defending	the	centrality	of	
humility	in	the	Order.	
	 Bonaventure	supported	this	process	through	the	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'	and	in	
the	emphasis	placed	on	deeds	and	examples	in	his	'Instructions	for	Novices'.154	A	generous	
list	of	clauses	in	the	'Constitutions'	illuminates	Bonaventure's	determination	to	encourage	
his	vocation	of	humility	through	deeds	in	the	Order,	to	the	point	of	going	above	and	beyond	
the	specific	expectations	Francis	had	placed	on	it.	As	noted	previously,	Bonaventure	often	
exceeds	or	adds	to	the	requirements	of	the	Rule	to	ensure	its	spirit	of	humility	is	
maintained.	Relevant	items	include	those	addressing:	the	use	of	shoes;	the	character	and	
behavioural	requirements	of	brothers	who	travelled	away	from	their	house;	the	use	of	
horses	and	carts	for	transport;	the	brothers'	dress	and	bedding;	restrictions	on	items	they	
could	accept	as	alms;	and	the	perception	of	extravagance	in	building,	books,	or	
decoration.155	As	may	be	expected,	given	Bonaventure's	confidence	in	the	ecclesiastical	
hierarchy,	the	'Constitutions'	also	concentrate	on	ensuring	the	Order's	deeds	in	relation	to	
the	clergy	and	other	orders	were	as	they	should	be.	The	brothers	were	not	to	establish	
themselves	where	they	would	become	required	to	take	fees	for	burials	or	baptisms,	they	
should	avoid	allowing	the	burial	of	lay	people	in	their	houses,	they	were	to	welcome	
Dominicans	as	'kindly	and	lovingly	as	though	brothers	of	our	Order...'	with	those	that	'sow	
seeds	of	discord	between	them	and	us...'	to	be	'severely	punished...',	and	authorised	
brothers	were	only	to	hear	the	confessions	of	'religious	or	laity'	if	they	had	license	from	the	
provincial	minister	and	'permission	of	the	diocesan	bishop	or	the	proper	priest	of	the	
penitent.'156	Whether	these	principles	reflect	actual	behaviour	is	another	question.	Chapter	
																																																						
154	Robson,	Franciscans	in	the	Middle	Ages,	87.	
155	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne’,	Rubric	II.8,	p.	81	&	Rubric	V.1,	p.	94	&	Rubric	V.18,	p.	97	&	Rubric	
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156	Bonaventure,	‘Constitutions	of	Narbonne',	Rubric	III.20,	p.	87	&	Rubric	III.22,	p.	87	&	Rubric	IV.19,	pp.	92-3	
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Three	of	this	thesis	indicates	compliance	was	varied.	Nevertheless,	the	'Constitutions'	testify	
to	Bonaventure's	desire	to	have	the	Order's	deeds	publicly	reflect	his	vocation	of	humility.	
	 The	Chapter	on	'Proper	Behaviour'	in	the	'Instructions	for	Novices'	is	of	exceptional	
interest	to	the	discussion	of	humility	in	deeds	because	it	overflows	with	examples	of	humble	
behaviour	that	the	new	brothers	were	encouraged	to	cultivate	as	habit.157	Bonaventure	
here	at	once	confirms	the	primacy	of	humility	and	verifies	the	order	in	which	it	is	developed,	
first	in	the	heart	and	then	in	the	actions.	Similar	advice	is	given	for	relations	with	laity:	
So	when	you	are	with	them,	don’t	be	forward,	but	reticent	and	humble,	speaking	
briefly	and	uprightly,	so	that	the	Gospel	passage	might	be	fulfilled	in	you:	Let	your	
light	shine	before	others,	so	that	they	may	see	your	good	works	and	give	glory	to	
your	father	in	heaven	[Mt	5:16].’158		
	
'Chapter	XIII:	Not	Judging	Others'	is	also	of	interest	to	the	discussion	of	humility	in	deeds.	
Here,	Bonaventure	speaks	of	the	fundamental	act	of	humility.	If	all	are	equal	before	God,	no	
one	person	has	the	right	to	judge	others.159	The	guidance	was	therefore	unambiguous:	'Do	
not	be	like	the	hypocrite	who	never	sees	his	own	failings	but,	confident	of	his	own	virtue,	
sits	in	judgement	on	everyone	else.’160	Finally,	though,	the	chapter	on	'Poverty'	(Chapter	
XVI)	is	also	worth	mentioning,	not	least	because	it	is	placed	after	the	chapter	on	Humble	
Obedience,	rather	than	before.	Here,	Bonaventure	certainly	reinforces	the	traditional	
supremacy	of	physical	poverty	in	the	Franciscan	life	but	also	stresses	the	attitude	behind	it	-	
humility.161		
	 Unfortunately,	Bonaventure's	attempts	to	perpetuate	his	vocation	of	humility	in	the	
Order's	deeds,	through	regulation,	discipline,	and	novitiate	training,	seem	to	have	had	
limited	effect.	Evidence	of	the	need	to	revisit	the	same	failings	abounds,	firstly	in	
Bonaventure's	'Second	Encyclical	Letter'	of	1266	and	then	in	'Decrees	Issued	by	the	Chapter	
of	Assisi'	in	1269,	but	also	in	various	sermons.	In	the	'Second	Encyclical	Letter',	
Bonaventure's	language	becomes	increasingly	strident,	his	exasperation	palpable:	
	 	
																																																						
157	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices’,	Chpt	X,	pp.	166-8.	
158	Italicization	from	the	translated	edition.	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices’,	Chpt	XII.1,	p.	169.	
159	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices’,	Chpt	XIII.1,	p.	170	&	Chpt	II.3,	p.	153;	Coughlin,	'Introduction',	in	
Writings	on	the	Spiritual	Life,	25;	Bonaventure,	Disputed	Questions	on	Evangelical	Perfection,	Qu.IV,	Art.2,	
Conclusion,	pp.	233-4.	
160	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices’,	Chpt	XIII.1,	p.	170.	
161	Bonaventure,	‘Instructions	for	Novices’,	Chpt	XVI.1-2,	p.	17	&	Chpt	XVI.3,	p.	175;	Foot,	53-4.	
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Until	recently,	the	height	of	evangelical	perfection	we	practiced	captured	both	the	
attention	and	hearts	of	the	world,	making	us	worthy	of	every	respect	and	honor.		
But	now,	what	do	we	see?	–	large	numbers	of	brothers	on	a	downward	trend,	an	
ever-increasing	laxity	towards	these	tendencies	by	those	in	charge,	abhorrent	
deviations	springing	up	like	briars.	These	are	the	things	that	are	causing	many	people	
to	see	this	holy	and	venerable	brotherhood	as	something	despicable,	burdensome,	
and	odious,	turning	into	a	stumbling	block	what	ought	to	be	a	pattern	for	all	to	
follow.162		
	
The	familiar	roll	call	of	far-from-humble	deeds	follows:	begging	to	fund	'extravagant'	
building	programmes;	'the	audacity	and	insolence	of	certain	brothers	who,	contrary	to	the	
teaching	of	our	holy	Father,	get	up	in	front	of	lay	people	and	preach	against	the	bishops	of	
the	church';	and	'continuous	and	greedy	intrusion	into	the	domain	of	burials	and	
legacies'.163	The	results	of	these	prideful	deeds	was,	Bonaventure	predicts,	the	'destruction	
of	morals...',	'scandal,	ill-will,	and	strife'	with	prelates,	and	the	wrath	of	God.164	The	solution	
was	to	pray,	re-dedicate	themselves	to	discipline	under	the	General	Chapter,	and	to	observe	
the	Rule,	particularly	physical	poverty.165	In	keeping	with	our	earlier	discoveries	about	his	
priorities,	Bonaventure	makes	particular	mention	of	deeds	of	humility	before	prelates:	
You	should	strictly	and	in	the	strongest	terms	forbid	the	brothers	to	criticize	before	
the	people	the	lives	of	prelates….you	are	to	order	all	the	brothers	to	maintain	
peaceable	relations	with	all	the	clergy	as	far	as	possible	concerning	both	wills	and	
burials,	so	that	they	may	not	have	reason	to	enter	into	disputes	with	us,	and	that	the	
whole	world	might	clearly	see	that	we	are	seeking	only	to	gain	souls,	not	earthly	
comforts.166	
	
The	exhibition	of	humility	through	deeds	was	crucial	here,	if	the	Order	was	to	fulfil	its	
function	in	the	Church	and	'gain	souls.'167	The	'Decrees	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Assisi'	three	
years	later	further	reflect	these	concerns,	prohibiting	the	acceptance	of	hermits	from	the	
Order	of	St.	Augustine	and	other	mendicant	Orders	into	the	Franciscans,	and	restricting	the	
brothers	as	to	when	they	could	administer	the	sacraments	in	place	of	a	parish	priest,	
																																																						
162	Bonaventure,	‘Second	Encyclical	Letter	(1266),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	Concerning	The	
Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	Franciscan	Institute,	
1994),	1,	p.	226;	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	15.	
163	Bonaventure,	‘Second	Encyclical	Letter’,	2,	pp.	226-7;	Bonaventure,	‘Explanations	of	the	Constitutions	of	
Narbonne’,	23,	p.	213	&	25,	p.	214;	Johnson,	Bonaventure...,	15;	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	564-5.	
164	Bonaventure,	‘Second	Encyclical	Letter’,	2,	pp.	226-7.	
165	Bonaventure,	‘Second	Encyclical	Letter’,	3-4,	pp.	227-8;	Cook,	Francis	of	Assisi...,	75;	Brooke,	Early	
Franciscan...,	274-5;	Gilson,	The	Philosophy...,	51.	
166	Bonaventure,	‘Second	Encyclical	Letter’,	4,	p.	228.	
167	Bonaventure,	‘Second	Encyclical	Letter’,	4,	p.	228.	
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presumably	to	combat	pride	and	jealously	between	the	Franciscans,	other	orders,	and	the	
clergy.168	The	Order	would	not	be	exhibiting	a	vocation	of	humility	if	its	deeds	continued	to	
show	contempt	for	other	parts	of	the	Church,	the	very	people	for	whom	Francis	showed	the	
most	respect.			
	
Concluding	Remarks	
	
	 Despite	everything	known	about	Bonaventure's	dates,	movements,	thinking,	and	
administration,	gaining	a	solid	grasp	on	who	he	was	as	a	person	seems	difficult.169	It	may	be	
inaccurate	to	presume	that,	as	an	individual,	he	was	so	very	different	from	the	early	
Franciscans	that	immediately	preceded	him.170	Rosalind	B.	Brooke	points	this	out	by	
highlighting	that	John	of	Parma	chose	Bonaventure	as	his	successor,	'saying	that	in	the	
whole	Order	he	knew	of	none	better	than	he...',	and	by	recounting	the	similarities	between	
the	men:	
Both	bore	themselves	humbly	and	devoutly,	setting	an	example	of	dedicated	service.	
Both	helped	in	the	kitchen,	with	preparing	vegetables	and	washing	up.	But	both	
thought	that	in	their	Order	learning	and	virtue	should	be	combined,	and	in	this	they	
agreed	together	more	than	did	either	with	Francis.171	
	
On	the	other	hand,	and	relatedly,	Angelo	Clareno	cites	this	very	moment	as	the	one	in	
which	'the	fourth	persecution	began,'	under	a	man	(Bonaventure)	who	was	in	all	ways	
inferior	to	the	minister	general	that	he	betrayed	(John	of	Parma),	illuminating	the	variety	of	
																																																						
168	Bonaventure,	‘Decrees	Issued	by	the	Chapter	of	Assisi	(1269),’	in	Bonaventure,	St.	Bonaventure’s	Writings	
Concerning	The	Franciscan	Order,	Dominic	V.	Monti,	O.F.M.,	(intro.,	trans.)	(St.	Bonaventure,	N.Y.:	The	
Franciscan	Institute,	1994),	8-10,	pp.	241-3.	
169	Amongst	the	available	resources,	Marianne	Schlosser's	chapter	'Bonaventure:	Life	and	Works,'	in	Brill's	A	
Companion	to	Bonaventure	(9-59)	demonstrates	that	our	knowledge	about	Bonaventure,	aside	from	his	
writing,	is	quite	reliant	on	knowledge	of	the	world	around	him	at	the	time,	for	example	the	environment	and	
curriculum	at	the	University	of	Paris	in	this	period.	Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	567.	
170	In	terms	of	a	summary	of	Bonaventure's	place	in	early	Franciscan	history,	there	are	few	more	measured	and	
evidenced	than	Dominic	V.	Monti's,	O.F.M.,	conclusion	to	his	chapter	about	Bonaventure	as	minister	general	in	
the	Brill	A	Companion	to	Bonaventure.	Whilst	he	concludes	that	Haymo	of	Faversham	would	be	better	
qualified	to	be	called	a	'second	founder',	and	that	'Bonaventure	did	not	set	the	new	directions;	he	was	a	
product	of	them,'	he	also	accurately	states	that	'Bonaventure	did	not	simply	follow	in	the	footsteps	of	his	
predecessors.	Rather,	his	brilliant	systematic	mind	was	able	to	produce	a	remarkable	synthesis	of	the	
fundamental	documents	of	the	order:	its	legislation,	the	life	of	its	founder,	its	patterns	of	worship	and	initial	
formation,	as	well	as	a	thoroughly	articulated	theology	of	its	rule	in	the	church	and	Christian	
society....Although	Bonaventure	did	not	set	the	direction	the	Friars	Minor	were	henceforth	to	follow,	he	
provided	them	with	a	rationale	for	their	journey	and	a	clear	map	for	the	road.'	(Monti,	'Bonaventure...',	576-
7).	My	thesis	entirely	agrees	with	this	general	assessment	and	has	subsequently	focused	more	narrowly	on	the	
vocation	of	humility,	the	specificities	of	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	that	were	different	to	(as	well	as	in	
common	with)	Francis's	vocation	and	that	of	the	generation	that	preceded	Bonaventure.		
171	Brooke,	Early	Franciscan...,	270-2.	
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opinion	that	would	have	existed	about	Bonaventure's	leadership.172	Reconciling	such	
conflicting	views	was	not	the	role	of	this	thesis	but	they	do	hint	at	the	dual	nature	of	
Bonaventure's	unique	vocation	of	humility,	which	is	at	once	entirely	understandable	and	
thoroughly	mystifying	in	the	contradictions	that	emerge.	
	 The	understandable	elements	are	largely	explained	by	Bonaventure's	contentious	
environment,	manifest	in	the	motivation	behind	and	contents	of	much	of	his	writing	and	
legislation,	and	his	education,	detectable	in	his	contribution	of	theological	refinements	to,	
and	confirmation	of,	a	communal	framework	around	Francis's	ideas.	Bonaventure	
explained,	modelled,	and	legislated	humility	into	the	Order	to	maintain	its	position	at	the	
heart	of	the	Franciscan	religio.	His	vocation	of	humility	was	intention-based,	consciously	and	
systematically	reflective	of	theological	and	monastic	tradition,	shaded	by	a	complex	
consideration	of	Christ's	example,	and	applied	in	a	Christendom	that	placed	the	Franciscans,	
and	a	Franciscan-created	view	of	Francis,	on	a	powerful,	influential	pedestal.	Forcefully	
theological	and	both	outwardly	and	inwardly	focussed,	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	
was	the	fulfilment	of	the	power	Francis's	humility	had	promised	but	also	the	epitome	of	
servant-heartedness,	the	combination	of	which	is	perhaps	the	mystifying,	or	paradoxical,	
part	of	his	vocation.		
	 Bonaventure's	vocation	of	humility	took	full	advantage	of	all	the	riches	of	the	
heritage	of	Christian	humility.	Like	Augustine	of	Hippo	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	before	him,	
Bonaventure	worked	within	his	vocation	of	humility	to	defend	his	group	and	Church.	Like	
many	others	in	the	heritage	of	Christian	humility,	he	tirelessly	promoted	humility	within	his	
group	and	within	the	Church.	Further,	he	continually	engaged	with	the	temporal	world	on	
matters	of	power,	intellect,	and	peace.	All	of	these	activities	required,	as	they	had	with	
Augustine	of	Hippo	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	some	level	of	learning,	of	theology,	of	
philosophy,	and	of	written	eloquence.	But,	ironically,	Bonaventure	also	used	this	longer	
heritage	of	Christian	humility	to	call	the	Order's	attention	back	to	Francis,	and	his	simple	
ideas	of	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	the	world,	whilst	not	
neglecting	the	important	internal	legislation	toward	humility	put	in	place	by	previous	
Franciscan	leaders	and	influenced	by	the	monastic	tradition	of	Benedict	of	Nursia.	
																																																						
172	Clareno,	104-5,113-4,123-6.	
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	 As	noted	in	Chapter	One,	vocations	of	humility	may	partially	be	differentiated	on	the	
points	about	which	earlier	members	of	the	heritage	had	differed.	These	points	were:	the	
optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	life	required	by	internal	
humility;	humility	as	abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power;	spiritual	
advancement	through	grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	some	degree	through	
merit;	and	the	extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	compatible	with	
Christian	humility.	Exemplars	other	than	Francis's	conception	of	Christ	had	been	present	in	
the	early	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	but	Bonaventure	articulated	and	legislated	them.	
The	early	Franciscans	had	already	begun	to	find	ways,	unknown	to	or	at	least	unpracticed	by	
Francis,	to	use	the	power	their	humility	gave	them.	Bonaventure	was	a	master	at	turning	
this	power	back	on	attackers	of	the	Order	and	the	Church.	The	early	Franciscans	were	
already,	in	practice,	acknowledging	that	spiritual	advancement	could	be	achieved,	to	some	
degree,	through	merit	in	the	adoption	of	some	monastic	characteristics	and	practices,	just	
as	Francis	had	agreed	it	could	be	achieved	through	service,	contemplation,	and	leadership.	
Bonaventure's	relatively	monastic	reinterpretation	of	the	early	Franciscsan	model	of	life	as	
instigated	by	Francis,	epitomised	by	his	degree	of	reliance	on	and	reference	to	Benedict	of	
Nursia	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux,	brought	this	influence	into	the	Order's	institutional	
documents.	The	Franciscan	life	was	synonymous	with	and	indivisible	from	involvement	in	
the	temporal	world,	a	trajectory	that	had	been	set	by	Francis	himself.	The	early	Franciscans	
had	carried	on	Francis's	work	of	exhibiting	and	injecting	humility	into	that	world	but	
Bonaventure	built	a	theological	and	administrative	framework	around	that	involvement,	in	
an	attempt	to	ensure	its	institutional	sustainability.		
	 So,	like	the	early	First	Order's	vocation	of	humility,	Bonaventure's	vocation	of	
humility	was	at	once	truly	Franciscan	and	not	entirely	of	Francis.	In	this	thesis's	conclusion,	
the	story	of	humility	in	the	early	Franciscan	Order	will	be	drawn	together.	The	implications	
of	this	analysis	for	the	history	of	humility	as	a	Christian	virtue	must	also	be	addressed.		
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CONCLUSION	
	
The	Conclusion	will	revisit	the	major	questions	of	the	thesis	posed	in	the	Introduction	by	
summarising	the	answers	advanced	by	the	thesis.	Each	idea	(or	series	of	related	ideas)	will	
be	presented	in	bold,	followed	by	relevant	discussion.	At	the	very	end	of	the	thesis,	
suggestions	will	be	offered	about	subsequent	future,	related	directions	for	Franciscan,	and	
other,	historiography.		
	
Francis	of	Assisi's	vocation	of	humility:	
• was	the	core	of	his	religio,	
• had	distinct,	identifiable	elements,	and	
• can	be	concretely	characterised	to	allow	assessment	beside	the	early	Franciscan	
vocations	that	followed.	
	
	 In	the	Introduction,	I	suggested	that	Franciscan	historiography	was	marked	by	a	
curious	scarcity	of	attention	to	humility.	Whether	humility	has	become	obscured	as	part	of	a	
broader	definition	of	poverty	or	hidden	amongst	a	range	of	other	priorities	perceived	to	
have	been	held	by	Francis	of	Assisi,	or	for	some	other	reason	or	reasons,	is	unclear.	But,	as	
the	Introduction	and	Chapter	Two	highlighted,	Francis,	and	those	that	wrote	about	him	
during	and	just	after	his	life,	unequivocally	placed	this	idea	at	the	heart	of	his	vocation.	
Understanding	exactly	what	humility	meant	to	him,	and	its	role	in	shaping	his	legacy	in	the	
form	of	the	early	Franciscan	Order,	is	therefore	critical	for	the	advancement	of	Franciscan	
historiography	and	key	to	better	understanding	the	attitudes,	decisions,	and	actions	of	the	
early	Order	in	their	contexts.	These	were	the	primary	missions	of	this	thesis.			
	 Francis	of	Assisi's	humility	was	not	simply	a	virtue,	an	ideal,	or	part	of	his	religio,	but	
a	vocation.	He	viewed	an	existence	centred	on	Christ's	humility	as	a	God-ordained	calling.	As	
Chapter	One	showed,	Francis	was	not	the	first	Christian	thinker	or	leader	to	identify	the	
importance	of	humility.	The	heritage	of	humility	had	been	building,	in	layers,	over	a	
millennium.	In	terms	of	the	elements	presented	in	this	thesis,	we	may	start	with	Augustine	
lying	figuratively	prostrate	before	God,	recognising	that	all	good	came	from	God	and	that	
humankind	could	achieve	nothing	good	without	Him.	Based	on	such	foundational,	vertically-
directed	ideas,	the	western	monastic	tradition	developed	complicated	theology	and	
methodology	in	support	of	the	other	type	of	Christian	humility:	horizontally-directed	
humility	towards	each	other.	The	lay	reform	movements	preceding	Francis	in	the	later	
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Middle	Ages	then	added	another	layer	by	refocusing	attention	on	humility	in	societal	
behaviour	and	appearance,	especially	through	poverty.	However,	Francis	was	special	in	this	
history,	if	not	unique,	because	he	combined	all	these	facets	of	humility,	and	more,	into	a	
vocation.	Further,	that	vocation	of	humility	was	foundational	to	others	that	followed	it,	in	
the	early	First	Order	and	under	Bonaventure.	These	were	three	distinct	but	related	
vocations	of	humility,	allied	by	Agamben's	formulation	of	Franciscan	poverty	as	thinking	of:	
'life	as	that	which	is	never	given	as	property	but	only	as	a	common	use.'1	Despite	varying	
appearances	and	sounds	of	humility,	the	three	vocations	had	this	posture	in	common,	
marking	them	as	rooted	in	humility	before	God.	
	 Like	the	prioritisation	of	humility,	the	elements	of	Francis's	vocation	of	humility	were	
not	novel,	in	themselves.	The	ideas	of	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	
worldly	constraints	had	long	been	central	to	Christian	thinking.	The	special	nature	of	
Francis's	vocation	was	instead	determined	by	his	placement	of	emphases	amongst	these	
elements.	Francis's	subjection	remained	trained	on	God	first	but	he	placed	increased	stress	
on	subjection	to	others	in	the	Church	and	society.	Francis's	idea	of	self-sacrifice	was	
especially	Christocentric,	particularly	Eucharistic,	with	a	consequent	prominence	given	to	
the	encouragement	of	lay	piety	and	respect	for	clergy.	Francis's	inversion	was	based	on	the	
commonly	held	position	that	everyone	was	in	the	same	situation	before	God	but	he	laid	
additional	weight	on	leaders	as	servants.	Francis's	freedom	from	worldly	constraints	was	
memorably	strict,	in	his	complete	and	literal	rejection	of	money,	goods,	family,	and	worldly	
influence.	
	 In	examining	Francis's	particular	mix	of	these	four	elements	of	humility,	six	
characteristics	of	Franciscan	humility	suggested	themselves:	living	the	Gospel	and	the	Rule;	
seeking	to	be	the	Lesser	Brother	in	every	sense,	loving	and	honouring	all	brothers	equally;	
obedience;	humility	in	deeds	and	words;	and	the	exhibition	of	humility	that	could	not	be	
mistaken	for	lack	of	strength	or	determination.	As	noted	in	the	Introduction,	these	
characteristics	reflect	the	validity	of	Marilyn	Hammond's	multi-layered	medieval	definition	
of	poverty	('material',	'interior',	'moral',	and	'spiritual	poverty').	When	examined	in	relation	
to	Francis,	the	early	First	Order,	and	Bonaventure,	these	characteristics	underscore	the	
																																																						
1	See	pp.	4-5	of	this	thesis.		
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need	to	acknowledge	the	core	vocation	of	humility	underlying	the	varied	manifestations	of	
the	much	discussed	and	highly	emphasised	Franciscan	virtue	of	poverty.2	
	
The	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventurian	vocations	of	humility	were	distinct	from	each	
other,	and	Francis's	vocation,	but	all	three	were	related	to	each	other,	findings	which	have	
implications	for	the	interpretation	of	commonly	studied	episodes	in,	and	aspects	of,	early	
Franciscan	history.		
	
	 The	first	few	generations	of	Franciscans	are	traditionally	viewed	to	have	
incrementally	departed,	inevitably	or	deliberately,	from	Francis's	teaching	and	example.	The	
early	First	Order	could	be	characterised	as	having	inevitably	departed	due	to	the	changing	
nature	and	role	of	the	Order,	and	Bonaventure	deliberately	as	the	culmination	of	an	
educated	takeover	fixated	on	clericalisation,	learning,	and	preaching.	In	reality,	their	
respective	vocations	of	humility	were	much	more	complicated	than	such	characterisations	
and	recent	historiography	has	tended	to	present	increasingly	nuanced	explanations	of	the	
early	brothers'	struggles	to	implement	Francis'	admonitions.	The	concurrence	and	
divergence	between	the	three	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	becomes	apparent	
when	each	is	considered	within	the	above	framework	of	elements	and	characteristics.	
Tracing	these	elements	and	characteristics	through	the	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	
humility	creates	an	understanding	of	each	in	relation	to	the	others,	and	sheds	a	different	
light	on	previously	extensively	discussed	early	Franciscan	history,	for	example	Quo	elongati's	
role	in	the	development	of	the	Order,	and	Bonaventure's	relationship	to	both	Francis	and	
his	immediate	predecessors.	The	elements	underpin	the	vocations	and	the	characteristics	
illuminate	them	through	the	existence	of	cherished	principles	and	demonstrable	actions.	
When	the	early	First	Order	and	Bonaventurian	vocations	are	placed	side	by	side,	common	
grounding	in	Francis's	intent	is	detectable,	as	is	a	process	of	evolution,	symbolised	by	the	
compilation	of	the	long-developing	'Constitutions	of	Narbonne'.	But	they	are	two	distinct	
vocations,	the	early	Franciscans'	vocation	marked	by	reaction	and	pragmatism	and	
Bonaventure's	vocation	by	reference	to	theology,	particularly	the	extended	heritage	of	
humility.	This	is	not	say	that	the	early	Franciscans	did	not	engage	in	theology	or	
Bonaventure	was	not	partly	governed	by	the	need	to	respond	to	immediate	threats.	The	
inaccuracy	of	both	these	statements	has	also	been	established.	Rather,	noticeable	
																																																						
2	See	pp.	1-7	of	this	thesis.		
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proclivities	have	been	traced	through	the	thesis's	discussion	of	the	elements	and	
characteristics	of	Franciscan	humility.		
	 The	four	elements	of	subjection,	self-sacrifice,	inversion,	and	freedom	from	worldly	
constraints	form	the	first	point	for	consideration.	The	early	Order	did	not	struggle	as	much	
to	show	humility	through	subjection	towards	God	as	toward	others.	Under	Bonaventure,	
subjection	within	the	Order	remained	a	strong	theme	but	subjection	to	outside	entities	
became	increasingly	selective,	a	process	that	had	commenced	with	the	early	Franciscans.	
Francis's	Christocentric	outlook	was	retained	by	the	early	Franciscans	but	the	Order's	
increasingly	direct	involvement	with	the	Eucharist	through	clericalisation	complicated	the	
cultivation	and	demonstration	of	humility	through	self-sacrifice.	Bonaventure	worked	with	
this	development	by	ensuring	that	self-sacrificial	humility	was	theologically	nuanced	as	no	
longer	a	simple	case	of	following	Christ's,	or	even	Francis's,	example.	The	early	Franciscan	
commitment	to	inversion	was	tested	by	their	temporal	and	ecclesiastical	environment.	
While	the	resourceful	friars	discovered	and	inaugurated	new	ways	to	effect	it,	freedom	from	
worldly	constraints,	especially	the	accumulation	of	goods	but	also	worldly	influence,	was	a	
consistent	and	multi-faceted	quandary	for	them.	The	practical	difficulties	with	inversion	and	
freedom	from	worldly	constraint	identified	by	the	early	Franciscans	only	intensified	for	
Bonaventure	but	instead	of	giving	up,	he	resisted,	with	the	aid	of	legislation	and	extensive,	
persuasive	communication.	
	 Following	on	from	these	profiles,	the	early	Franciscans	and	Bonaventure	struggled	
with	all	six	of	Francis's	characteristics	of	humility:	living	the	Gospel	and	the	Rule;	seeking	to	
be	the	Lesser	Brother	in	every	sense;	loving	and	honouring	all	brothers	equally;	obedience;	
humility	in	deeds	and	words;	and	the	exhibition	of	humility	that	could	not	be	mistaken	for	
lack	of	strength	or	determination.	Through	challenging	the	letter	of	the	Rule,	the	early	
Franciscans	learned	about	living	the	Gospel,	while	Bonaventure	consolidated	the	work	of	
the	earlier	glossers	and	commentators	by	reinforcing	the	centrality	of	the	Rule	in	Franciscan	
life	but	also	explicitly	introducing	other	exemplars	of	humility	to	refine	its	application.	The	
objects	of	the	Order's	obedience	shifted	during	this	period.	By	being	the	Lesser	Brothers	
within	the	Church,	the	early	Franciscan	definition	and	means	of	being	the	lesser	in	their	
communities	changed,	resulting	in	a	gradual	movement	away	from	living	the	existence	of	
the	outcast,	a	pattern	that	continued	under	Bonaventure.	Humility	towards	the	papacy	and	
intra-Order	obedience	continued	to	be	encouraged	under	Bonaventure	but	he	situated	the	
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origins	of	the	Lesser	Brother	identity	in	internal	transformation	and	defended	it	fiercely	
against	other	parts	of	the	Church	and	temporal	society,	whilst	at	the	same	time	locating	the	
Order	more	precisely	within	the	Church	than	it	had	been	before.	Preaching	humility	was	
undoubtedly	a	priority	for	the	early	First	Order	but	humility	in	deeds	proved	more	difficult,	
as	did	loving	and	honouring	each	other	equally.	Despite	the	rapid	expansion	of,	and	changes	
within,	the	group,	Bonaventure	built	on	the	various	ways	the	early	brothers	had	found	to	
encourage	the	humility	in	deeds.	But	he	explicitly	underlined	humility	as	transformation	of	
the	soul,	not	simply	words	or	deeds.	Finally,	in	both	the	early	Franciscans	and	Bonaventure	
we	see	the	realisation	of	Francis's	belief	that	humility	should	not	be	mistaken	for	lack	of	
strength	and	determination.	This	thesis	provides	ample	examples	of	early	Franciscans,	
before	and	during	Bonaventure's	period,	asserting	themselves	in	its	name,	culminating	in	
Bonaventure's	passionate,	eloquent	defence	of	the	Order's	existence.	
	
In	addition	to	enabling	consideration	of	well-known	and	well-discussed	early	Franciscan	
history	from	a	new	perspective,	each	of	the	three	early	Franciscan	vocations	of	humility	
have	been	shown	to	inhabit	unique	positions	in	the	longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility.		
	
	 The	common	ground	on	which	the	chosen	examples	of	the	heritage	of	Christian	
humility	sit,	and	the	abstract	and	environmental	difficulties	that	they	tended	to	face,	
regardless	of	place	and	period,	were	outlined	in	Chapter	One.	The	positions	of	Francis	of	
Assisi,	the	early	First	Order,	and	Bonaventure	in	the	longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility	
were	therefore	not	immediately	clear	until	some	issues	on	which	they	might	differ	were	
introduced	into	the	equation.	This	was	achieved	by	identifying	four	points	of	contention,	or	
difference,	raised	by	earlier	Christian	thinkers	and	prevalent	as	issues	for	the	early	Order.	
These	four	points	were:	the	optimal	exemplars	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	
life	required	by	internal	humility;	humility	as	abrogation	of	power	versus	humility	as	a	
source	of	power;	spiritual	advancement	through	grace	versus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	
some	degree	through	merit;	and	the	extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	temporal	world	
compatible	with	Christian	humility.	
	 When	the	three	early	vocations	of	Franciscan	humility	are	considered	in	these	terms,	
key	conclusions	about	their	respective	relationships	to	the	longer	heritage	of	humility	may	
be	reached.	For	Francis,	the	optimal	exemplar	for	the	pursuit	of	the	relational,	action-based	
life	was	Christ.	He	was	not	interested	in	looking	elsewhere.	The	early	Franciscans	were	also	
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not	focused	on	this	issue,	as	they	grappled	with	applying	the	Rule	to	the	environment	in	
which	they	found	themselves.	Bonaventure,	on	the	other	hand,	clearly	expressed	what	the	
infant	Order	had	only	hinted	at,	raising	the	early	Church	as	the	optimal	exemplar	and	
explaining	the	problems	for	the	Order's	use	of	Christ	or	Francis	as	exemplars,	whilst	
retaining	them	as	strong,	non-negotiable	influences.	
	 Over	the	early	history	of	the	Church,	spiritual	advancement	through	grace	had	
gradually	become	spiritual	advancement	through	grace	plus	the	possibility	of	attaining	it	to	
some	degree	through	merit,	especially	merit	earned	in	a	monastic	environment.	Francis	
evidently	agreed	with	some	degree	of	spiritual	advancement	through	merit,	but	through	
externally	interactive,	other-person	focused	activity	as	well	as	leadership	and	
contemplation.	By	the	time	we	arrive	at	Bonaventure,	monastic-type	merit	was	being	
incorporated	into	the	Franciscan	model.	The	early	First	Order	referred	back	to	the	
monasticism	mostly	implicitly,	as	guidance	for	successful	communal	life,	whilst	attempting	
to	maintain	an	orientation	toward	service	in	the	wider	community.	Bonaventure	did	so	
explicitly,	as	an	enrichment	to	the	Franciscan	vocation	of	humility	but,	perhaps,	finally,	at	
the	expense	of	Francis's	original	conception	of	friar	as	outcast.	
	 The	remaining	two	externally-focused	issues	(extent	and	level	of	involvement	in	the	
temporal	world	compatible	with	Christian	humility,	and	humility	as	abrogation	of	power	
versus	humility	as	a	source	of	power)	clearly	mark	disjuncture	between	the	three	Franciscan	
vocations.	Francis	did	not	believe	involvement	in	the	power	structures	of	the	temporal	
world	or	use	of	power	to	be	compatible	with	his	vocation	of	humility.	The	same	could	not	be	
said	of	the	early	First	Order	or	Bonaventure,	who	used	their	vocations	of	humility	to	
cultivate	relationships	in	the	temporal	and	ecclesiastical	worlds	and	garner	power	to	be	
turned,	generally,	to	the	benefit	of	those	that	needed	physical	and	spiritual	assistance.	In	
this,	they	were	more	closely	aligned	with	Augustine	of	Hippo	and	Bernard	of	Clairvaux	than	
Francis.	We	can	therefore	conclude	that	while	the	early	Franciscan	and	Bonaventurian	
vocations	of	humility	were	respectful	of,	and	rooted	in,	Francis's	vocation	of	humility,	the	
early	First	Order	was	highly	influenced	by	exogenous	factors	and	Bonaventure	by	the	
heritage	of	Christian	humility	of	which	he	keenly	felt	a	part.	All	three	vocations	therefore	
earn	distinct,	unique	places	in	that	heritage,	as	varying	fusions	of	innovation	and	
consolidation.		
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Concluding	Reflections	and	Future	Directions	-	The	idea	of	humility,	and	studying	the	
founding	and	development	of	altruistic	institutions	
	
	 One	of	the	most	common	reactions	received	when	discussion	has	turned	to	the	topic	
of	this	thesis	was:	'Really!	Hasn't	enough	been	written	about	him	already?'	Surveying	the	
mountain	of	reading	before	me,	the	point	was	well	taken.	However,	as	I	acquainted	myself	
with	Francis	of	Assisi	and	the	early	First	Order,	I	felt	compelled	to	join	the	conversation	
stretching	back	centuries,	to	contribute	my	own	analysis	of	their	vocations.	I	wished	my	
conclusions	to	be	based	primarily	on	their	own	words	and	deeds	rather	than	the	myriad	of	
differing	but	valid	theories	that	had	grown	up	around	them,	each	understandably	reflective	
of	the	environment	in	which	it	was	conceived	as	much	as	of	thirteenth-century	Europe.	
	 My	reading	of	Francis's	words	and	life	led	me	to	the	idea	of	humility.	Humility's	
centrality	to	Francis's	calling	required	attention.	It	was	important	to	identify	the	origins	of	
his	conception	of	humility	and	its	fate	in	the	early	Order,	including	under	the	leadership	of	
Bonaventure,	which	was	patently	discrete	from	Francis	in	appearance	and	sound	yet	
claimed	kinship.	Humility	seemed	to	have	been	treated	as	a	silent	given	in	Franciscan	
historiography	but	had	so	much	more	to	contribute	to	our	understanding	of	the	well-known	
trails	of	the	early	Order's	history	and	their	respective	places	in	the	long	heritage	of	Christian	
humility.		
	 Consideration	of	a	vocation	of	humility	illuminates	many	puzzling,	or	simply	
distinctive,	aspects	of	early	First	Order	history.	The	early	Franciscans	deliberately	chose	not	
to	be	monastic.	A	deep	commitment	to	humility	before	God,	but	especially	others,	was	
reflected	in	that	choice.	Had	Francis	and	the	early	Franciscans	not	displayed	such	humility	
before	the	Church	as	well	as	before	God,	the	thirteenth-century	Franciscan	Order	might	
have	ended	up	on	the	wrong	side	of	the	Church	but,	instead,	became	one	of	its	greatest	
pillars.	Francis's	and	the	early	Franciscans'	humility	was	the	key	to	his,	and	their,	success	and	
longevity,	turning	the	practice	of	powerlessness	into	incalculable	power.	Francis	was	not	
highly	theologically	educated.	Yet	older	Christian	ideas	of	humility	clearly	influenced	his	
vocation.	Bonaventure	was	highly	theologically	educated.	Yet	his	vocation	of	humility	had	
clearly	defined	Franciscan,	in	the	sense	of	referring	to	Francis,	roots.	Francis's	vocation	
could	be	interpreted	as	a	return	to	the	Gospels	and	Bonaventure's	as	an	extrication	from	
that	direction	and	a	redirection	to	early	Church	and	monastic	teaching.	However,	when	
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humility	is	placed	at	the	centre	of	all	three	early	Franciscan	vocations,	the	nuanced	nature	
of	their	individual	contributions	to	Franciscanism	comes	alive.	Addressing	these	and	other	
enigmatic	aspects	of	early	Franciscan	humility	has	demonstrated	its	criticality	to	the	Order's	
history	and	the	vocations'	particular	personalities	in	relation	to	the	broader	history	of	
humility	in	Western	Christianity.	A	similar	exercise	could	be	undertaken	for	any	period	of	
Franciscan	history,	focusing	on	humility	or	any	other	vocation	one	might	consider	to	be	
present	and	influential.		
	 In	addition	to	elevating	humility	to	a	more	central	and	prominent	position	in	
Franciscan	historical	studies	and	re-evaluating	parts	of	the	Order's	history	through	this	
adjusted	lens,	the	thesis	has	suggested	two	other	avenues	of	further,	more	general,	
investigation.	The	first	is	the	need	for	additional	attention	to	the	idea	of	humility.	Krijn	
Pansters	has	highlighted	the	value	of	looking	past	poverty	to	other	virtues	in	understanding	
the	early	Franciscans.3	This	thesis	has	proposed	particular	and	unique	vocations	of	humility	
for	the	early	Franciscans.	However,	further	in-depth	study	of	the	idea	of	humility	in	the	
longer	heritage	of	Christian	humility	has	many	more	treasures	to	yield.	This	thesis	was	only	
able	to	touch	on	the	place	of	humility	in	the	thinking	of	less	than	a	handful	of	participants	in	
that	history.	Much	more	could	be	learnt	by	additional	in-depth,	careful	study	of	humility	in	
medieval	religious	rules	or	the	early	Church	Fathers'	writing,	as	just	two	examples.	How	
much	more	comprehensively	could	the	relationships,	for	example,	between	mendicant	and	
monastic	orders	be	understood	as	a	result?		
	 In	addition,	the	study	of	humility	as	an	idea	(how	it	has	been	developed	in	the	past,	
what	it	has	meant	to	people	in	the	past,	how	it	has	been	practiced	in	various	contexts	in	the	
past)	has	a	potential	real,	practical,	temporal	application	to	twenty-first	century	life.	The	
significance	of	humility's	operating	environment	has	been	pointed	out	throughout	the	
thesis.	In	that	sense,	2018	is	no	different	to	300,	400,	1198,	1209,	or	1257	AD.	Leaving	aside	
the	now	seemingly	almost	unfathomable	concept	of	it	as	a	vocation,	humility	is	widely	
devalued	as	a	public	characteristic,	at	least	in	the	West.	But,	just	as	it	was	at	each	of	those	
points	in	time,	humility	remains	able	to	encourage	improvements	to	equity	and	equality	in	
society.	The	potential	of	humility	as	a	modern	virtue	has	not	gone	unrecognised,	as	the	
																																																						
3	See	pp.	6-7	of	this	thesis.		
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book	Humilitas	-	A	Lost	Key	to	Life,	Love,	and	Leadership,	by	John	Dickson,	shows.4	Although	
they	chose,	at	various	times	and	in	various	places,	to	harness	it	in	different	ways,	Francis	
and	the	early	Franciscans	generated	power	for	the	powerless	through	humility.	They	
exhibited	that	humility	in	hierarchical	communal	life,	in	practical	and	spiritual	leadership,	in	
advocacy	at	all	levels	of	society.	Even	disassociated	from	its	religious	origins,	the	ethos	and	
practices	their	humility	generated	would	seem	to	offer	insight	and	assistance	to	modern	
communities,	searching	for	ways	of	achieving	more	humane	and	fair	treatment	for	all	their	
citizens.		
	 The	second	potential	avenue	for	further	study	involves	possibilities	for	institutional	
history	writing.	Whilst	the	thesis	has	principally	become	the	history	of	an	idea,	I	remain	
convinced	of	its	prospective	implications	for	the	study	of	institutions,	particularly	
international	not-for-profit	institutions	based	on,	but	eventually	distinct	from,	a	founder's,	
or	founders',	initial	calling	or	purpose.	The	methodology	employed	here,	of	distinguishing	
the	elements	of	the	founder's	vocation,	solidifying	those	elements	into	viewable	and/or	
audible	characteristics,	taking	into	consideration	the	various	environments	in	which	those	
characteristics	were	refined	and	displayed,	and	making	resulting	conclusions	about	time	
periods	of	interest,	would	seem	to	be	widely	applicable.	The	aim	is	to	understand	the	
different	stages	of	an	institution's	development	on	their	own	terms,	but	with	appropriate	
reference	to	what	came	before	and	after.	Including	study	of	the	history	of	a	central	idea,	in	
this	case	humility,	enriches	the	analysis	by	placing	the	institution	and	its	vocation	within	a	
larger	context,	a	longer,	wider,	but	extremely	relevant,	timeline.	When	any	well-known	and	
respected	altruistic	institution,	crossing	cultural,	linguistic,	and	geographical	boundaries,	
appears	to	change	direction	or	shift	away	from	the	purposes	for	which	it	was	ostensibly	
created,	cries	of	infidelity	and	betrayal	are	understandable.	But,	as	historians,	might	we	be	
able	to	offer	a	more	empathetic	but	also	dispassionate,	nuanced,	evidenced,	and	
constructive	explanation?	This	thesis	demonstrates	the	possibility	that	such	a	contribution	
may	be	made.					
	 In	summary	and	conclusion,	all	those	who	have	asked	why	I	have	chosen	to	examine	
Francis	of	Assisi	and	the	early	First	Order	are	perfectly	entitled	to	wonder.	Franciscan	
historiography	is	an	old,	rich,	well-studied,	passionately	contested	field.	However,	the	most	
																																																						
4	John	Dickson,	Humilitas	-	A	Lost	Key	to	Life,	Love,	and	Leadership	(Grand	Rapids,	MI:	Zondervan,	2011).	
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wonderful	characteristic	of	history	is	its	ability	to	continually	suggest	new	ways	of	looking	at	
old	topics.	Francis	and	the	early	Franciscans	will	always	be	worth	revisiting,	not	simply	
because	they	are	intriguing,	multi-faceted	subjects	of	medieval	study,	but	because	their	
mentality	and	way	of	life,	the	struggles	they	endured,	the	solutions	they	found	to	these,	and	
the	nature	of	the	triumphs	they	celebrated,	tell	us	as	much	about	our	own	humanity,	
institutions,	and	societies	as	they	do	about	theirs.		
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